
To: Morse, Mikafi.-.c~tb~><5~> _....,@SEC.GOV]; #DERA climat1.(b __ )<
5
_) __ ___,~SEC.GOV]; Niazi, Shehzad~SEC.GOV]; Chan, 

Anita~@SEC.GCV] 
F rom~att, Kristina 
Sent Tue 11/16/202110:57:16AM 
Subject RE: Following up on Persefoni discussion 
Received: Tue 11/16/2021 10:57 :16 AM 

b)(5) 

From: Morse, Mika <f6><5> psEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 202110:50 AM 
To: #DERA climate {b)(5

) ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ~Cb>C5> ~SEC.GOV>; Niazi, Shehzad p>c5> ~SEC.GOV>; Chan, 
Anita <fb)(5) psEC.GOV> ~--' 

Subject: RE: Following up on Persefoni discussion 

(b)(S) 

From: Morse, Mika 
Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 202110:45 AM 
To: #DERA climate '4b)(6) WSEC.GOV>; Kristina WyattrX

6
) ~SEC.GOV) <fb)(5) ~SEC.GOV>; Niazi, Shehzad 

r>c5> l@SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anita CblC6> SEC.GOV> 

Subject: FW: Following up on Perse oni ,scussion 

FYI-information below about a free carbon accounting product from Persefoni. 

From: Yogin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 15, 202111:57 AM 

To: Morse, Mika iCb>C6> WSEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: Following up on Persefoni discussion 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika, 
I hope you had a great weekend. I just wanted to flag a couple things for you. 

1. Persefoni introduced a free carbon accounting product. More details here. 
2. Persefoni introduced climate scenario modeling to enable companies and other enterprises to 
assess temperature alignment of their carbon emissions/targets. More details here. 
3. Persefoni recently closed its Series B, raising $101 million. More details here. 

In addition, if you have a few minutes to touch base, I also wanted to follow-up on the concept of the study 
we briefly discussed when we met and see what might be most useful. Let me know what you think and if 
you have some time to connect. 
Thanks, 
Yogin 
Y ogin Kothari 

Vice President I Boundary Stone Partners 



11 Schedule Directly: https: // calendly.com /yogin 

On Tue, Oct 19, 2021 at 9:32 AM Yogin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com> wrote: 
Mika, 
Thank you for taking the time to speak with the Persefoni team yesterday. We really appreciated the 
conversation and I hope that we can find ways to partner and collaborate on the SEC's various priorities 
in the climate risk disclosure arena. 
As Tim (cc'd here) mentioned, attached are the notes from the expert panel consultation with EFRAG, 
with the caveat that this is a pre-publication draft as the final notes have not been published. 
In the meantime, let us know if you have any questions. In addition, if you think there are other folks we 
should be chatting with in the SEC or anywhere else, please let us know so that we can reach out and 
share Persefoni's story. 
Best, 
Yogin 
Yogin Kothari 

Vice President I Boundary Stone Partners 
c. ICb>C5> 11 Schedule Directly: htt:ps: //calendly.com/yogin 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Morse, Mika~Cb>C5> @SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Mon 11/29/2021 3:40:40 PM 
RE: Questions from the SEC 

Mon 11/29/2021 3:40:40 PM 

Thank you. 

From: Morse, Mika ◄Cb)C6> l;ilSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2021 3:05 PM 
To: Curtis Ravenel ~(b)(B) ~; Wyatt, KristinalCb>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Questions from the SEC 

I will reply to this soon! Sorry for the delay! 

From: Curtis Ravenel <f._b_l<6_l ________ _, 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:17 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 4(b)(G) ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika <l(b)(G) ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Fwd: Questions from the SEC 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi both - in the interest of urgency. Dou want me to ask Bloomberg to do this? If so, I need some scope suggestions. 
Like only US-domiciled firms, or all firms filing in the US? we won't have a breakdown by Scope 3 types - just 
aggregate Scope 3. There will be a size bias as I'm sure you understand. Pis advise ..... 

----------Forwarded message ---------
From: Jim Coburn <cobum@ceres.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 29, 2021 at 10:05 AM 
Subject: Re: Questions from the SEC 
To: Curtis Ravenel 1cb>C5> ~ 

Curtis, 
Thank you very much for all of this information. I really appreciate this. 
It would be very helpful if Bloomberg could pull together some GHG emissions disclosure information that Ceres 
submits to the SEC in response to Commissioner Lee's climate change request for information. If a short call would 
be helpful, I'd be happy to set up a call with you, myself and my colleague Isabel Munilla, who heads Ceres' 
financial regulators work? 
From a call I had with Mika last week, I learned more about what would be useful for the SEC to receive: 
-- The SEC needs information about GHG emissions disclosure submitted into the public comment file, by mid
December, in order to strengthen their draft climate disclosure rule and reduce the chances the final rule could be 
overturned in court. 

-- The SEC needs to establish a baseline for what U.S. companies, big and/or small, are already disclosing of Scopes 
1, 2 and 3 GHG emissions. That will enable the SEC to show how the additional cost of reporting this baseline 
information to the SEC is minimal for some of those companies. 
-- That information must include the denominator--such as the S&P 500 or the Russell 1000. 
-- If Scope 3 information can be broken down into the 15 Scope 3 categories, that would be helpful, or even key 
categories like purchased goods and services, fuel and energy related activities, use of sold products, and 
investments. That's because, as you know, many large companies report some Scope 3 info, but many do not report 
the highest emitting categories in Scope 3. 
Ceres will be submitting some information to the SEC based on research Guidehouse did for Ceres, and two of our 
interns are updating. But that's only for some industries, only for Scope 3 emissions, and mainly S&P 500 
companies. 
Thank you very much for your consideration. 
Best, 
Jim 
On Wed, Nov 17, 2021 at 1 :26 PM Curtis Ravenel 4cb><5> ~ wrote: 
I'll start backwards. I'm in regular touch with Mike on this issue and we don't have anything. I spent an hour with 
her team explaining that TCFD is a framework not a standard so for TCFD preparers, the cost varies significantly 
depending on how deep they go into TCFD (some firms do qualitative scenario analysis, others have teams of 



statisticians) AND giving them anecdotal stuff from TCFD preparers about how it's streamlined their thinking and 
reporting. But we don't - and I've never seen - studies that would support this. The benefits (well-evidenced) of 
investor needs, cost of capital, diversified investor base, lower volatility in stock price are high. The issuing of SEC 
disclosure rules will inevitably reduce the 'survey fatigue' created by the myriad reporting frameworks and ESG 
raters etc. But again, I have no studies to support this. 

On scope 3 data - again, have shared this with her. There are plenty of studies out there on this. Not sure what more 
they need here. I can ask Bloomberg to pull the data but it's coverage is basically bigger firms so it won't say 
anything new here - especially when it comes to SMEs. 

Sorry I can't help more :/ 
On Wed, Nov 17, 2021 at 12:05 PM Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> wrote: 
Dear Curtis, 
Hi--1 hope you've been well, and that all your TCFD and COP private finance work is going well. 
I'm trying to help Mika Morse at the SEC with two specific issues, and I'm wondering if you can help or have suggestions 
about who can? Thank you very much for considering this. Ceres is very focused on an SEC climate disclosure rule that's 
legally strong in case it is challenged in court, and of course that includes strong SEC cost benefit analysis. 
1. The SEC would find data on the rates and types of Scope 3 GHG emissions disclosure very helpful, both for U.S. and global 
companies. 
As background, we shared with her Ceres-commissioned internal research on individual S&P 500 companies and their Scope 
3 disclosures (please let me know if you'd like to see it}, and she pointed out that if we submit the data in response to the 
SEC request for information, it can be used to support rulemaking on climate disclosure. We're going to submit something 
in the next 11/2 weeks, but Ceres does not have great data on Scope 3, and the data we do have needs quality control 
which we're scrambling to do, so that's why I'm reaching out to you. We've also checked with CDP. 
2. Do you all have any information-even anecdotal-about the cost of preparing climate disclosures, in particular GHG 
emissions information? If this exists, it would be very useful to the SEC. They've received very little info so far on this. 
As background, Ceres and two partners will be commissioning ERM to do research on this topic, through a survey of issuers 
and investors, but that project will take a couple of months, and the SEC could use the data now. 
Again, thank you very much for your consideration. Happy to discuss by phone if that's helpful. 

Best, 
Jim 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 

Bloom, Lunaj,_<b>_<5> _ _.@SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 

Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Fri 9/24/2021 3:36:49 PM 
FW: Update on S-X 

Fri 9/24/2021 3:36:49 PM 

Amazing. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 

Sent: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:36 PM 
To: Morse, Mika {b><5> ~sec.gov> 

Subject: RE: Update on S-X 

Thank you. Amazing work. ~,----------------------------------, 
On the call with Persefoni, b)C5> 

~-------------------------------~ Thank you so much, Mika. 

From: Morse, Mika 4<b><5> ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:04 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristincl(b)(5

) @SEC.GOV> 

Subject: FW: Update on S-X 
FYI! b)(S) 

(b)(5) 

From: Morse, Mika 

Sent: Friday, September 24, 2021 2:24 PM 
To: Bloom, Luna Cb><5> .GOV> 
Cc: Corey Klemmer b)(

6
) ov) r)(

6
) ~sec.gov> 

Subject: Update on S-X .__ __ __, 

b)(5) 

Than!< you so much, 

Mika 

Mika Morse 
Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 
i<b><5> psec.gov 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Hi Erik, 

Gerding, Erik[._b><_6> _ __,@SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Thur 11/25/202111:51:13 AM 
FW: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Thur11/25/202111:51:14AM 

Happy Thanksgiving! 
b)(5) 

Take care, 
Kristina 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 202111:44 AM 
To: 'Curtis Ravenel' ~Cb><6> h Morse, Mika {b>C5> ~sec.gov>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Hi Curtis, 
Happy Thanksgiving! Thank you very much for reaching out. 
We would very much like to catch up with you next week. Mika and I will coordinate on scheduling. Given the holiday, it 
might not be until early next week when we are able to get back with you, if that's alright. 
Thanks very much. Very much look forward to speaking with you. 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel 4b><6> ~ 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 20218:16 AM 
To: Morse, Mika <l<b><5> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina fb><

5
> ~SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress <mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; 

Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> ~-~ 

Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

UTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could 
catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GFANZ and want to make sure 
that what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. 
Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ChmateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~@SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Monday, December 13, 2021 10:34:56 AM 

To: Gerding, Erik l(b)(6) @SEC.GOV>; Jones. Renee fb)(6) l!JSEC.GOY> 

Snbject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

b)(S) 

Thanks. 

From: Gerding, Erik fb)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Sunday, December 12, 2021 9:43 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Jones, Renee i<b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Perse~-Up ~--~ 

Thanks for all of this, Kristina. 
b)(S) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2021 10:25 PM 
To: Jones, Renee i(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Gerding, Erik <~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Importance: High 
b)(S) 

From: Tim Mohin <nm.ra>oersefoni com> 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2021 4:23 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika 1(b)(6) r-sEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kenn.co.@persefonj.com>; Mike Wallace <mjke waUace@persefoni com>: Keith Denham <kejth denham@p~com>; Yogin Kothari <_y.9gjn~rystone com>: Christine Turner 
<chrjstine@QQ.IUllWVstone com> 
Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Importance: High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika; 
Thanks to you and the team for the latest conversation regarding the Cost of Carbon Disclosure, as well as your follow-up questions. We took the following points away from our last conversation and your follow-up 
email and have organized our responses as a formal submission for the SEC's consideration. We are happy for the below and attached information to be shared. 

1. Clarify initial/startup cost versus ongoing cost of compliance of climate risk disclosure, including differentiating between low and high maturity companies, if possible. 
2. Clarify the discrepancy between slide 3 and the ROI calculator 
3. Clarify slides and rational for disclosure cost vs. management (Slides 11-16). 
4. Provide example on what we mean by low maturity. 
s. Firm complexity or market cap might impact costs. 

Persefoni's responses: 

1. We outline many of these points in the attached materials. Slide 3 outlines these Disclosure Costs of Compliance. These are the costs associated with preparing this disclosure, broken down by a company's 
maturity 

2. We have simplified our summary and it is included in Slide 3 in a similar format to our prior presentation. The ROI Calculator was intended for a different purpose originally and its results were not intended to 
directly address Year One Disclosure. we·ve taken the data and included it in the summary contained in Slide 3. In addition, we have excluded legal and auditing costs. We suggest the SEC continue engaging 
With the relevant organizations in these professions. We would suggest contacting legal professionals at the Society for Corporate Governance, the Association of Corporate Counsel, and/or the American Bar 
l'lssociation. For the accounting profession, we would suggest the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the Center for Audit Quality (CAQ), the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, 
Institute of Management Accountants and/or the International Federation of Accountants, all of which are examining these issues. We'd be happy to give you a list of direct contacts. Contacting them know 
and informing them of the pending public comment period might also help in obtaining written and public inputs from them. 

3. Slides 11- 16 are direct references to materials collected and developed by the Task Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Since TCFD is being so regularly referenced by other influential 
government bodies and influential stakeholders, we feel this is an accurate framework for organizations to follow. Disclosure costs vs. management, however, can be explained in the following manner: 



a. When considering the financial reporting process, every organization has defined timelines associated with their close cycle and quarterly/annual reporting requirements, yet there are people, 
processes and technologies supporting the underlying data on an ongoing basis. 

b. We see the climate accounting and management process being no different, in that there are continuous efforts to gather, understand and improve upon the decision-usefulness of data, with ties to 
various internal and external reporting requirements. 

c. The costs associated with disclosure across both examples above are somewhat repetitive in nature. While there will be adjustments year over year in the type or volume of inclusions, the ways in 
which we report the information are (and in the case of climate, will continue to be more) defined. 

d. It should be noted that an increased cost can be expected with the initial effort to report on climate change as the qualitative components need to be determined and communicated (with on-going 
effort to improve the quality of disclosure and/or alignment with standards such as TCFD). 

e. In the case of climate management, the increased cost comes from the time and resources (internal/external) required to gather, clean, and interpret the underlying data in-line with recognized 
frameworks and calculations, such as those defined in the GHGP and PCAF. Many organizations will need to undertake a large initial investment to complete this effort and understand how their 
current data can be leveraged and/or the gaps they need to bridge when looking to report on climate change. 

f. Once this initial effort has been undertaken, the management-focused data (metrics and targets) should be treated like that of financial data - routinely updated and reflected upon with specific 
resources to support. Additional reasons for increased effort today include: 

1. Dynamic standards and accounting disclosure landscape 

2. Internal skill gaps across existing departments/employees 

3. Lack of internal processes and data alignment to support new considerations 

4. Gaps in existing technologies leveraged internally (need for further investment) 

4. Slide 3 describes low vs. high maturity with costs estimates based on the use of FTEs to do the needed work. A low maturity company is one that has no formal understanding of GHG emission calculations, or 
policies or programs around such issues. They have not organized or collected any data for such a calculation and most more (and cost) is required to get this information ready for calculation and disclosure. 
Slide 3 breaks these out for companies that are focused on Scopes 1 and 2, as well as on Scopes 1, 2 and 3. The difference between a high mature and low mature company in the slides is mostly determined 
by data availability and whether the company collected this type of information before. In addition, the level of data precision/quality also varies for what is relevant and appropriate for disclosure/reporting. 
Some emission categories are more material than others (e.g. business travel is a significant contributor to the carbon footprint of a bank but would not be relatively material to a dairy manufacturing 
company). 

S. A company's market cap (size) and its complexity certainly factors into the overall cost of data collection, calculation and the disclosure/reporting of such information. Some companies can be very focused in 
their business offerings, such as a software, financial or professional services company. Their footprints are mostly made up of building operations, personnel travel, etc. More complex manufacturing
oriented organizations have a wide range of carbon emitting activities, may own, and operate, a range of facilities in and outside of where they are domiciled and have a range of additional operating and up 
and downstream activities that influence the cost of carbon disclosure. That said, although scope and size play key roles in the costs, as indicated in #4, data availability is almost always the determining 
factor. The costs of measuring a Scope 1&2 carbon footprint of a larger organization that is just starting their climate change journey and has never collected GHG, energy, or transportation data often is more 
costly than a Scope 1, 2 &3 assessment of a similar sized organization that has calculated their carbon footprint for years and has clear and structured data. 

Our points further down in this email chain (Nov. 29, 2021) still remain accurate based on our most recent experiences with our clients and with the advancement of our software. The cost of carbon accounting and 
disclosure will inevitably go down as software solutions simplify the process and reduce the burden on companies. 
Please do not hesitate to respond to this email with more questions or let us know if you'd like to discuss the contents and these updates on another call. 

Tim Mohln (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President· Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 
+1 737.900.3222 Linkedln Twitter Newsletter 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading Immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Morse, Mika!Cb)(6) l@sEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, io21 5:5S PM 



To: Tim Mohin <lir!l@.Rersefoni.com>; Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung~:EC.GOV>; Zhao, Meng;~~,l~~(:~boe~~~~V> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~persefoni com>; MikiWallac!~ <mike waUace@oersefonj~~gin Kothari <y.Qgi!l@~y . om>: Christine Turner< • stone com> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Tim, 
As the Persefoni team works on the information to share with us, we were wondering if it might be possible to address how firm complexity or market cap might impact the range of costs. Would it be possible to reflect those 
attributes in the estimated ranges? 
Thanks, 
Mika 

(b)(5) 

From: Tim Mohin <.ti!!l.@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:47 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~>; Morse, Mika fbX6) 1§,~>; Girardi, Giulio J(b)(6) ~~>; Pyo, Minyoun~~; Zhao, Mengxin[b){6) bo!n~~~G0V> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~oersefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mlke.waUace@persefonj.com>: Yogin Kothari <y.9gin.@~ystone.com>: Christine Turner <chrlstine@ stone.com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika (and team); First, we hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving and enjoyed a relaxing and long weekend! 
Thanks again for the latest in a great series of conversations with you and your team. We appreciate the complexities around these issues and do hope we have been helpful through the various conversations and demonstrations 
we have given you and the team. 
we·re re-attaching an email and attachments we sent last Sept. that provided the ·cost of carbon disclosure· at that time. This was based on our own experiences with corporations as they enter the carbon disclosure and as they do 
this sort of effort in-house and with FTEs. The ROI calculator is a useful way to model some different options. In slide 3 the costs estimates range from $25,000 to $125,000. Again, this is the ·traditional approach· using internal 
teams and spreadsheets. 
Since we shared the attached, we·ve onboarded over 25 new clients, both enterprise clients and financial services clients. Some of our asset management clients are analyzing over 1,000 companies In their portfolios. We are 
currently seeing as the 'cost of carbon disclosure' when implementing Persefoni's CMAP, a range in costs from $10,000 to $250,000. This is dependent on the complexity of the organizations we·re experiencing, their readiness 
(maturity in GHG emissions tracking and reporting), and their ability to access the data sources on their own, or with our help. 
We also announced our plans to release a free version of Persefoni"s Carbon Management and Accounting Platform {CM.AP) We expect the cost of carbon reporting to drop at least another 50% with further software innovations 
over the coming 18-24 months. 
If you and the team would like to have another discussion in more detail about the costs, we·d be happy to get on a call at your convenience. 
All the best and do let us know how we can be off assistance going forward. 
Tim 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 
+1 737.900.3222 Linkedln Twitter Newsletter 

WATCHOUReJIQJl 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged. and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rig his to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Mike Wallace 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 202111:11 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 1(b)(6) Jal SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika rb)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ~(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung l(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin l(b)(6) fSEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~persefoni com>; Tim Mohin <Iim@persefoni com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 



Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we·re preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1. The attached PDF Is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios {Page 3). The presentation also 
provides market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&P500 companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2. We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 

3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PSOO Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies In the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PSOO companies that are 

active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 

Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 

+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked Jo ~ NewsJetter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCHQU/tflKlil 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged. and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
--Original Appointment-
From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

-- Do not delete or change any of the following text -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join 
meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 



Join by meeting 

number 

Meeting 

number 

(access code): 

l(b)(6) 

Meeting 

password: 

1Cb)(6) 

r ._b_)(6_> _ ___.I from 

phones and 

video systems) 

Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only} 

kb)(6) I USA Toll 2 
.l-------------~- US Toll 
Some mobile devices may ask attendees to enter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

b)(6) IUSA Toll 2 
US Toll 

lobal call-in numbers 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Dial!(b)(6) ~~Y.nc.webex.com 

If you are a host, click here to view host information. 

Need help? Go to https://help.webex.com 



To: 
From: 

Gerding, Erikj,_<b>_<5> _ ___,@SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 

Sent: Fri 11/26/2021 2:45:57 PM 
Subject 
Received: 

RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

anyt an s, 
Kristina 

Fri 11/26/2021 2:45:57 PM 

from: Gerding, Erik {b>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, November 26, 2021 2:44 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina <fb)(5) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Hi Kristina: 
b)(S) 

Erik 
from: Wyatt, Kristina <ICb>C5> !@SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 9:51 AM 
To: Gerding, Erik fb)C6> ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Hi Erik, 
Happy Thanksgiving! 

(b)(S) 

Take care, 
Kristina 
from: Wyatt, Kristina 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 202111:44 AM 
To: 'Curtis Ravenel' p>c5> ~; Morse, Mika {b>(

5
> ~sec.gov>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Hi Curtis, 
Happy Thanksgiving! Thank you very much for reaching out. 
We would very much like to catch up with you next week. Mika and I will coordinate on scheduling. Given the holiday, it 
might not be until early next week when we are able to get back with you, if that's alright. 
Thanks very much. Very much look forward to speaking with you. 
Best, 
Kristina 
from: Curtis Ravenel ~ ..... Cb>_c6_> ________ ...., 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8: 16 AM 
To: Morse, Mika fb><6> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina <1Cb)(5

> ~SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress <mchi1dress8@bloomberg.net>; 
Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break trus Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could 
catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GFANZ and want to make sure 
that what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. 
Thanks all! 



Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



,.;=;.~=_,_H'""o..,.ll.....,Elwood.Holly@epa.gov]; Khanna, Satyam[Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov]; Ela, Jed S. 
_.,,,.,_,_:....:....:.....;___ __ ___._.,~ceq.eop.gov]; Jennifer Hawes - M1V1CAuennifer.hawes@gsa.gov];~fb>_<5_> ----~~IV OSD OUSD A-S 

,..,..u.~::ua:.~;__ ____ __.,"'1J.IQJ·u..u.w.· J....l.,gj,dll.i2...J..J.tlw.L.u..u..::.i..l:..l,!..L...L.w,•Odd.lacks@nasa.gov]; Porter Glock 

' Sent Fri 10/1/2021 9:54:39 PM 
Subject RE: cost of reporting 
Received: Fri 10/1/2021 9:54:39 PM 

Hi all, 
It was good to speak with you yesterday. 
(b)(S) 

Hope you have a good weekend. 

Kristina 

Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

fb)(6) I 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Sarurday, October 2, 2021 12:21: 10 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Snbject: RE: Re-Connecting 

That's great, Mike. 
I mentioned Persefoni to some others In the government working on a project that relates to the costs of reporting and heard back that you're meeting with the EPA next week. That's good. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 7:36 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION, This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Kristina; 
FYI - We're in the FCA's Tech Sprint! Thanks for mentioning that to us! 
BTW - Bob Eccles introduced me to Mark Manning and Sacha Sadan re: the FCA's interest in understanding ESG ratings. I had a great call with Sacha today. 
Finally, you might like this announcement: 

ESG and Corporate Governance Leader Rakhi Kumar Joins Climate Platform Persefoni's SustainabHjty~y...aoa.cd. 
Especially this part: 

Kumar is the Senior Vice President of Sustainability Solutions at LibertY- Mutual Insurance. In her prior role she was the Head of ESG Investing and Asset Stewardship at State Street Global Advisors. She 
cu1Tently serves as an Advisory board member of the MiBstein Center for Global Markets and Corporate Ownership aJ the Columbia Business School. and has previously served on the Task Force on Climate
Related Financia) Disclosure's North America Asset Managers Working Group and the Cmmcil of lnstitutjona) Investors' Comorate Governance Advisory..£ollncil. Additionally, Kumar is widely lauded across 
her industry. and has been recognized as a governance leader by the National Association of Corporate Directors, identified as a "Top IO to Watch" Wealth Management Magazine in 2018, and was awarded the 
Abigail Adams Award in 2017 by the Massachusetts Women's Political Caucus, which recognizes women who have demonstrated a firm commitment to developing political. economic, and social rights for 
women. 

If you ever want to talk with her, let me know. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR eJE!:!J. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Septem er , 21 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@oersefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe, 

Thanks, Mike. That sounds good to me. Let me check around and see if folks have time. We're all pretty busy these days. That said, this looks to be very interesting. 
The FCA is the UK's Financial Conduct Authority. I haven't been part of a Tech Sprint so really don't know how it might go or how useful it would be but thought I'd mention it. 
Are there particular dates and times that would work for you? 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.walface@perseforn com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:28 PM 



To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Co~-

I CAUTION- This email originated from outside of the organization_ Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas! I'd be happy to set up a 1-hour 'brown bag' meeting like we did before. we could break It down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 
• Q&A 

I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you- No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you like. Do you want/need more information via email? 
What is the FCA and how do we get involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team_ 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Iwille.r Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR efil1i/. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina< b)(6) lSEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, Septem er , 2111:12 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Very interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what you've got. I'm thinking our FinHub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the 
Office of Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA Is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped in with them? 
Thanks, Mike! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:52 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Subject: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all is well with you and the team! 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and 
ability and cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the "Quickbooks" for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any 

user to easily have their carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I'd be happy to arrange a call with our CSO (Tim Moh in - Tim and I both worked at GRI at different times); our CEO (Kentaro Kawamori) who started his 'carbon counting' while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of 

Solutions, Grant Berry. 
Full transparency- Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board - bll~oersefonj.com/about 
Let me know if I can arrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 
PS - We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 



+ 1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient. please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Friday, September 3, 2021 11 :57:46 AM 

To: Szczepanik, Valerie <fb)CS) @SEC.GOV> 

Snbject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Of course! 

From: Szczepanik, Valerie ~(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202111:57 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 
Thank you! 

From: wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, Septembe7T,'7o!l 11:57 AM 

To: Szczepani ..,...,=-~~-.,,...,.,.....,...-~>; Morse, ,...:...i.....,--,--:-:r:~>; Crane, Ang-;:.e:.I:.a.i.._...,,.,. 
#DERA climat ._ ____ .,.-- EC. V>; Niazi, Shehzad C. V>; Klemmer, Corey (b)(6 

Subject: FW: Re-Connecting '------' 
Hi everyone, 

!(b)(5) !Persefoni Is a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 
I'll set up a call with them for a demonstration and will invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you'd like to. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Cc: Anna Maldona~maldonado@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

I CAUllON This email originated from outside of the organfzation. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ_ and we will discuss some options for who Is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th , or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time - morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

q,1'>,'tl Ptro,s, 

" 
IJfTCff Ol R PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward. or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ◄Cb)(6) f SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender, Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recogniie the sender and know the message is safe. 





To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Gerding, Erikj<b)(
5
> ~SEC.GOV] 

Wyatt, Kristina 
Mon 1/17/2022 8:32:14 PM 
RE: AXIOS: VVny big financial firms are scooping up climate modeling companies 

Mon 1/17/2022 8:32:14 PM 

Thank you.rb)(S) I 
b)(S) 

From: Gerding, Erik fblC6> ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, January 17, 2022 8:27 PM 
To: Staffin, Elliott <Cb>C6> SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina <p><6> ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika ~CbKG> ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Jones, Renee Cb><6> SEC.GOV> ---~ 

Subject: AXIOS: Why big financial firms are scooping up climate modeling companies 

FYI 
Why big financial firms are scooping up climate modeling companies 
By Andrew Freedman 
Big ratings agencies such as Moody's and S&P Global, along with other financial firms, are vacuuming up 
companies specializing in modeling physical climate risks. 

Driving the news: The latest consolidation in the "climate intelligence" space arrived this week with S&P's purchase 
of The Climate Service, a climate risk consulting firm. The Climate Service analyzes physical climate risks, 
including extreme temperatures, coastal flooding and water stress, along with so-called transition risks, including 
changing regulatory and market conditions. 

Thought bubble: The consolidation in the climate intelligence space threatens to lead to an asymmetry of access to 
information. If you're a wealthy investor or large real estate firm, you can pay to find out which companies or 
regions will be safest from climate hazards, and make sound investment decisions. 

However, ordinary homeowners, such as those in the Denver suburbs who faced down a horrific, climate-fueled 
December wildfire on Dec. 30, may be left with fewer no or low-cost options to find out detailed information about 
their mounting risk exposure. 
That is unless the consolidation also drives an expansion of affordable, consumer-facing climate risk prediction 
services, which has not yet materialized, experts told Axios. 
These companies' services and strategies differ somewhat, but overall they all do climate risk analytics, which is 
critically important as climate disasters mount, affecting more Americans, many of whom did not realize they were 
in dangerous areas. 
The big picture: Two companies in particular have been vacuuming up firms that specialize in climate risk modeling, 
Moody's and S&P Global Inc. 

They are doing so to feed into their environmental, social and governance (ESG) investing lines of business. 
By incorporating climate risk analysis into their ratings of companies, sovereign funds and more, Moody's and S&P 
are meeting growing market demand for ESG funds. 
They are also seeking to flag any systemic risks to the financial system related to climate change. 
State of Play: In August of last year, Moody's paid $2 billion to purchase one of the leading risk modeling firms, 
London-based RMS. 

Moody's has rolled out a variety of climate products for institutional investors., banks, private equity firms and 
individuals looking to invest in companies that are prepared for a more carbon-constrained world. 
It purchased a majority stake in the climate intelligence firm 427 in July 2019, and a majority stake in an ESG 
insights company, V.E., in April 2019. 
S&P also has a large ESG practice and has invested in companies that have bolstered its offerings, including 
Measurabl and TealBook, and taken a significant stake in Novata. 



"These investments and acquisitions are part of our ESG strategy in action - to be on the cutting edge of the climate 
and ESG space to serve our customers' evolving needs," said Christopher Bennett, global head of S&P's ESG 
strategy, said in a statement. 
Context: It is not just the ratings agencies that are recognizing the need to add climate risk expertise to get ahead of 
coming regulation and increasingly severe extreme weather and climate events. 

Last month, International Exchange, Inc., a data provider for investment decision-making, purchased risQ and Level 
] 1 Analytics, which map climate data onto municipal bonds, mortgage-backed securities and real estate markets, 
according to a statement 
Threat level: The concentration of climate modeling expertise among a small tier of companies can have significant 
downsides, according to Matthew Eby, the founder and executive director of First Street Foundation. 

First Street is a nonprofit that provides property-specific climate change-related flood risk information directly to 
consumers, and is also pursuing climate-adjusted wildfire risk modeling. 
"This data needs to be out there. We don't want more asymmetry of knowledge to exist, but that's exactly what we're 
seeing," Eby told Axios. 
"Everyone that has all the money is now acquiring all the advanced data analytics, so that they can make the smartest 
decisions ahead of everybody else," Eby said. 
The intrigue: Buying your way into climate risk modeling is complicated, since each system has its own scenarios 
and assumptions. Splicing models together risks a "Frankenstein" approach, Eby says, which could make predictions 
less reliable. 

The other side: Rich Sorkin, CEO of Jupiter Intelligence, one of the remaining independent climate intelligence firms, 
questions whether many ordinary people have the knowledge and time required to access and adequately interpret 
climate risk information. 

Jupiter currently serves the banking, power, insurance and national security sectors. 
His firm is trying to address some of the disparities around climate data availability by providing underserved 
communities domestically and abroad with access to Jupiter's services at little to no cost. 
"If we help an underserved community in Louisiana it's not going to make a dent in the rest of the business," he said, 
adding that it is a motivating factor for Jupiter employees to know they are benefiting those on the front lines of the 
climate crisis. 
What we're watching: As the private sector consolidates, there's an opening for the government to step in and 
provide more precise climate risk tools for Americans. However, that is a tall order, given that there are 13 agencies 
involved in climate research and communication. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Monday, December 13, 2021 8:06:26 PM 

To: Gerding, Erik <tb)(6) tySEC.GOV> 
Snbject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Absolutely, will do. 
Thanks, Enk. 

From: Gerding, Erik !Cb)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Monday, December 13, 2021 6:35 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sub ect: RE: Persefo~w-U 
(b)(5) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) 
Sent: Monday, December 13, 2021 4:25 PM 
To: Gerding, Erik fb)(6) p~> 
Subject: RE: Perse\0111 Follow-Up 

whatever I can do to help, I am happy to do. 

From: Gerding, Erik <~@SEC GOY> 
Sent: Monday, December 13, 20216:21 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina <(bl~) ii t@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Persefom o ow-Up 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~@~> 
Sent: Monday, December 13, 2021 2:05 PM 
To: Gerding, Erik !Cb)(6) la>SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:10 PM 
To: Pyo, Minyoung < (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Birkenheier, John E. fb)(6) ~sec.gQJ1>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Morse, Mika b)(6) sec.gQ','> ._ ___ __, 

Subject: FW: Perse oni Follow-Up 
Hi DERA friends, 
b)(5) 

Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2021 2:11 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~>; Morse, Mika fb)( 6) f~>; Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~l>SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~r1ersefonl.com>; Tim Mohm <rim@r1ersefoni.com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

I CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1) The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PS00 companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2) We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 



3) To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PS00 companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion <:lbout any of the materials th<ll are attached, or the things we discussed on our l<:lst call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked lo ~ Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

toi!J,..,. Ptrc,s, 

" 
WMCHOURf/IQjj_ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
---Original Appointment--
From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem1ief"r2r,1021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

- Do not delete or change any of U,e 1ollowing text -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

(b )(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code): (b)(
5J 

Meeting password: ._b_>C_6_) _______ __, rom phones and video systems) 

Tap to Join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

l(b)(6) IUSA Toll 2 
.... _____________ __,_US Toll 

Some mobile devices may ask attendees to enter a numeric meeting password. 



Join by phone 

r)(6) ~SA Toll 2 
SToll 

Global call-in numbers 

Join from a video s stem or application 
Dia b)(6) se gov.webex.com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

~fil'.@JY.nc.webex.com 

If you are a host, ~ to view host information. 

Need help? Go to httQs://helP-.Webex.com 



,,,...,..,.,,..,...-_____. _ _,__a,m[Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov]; Elwood, Holly[Elwood.Holly@epa.gov]; Ela, Jed S. 
""-~='------''#.ceq.eop.gov]; Jennifer Hawes - M1V1CA[jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov];j<b><6> ICIV OSD OUSD A-S 

mail.mil : Lacks, Todd HQ-LP011 todd.lacks@nasa.gov]; Porter G .... lo-c~k----~ 

att, nstina 
Sat 10/2/2021 12:19:53 PM 
RE: cost of reporting 

Sat 10/2/2021 12:19:53 PM 

That's great. Glad to hear it. 
I think there are a lot of emerging technologies that outline the direction of travel and they are a good example. 
Thanks, Satyam. 

From: Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov> 
Sent: Saturday, October 2, 202112:18 PM 
To: W att, Kristina ~<b><5> @)SEC.GOV>; Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

b)(B) ov>; Jennifer Hawes - MlVlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>;!<b><6> pv OSD OUSD A-S 
(USA)< (b)(B) mail.mil>; Lacks, Todd (HQ-LP011) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; Porter Glock 
(0)(6) 

Subject: RE: cost of reporting 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Kristina. We at the EPA are actually meeting with Persefoni on Wednesday at 1 pm if anyone is interested in joining. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 4<b><6> ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, October 1, 20219:55 PM 
To: Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

(b)(B) ov>; Jennifer Hawes - Ml VlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>; fb><6> !CIV OSD OUSD A-S 
(USA) b)(6) mail.mil>; lacks, Todd (HQ-LP011) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; Porter Glock 
(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: cost of reporting 

Hi all, 
It was good to speak with you yesterday. 

(b)(5) 

Hope you have a good weekend. 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 
rb)(6) I 



From: Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Friday, September 3, 2021 12:30: 16 PM 

To: Willis, Mike i<b)(6) !@SEC.GOY> 

Snbject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Great. Thanks, Mike. 

From: Willis, Mike t(b)(6) (glSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202112:20 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina!(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 
Yes, thank you. 
I would really like to see this. 
Thank you 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Friday, September 03, 202111:57 AM 

To: Szczepanik, Valerie (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Morse, M;;,ik~a;,,,i:;;.:.;,:;,~-1":Jf~;=~ 
#DERA climate (b )(6) >; Niazi, Shehzad (b)(6) ,. 
Subject: FW: Re- onnect:mg 

b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Bloom, Luna ~SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anita ~SEC.GOV>; 

-~> 

Hi everyone 
fb)(5) IPersefoni Is a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reportmg, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 

I'll set up a call with them for a demonstration and will invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you'd like to. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina@roC)@SEC GOY> 
Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna,mafdonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13 th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time - morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Iw.i!l.er Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

IJ ITC"/f ot R PITCH! 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC GOY> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 



CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Monday, September 6, 2021 2:45:39 PM 

To: Wachter, Jessica p>c5
) ~SEC.GOY> 

Snbject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Thanks, Jessica. Will do. 

From: Wachter, Jessica ~(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 2:23 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: Re-Connecting 
Thanks-fb)(5) 11 be happy to receive an invitation. 

From: "Wyatt, Kristina" ~SEC.GOV> 
Date: Friday, September 3, 2021 at 11:56 AM 
To: "Szczepanik, Valerie" iCb)C6) l'i>SEC.GOV>, "Morse, Mika" (b)C6> SEC.GOV>, "Crane, Angela" ~SEC.GOV>, "Wong, Jeannette" Cb)(6) @SEC.GOV>, "Bloom Luna" 
"Chan, Anita" fb)C6) pSEC GOY>, #DERA climate (b)(6) SEC.GOV>, "Niazi, Shehzad" ~SEC.GOY>, "Klemmer, Corey" Cb)(6l SEC GOY>. "Staffin, Elliott" fb~JC__:6Bll:~Jji,;r,;.>~"".,f,c,.> 
Subject: FW: Re-Connecting 
Hi everyone, 

kb)(5) !Persefoni is a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 
1"11 set up a call with them for a demonstration and will invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you'd like to. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike w;,Hace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202110:29 AM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina Jb~6) p! SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Anna Maldona o anna matdonado@persefoni com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ. and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th
, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time- morning/lunch/afternoon? 

In the meantime, here are two different ·use cases· for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

W//iTCH OUR PITCH I 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an Intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents In any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefonl Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Thursday, Septe~021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@perscfonj.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 



CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 
Sent on: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:09:28 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

CC: Niazi, Shehzad ~SEC.GOV>; Staffin. Elliott ~SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anita fb)(6) l!YSEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Question about GHG emissions .__ _ __, 

Thank you, Mike. This is very helpful. 
Really appreciate your help, as always. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 8:03 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Niazi, Shehzad (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Staffin, Elliott ~SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anita ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Question a out GHG emissions 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Not at all, Kristina. 
We cover them all, but It depends depending on the situation/ calculation as to whether it Is captured in the accounting process. 

• Carbon dioxide (CO2) 
• Methane (CH4) 
• Nitrous oxide (N2O) 
• Industrial gases: 

o Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) 
o Perfluorocarbons (PFCs) 
o Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) 
o Nitrogen trifluoride (NF3) 

You might recall from the demonstration we gave you, all the source data for calculations is maintained in a CO2 Activity ledger. This is a screen shot of a portion of that ledger where you can see the GHGs we're tracking. 

If you and the team would like another demo, please let me know. 
We recently spoke with Mika, too. Thanks for connecting us with her again I 
Do let me know if your team would like another demo of the calculation tool, 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked lo, ~ 1 NewsJetter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 



W14TCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 20, 2021 3:11 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <~..l&;l~persefonj.com> 
Cc: Niazi, Shehzad ~SEC.GOV>; Staffin, Elliott fb)(S) ~SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anita ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Question about GHG emissions 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
Hope we aren't overstaying our welcome but wonder if we could ask a quick question of one of your GHG folks related to the gasses you track? 
Thanks so much, Mike. Really appreciate your help. 
Best, 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

!(b)(6) I 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 
Sent on: Monday, September 6, 2021 3:53:22 PM 
To: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
CC: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Thanks very much, Anna. 
It looks as though the best time for most on our team is Monday, 9/13 from 12:30-1:00. 
Shall I send an invitation and copy Mike and you and you can forward to others? Or, alternatively, please feel free to send me an invitation and I will forward to others here. 
Many thanks. 
Kristina 

From: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 3:35 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

1:AUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
I am happy to coordinate calendars on behalf of the Persefoni, please see availability and let me know your preference. 

• Monday, 9/13: 12:30-2:00pm EST 
• Tuesday, 9/14: 1:00-2:00pm EST 

Thank you, I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincere regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner Persefoni 
520.981.4736 L.in.lsfilt.ln 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email and all allachmems arc confidential, may be legally pri,,•ih:ged, am/ are intended solely/or the individual or entiry to whom the e-mail is addressed. Howeve,; mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. {{you believe thal yoll are 1101 
a11 intended redpiem, please stop rending immediate~}'-Do not copy,J0rward, or relay 011 the contents in tmy way. Notifj1 the sender tmd/or Perse/oni Al inc. nnd then delete or destroy any copy of 1his email and its allachme11ts. Sender reserves and asserts all 
rig/its to co11Jide11tiality, including all pril-'ileges Iha/ may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
~nt: Friday, Septemb&T,"ZU21 7:44 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefonl.com> 

Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unlen you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks, Mike. 
We are all on ET. Coordinating schedules is always really hard so we'll schedule something that seems to work for a decent group here and we can share the slides with the rest of the group. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mjke.wallace@oersefonj.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 

Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna.matdonado@persefooi com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th
, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time- morning/lunch/afternoon? 



In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 I Linked In Twitter' Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH/ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@Rersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAlJTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you re<ogni,e the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks, Mike. That sounds good to me. Let me check around and see if folks have time. We're all pretty busy these days. That said, this looks to be very interesting. 
The FCA Is the UK's Financial Conduct Authority. I haven't been part of a TechSprint so really don't know how it might go or how useful it would be but thought I'd mention it. 
Are there particular dates and times that would work for you? 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike,wallace@persefoni,com> 
Sent: Thursday, Se~, 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas! I'd be happy to set up a 1-hour 'brown bag' meeting like we did before. We could break it down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 
• Q&A 

I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you. No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you like. Do you want/need more Information via email? 
What is the FCA and how do we get involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

W/frCH OVR !!JIQ!J. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 



believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality. including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Thursday, Septem~021 11:12 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Very interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what you've got. I'm thinking our FinHub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the 
Office of Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped in with them? 
Thanks, Mikel 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Thursday, SeRtember 2, 20211:52 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re-Conne~-

I CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all ls well with you and the team I 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and otter a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and 
ability and cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the "Quickbooks" for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any 

user to easily have their carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I'd be happy to arrange a call with our CSO mm Moh in -Tim and I both worked at GRI at different times); our CEO {Kentaro Kawamoril who started his 'carbon counting' while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of 
Solutions, Grant Berrv.. 
Full transparency- Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board • htt~11ersefoni.com/about 
Let me know if I can arrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 
PS - We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 
Mike Wallace (He.Hirn.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

~1'"' Pirc~ 

" 
WATCH OU/f PITCH/ 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Location: (b)(6) ~------------------------------------~ Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Persefoni <> SEC 
Start Date/Time: Mon 9/13/2021 12:30:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Mon 9/13/2021 1 :00:00 PM 



From: Wyatt, Kristina <fbX6) ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyall, Kristina 

Sent on: Monday. December 13, 2021 6:25:00 PM 

To: Gerding, Erik 4Cb)(6) !:!!SEC.GOY> 

Snbject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Attachments: l~(b_)_(5_) ________________________________________ ~ 

(b )(5) 

From: Gerding, Erik fb)(6) tSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, December 13, 2b21 6:21 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Persefo~w-Up 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Sent: Monday, Decem~021 2:05 PM 

To: Gerding, Erik fbX6) f~> 
Subject: FW: Perseton, Follow-Up 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:10 PM 
To: Pyo, Minyoung b)(6) >; Birkenheier, John E. ~(b)(6) j§>~gQll.>; Zhao, Mengxin ~> 
Cc: Morse, Mika (b)(6) .gQll.> ~---~ 

Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Hi CERA friends, 

(b)(5) 

Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2021 2:11 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC GOY>: Morse, Mik4(b)(S) !@~>; Girardi, Giulio ~(b)(6) ~..5K.fil2Y>; Pyo, Minyoung ~>; Zhao, Mengxin~..5K.fil2Y> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~oersefoni com>; Tim Mohin <!im@persefoni.com> ~--~ 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-U 

~lJTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1) The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PS00 companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2) We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 
3) To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PS00 companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 



W14TCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
---Original Appointment---
From: Wyatt, Kristina~..lli.&Q.\!> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

- Do not delete 01 change any of the following text. -

When it's time, Join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

b)(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code): b)(6) 

Meeting password b)(6) from phones and video systems) ,._ _________ _. 

Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

~b)(6) ~ USA Toll 2 
l ~ US Toll 
..,S_o_m_e_m_o_b_1le-de_v_1c_e_s_m_ay-a-sk-att_e_n_d_e_e_s_to~enter a numenc meeting password. 

Join by phone 

l(b)(6) !USA Toll 2 
,_ _____ __,!LJS Toll 

Global call-in numbers 

Join from a video system or application 

Dial fb><6> j§~cgoy webex com 



Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Dial fb>C5> ~9db:oc webex com 

If you are a host. ~ to view host Information. 

Need help? Go to h!!Qs://hel1:1.webex.com 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Hi Erik, 
b)(5) 

Gerding, Eri,1,~< .... b><_6>_~~SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristirla 
Mon 12/13/2021 3:59:48 PM 
Cost of assurance 

Mon 12/13/2021 3:59:49 PM 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~j)SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Monday, September 6, 2021 4:45:24 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

CC: Grant Berry <grant@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Data 

Thanks so much, Mike and Grant! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 4:39 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Grant Berry <grant@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I've included the EVP of our Solutions Group. I sit in this team and report to Grant. He's the most well versed In the data sets we use and why. This, in and of itself, can be a lengthy conversation due to the numerous sets of data in and 
emerging in the market. 
I've also explained to Grant that we had some previous emails about data sets in our earlier communications. You asked about the EPA's Emissions Factors Hub and the GHG Protocol's GHG calculation tools. In addition to your recent 
questions below, we'll get back to you by email with some additional information. Depending on what we can cover by email, we might either want to set a separate call with you, or add some time to the other call we're planning. 
DRAFT AGENDA: 

• Intros 
• Background on the calls 
• About Persefoni - Use cases - corporate carbon accounting/ investor portfolio carbon accounting 
• Data sets - National and global 

• Q&A 
We'll be in touch, but do let Anna and I know about the Zoom option. 
Thanks 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 , Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward. or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina t)(6~ 
2
fJSEC.GOV> 

Sent: Monday, Septem er , 021 11:54 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@persefonj com> 
Subject: Data 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
There is so much data available on government sites and elsewhere, such as these couple of sites that I only recently discovered: GlobalChang~gQY. and Climate - Data.gQll. 
I wonder if you ingest these data into your platform or, if not, what data feeds into it. 
Look forward to speaking with you. 
Hope you had a good weekend. 



Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E. 

Washington, DC 20549 

fb)(6) I 



From: __,SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Monday, Septem er , _ 21 4:44:22 PM 

To: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Thank you! 

From: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 4:41 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Mike Wallace <~ace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION, This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thank you, Kristina. I will initiate the calendar invite from Kentaro's calendar, feel free to send to your team. 
We look forward to connecting! 
Best regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner Persefoni 
520.981.4736 ~ 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email a11d all a11achme111s are co11Jide111ial. may be legally privileged, and are i11te11ded soleZ•• for //,e individ11al or emity lo whom rhe email is addressed Howeve1; misrakes somerimes happen in addressing emails. lfyo11 believe tl,a1 you are 1101 
an intended recipient, µlease stop reading immediately. Do not copy.forward, or relay 011 the contents in any way. Notijj1 the sender and/or Perse/Oni Al Inc. and 1hen delete or destroy any copy of/his email and ils auachments. Sender reserves and assens all 
rights to co11Jide11tiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina~_S_E_c.GQ_\,'> 
Sent: Monday, Septe~PM 
To: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 

Cc: Mike Wallace <mike wa!lace@persefoni com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks very much, Anna. 
It looks as though the best time for most on our team is Monday, 9/13 from 12:30-1:00. 
Shall I send an invitation and copy Mike and you and you can forward to others? Or, alternatively, please feel free to send me an invitation and I will forward to others here. 
Many thanks. 
Kristina 

from: Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 3:35 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SELGOV> 
Cc: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
I am happy to coordinate calendars on behalf of the Persefoni, please see availability and let me know your preference. 

• Monday, 9/13: 12:30-2:00pm EST 
• Tuesday, 9/14: 1:00-2:00pm EST 

Thank you, I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincere regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner Persefoni 
520.981.4736 Linkedln 



PERSEFONJ 
NOTICE: This email and (ll/ a1tac:lm1ents are co11jidential. muy be legally privileged. and are i11tc11ded solely.for the indi-vidual ur enti1y lo whom the email is ad,/resscd. Howeve1; miswkes smnetime,s happen in addres.)·ing emuils. ({you b£'lh'VE' that you arc not 
an inten<ietl recipient, please stop 1-etuling immediately. Do rwt £·op_r, .forward. or relay 011 the co11te11ts i11 any way. Notijj, the sender and/or Perse/oni A I Inc. nnd then delete or d<~•troy any copy of this email nil(/ its attachments. Semler reserves mu! a,\'Sert~· ull 
,.;gl,t:,· to ,·011jide111ia/ity. induding all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) 

Sent: Friday, September , 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna maJdonado@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks, Mike. 
We are all on ET. Coordinating schedules Is always really hard so we'll schedule something that seems to work for a decent group here and we can share the slides with the rest of the group. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent: Friday, Septerber 3, 2~2110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) ~> 

Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@.1:wsefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th , or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time - morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement ' Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR e!Ifl:!1 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Thursday, Septe~021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This emafl is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on llnlcs, or open attachments, unless you re.:ognlze the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks, Mike. That sounds good to me. Let me check around and see if folks have time. We're all pretty busy these days. That said, this looks to be very interesting. 
The FCA is the UK's Financial Conduct Authority. I haven't been part of a TechSprint so really don't know how it might go or how useful it would be but thought I'd mention it. 
Are there particular dates and times that would work for you? 
Thanks. 



From: Mike Wallace <mjke walface@persefoni com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~b)(6) fSEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION~ This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas I I'd be happy to set up a 1-hour 'brown bag' meeting like we did before. We could break it down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 

• Q&A 
I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you. No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you like. Do you want/need more information via email? 
What ls the FCA and how do we get Involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Unked lo ~ Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OtJR er[Q:/1 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However. mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Thursday, Septe~ AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recogni:ie the sender and know the message is safe. 

Very interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what you've got. I'm thinking our FinHub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the 
Office of Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped in with them? 
Thanks, Mike! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:S2 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Subject: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all is well with you and the team! 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and 
ability and cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the "Quickbooks" for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any 

user to easily have their carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I'd be happy to arrange a call with our CSO (Tim Moh in - Tim and I both worked at GRI at different times); our CEO {Kentaro Kawamori) who started his 'carbon counting' while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of 

Solutions, Grant Berry. 
Full transparency- Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel {and a few others) are on our Advisory Board - http__g[,lpersefoni.corn/about 
Let me know if I can arrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 



PS - We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked lo Tui1ter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCHOUReagJ}. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However. mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Friday, December 17, 2021 2: 15: 16 PM 
To: Staffin, Elliott !Cb)(S) Iv.SEC.GOY> 

Snbject: RE: climate consulting fees 

Okay, Elliotfb)(S) 
Thanks. '---------------------' 

From: Staffin, Elliott ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, Oecem~:021 2:14 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sub ect: RE: climate consultin fees 

b)(S) 

from: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, December , 1 2:05 PM 
To: Staffin, Elliott1(;)(6) eSEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: clima e consu ting fees 
Hi Elliot, 
Thank you for asking. 

(b)(S) 

I'm attaching my notes from the ERM call earlier today. b)(S) 
Thank you, Elliot. 
Meeting Date: 12/17/2021 8:45 AM 
location: Webex below 
Link to Outlook Item: .Jk!s..bm 
Invitation Message 
Participants 

ti l!Y.¥att, Kristina (Meeting Organrzer) 

tJ M.Q.w:,..Mi!a(Accepted in Outlook) 

ti ~g,..idk..(Tentatlve in Outlook) 

ti ~Yk(Accepted In Outlook) 

ti ~.Jili!li.2 
tJ f.y.Q, Mi ny.Ql!!)g 
tJ Zhao, Mengxin 

Notes 
(b)(S) 



(b)(4); (b)(S) 



(b)(4); (b)(S) 



b)(5) 

From: Staffin, Elliott~~> 
Sent: Friday, December 17, 202111:30 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Subject: climate consultin fees 
Kristina b)(S) 

(b)(S) 

Elliot 



From: Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Monday, September 6, 2021 6:58:21 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

CC: Grant Berry <grant@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Data 

Thank you so much, Mike. This is super helpful! Really appreciate it. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 5:23 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Grant Berry <grant@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Here's some additional information for you, but as you and the team are realizing, this can all be a bit confusing due to the rapidly evolving field and standard setting bodies. 

Overview 
Calculating and disclosing carbon emissions is certainly a complex topic due to how accounting standards (GHG Protocol, PCAF), regional and global emission factors (EPA, IEA, DEFRA, IPCC, etc.), and disclosure frameworks 
(TCFD, VRF, GRI, CDP, etc) are both disjointed, and work together. Persefoni is solving for this by aligning to known standards, maintaining the latest emissions factors based upon different scopes and categories and locations as 
to where they are occurring, and by being completely transparent so that records can be audited and placed in sustainability and other external reports. 
Accounting Standards: GHGP + PCAF 
Persefoni is aligned to the international gold standard for carbon accounting, which is the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHGP). The GHGP defines the scopes and categories that organizations can account for, and which 
calculation methods are applicable based on the data that is available. For investments and lending, with pending guidance for insurance, the Partnershjp for Carbon Accounting Financjals lee.A.El is built in accordance with and 
fully endorsed by the GHGP, and also available in the Persefoni platform. Because Persefoni's platform follows known standards, it is fully transparent and auditable which means organizations can use the calculated results in 
their sustainability reporting. 
Organizational Data+ Emissions Factors 
Persefonl works with both corporate entities (issuers) and financial Institutions to understand which scopes and categories should be accounted for based on their activities. As Persefoni helps organizations understand what 
data is needed (operational, financial, and supply chain data), the organization has multiple ways to get that data into Persefoni's platform. Based upon the type of data, and the location as to where the activity occurred, a 
regional or global emissions factor is needed to complete the calculation. These emissions factors come from trusted sources like the EPA, IEA, DEFRA, IPCC, Exiobase, Vital Metrics, and others. Persefoni maintains all of the 
most up to date factors. The platform's business logic adds the appropriate emissions factor for each calculation and shows the organization which factor was used. An example would be that the organization is accounting for 
its carbon footprint from its Scope 2, electricity in its San Diego office. The company would need to provide the amount of energy used (likely kWh), and then Persefoni's platform would complete the calculation by following 
GHGP Scope 2 location based calculation and use an emissions factor from the EPA eGrid for that region. 
Sustainability Reporting & Disclosure Frameworks 
Most organizations that calculate their carbon footprint would choose one or multiple frameworks to create an annual report. More prevalent frameworks include Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD, 
Curtis Ravenel is a current Secretariat of TCFD and is on Persefoni's Sustainability Advisory Board). Value Reporting Foundation (VRF, Formerly SASB, Bob Eccles is the founding Chairman of SASB and is on our Sustainability 
Advisory Board), and Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). !nm Moh in is Persefoni's Chief Sustainability Officer and former CEO of GRI). Because Persefoni follows the GHGP and PCAF, and records can be audited to receive 
assurance on, the results can then be put in any major sustainability reporting framework. We are able to provide guidance and recommendations on frameworks given our team's deep experience in this space. 
Summary 
Organizations that want or need to understand and disclose their carbon footprint would traditionally have to understand carbon accounting standards, manually source internal data and up to date emissions factors, and 
understand reporting frameworks. Persefoni has simplified this process by creating its platform to solve for the complex business logic required for accounting standards and emissions factors and has carbon accounting and 
disclosure resources to work with organizations to create the most efficient processes to understand and disclose their footprint. 

This 3-minute video explains the why and how of the platform, as told by our CEO - J:lttps://vrmeo.com/540344408 
We look forward to the meeting with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 1 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 



NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 20211:45 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Grant Berry <gl:lUll(@persefoni com>: Anna Moldonado <anna.maldonado@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks so much, Mike and Grant! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, Sefj!.1:l!l,l.l.t:L.Cl.,2021 4:39 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b){S) EC.GOV> 

Cc: Grant Berry <gran _persefoni.com>: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@11ersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAU nON This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I've included the EVP of our Solutions Group. I sit in this team and report to Grant. He's the most well versed in the data sets we use and why. This, in and of itself, can be a lengthy conversation due to the numerous sets of data in and 
emerging in the market. 
I've also explained to Grant that we had some previous emails about data sets in our earlier communications. You asked about the EPA's Emissions Factors Hub and the GHG Protocol's GHG Calculation tools. In addition to your recent 
questions below, we'll get back to you by email with some additional information. Depending on what we can cover by email, we might either want to set a separate call with you, or add some time to the other call we're planning. 
DRAFT AGENDA: 

• Intros 
• Background on the calls 
• About Persefoni - Use cases - corporate carbon accounting/ investor portfolio carbon accounting 
• Data sets - National and global 
• Q&A 

We'll be in touch, but do let Anna and I know about the Zoom option. 
Thanks 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Iwfiler Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR ffili!.1 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Monday, Septem~21ll:-54AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: Data 

CAUTION: This emall ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognlz.e the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Hi Mike, 



There is so much data available on government sites and elsewhere, such as these couple of sites that I only recently discovered: GlobalChangg,gQY and Climate - Data.gQll. 
I wonder if you ingest these data into your platform or, if not, what data feeds into it. 
Look forward to speaking with you. 
Hope you had a good weekend. 
Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washin on, DC 20549 
(b)(6) 



To: 
From: 

Jennifer Hawes - M1V1CAUennifer.hawes@gsa.gov]; Khanna, Satyam[Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov] 
Wyatt, Kristina 

Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Tue 10/5/2021 1 :12:57 PM 
RE: FW: EPA/ Persefoni 

Tue 10/5/2021 1 : 12:5 7 PM 

Thank you! 
From: Jennifer Hawes - MlVlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, October 5, 20211:00 PM 
To: Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov>; Wyatt, Kristina f~b-)(5_> -~~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: FW: EPA/ Persefoni 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

+ Kristina. 

V/r Jen Hawes 
W: 202-969-73 86 
C:[b)(6) I 
On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 12:58 PM Jennifer Hawes -MlVlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov> wrote: 
Would you mind ifl also invite a member of the GSA Sustainability Group responsible for doing our market 
survey? 

V /r Jen Hawes 
W: 202-969-7386 
C: fb)(6) I 
On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 9:29 AM Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov> wrote: 
-----Original Appointment----

From: Khanna, Satyam 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:53 AM 
To: Khanna, Satyam; Elman, Barry; Harbour, Shana; Mike Wal lace; Grant Berry 
Cc: Elwood, Holly 
Subject: EPA/ Persefoni 
When: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 1 :00 PM-1 :30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Microsoft Teams Meeting 

Microsoft Teams meeting 
Join on your computer or mobile app 
Click here to join the meeting 
Or call in (audio only) 

fb><5
> ~ United States, Washington DC 

... P-ho_n_e_C_o_n_f_e_re-n-ce-lD-:~lcb:><5:> ::~~~~-=~ 
Find a local number I Reset PIN 

By participating in EPA hosted virtual meetings and events, you are consenting to abide by the agency's terms of use. In 
addition, you acknowledge that content you post may be collected and used in support of FOIA and eDiscovery 
activities. 

Learn More I Meeting options 



From: Wyatt, Kristina 1Cb)(6) ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 
Sent on: Monday, September 6, 2021 4:48:38 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
CC: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Thanks Mike. We seem to be able to use Zoom. Thank you. 
I think ideally a longer call would be better but looking at calendars, it's hard to find the time. Perhaps you can do what you can in 30 minutes and perhaps be available to stay on for anyone who is able to stay a bit longer? 
Thank.5 very much! 

from: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 4:30 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Anna Maldonacro<aiiria'maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the emails on data sets and scheduling. I'll respond on the data sets questions in another email. 
Couple of quick questions: 
Can you and your colleagues use Zoom? There is a web browser version, so you don't have to download anything. 
Oo you think 30-minutes will be enough? We can certainly present some of the basics in 30-minutes, but if we dig into the details, we could be limiting ourselves. This is obviously your call, but just wanted to check as we nail things 
down. 
Look for my other email on data. 
Mike Wallace (He.Hirn.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland. Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina l(b)(6) bsEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2d~1 12:53 PM 

To: Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@oersefoni com> 
cc: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe, 

Thanks very much, Anna. 
It looks as though the best time for most on our team is Monday, 9/13 from 12:30-1:00. 
Shall I send an Invitation and copy Mike and you and you can forward to others? Or, alternatively, please feel free to send me an invitation and I will forward to others here. 
Many thanks. 
Kristina 

from: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@oersefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 3:35 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 



Cc: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

I CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
I am happy to coordinate calendars on behalf of the Persefonl, please see availability and let me know your preference. 

• Monday, 9/13: 12:30-2:00pm EST 
• Tuesday, 9/14: 1:00-2:00pm EST 

Thank you, I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincere regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner Persefoni 
520.981.4736 L.in.lsfil1.!n 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This cnwil mu/ all attachments are r:011.fidential. may he legally privifogcd, tmd arc imendr.:d solely for the inclfridual or entity to whom the email is addres.HJd. However. misu,kcs sometime:;· happen in ,uldres,~·ing cmuils, ({you beli,•w:, tlwr you arc 1101 

un intended recipient, pleas~ .wop reading immedimdy. Do not copy.fon,-urtlt or relay on the coutents in any way. Not{fy the sem/er und/or Persefoni Al Inc am/ ilwn delete or destroy any copy o.ftltis email am/ its mwclunents. Sender reserves ,md "sserts all 
right~· to co11fide11tiality, i11dudi11g all pri11ileg1;.s that may app(J1. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 2021 7:44 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefoni.com> 

Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna matdonado@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the mes.sage is safe. 

Thanks, Mike. 
We are all on ET. Coordinating schedules is always really hard so we'll schedule something that seems to work for a decent group here and we can share the slides with the rest of the group. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.w,illace@oersefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in A:!. and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th
, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time- morning/lunch/afternoon? 

In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Mari<et Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR efil!:!1. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are con~dential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognbe the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Thanks, Mike. That sounds good to me. Let me check around and see if folks have time. We're all pretty busy these days. That said, this looks to be very interesting. 
The FCA is the UK's Financial Conduct Authority. I haven't been part of a TechSprint so really don't know how it might go or how useful it would be but thought I'd mention it. 
Are there particular dates and times that would work for you? 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas! I'd be happy to set up a 1-hour 'brown bag' meeting like we did before. We could break it down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 
• Q&A 

I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you. No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you like. Do you want/need more information via email? 
What is the FCA and how do we get involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917} 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WJITOf OUR e!IQ!1 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes somelimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Thursday, Septerlmer-z;-¼021 11:12 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Very interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what you've got. I'm thinking our FinHub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the 
Office of Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped in with them? 
Thanks, Mikel 

From: Mike Wallace <mike wailace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:52 PM 



To: Wyatt, Kristina ~(b)(S) lsEC.GOV> 

Subject: Re-Connecting 

I CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all ls well with you and the team I 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and 
ability and cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the ''Quickbooks" for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any 

user to easily have their carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I'd be happy to arr<1nge a c<1II with our CSO ITjm Moh in - Tim and I both worked <1t GRI at different times); our CEO (Kentaro Kawamori} who started his 'c<1rbon counting' while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of 
Solutions, Grant Berry. 
Full transparency- Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board • httWQersefoni.com/about 
Let me know if I can <1rrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 
PS - We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATt"H OUR eJ1Q:!1 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina j(b)(6) !fi)SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Friday, October 8, 2021 7:09: 10 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Snbject: RE: Re-Connecting 

That's great and all these worlds are coming together. I think you'll get an outreach from some folks connected with Jed in Federal procurement. 
Thanks for the update. Have a great weekend as well. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, October 8, 2021 5:21 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION, This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there - Thanks for mentioning us around to your colleagues in other departments! 
We had - I think- a great call with Satyam, Barry Elman and Shana Harbour. I've known Shana for years- since I worked for Trucost (2004-2008). It was nice to see her again. 
They brought several others with them - DoD, 0MB, GSA, etc. 
Just so you are fully in the know, I shared the same materials I shared with you with them, as well as Jed Ela over at the White House CEQ. He's the one that created the US government supplier scorecard • 

hll~gag~flQtl[gsa-federal-contractor-climate-action•scorecard On that 'supplier' note, have you seen this 8-page supplier notice from the .!J.K.goyernment to their own suppliers? Brilliant stuff! 
I also did a very early call this week for the kick-off of the FCA TechSprint. Thanks again for mentioning that to me I It should be very Interesting. 
How are things evolving there? 
Do you want to have a quick catch up next week and compare some notes? 
Have a nice weekend! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In. Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

r;<f$V4 P/1"0,s, 

" 
WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina!(b)i) 
20

}@5EC.GOV> 
Sent: Saturday, October , 1 9:21 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you re<:ognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

That's great, Mike. 
I mentioned Persefoni to some others in the government working on a project that relates to the costs of reporting and heard back that you're meeting with the EPA next week. That's good. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 7:36 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina J(b)(6) fSEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

I tAu TION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Kristina; 
FYI - We're in the FCA's TechSprintl Thanks for mentioning that to us! 
BTW - Bob Eccles introduced me to Mark Manning and Sacha Sadan re: the FCA's interest in understanding ESG ratings. I had a great call with Sacha today. 



Finally, you might like this announcement: 

ESG and Corporate Governance Leader Bakhi Kumar Joins Climate Platform Persefoni's Sustainability~...6,om! 
Especially this part: 

Kwnar is the Senior Vice President of Sustainability Solutions at LibertY. Murual lnsurance. In her prior role she was the Head of ESG Investing and Asset Stewardship at State Street Global Advisors. She 
currently serves as an Advisory board member of the Millstein Cen1er for Global Markers and Comorate Owners hi~ al the Columbia Business School. and has previously served on the Task Force on Climate
Related financjal Disclosure's North America Asset Managers Working Group and the Council of Institutjonal Investors' Corporate Governance Advisozy Council. Additionally, Kumar is widely lauded across 
her industry, and has been recognized as a governance leader by the National Association of Cm:porate Directors. identified as a "Top 10 to Watch" Wealth Management Magazine in 2018, and was awarded the 
Abigail Adams Award in 2017 by the Massachuse1ts Women's Political Caucus, which recognizes women who have demonstrated a firm commitment to developing political, economic, and social rights for 
women. 

If you ever want to talk with her, let me know. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Markel Engagement I Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges tilat may apply. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mjke wallace@persefoni com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you re<:ognize the sender and know the message is safe, 

Thanks, Mike. That sounds good to me. Let me check around and see if folks have time. We're all pretty busy these days. That said, this looks to be very interesting. 
The FCA is the UK's Financial Conduct Authority. I haven't been part of a TechSprint so really don't know how it might go or how useful it would be but thought I'd mention it. 
Are there particular dates and times that would work for you? 
Thanks. 

from: Mike Wallace <mike wallacc@persefoni com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Co~ 

CAUTION: This email orfginated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas! I'd be happy to set up a 1-hour 'brown bag' meeting like we did before. We could break it down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 
• Q&A 

I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you. No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you like. Do you want/need more information via email? 
What is the FCA and how do we get involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 



W14TCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristin~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Sept~ 02111:12 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mjke,wallace@persefonj.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender, Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Very Interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what you've got. I'm thinking our FinHub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the 
Office of Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped in with them? 
Thanks, Mikel 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:52 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Subject: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
Hi Kristina; 
I hope all is well with you and the team! 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefonl. It fits nicely into the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and 
ability and cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefonl have built the "Quickbooks" for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any 

user to easily have their carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I'd be happy to arrange a call with our CSO (Tim Moh in - Tim and I both worked at GRI at different times); our CEO (Kentaro Kawamori) who started his 'carbon counting' while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of 
Solutions, Grant Ber[¥. 
Full transparency- Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board - hll~oersefonj com/about 
Let me know if I can arrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 
PS-We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 
Mike Wallace (He.Hirn.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked lo Iwi!1er I Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR fJigJJ_ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential. may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



To: Bloom, Luna~Cb>C5> !@SEC.GOV]; Staffin, Elliottfb>C5> ~SEC.GOV] 
From: Wyatt, Kristina ~-~ 

Sent: Thur 9/30/2021 1 :20:20 AM 
Subject RE: PRA considerations 
Received: Thur 9/30/2021 1 :20:21 AM 
FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Hi both, 

Thank you for the thoughtful questions (and answers). 
b)(S) 

Thanks very much. 

From: Bloom, Luna j"'"cb=>c5,....> --,~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Wednesday, Se tember 29, 2021 2:32 PM 
To: Staffin, Elliott Cb>C5> SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina j_cb_>c

6
_> -~~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: PRA considerations 

Reactions below. 

From: Staffin, Elliott <fb)( 6) @SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Wednesday, Septbrnoer L9, 2021 2:20 PM 

To: Bloom, Luna 1CbX6> jSEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina f >c
6
> ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: PRA considerations ~-~ 
(b)(S) 



(b){5) 

Thanks for your input, 
Elliot 



From: Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatl, Kristina 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6: I 0:05 PM 

To: Pyo, Minyoung b)(S) SEC.GOV>; Birkenheier, John E. J(b)(S> ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 

CC: Morse, Mika (b)(6) '-'SEC.GOV> 

Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Attachments: Cost of Carbon Disclosure-Persefoni Sept. 2021.pdf (3.81 MB), S&P500 Cl.imate Action Table-Persefoni Sept. 2021 .xlsx (1.4 MB), ROI Calculator High-Low-Persefoni Sept. 2021.xlsx (75.02 KB) 

Hi DERA friends, 

bl/51 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2021 2:11 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika f )(6) JSEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawam~aro@persefoni.com>; Tim9Jlonin <ti @persefoni.com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1) The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PSOO companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2) We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 
3) To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PSOO Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PSOO companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Hirn.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked lo Tu1l!w: Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

~., Plrc,s, 

" sxsw 

WATCH OUR l!lIQJJ. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged. and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, inciuding all privileges that may apply. 
---Original Appointment---
From: Wyatt., Kristina ➔(b)(6) !@SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt., Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 20213:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 



Do not delete or change any of the 'allowing text. 

When it's time, Join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

b)(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code): (b)(6) 

Meeting passwor ~b-)(_6> ________ ~rom phones and video systems) 

Ta to ·oin from a mobile device attendees onl ) 

b)(6) USA Toll 2 
..._ ___________ __,.. US Toll 
Some mobile devices may ask attendees to enter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

Join from a video system or application 

Dialfbl(6) !;!J~cgov webex com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

~gov@Jync.webex.com 

If you are a host, ~ to view host information. 

Need help? Go to ~elp webex com 



From: 

Sent on: 

To: 
CC: 

Wyatt, Kristina tb)( 6) ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyall, Kristina 

Monday,November29,2021 3:55:l&PM 
Staffin, Elliott (b)(S) ::,SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anita ~(b)(S) ~SEC.GOV>; Niazi, Shehzad l(b)(S) 

SEC.GOV> 
~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: FW: Persefoni ·o ow-

Attacbmcnts: Cost of Carbon Disclosure-Persefoni Sept. 2021.pdf (3.81 MB), S&P500 Cl.imate Action Table-Persefoni Sept. 2021 .xlsx (1.4 MB), ROI Calculator High-Low-Persefoni Sept. 2021.xlsx (75.02 KB) 

Apropos of the cost of disclosure. 
We did meet with Persefoni along with the DERA team (who are also copied on the email from Persefoni) so they have this information as well. But wanted to share with all of you as additional data points. 

From: Tim Mohin <tim@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2021 11:47 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristino ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mikafb)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Girordi, Giulio jCb)(6J ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoun~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com>; Yagin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com>; Christine Turner <christine@boundarystone.com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika (and team); First, we hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving and enjoyed a relaxing and long weekend! 
Thanks again for the latest in a great series of conversations with you and your team. We appreciate the complexities around these issues and do hope we have been helpful through the various conversations and demonstrations we 
have given you and the team. 
We're re-attaching an email and attachments we sent last Sept. that provided the 'cost of carbon disclosure' at that time. This was based on our own experiences with corporations as they enter the carbon disclosure and as they do 
this sort of effort in-house and with FTEs. The ROI calculator is a useful way to model some different options. In slide 3 the costs estimates range from $25,000 to $125,000. Again, this is the ·traditional approach" using internal teams 
and spreadsheets. 
Since we shared the attached, we've on boarded over 25 new clients, both enterprise clients and financial services clients. Some of our asset management clients are analyzing over 1,000 companies in their portfolios. We are currently 
seeing as the 'cost of carbon disclosure' when implementing Persefoni's CMAP, a range in costs from $10,000 to S250,000. This is dependent on the complexity of the organizations we're experiencing, their readiness (maturity in GHG 
emissions tracking and reporting}, and their ability to access the data sources on their own, or with our help. 
We also announced our plans to release a free version of Persefoni's Carbon Manaeement and Accountine ~(CMAel We expect the cost of carbon reporting to drop at least another 50% with further software innovations over 
the coming 18-24 months. 
If you and the team would like to have another discussion in more detail about the costs, we'd be happy to get on a call at your convenience. 
All the best and do let us know how we can be off assistance going forward. 
Tim 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 

+1 737 .900.3222 l..in!ifilUn ~ Newsletter 

WllTCHQURPITCHI 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Mike Wallace 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 202111:11 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mikal(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio 4(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung l(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin jCb)(6) !@SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamon < persefonj com>; Tim Mahin <tim@.persefoni com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 



Attachments: 

1. The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios f Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PS00 companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2. We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 

3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&P500 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab tor the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&P500 companies that are 

active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you·d like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 

Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings I 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH/ 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
---Original Appointment---
From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

- Do not dele1e or change any ot the 'ollowmg text 

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

(b)(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code) b)(
6) 

Meeting password: (b)(5) rom phones and video systems) .__ _________ _. 



Ta to ·oin from a mobile device attendees onl 
(b)(6) USA Toll 2 

US Toll 
-====,...,==,,,..,===-===="'o""e"'n~e-r a numeric meeting password. 

SAToll 2 
SToll 

Joln('om a video sy~;;
0
or application 

Dial b)(6> gov webex com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Oia1!(b)(6) b,g~Y.oc webex com 

If you are a host, click here to view host information. 

Need help? Go to h!l.~p.webex.com 



To: Katie Abbey(kabbey@bloomberg.net] 
From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Thur 9/2/2021 12:55:59 AM 
Subject RE: Follow up discussion 
Received: Thur 9/2/2021 12:55:59 AM 

Thanks so much, Katie. Thursday 9/9 from 2-3 works well for us. I've just sent an invitation. 
Many thanks! 
From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Sent: Wednesday, Se tember 1, 202111:03 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina blC

5
> SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Re: Follow up discussion 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina, 
Mary too can make 4p-5p ET work on Tuesday 7th Sept, if that works for you? Otherwise, Curtis and Mary 
can also do Thursday 9/9: 2p-3p ET. 
Let me know if neither of those work, and I can try to provide more options. Thank you! 
Best, 
Katie 
Kindest Regards, 

Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L. P. 

From: fb>C5> IAt: 09/01/21 10:57:01 UTC-4:00 
To: r>c

6
> fsec.gov 

Cc: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 'Mary Schapiro (BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO) 
Subject: Re: Follow up discussion 

I was just about to email you all and suggest a time early next week! Let's do Tuesday if you all 
are free in the afternoon? I can do anytime after 4pm if that works for folks 
On Wed, Sep 1, 2021 at 10:50 AM Wyatt, Kristina 4(b)(

6
> @sec.gov>wrote: 

Hi Katie, 
I was in touch with Mary and she very nicely offered to speak with our team again. 
I wonder if we might look for a time next week for perhaps an hour call? If that would be 
possible, we would be very grateful. 
Thanks as always for your help. 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 
l(bX6) I 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: 

Sent on: 
To: 

Snbject: 

Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyall, Kristina 

Monday. December 13, 2021 4:05:00 PM 

Gerding, Erik <~SEC.GOY> 
FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Attachments: Cost of Carbon Disclosure-Persefoni Sept. 2021.pdf (3.81 MB), S&P500 Climate Action Table-Persefoni Sept. 2021.xlsx (1.4 MB), ROT Calculator High-Low-Persefoni Sept. 2021.xlsx (75.02 KB) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:10 PM 
To: Pyo, Minyoung (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Birkenheier, John E. ~(b)(6) ~sec.gov>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Morse, Mika (b)(6) sec.gov> '----...J 

Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Hi DfRA friends, 
b)(5) 

Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2021 2:11 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina <l(b)(G~nlaro~GOV>; Morse, Mika ~SEC.GOY>; Girardi, Giulio<~>; Pyo, Minyoun~>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori < persefgnj com>; Tim ~~persefonJ com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1) The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PSOO companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2) We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 
3) To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PSOO Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PSOO companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

..,-f,!J," Pirc~ 

" 
WATCH OUR PITCH/ 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
----Original Appointment•--
From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 



When: Friday, September 24, 20213:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

- Do not delete or change any 01 the 'ollowmg text -

When it's time, Join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

(b)(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code) (b)(6l 

Meeting password: (b)(6) ram phones and video systems) ,__ ________ __, 

Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

l(b)(6) IUSA Toll 2 
~-______________ __,_US Toll 

Some mobile devices may ask attendees to enter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 
(b)(6) 

Join from a video system or application 

Dial fb>C6> ~~cgoy.webex.com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

~gOll.@Jy:nc webex com 

If you are a host.~ to view host information. 

Need help? Go to htti;is:1/helQ.webex.com 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~j)SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Monday, Septem~2 I 12:25: 17 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Snbject: RE: Data 

Thanks Mike. 
I appreciate It. 
I'll join today and expect others will try to as well. We're really busy so will see who is able to join. Really appreciate your taking the time. 
Also appreciate the heads up on the articles. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefonl.com> 
Sent: Monday, Se~, 202111:42 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
Hi Kristina - I wanted to check in and make sure we're all good for today's call. It's on our calendars, but we only see you have accepted. Just wanted to make sure we're all good. 
If so, we'll get right into it with the following: 

• Kristina- set the stage/ history/ reason for the meeting 
• Mike - quick Introduction to Persefoni and our CEO 
• Kentaro - Background on how Persefoni came to be and what we're doing 

PS - I don't know if you've been noticing, but there has been a ton of news about climate related disclosures over the past few weeks. From a flood of new corporate commitments, to activity at the government and standards level. I 
track this and generally post it on my Linked In feed, so you'll see a lot of it there. 
PPS - For distribution to your team, this interview on Bloomberg with our CEO is a useful and short explanation of what we're doing - httlliJLJ)ersefoni.com/newsroomroll/press It's from Aug. 19, so very recent. 
Speak soon! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Unked lo ~ Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

~"f!PVI Ptrc-,s. 

" sxsw 

WATCH OUR efil1:/.I. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient. please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Monday, Septeml5eni;-zb~M 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Grant Berry <gla!ll/Wpersefoni com>: Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefoni com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION: Thi< email i< from an extemal sender. Plea,e do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unle<< you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thank you so much, Mike. This is super helpful! Really appreciate it. 

from: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 5:23 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Cc: Grant Berry <grant@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

I CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 



Hi Kristina; 
Here's some additional information for you, but as you and the team are realizing, this can all be a bit confusing due to the rapidly evolving field and standard setting bodies. 

Overview 
Calculating and disclosing carbon emissions is certainly a complex topic due to how accounting standards (GHG Protocol, PCAF), regional and global emission factors (EPA, IEA, DEFRA, IPCC, etc.). and disclosure frameworks 
(TCFD, VRF, GRI, CDP, etc) are both disjointed, and work together. Persefoni is solving for this by aligning to known standards, maintaining the latest emissions factors based upon different scopes and categories and locations as 
to where they are occurring, and by being completely transparent so that records can be audited and placed in sustainability and other external reports. 
Accounting Standards: GHGP + PCAF 
Persefoni is aligned to the international gold standard for carbon accounting, which is the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHGP). The GHGP defines the scopes and categories that organizations can account for, and which 
calculation methods are applicable based on the data that is available. For investments and lending, with pending guidance for insurance, the partnershjp for Carbon Accoyntin~ Financials (ecAf). is built in accordance with and 
fully endorsed by the GHGP, and also available in the Persefoni platform. Because Persefoni's platform follows known standards, it is fully transparent and audltable which means organizations can use the calculated results in 
their sustainability reporting. 
Organizational Data+ Emissions Factors 
Persefoni works with both corporate entities (issuers) and financial institutions to understand which scopes and categories should be accounted for based on their activities. As Persefoni helps organizations understand what 
data is needed (operational, financial, and supply chain data). the organization has multiple ways to get that data into Persefoni's platform. Based upon the type of data, and the location as to where the activity occurred, a 
regional or global emissions factor is needed to complete the calculation. These emissions factors come from trusted sources like the EPA, IEA, DEFRA, IPCC, Exiobase, VitalMetrics, and others. Persefoni maintains all of the 
most up to date factors. The platform's business logic adds the appropriate emissions factor for each calculation and shows the organization which factor was used. An example would be that the organization is accounting for 
its carbon footprint from its Scope 2, electricity in its San Diego office. The company would need to provide the amount of energy used (likely kWh), and then Persefoni's platform would complete the calculation by following 
GHGP Scope 2 location based calculation and use an emissions factor from the EPA eGrid for that region. 
Sustainability Reporting & Disclosure Frameworks 
Most organizations that calculate their carbon footprint would choose one or multiple frameworks to create an annual report. More prevalent frameworks include Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD, 
Curtis Ravenel is a current Secretariat of TCFO and is on Persefoni's Sustainability Advisory Board). Value Reporting Foundation (VRF, Formerly SASB, Bob Eccles is the founding Chairman of SASB and is on our Sustainability 
Advisory Board), and Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). mm Mohjn is Persefoni's Chief Sustainability Officer and former CEO of GRI). Because Persefoni follows the GHGP and PCAF, and records can be audited to receive 
assurance on, the results can then be put in any major sustainability reporting framework. We are able to provide guidance and recommendations on frameworks given our team's deep experience in this space. 
Summary 
Organizations that want or need to understand and disclose their carbon footprint would traditionally have to understand carbon accounting standards, manually source internal data and up to date emissions factors, and 
understand reporting frameworks. Persefoni has simplified this process by creating its platform to solve for the complex business logic required for accounting standards and emissions factors and has carbon accounting ,ind 
disclosure resources to work with organizations to create the most efficient processes to understand and disclose their footprint. 

This 3-minute video explains the why and how of the platform, as told by our CEO - ht!11s://vimeo.com/540344408 
We look forward to the meeting with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 
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WATCH OUR PITCH! 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential. may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However. mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 1{b)(6)1'lSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, Septem'Eer6;"2b211:45 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@persefonj com> 
Cc: Grant Berry <gcaruffeloersefonj.com>: Anna Maldonado <anna mafdonado@oersefonj.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on linl<s, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks so much, Mike and Grantl 

From: Mike Wallace <mjke waUace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 4:39 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV> 



Cc: Grant Berry <grant@Aersefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@11ersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

I CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I've included the EVP of our Solutions Group. I sit in this team and report to Grant. He's the most well versed in the data sets we use and why. This, in and of Itself, can be a lengthy conversation due to the numerous sets of data In and 
emerging in the market. 
I've also explained to Grant that we had some previous emails about data sets in our earlier communications. You asked about the EPA's Emissions Factors Hub and the GHG Protocol's GHG Calculation tools. In addition to your recent 
questions below, we'll get back to you by email with some additional information. Depending on what we can cover by email, we might either want to set a separate call with you, or add some time to the other call we're planning. 
DRAFT AGENDA: 

• Intros 
• Background on the calls 
• About Persefoni - Use cases - corporate carbon accounting/ investor portfolio carbon accounting 

• Data sets - National and global 
• Q&A 

We'll be in touch, but do let Anna and I know about the Zoom option. 

Thanks 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement I Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 1 Linked In Tui.iller Newstetter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

W11:TCH OUR flKH.1. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Monday, September6,2021 11:54 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: Data 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
There is so much data available on government sites and elsewhere, such as these couple of sites that I only recently discovered: Global(hang~gQJl and Cljmate - Data gOJI. 
I wonder if you ingest these data into your platform or, if not. what data feeds into it. 
Look forward to speaking with you. 
Hope you had a good weekend. 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

!(b)(6) I 



To: 
Cc: 
From: 
Sent 
Subject 
Received: 

Curtis Ravener>c5> 1 
Katie Abbey[kooey@bloomoerg.net]; Marychapiro[mlschapiro@bloomberg.net] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Thur 9/2/2021 1 :38:52 AM 
RE: Follow up discussion 

Thur 9/2/2021 1 :38:52 AM 

Thanks so much, Curtis. Sorry, just seeing this. I put something on the calendar for Thursday as that seemed to work with 
more schedules here. That said, we could also do 4:30 on Tuesday if that's better for you. 
Thanks so much! 

From: Curtis Ravenel 4-cb><....,
5
_> --------

Sent: Wednesday, September 1, 202110:57 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~(b)(6) t§>SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net>; Mary Schapiro <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Re: Follow up discussion 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

I was just about to email you all and suggest a time early next week! Let's do Tuesday if you all are free in the 
afternoon? I can do anytime after 4pm if that works for folks 
On Wed, Sep 1, 2021 at 10:50 AM Wyatt, Kristina 1Cb>C

5
> ~sec.gov> wrote: 

Hi Katie, 
I was in touch with Mary and she very nicely offered to speak with our team again. 
I wonder if we might look for a time next week for perhaps an hour call? If that would be possible, we would be 
very grateful. 
Thanks as always for your help. 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
I 00 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

fb)(6) I 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Mike Wallace[mike.wallace@persefoni.com] 
Wyatt, Kristina 

Subject 
Received: 

Thur 9/2/2021 2:12:05 PM 
RE: Re-Connecting 

Thur 9/2/2021 2:12:05 PM 

Very interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what 
you've got. I'm thinking our FinHub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the Office of 
Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped in with them? 
Thanks, Mike! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:52 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina j(b)( 6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re-Connecting 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all is well with you and the team! 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into 
the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and ability and 
cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the 
"Quickbooks" for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any user to easily have their 
carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I'd be happy to arrange a call with our CSO (Tim Mohin -Tim and I both worked at GRI at different times); 
our CEO (Kentaro Kawamori} who started his 'carbon counting' while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of Solutions, Grant 
Berry. 
Full transparency - Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board - https://persefoni.com/about 
Let me know if I can arrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 
PS- We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as 
well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President- Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 ' Linked In I Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

~sV4 Pirc_,, 

" sxsw 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 

This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or 
entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that 
you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any 
way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. 
Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Szczepanik, Valerie[j._Cb_)c5
_) __ __.@SEC.GOV]; Haghshenas, Parisa[._!Cb_)C6_) ___ ..JWSEC.GOV] 

Wyatt, Kristina 
Thur 10/21/2021 11 :07:46 AM 
RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 

Thur 10/21/2021 11 :07:46 AM 

Ah great. Thanks so much, Val. b)(S) 
.,..,..,,,,....!:==:::::.-:-:-:-:--:-:-:-:--------------------~ 

From: Szczepanik, Valerie fb)C6> ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 202110:58 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~(b)(5) PSEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa j<b)(

6) ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 
b)(5) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:48 AM 
To: Szczepanik, Valerie ~Cb)(6) !@SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa ~Lb_)c

6
_> ____ @~S~E~C~.G~O~V> 

Subject: RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 
b)(5) 

From: Szczepanik, Valerie 4cb)C6> PSEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:37 AM 
To: Wyatt, KristinalCb)C5> ~SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa i<b><5> l@SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 
(b)(5) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina {b)C5> @SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:36 AM 

To: Szczepanik, Valerie fb><5> @SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa fLb_><
5
_> ___ __p@ __ SE_C_._G_O_V> 

Subject: RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 
(b)(5) 

From: Szczepanik, Valerie 4<b><6> l9>SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:34 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 4Cb)(5) g)SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa~b)(6) @SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 
b)(5) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina <<b><5> SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 9:34 AM 

To: Szczepanik, Valerie 4b>C6> ~SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa ~ .... cb_><5_> ___ .,...l@_SE_C_._G_O_V> 

Subject: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 

Val, 



To: 
From: 
Sent 
Subject: 
Received: 

Hi Mike, 

Mike Wallace[mike.wallace@persefoni.com] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Tue 9/14/2021 2:30:48 PM 
Setting up another call with our economists 

Tue 9/14/2021 2:30:48 PM 

Thank you again for the call yesterday. 

Our economists would be interested in meeting with Persefoni if it's possible. 
Do you think we can find a time for a follow up call? 
I really appreciate it. 
Best, 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

l(b)(6) I 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

(b)(5) 

Szczepanik, Valeriej._cb_>c6_> __ ___,!@SEC.GOV]; Haghshenas, Parisal(b><6> ~SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina ,__ ___ ___. 

Thur 10/21/2021 9:4 7:30 AM 
RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 

Thur 10/21/2021 9:47:30 AM 

From: Szczepanik, Valerie ~Cb>C6> @SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:37 AM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina {b>C5> ~SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa 4b><6> ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 
b)(5) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina <fb>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:36 AM 

To: Szczepanik, Valerie l'b>(6> ~SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa ~Lcb_><6_> ___ _r~...=;S=EC=•;..;:G;..;:O'--'-V> 
Subject: RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 

(b)(5) 

From: Szczepanik, Valerie ~(b>C6> ffi>SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:34 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina l(b)(6

) t§>sEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisar)(
6

) @SEC.GOV> 

fubiect· BE· Availability of slides fallow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 
~)(5) J 

From: Wyatt, Kristina <fb>C6> )SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 20Zl 9:34 AM 

To: Szczepanik, Valerie fb><6> ~SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa {b><6> ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 

Val, 
(b)(5) 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Thursday, September 2, 2021 10:46:29 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Snbject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Thanks, Mike. That sounds good to me. Let me check around and see if folks have time. We're all pretty busy these days. That said, this looks to be very interesting. 
The FCA is the UK's Financial Conduct Authority. I haven't been part of a TechSprint so really don't know how it might go or how useful it would be but thought I'd mention it. 
Are there particular dates and times that would work for you? 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefonl.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20212:28 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas! I'd be happy to set up a 1-hour 'brown bag' meeting like we did before. We could break it down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 

• Q&A 
I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you. No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you like. Do you want/need more information via email? 
What is the FCA and how do we get involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Unked lo ~ Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

IJ IT<'lf (}( R PITCl-11 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality. including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Thursday, Septem'"!ierr,'io2111:12 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Very interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what you've got. I'm thinking our FinHub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the 
Office of Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped in with them? 
Thanks, Mike! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waHace@perseforn com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:52 PM 



To: Wyatt, Kristina J(b)(6) fSEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re-Connecting 

I CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all ls well with you and the team I 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and 
ability and cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the ''Quickbooks" for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any 

user to easily have their carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I'd be happy to arr<1nge a c<1II with our CS0 ITjm Moh in - Tim and I both worked <1t GRI at different times); our CEO (Kentaro Kawamori} who started his 'c<1rbon counting' while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of 
Solutions, Grant Berry. 
Full transparency- Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board • httWQersefoni.com/about 
Let me know if I can <1rrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 
PS - We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

IJ ITCH Of R eJ..IJ:1:J.1. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email ls addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina <~j)SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 
Sent on: Friday, September 3, 2021 l0:43:44 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
CC: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Thanks, Mike. 
We are all on ET. Coordinating schedules is always really hard so we'll schedule something that seems to work for a decent group here and we can share the slides with the rest of the group. 
Thanks. 

from: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent: Friday, Septe~~2110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time- morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on (GMT -7) 

WIT('(l(Jt ll rJK/JJ. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina jcb~(6) psEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Septem er 2, 2021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mlke.wallace@persefonl.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the ~nder and know the message Is safe. 

Thanks, Mike. That sounds good to me. Let me check around and see if folks have time. We're all pretty busy these days. That said, this looks to be very interesting. 
The FCA is the UK's Financial Conduct Authority. I haven't been part of a TechSprint so really don't know how it might go or how useful it would be but thought I'd mention it. 
Are there particular dates and times that would work for you? 
Thanks. 

from: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@i;>ersefoni com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 1b)(6) t@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

I CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 



Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas! I'd be happy to set up a 1-hour 'brown bag' meeting like we did before. We could break it down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 

• Q&A 
I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you. No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you like. Do you want/need more information via email? 
What is the FCA and how do we get involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 • Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland Ore on GMT -7) 

11-IJ'CH Ol ll PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Sent: Thursday, Septe~-021 11:12 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Very interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what you've got. I'm thinking our FinHub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the 
Office of Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped in with them? 
Thanks, Mike! 

From: Mike Wallace <mjke waUace@oersefoni com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:52 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all is well with you and the team! 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and 
ability and cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the "Quickbooks" for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent. allowing any 

user to easily have their carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I'd be happy to arrange a call with our CSO (Tim Moh in -Tim and I both worked at GRI at different times}; our CEO (Kentaro Kawamoril who started his 'carbon counting' while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of 
Solutions, Grant Berrv.. 
Full transparency- Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board - hll~persefoni com/about 
Let me know if I can arrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 
PS - We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 • Linked lo Tuil1er Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 



II ITCff Ol R f1IfJl.1. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Mike Wallace[mike.wallace@persefoni.com] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Thur 10/21/2021 1 :40:32 PM 
RE: One more dimension in Persefoni developments 

Thur 10/21/2021 1 :40:32 PM 

Absolutely great. 
From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 20211:31 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina p><5> !@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: One more dimension in Persefoni developments 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Paul Dickinson, Founder Chair of CDP, 
Joins Persefoni's Sustainability Advisory 
Board 
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/paul-dickinson-founder-chair-of-cdp-joins-persefonis-sustainability-advisory
board-301405955.html 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President-Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 • Linked In,' Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 

This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or 
entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that 
you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any 
way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. 
Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Monday, September l3, 2021 J0:39:58 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Snbject: RE: Data 

Many thanks, Mike. I really appreciate it. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 13, 2021 4:03 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Data 

i;AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks for your time today, Kristina. 
I hope you found it useful. 
Kentaro and I will connect and come back to you with some ideas for a follow-up. 
Like previously, we're all more than happy to share our expertise and perspectives so that you and your teams are fully informed. Kentaro and his 2 co-founders came from Industry- Chesapeake Energy - and were early In solving tor 
the carbon measurement and disclosure questions coming from investors. Now, due to the applicability of our Saas solution and the demand from issuers and investors, we're ready and able to provide a very useful (and auditable) 
solution to anyone needing to measure and report carbon emissions. 
Please don't hesitate to let me know if you want to speak again. 
We'll be back in touch. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 , Linked lo Tuiller Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR eJKJ:11. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Monday, Septem7ier"TI;-:/021 9:25 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Thanks Mike. 
I appreciate it. 
I'll join today and expect others will try to as well. We're really busy so will see who is able to join. Really appreciate your taking the time. 
Also appreciate the heads up on the articles. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Monday, September 13, 202111:42 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina <rx60@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Data 

I tAu TIOJII, This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina - I wanted to check in and make sure we're all good for today's call. It's on our calendars, but we only see you have accepted. Just wanted to make sure we're all good. 
If so, we'll get right into it with the following: 

• Kristina - set the stage/ history/ reason for the meeting 



• Mike - quick introduction to Persefoni and our CEO 
• Kentaro - Background on how Persefoni came to be and what we're doing 

PS- I don't know if you've been noticing, but there has been a ton of news about climate related disclosures over the past few weeks. From a flood of new corporate commitments, to activity at the government and standards level. I 
track this and generally post it on my Linked In feed, so you'll see a lot of it there. 
PPS- For distribution to your team, this interview on Bloomberg with our CEO is a useful and short explanation of what we're doing - htt~riersefonl.com/newsroomroll/press It's from Aug. 19, so very recent. 
Speak soon I 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Mari<et Engagement I Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In I Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, Septem'lierdoi1 3:58 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefonj com> 
Cc: Grant Berry <gram.@gersefoni.com>: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@oersefonj.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on llnlc.s, or open attachments, unless you recognlle the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thank you so much, Mike. This is super helpful! Really appreciate it. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 5:23 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Grant Berry <~sefoni com>: Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Here's some additional information for you, but as you and the team are realizing, this can all be a bit confusing due to the rapidly evolving field and standard setting bodies. 

Overview 
Calculating and disclosing carbon emissions is certainly a complex topic due to how accounting standards (GHG Protocol, PCAF), regional and global emission factors (EPA, IEA, DEFRA, IPCC, etc.), and disclosure frameworks 
(TCFD, VRF, GRI, CDP, etc) are both disjointed, and work together. Persefoni is solving for this by aligning to known standards, maintaining the latest emissions factors based upon different scopes and categories and locations as 
to where they are occurring, and by being completely transparent so that records can be audited and placed in sustainability and other external reports. 
Accounting Standards: GHGP + PCAF 
Persefoni is aligned to the international gold standard for carbon accounting, which is the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHGP). The GHGP defines the scopes and categories that organizations can account for, and which 
calculation methods are applicable based on the data that is available. For investments and lending, with pending guidance for insurance, the PartnershiR for Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF). is built in accordance with and 
fully endorsed by the GHGP, and also available in the Persefoni platform. Because Persefoni's platform follows known standards, it is fully transparent and auditable which means organizations can use the calculated results in 
their sustainability reporting. 
Organizational Data+ Emissions Factors 
Persefoni works with both corporate entities (issuers) and financial institutions to understand which scopes and categories should be accounted for based on their activities. As Persefoni helps organizations understand what 
data is needed (operational, financial, and supply chain data), the organization has multiple ways to get that data into Persefoni's platform. Based upon the type of data, and the location as to where the activity occurred, a 
regional or global emissions factor is needed to complete the calculation. These emissions factors come from trusted sources like the EPA, IEA, DEFRA, IPCC, Exiobase, Vital Metrics, and others. Persefoni maintains all of the 
most up to date factors. The platform's business logic adds the appropriate emissions factor for each calculation and shows the organization which factor was used. An example would be that the organization is accounting for 
its carbon footprint from its Scope 2, electricity in its San Diego office. The company would need to provide the amount of energy used (likely kWh), and then Persefoni's platform would complete the calculation by following 
GHGP Scope 2 location based calculation and use an emissions factor from the EPA eGrid for that region. 
Sustainability Reporting & Disclosure Frameworks 



Most organizations that calculate their carbon footprint would choose one or multiple frameworks to create an annual report. More prevalent frameworks include Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD, 
Curtis Ravenel is a current Secretariat of TCFD and is on Persefoni's Sustamabi!itv A2Jds.Qrv...llll.ill:Q), Value Reporting Foundation (VRF, Formerly SASB, Bob Eccles is the founding Chairman of SASB and is on our Sustainability 
Advisory Board), and Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). mm Mohjn is Persefoni's Chief Sustainability Officer and former CEO of GRI). Because Persefoni follows the GHGP and PCAF, and records can be audited to receive 
assurance on, the results can then be put in any major sustainability reporting framework. We are able to provide guidance and recommendations on frameworks given our team's deep experience in this space. 
Summary 
Organizations that want or need to understand and disclose their carbon footprint would traditionally have to understand carbon accounting standards, manually source internal data and up to date emissions factors, and 
understand reporting frameworks. Persefoni has simplified this process by creating its platform to solve for the complex business logic required for accounting standards and emissions factors and has carbon accounting and 
disclosure resources to work with organizations to create the most efficient processes to understand and disclose their footprint. 

This 3-minute video explains the why and how ofthe platform, as told by our CEO - j)ttps·//yjmeo com/540344408 
We look forward to the meeting with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Markel Engagement I Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina fb)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 20211:45 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mjke wallace@persefonj com> 
u:: Grant Berry <grant@P.ersefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@12ersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not replv, dick on links, or open attachments, unless you recognlte the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Thanks so much, Mike and Gran ti 

from: Mike Wallace <mjke.waUace@oersefoni com> 
Sent: Monday, Sef:J2021 4:39 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristin (b)(5) ~> 

Cc: Grant Berry <g 12ersefoni com>: Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@oersefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I've included the EVP of our Solutions Group. I sit in this team and report to Grant. He's the most well versed In the data sets we use and why. This, in and of itself, can be a lengthy conversation due to the numerous sets of data in and 
emerging in the market. 
I've also explained to Grant that we had some previous emails about data sets in our earlier communications. You asked about the EPA's Emissions Factors Hub and the GHG Protocol's GHG calculation tools. In addition to your recent 
questions below, we'll get back to you by email with some additional information. Depending on what we can cover by email, we might either want to set a separate call with you, or add some time to the other call we're planning. 
DRAFT AGENDA: 

• Intros 
• Background on the calls 
• About Persefoni - Use cases - corporate carbon accounting/ investor portfolio carbon accounting 
• Data sets - National and global 
• Q&A 

We'll be in touch, but do let Anna and I know about the Zoom option. 
Thanks 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 



Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR efil.tJ1. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Monday, Septe~i1 11:54 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike,wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: Data 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
There is so much data available on government sites and elsewhere, such as these couple of sites that I only recently discovered: GJobalChangE:.,g\&'. and Climate - Data goy. 
I wonder if you ingest these data into your platform or, if not, what data feeds Into it. 
Look forward to speaking with you. 
Hope you had a good weekend. 
Kristina s. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washin on DC 20549 
(b)(6) 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Morse, MikatblC5l @SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Fri 9/24/2021 3:02:14 PM 
RE: Persefoni 

Fri 9/24/2021 3:02:14 PM 

No worries. Thank you. 
From: Morse, Mika <.,,.lcb.,.,.,){6,,...l ---..~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:02 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ib)(G) t@SEC.GOV> 

Subject: P""e.,..,rs""e~fo~n~i ________ __, 

Kristina, fb)(S) I so I'm going to skip the Persefoni call but thank you for inviting me. 
Mika 
Mika Morse 
Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 

j<b>C
5
> k§>sec.gov 



To: Morse, Mikarl<bX5
> bsEC.GOV] 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Fri 9/24/2021 3:36:16 PM 
RE: Update on S-X 

Fri 9/24/2021 3:36:16 PM 

Thank you. Amazing work. 
(b)(S) 

Thank you so much, Mika. 

From: Morse, Mika <j<b><5> ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:04 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 1b><6> ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Update on S-X 

FYI !fb)(S) 

From: Morse, Mika 
Sent: Friday, September 24, 2021 2:24 PM 
To: Bloom, Luna CblC6> SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Corey Klemmer Cb>C5> ov) ~Lcb_><
5_> __ _r~~s_e_c~.g~o_v> 

Subject: Update on S-X 
,ma. ~b)CSJ 

(b)(S) 

Thank you so much, 
Mika 
Mika Morse 
Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 
1cb><5> ~sec.gov 

I 



From: Wyatt, Kristina fb){
6

) @SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:45:09 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
CC: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

Thanks so much. That would be great. 
Some times that appear to work for us (ET): 
Wed 9/15: 2:30 - 3:00 
Thurs 9/16: 11:30-12:30; 4:30-5:30 
Fri 9/17: 1:30-2:00; 2:30-3:30 
Mon 9/20: 1:00-2:30 
Wed 9/22: 10:00-12:00; 2:00-4:00 
Thurs 9/23: 2:00-3:00; 4:00-5:00 
Fri 9/24: 3:00-45:00 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:33 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamorl <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting u another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Most certainly. 
How soon would they like a call? 
Kentaro and I are in Pacific Time and Anna can help us find a time. 
If you have some slots you can share, we can try and land on a slot. 
30 or 60 minutes? 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter,, Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient. please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 202111:31 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@persefoni com> 
Subject: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
Thank you again for the call yesterday. 



Our economists would be interested in meeting with Persefoni if it's possible. 
Oo you think we can find a time for a follow up call? 
I really appreciate it. 
Best, 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washin on DC 20549 
(b)(6) 



From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Required Attendees: Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Location: Webex below 
Importance: Normal 
Subject Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
Start Date/Time: Fri 9/24/2021 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Fri 9/24/2021 3:45:00 PM 

-- Do not delete or change any of the following text. --

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

b)(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code): _r_>c
5
_> ----~ 

Meeting password:~lcb_Jcs_> --------~lfrom phones and video systems) 

Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

<b><s> USA Toll 2 
US Toll 

ev1ces may as a en ees o en er a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

f
bJ<s> IUSA Toll 2 

US Toll ~-----~ 
Global call-in numbers 

Join from a video system or application 

Dial~b><5> l@secgov.webex.com 



Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Dia1 ... l'b_x
6
_> ____ .... ~ecgov@lync.webex.com 

If you are a host, click here to view host information. 

Need help? Go to https://help.webex.com 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:29: 19 PM 
To: Girardi, Giulio (b)( 6l @SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~@SEC.GOY> 

CC: ,SEC.GOY> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

(b)(5) 

Thanks. 

From: Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:23 PM 

To: Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: Re-Connecting 
Kristina, 

(b)(5) 

Giulio 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 14, 2021, at 1:57 PM, Zhao, Mengxin ~@sec.gQY:> wrote: 

Hello Kristina, 
(bX5) 

Mengxin 

From: Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Se tember 14 20211:35 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina,__ ___ _,, > 
Cc: Girardi, Giulio SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re•Col==iir 

an s, 
Min 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Monday, Septem\ier-rr.50211:41 PM 
To: #DERA climate ~(b)(6) L@SEC.GOV> 

Subject: FW: Re-Connecting 
HI DERA team, 
I just had a call with Persefoni and (b)(5) 
If any of you would like me to set u._p_a_fo_ll_ow_u_p_c_a_ll-to_d_i_sc_u_s_s,-r-m_h_a_p_p_y_to ___________________ __, 

Thanks very much. 
Kristina 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202111:57 AM 

To: Szczepanik, Valerie fbX6) ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika t._·b_><_
5

> _ __.~scc.gQlf,>; Crane, Angela <~SEC.GOV>; Wong, Jeannette ~SEC.GOV>; Bloom, Lun~SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anita 



j{b)(6) !:@SEC.GOV>; #DERA climate 1i:.(b.:.:):.:.(6:..:):_ __ .rf=S=EC=·=G=O~V>; Niazi, Shehzad j(b)(6) jsEC.GOV>; Klemmer, Corey ~sec.gQl!>; Staffin, Elliottl(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Re-Connecting ~--~ 

HI everyone. 
~b )(5) !Persefoni is a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 

nt set up a call with them for a demonstration and will invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you'd like to. 

Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@.persefonj com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

I CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. rd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I 

will coordinate with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time- morning/lunch/afternoon? 

In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 

Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 

+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked lo Tuiller Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 
<image00 l.jpg> 
WATCH OUR PITCH/ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing 
emails. If you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading Immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents In any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefonl Al Inc. and then delete 
or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Thursday, Septetiilier'tio21 7:46 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the mes.sage is safe. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina 4<b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyall, Kristina 

Sent on: Friday, September 3, 2021 11 :56:53 AM 

Szczepanik, Valerie 1bX 6> !@SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika ,fb)(S) @SEC.GOV>: Crane, Angela ~SEC.GOV>; Won JeanJ1ette ~SEC.GOV>; Bloom, To: 
Luna (b)(6) )SE .GOV>: Chan. Anita b)(6) "'SEC.GOV>; #DERA climate 4(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>: Niazi, Shehzad b)(6) cilSEC.GOV>; Klemmer, 
Corey b)(6) @SEC.GOV>; Staffin, Elliot1 b)(6) JSEC.GOV> 

Subject: FW: Re-Connecung 

Attachments: Pcrscfoni_Financial Scrviccs_Bricf Ovcrvicw_2021.pdf (4.34 MB), Pcrscfoni General Overview 2021.pdf (2.33 MB) 

Hi everyone, 
tb)(S) IPersefoni ,s a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 
I Ii set up a call w,tn them for a demonstration and wll invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you'd like to. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13 th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time- morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

~1'"' Pirc~ 
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IJ ITCfl Ot II flI.Q11 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 1(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mlke.wal!ace@oersefonj.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recogni2e the sender and know the message Is safe. 
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PERSEFONI PROCESS - HOW IT WORKS 

Carbon Footprint Management Platform Financial Services 
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SOLUTION APPROACH 

Carbon Footprint Management Platform Financial Services 

~ PERSEFONI 

Accounting SBTiSDA 
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Data Sources 

Warming Trajectory 

Financial Services Inputs 

Sustainability Reporting 
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PERSEFONI FOR ASSET MANAGERS 6 BANKS 

Carbon Footprint Management Platform Financial Services 

Persefoni enables Asset Managers to turn financial data from investment activities into carbon footprint data. 

FINANCIAL ACTIVITY DATA 

Mortgage Holdings Data 

Vehicle Loan Data 

Equity f, Bond Transaction Data 

Loan Issuance Data 

CRE Investment Data 

Project Finance Data 

PERSEFONIPLATFORM 

Carbon Ledger 

Carbon Footprint I Environmentally· fl 
Calculation Extended Input· 
Formula Output (EEIOJ 
(GHG Protocol + Economic 
PCAF) Model Data 

Persefoni Warming 
Trajectory Modeling (SBTi) 

OUTCOMES 

, 

2°C Reduction Target 
(SBTi Sectoral 

Decarbonization Approach) 

Carbon Footprint 
(C02e) Number 

USE-CASES 

Climate Related 
Financial Disclosures 

ESG Investment 
Decision Analysis 

Asset Portfolio 
Allocation Analysis 
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PERSEFONI 

Carbon Footprint Management Platform Financial Services 

FINANCED EMISSIONS 
CALCULATION & ANALYTICS 

Turn investment and lending transaction 

data into financed emissions calculations. 

WARMING TRAJECTORY 
MODELING 

Regression modeling in line with the Science 

Based Targets to understand how your 

financial services portfolio can get to Net 

Zero and align with l.SC and 2C scenarios. 
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SUSTAINABILITY ADVISORY BOARD 

Carbon Footprint Management Platform Financial Services 

Members of Persefoni's Sustainability 

Advisory Board leverage their 

unrivaled market experience/insight 

to advise our customers'/partners' 

boards and executive teams on best 

practices for integrating sustainability 

- specifically carbon accounting - into 

business and investment management, 

as well as advise Persefoni directly 

on future product feature sets. They 

represent Persefoni in the media and 

at industry events. 
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Tim Mohin - Chief Sustainability Officer 
Tim is a globally recognized sustainability/ESG executive, helping Intel. Apple, and AMO 

embed sustainability strategies into their business. He has led the development of 

environmental policy, including the Clean Air Act. within the EPA & U.S. Senate. Prior to 

joining Persefoni, Tim was the CEO of the Global ReP.orting Initiative (GRI), the world's 

largest ESG reporting standard. 

Robert Eccles - Co-Chair 
Bob is a leading authority on corporate purpose and the integration of ESG factors in 

resource allocation decisions by companies and investors. A founding Chairman of the 

Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB), Bob is also a visiting Professor of 

Management Practice at the Said Business School, University of Oxford, and a Senior 

Advisor to the Boston Consulting Group and the non-profit Impact Management Project. 

Curtis Ravenel - Co-Chair 
Curtis is a leading expert on climate-related risks and opportunities in the corporate, 

financial, regulatory, and NGO communities. A founding member and the Secretariat of the 

Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFDl'. Curtis is also advisor to UN 

Special Envoy for Climate Finance Mark Carney and founder of the Sustainable Business 

& Finance Group at Bloomberg LP. Most recently, he served as the only non-European 

appointee of the European Commission's Technical Expert Group on Sustainable Finance. 
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PERSEFONl'S ORIGIN STORY 

Carbon Footprint Management Platform Financial Services 
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KENTARO KAWAMORI 

CEO & CO-FOUNDER 
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JASON OFFERMAN 
COO & CO-FOUNDER 
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Kentaro Kawamori was Chief Digital Officer at a large 

independent oil and gas company, and the company was 

getting pressure on the ESG front, which was primarily driven 

by climate change (the E) . 

Jason Offerman, who has 28 years of oil and gas experience, 

was working on digital solutions (primarily with loT and ERP) 

for the company . 

The two ended up leaving and joined a family office backed VC 

out of Pittsburg where they helped place a few technology 

investments, with Persefoni as the last one. The idea for the 

company and the solution was born from their experiences 

trying to solve the issues Persefoni addresses and after 

much research, discovering that a solution did not exist. 
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PERSEFONI IS COMMITTED TO CUSTOMER SUCCESS 

Carbon Footprint Management Platform Overview 2021 

Persefoni's Customer Success team 

maximizes the value of Persefoni and 

helps customers achieve their desired 

sustainability goals. The team applies deep 

product knowledge to help organizations 

configure the platform, assist with data 

configuration, and onboard quickly. 

SETUP & CONFIGURATION 
Flexibility Within a Framework. 

Your organization is unique. We ensure the platform is configured 

to your specific needs while staying within approved frameworks. 

SUPPORT 
Don't worry, we've got you. 

Our team provides ongoing support for both carbon accounting and 

technical questions. 

KNOWLEDGE BASE 
24/7, online. all the time. 

We've built an extensive library of guides and support documentation 

for your reading pleasure. 

Page 04 
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HOW IT WORKS: INVESTMENT PORTFOLIOS 

Carbon Footprint Management Platform Overview 2021 

FINANCIAL ACTIVITY DATA 

Mortgage Holdings Data 

Vehicle Loan Data 

Equity f, Bond Transaction Data 

Loan Issuance Data 

CRE Investment Data 

Project Finance Data 

PERSEFONIPLATFORM 

Carbon Ledger 

Carbon Footprint I Environmentally-
Calculation Extended Input-
Formula Output (EEIO) 
(GHG Protocol + Economic 
PCAF) Model Data 

Persefoni Warming 
Trajectory Modeling (SBTi) 

-

OUTCOMES 

2°C Reduction Target 
(SBTi Sectoral 

Decarbonization Approach) 

Carbon Footprint 
(C02e) Number 

USE-CASES 

Climate Related 
Financial Disclosures 

ESG Investment 
Decision Analysis 

Asset Portfolio 
Allocation Analysis 

Page 05 
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HOW IT WORKS: OPERATIONS 

Carbon Footprint Management Platform Overview 2021 

ACTIVITY DATA 

OPERATIONAL ACTIVITY DATA 

Fuel Consumption 
Electricity Consumption 
Equipment Usage 
Gas Consumption 

FINANCIAL ACTIVITY DATA 

Expense Reports 
Vendor Payments 
Accounts Receivable 
Accounts Payable 

SUPPLY CHAIN ACTIVITY DATA 

Travel (Air, Hotel, etc.) 
Sales & Inventory 
Material Purchasing 
Shipping 

PERSEFONIPLATFORM 

I 

Carbon Ledger 

Carbon Footprint I Environmentally--
Calculation Extended Input-
Formula Output (EEIO) 
(GHG Protocol) Economic 

Model Data 

Persefoni Warming 
Trajectory Modeling (SBTi) 

OUTCOMES 

2°C Reduction Target 

(SBTi Sectoral 

Decarbonization Approach) 

Carbon Footprint 

(C02e) Number 

USE-CASES 

Transform Corporate 

Transactions into 

Carbon Data 

Improve Climate 

Impacts 

Climate Related 

Financial Disclosures 

Page 06 
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CONTINUOUS PLATFORM INNOVATION 

Carbon Footprint Management Platform Overview 2021 

Persefoni captures customer requests in our product portal to enable internal 

alignment and to build a user-driven product roadmap. We release new features to 

the platform every two weeks based on the priorities of our clients, advancements in 

standards and frameworks, and market demand. 

( Product Roadmap Portal 
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SUSTAINABILITY ADVISORY BOARD 

Carbon Footprint Management Platform Overview 2021 

Persefoni's Sustainability Advisory 

Board leverages their unrivaled 

market experience/insight to 

advise our customers'/partners' 

boards and executive teams on 

best practices for integrating 

sustainability - specifically carbon 

accounting - into business and 

investment management, as well as 

advise Persefoni directly on future 

product feature sets. They represent 

Persefoni in the media and at 

industry events. 
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Tim Mohin - Chief Sustainability Officer 
Tim is a globally recognized sustainability/ESG executive, helping Intel. Apple, and AMO 

embed sustainability strategies into their business. He has led the development of 

environmental policy, including the Clean Air Act. within the EPA & U.S. Senate. Prior to 

joining Persefoni, Tim was the CEO of the Global ReP.orting Initiative (GRI), the world's 

largest ESG reporting standard. 

Robert Eccles - Co-Chair 

Page 08 

Bob is a leading authority on corporate purpose and the integration of ESG factors in 

resource allocation decisions by companies and investors. A founding Chairman of the 

Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB), Bob is also a visiting Professor of 

Management Practice at the Said Business School, University of Oxford, and a Senior 

Advisor to the Boston Consulting Group and the non-profit Impact Management Project. 

Curtis Ravenel - Co-Chair 
Curtis is a leading expert on climate-related risks and opportunities in the corporate, 

financial, regulatory, and NGO communities. A founding member and the Secretariat of the 

Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFDl'. Curtis is also advisor to UN 

Special Envoy for Climate Finance Mark Carney and founder of the Sustainable Business 

& Finance Group at Bloomberg LP. Most recently, he served as the only non-European 

appointee of the European Commission's Technical Expert Group on Sustainable Finance. 
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From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Friday, September 24. 2021 4:15:47 PM 

To: Morse, Mika fb>C5> f_@SEC.GOV>; Bloom, Luna ~@SEC.GOY> 

Snbject: FW: Setting up another call with our economists 

b)(5) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, September 24, 2021 4:07 PM 
To: Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Subfect: RE: SettinQ uo another call with our economists 
b)(5) 

Thanks very much. 

From: Pyo, Minyoung ~> 
Sent: Friday, September 24, 20214:02 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Girardi, Giulio b)(6) . >; Zhao, Mengxin ~~> 
Subject: RE: Setting up a not er call with our economists 
Hi Kristina, 
Thank you for arranging the call with Persefonl. (b)(5) 

l(b)(5) I -------------------------------------------------' 

Have a good weekend, 
Min 

from: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Thursday, Septem er , 202110:02 PM 
To: Morse, Mika~>; Girardi, Giuliol(b)(6) ►~>; Pyo, Minyoung ~>; Zhao, Mengxin~.fil.&QY.>; Niazi, Shehzad ~.fil.&QY.>; Chan, Anita ~.fil.&QY.> 
Subject: FW: Setting up another call with our economis"'ts~-----' L_J 
FYI for our call with Persefoni tomorrow. 

from: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:05 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 1Cb)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Setting up anot er call with our economists 

CAUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there -Just so you are aware, the Bain & Co partner (Tors ten) mentioned in this piece is the one that will be with us tomorrow. 
b.tl.~oersefonj.com/newsroom/bajn-and-comoanv.-jojns-forces-with-oersefoni-tp-acce!erate;-0ecarbonjzation 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 



NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem~021 8:54 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAllTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~j)SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 5: l 7:05 PM 
To: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

CC: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

Many thanks, Anna. That would be wonderful. I will send a calendar invitation. 
Many thanks. 

From: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
Kentaro can best accommodate next Friday, 9/24 at 3:00pm EST. Would you like to Initiate the calendar invites to include all of your folk? Otherwise I'm happy to send from Kentaro's calendar. 
Kind regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner Persefoni 
520.981.4736 Linkedln 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email mu/ all a11aclu11ent.,· are ,·onfi.dential. may he lt:glllly pri,1i/eged. and an: intended solcdy.f{_}r the individual or entity ,o whom 1he <mwil is addres.,·etl. Hov,'~ve,: miswkes sometimes happen in ,uldre.,;.,·ing c•muil.-.. ({you heliew:. thm you (lll' 1101 
an intended recipient, please stop retuling immediately. Do not t:OP,)~ foYwanJ. or relay on 1he coutems in any way. Notify the st?,uJer and/or Persefoni A I Inc. muJ tlicm delete or de.stroy tmy l'OJJY of I his email a,uJ its attachments. Seoder reserve,,; llnd assen.s ult 
,.;ght,~· to ,·01,fideutiality, i11dud;11g all privileges that may appfl·-

From: Wyatt, Kristina<~> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 202111:45 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefonl.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~persefonj com>; Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks so much. That would be great. 
Some times that appear to work for us (ET): 
Wed 9/15: 2:30 - 3:00 
Thurs 9/16: 11:30-12:30; 4:30-5:30 
Fri 9/17: 1:30-2:00; 2:30-3:30 
Mon 9/20: 1:00-2:30 
Wed 9/22: 10:00-12:00; 2:00-4:00 
Thurs 9/23: 2:00-3:00; 4:00-5:00 
Fri 9/24: 3:00-45:00 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Mike Wallace <mikc.wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:33 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawam~~efoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@i;ersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Most certainly. 
How soon would they like a call? 



Kentaro and I are in Pacific Time and Anna can help us find a time. 
If you have some slots you can share, we can try and land on a slot. 
30 or 60 minutes? 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 202111:31 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike wal!ace@persefonj com> 
Subject: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe, 

Hi Mike, 
Thank you again for the call yesterday. 
Our economists would be interested in meeting with Persefoni if it's possible. 
Do you think we can find a time for a follow up call? 
I really appreciate it. 
Best, 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 
tb)(6) I 



To: Curtis Ravenep><6> IJ; Morse, Mika Cb>C5> SEC.GOV]; Mara 
Childress[mchildress8@bloomberg.net]; Katie Abbey[kabbey@bloom erg.net 
From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent Thur 11/25/2021 11 :44:08 AM 
Subject RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 
Received: Thur 11/25/2021 11 :44:08 AM 

Hi Curtis, 
Happy Thanksgiving! Thank you very much for reaching out. 
We would very much like to catch up with you next week. Mika and I will coordinate on scheduling. Given the holiday, it 
might not be until early next week when we are able to get back with you, if that's alright. 
Thanks very much. Very much look forward to speaking with you. 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel l .... <b_>c5_> --------~ 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 20218:16 AM 
To: Morse, Mika ~Cb><5> @SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina t .... b><_6_> _ ..... ~SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress <mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; 

Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could 
catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GFANZ and want to make sure 
that what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. 
Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Perseforu Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Hi Mika, 

Morse, Mika[f.,...bbl_(6>_~t@SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristin'a 
Thur 11/25/2021 11 :41 :45 AM 
FW: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Thur 11/25/2021 11 :41 :45 AM 

Haoov Thanksgiving! 
b)(5) 

Have a wonderful break. 
b)(5) 

b)(5) 

this can obviously wait l(b)(6) 
l(b)(6) 

From: Curtis Ravenel <fb>(6> 
Sent: Thursday, Novemo._e_r..,.2 ... 5.....,, 2,..,0,...2..,.1,....,8,.....:.,...16....,.A-rM..------' 

I And, sorry to talk shop on Thanksgiving -

I 

To: Morse, Mika 4(b>(5> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina <l._(0
>_(

5>_~@SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress <mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; 
Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could 
catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GFANZ and want to make sure 
that what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. 
Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 

I 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 
Sent on: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:52:49 PM 
To: g,SEC.GOY> 

CC: Girardi, Giulio b)(6) SEC.GOV>: Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOY> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Hi Min, 
b)(S) 

From: Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 20211:35 PM 

SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Girardi, Giulio <~(b-)=(6-) ~, -SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 
Hi Kristina, 
(b)(S) 

Than s, 
Min 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~..ill&m!.> 
Sent: Monday, Septem'Eer-Ir,2021 1:41 PM 
To: #DERA climate fb)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Re-Connecting 
Hi DERA team, 
(b)(S) 

Thanks very much. 
Kristina 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202111:57 AM 

To: Szczepanik, V:;:a~le~r~ie;_;<~(b:_::l(::.6>:....,_y,=.i..i=>; Morse, 
#DERAcllmate (b)(6) ~>; Niazi, Shehzad ~,:,-:-'--= f'.,..-;,_,;,--!j;.,;;•c,c• 
Subject: FW: Re- onnectmg 
Hi everyone, 

>; Bloom, Luna <~..ill&m!.>; Chan, Anita ~@SEC GOY>; 
> 

~b )(5) persefoni is a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 
111 set up a call with them for a demonstration and w,11 invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you'd like to. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mjke.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent: Friday, Septe7ber 3, ~~:c~~~ AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina< (b)(6) > 

Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th , or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time - morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 



Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR efil.tJ1. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Thursday, SeptemlierT,2021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike,wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email ls from an extemal sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognlte the sender and know the message is safe. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~(bl(
5

l ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Friday, September 24. 2021 4:06:48 PM 
To: Pyo. Minyoung (b)(6) SEC.GOY> 

CC: Girardi, Giulio< (bl(6l SEC.GOV>: Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOY> 

Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

b)(S) 

Thanks very much. 

From: Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, Septe 20214:02 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Girardi, Giulio b)(6) @SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 
Hi Kristina, 
Thank you for arranging the call with Persefonl (b)(5) 

!/b)/5) ! ~-------------------------------------------------~ 

Have a good weekend, 
Min 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 202110:02 PM 
To: Morse, Miki!<~~>; Girardi, Giulio ~SEC GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~~>; Zhao, Mengxin ~>; Ni<1zi, Shehzad ~f.C.GO:i>; Chan, Anitil ~~> 
Subject: FW: Setting up another call with our econom1st1s--l 
FYI for our call with Persefoni tomorrow. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:05 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristino~> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAlJTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the .sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there - Just so you are aware, the Bain & Co partner (Torsten) mentioned in this piece is the one that will be with us tomorrow. 
!lt!P~Rersefoni.com/newsroom/bain-and-com11any:joins-forces-with-persefoni-to-accelerate-decarbonization 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Iw.i!l.er Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR~ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential. may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However. mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient. please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 1{b)(6)P'SEC GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem'oer"'zl;'io21 8:54 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 



CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 



From: __,SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Thursday, Nove 021 10:03:43 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Snbject: RE: One more dimension in Persefoni developments 

Super exciting, Mike. Thank you for letting me know. 
Nope, nobody from here is going but hope you have a good time! 
Talk soon and congratulations on the great progress. 

from: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, November 4, 2021 9:52 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: One more rmension in Persefoni developments 

CAUTJON Ttiis email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Arc you over in Scotland? I'm heading there on Saturday. Tfyou are there, maybe we can connect in person? Or if you have colleagues there that we should meet, let me know. 
Last week we made some big announcemellls all around of Series B fund raising close. The announcemellls included a memion of a 'free' version of the software that will be launched in early 2022. This is aimed to 
help small medium enterprises get underway with carbon accounting. 
Do have a look through this For some of the names supporting our efforts, the new partnership with Bain & Co. and the free version. 
It would be great to catch up 'post-COP' and provide you an update on our take always from COP and our view of 2022. 
The consolidation of rep-0rting standards will make for a very interesting 2022. 
Hope you are well and do let me know if you're heading over! 
Mike Wallace 
SVP. Strategic Market Engagement 

from· wyatt Kristina j(b)~~ 

2
: SEC GOV> 

Sent: .Thursday, October , 2110:40:32 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: One more dimension in Persefoni developments 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Absolutely great. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefonj.com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 21, 20211:31 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: One more dimension in Persefoni developments 

CAUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Paul Dickinson, Founder Chair of CDP, Joins Persefoni's Sustainability Advisory 
Board 
b.11~.prnewswjre com/news-releases/paul-djckjnson-founder-chajr-of-cd1cioiDs-persefonis-sustainability~v,-board-301405955 html 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Marl<et Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 



W14TCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



To: Curtis Raveneib><5> I; Morse, Mika bX5> 
Childress[mchildress8@b oomberg.nef]; Katie Abbey[kabbey@bloom erg.net 

SEC.GOV]; Mara 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent Thur 11/25/2021 8:22:29 PM 
Subject RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 
Received: Thur 11/25/2021 8:22:30 PM 

Dear Curtis, 
Thank you again for reaching out. We would love to speak with you next week. 
I wonder if any of the following times might work for you (ET): 
Monday: 3:00-4:30 
Wednesday: 3:30-4:30 
Thursday: 9:00-10:00 
Friday: 12:00-12:30 
If none of these works, I'll see if I can find another time that's mutually convenient. 
I hope you had a relaxing Thanksgiving. 
Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel f.,_b>_<6_> ~~-~~~----' 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 20218:16 AM 
To: Morse, Mika fb><5> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ;b><5> ~SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress <mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; 

Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> ~-~ 
Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could 
catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GF ANZ and want to make sure 
that what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. 
Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BY/ Persefoni Ai 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Thursday, November 4, 2021 I: 11 :25 PM 

To: Cu11is Ravenel 4(b)(6) j; Mary Schapiro <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net> 

Snbject: RE: (BL\V) Canada Proposes Climate Risk Securities Disclosures by Companies 

Huge congratulations to you both!! What a huge accomplishment. Thank you both for your incredible incredible leadership on climate and all your help in guiding us. 

From: Curtis Ravene~(b)(6) 
Sent: Thursday, Nove~m-b_e_r_4_, -2~0-21-s-:s-2-A~M~--~ 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Mary Schapiro <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Morse, Mika 1(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: (BLW) Canada Proposes Climate Risk Securities Disc osures by Companies 

CAUTION, This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I assume u all have seen this but just in case .... 
https • //www i frs orgkontent/damli frs/ g[OllJlSL1ayg/~g-£1ima,ceta1ed-d jscJosures-p£01otY.~Jldf 
On Mon, Oct 18. 2021 at 11 :32 PM Wyatt, Kristina E_>C6> ~gQY> wrote: 

Thank you so much for taking the time to speak with us! So helpful as always! 

From: Mary Schapiro (BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO) <!!l.!Eh.apiro@bloombergJJ.J:J;> 
Sent: Monday, October 18, 2021 4:53 PM 
To: Morse, Mika~>; Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Subject: (BLW) Canada Proposes Climate Risk Securities Disclosures by Companies 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Canada Proposes Climate Risk Securities Disclosures by Companies 
2021-10- l 8 20:36:03 .87 GMT 

By James Munson 
(Bloomberg Law) - Canada's securities regulators are 
proposing to make climate change disclosures mandato1y for 
public companies for the first time under a set of draft rules 
released Monday. 
Firms would have to submit information on oversight, 
strategy, and processes for addressing climate change and 
greenhouse gas emissions, under the proposal by the Canadian 
Securities Administrators, or CSA. 
Canada's JO provinces and three territories, each of which 
is responsible for regulating securities in their jurisdictions, 
set up the Montreal-based CSA to ham10nize mies across the 
country. 
The CSA proposal, open for public comment until Jan. 17, 
would be the countiy's first compulsory mies requiring all 
public companies to disclose climate-related information. 
Existing law only covers indirect climate risk disclosure, such 
as material risks, and voluntary disclosure. 

Businesses Affected 

The rules would apply around 3.400 companies. They are 
largely consistent with the recommendations of the Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures, a global standard 
developed by Bloomberg L.P. owner Michael Bloomberg a11d former 
Bank of England Governor Mark Carney, the CSA said. 
Fim,s would need to describe board oversight of climate• 
related risks and opportunities, as well as their risk 



management processes, metrics and targets related to climate 
change, under the proposal. 
The re!,'lllators aim to have the proposal in force by Dec. I, 
2022, with disclosure due in 2024 for companies on regular stock 
exchanges and 2026 for those on vennire exchanges. 
Investment funds, issuers of asset-backed securities and 
designated foreign issuers would be exempt. among others. 

'Tn the Dark' 

The Canadian approach includes changes from the global 
standard to ease the regulatory burden on companies, according 
to the draft rnles. 
One change would let companies either disclose emissions 
and related risks or their reasons for not doing so. A second 
change would prevent companies from having to disclose climate 
strategy models under scenarios such as keeping global average 
temperatures below 2 degrees Celsius or lower. 
Several environmental groups criticized the proposal for 
not sticking to the task force recommendations. 
"Allowing oil companies and banks to keep their scenarios 
secret would leave investors and the public in the dark," Keith 
Stewart, senior energy strategist at Greenpeace Canada. said. 
Bloomberg Law is operated by entities controlled by Michael 
Bloomberg, who is chair of the Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosure. 
To contact the reporter on this story: James Munson in 
Ottawa at j~bloombergi.nm!filry~ 
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Rebecca 
Baker at rbaker@bloombergindus!zy.com; 
John Hugbesin Washington at jbJJglles.@.hioombergi.lld!Jfilry~ 
To view this story in Bloomberg click here: 
htms://blinks.bloomberg.com/news/stories/R l 6X83D WX2Q.H 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow. CiimateWorks FoundaJjon 
Strategic Advisor. Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Wyatt, Kristina fb>( 6) ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 
Sent on: Thursday, September 23, 202 I 10:02:20 PM 
To: Morse, Mika (bX6) ""SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio {bXS) !(a}SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin EJ@sEC.GOV>; Niazi, Shehzad <~SEC.GOV>; Chan, 

Anita b)(6) ""SEC.GOV> L____J' 
Subject: FW: Setting up another call with our economists 

FYI for our call with Persefoni tomorrow. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent:Thursday, September 23, 20219:05 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Settin~er call with our economists 

CAUTION, This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there - Just so you are aware, the Bain & Co partner (Torsten) mentioned in this piece is the one that will be with us tomorrow. 

hltwJpersefoai com/newsroom/baia-aad-comRfil!v.-i2ios-forces-with-persefonj-to-accelerate-decarbonization 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In, Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However. mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(S) EC OV> 

Sent: Tuesday, Septe , 2021 8:54 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@persefoni com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attadlments, unless you recognize the sender and know the mes.sage is safe. 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

J<b)(6) L 
Morse, MikaU,.__ _ __,~=SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Thur 11/25/2021 7:53:54 PM 
RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Thur 11/25/2021 7:53:54 PM 

. kb)(6) 
Thanks very much, M1ka ...... l _______________ ___, 
I'll send Curtis some times next week. 
From: Morse, Mika 1Cb)(6) JPSEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 20211:21 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina j<b><5

> ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

~---------------------~ Hi Kristina! I'm actually working- b)(6) Please do follow up with 
Curtis-I do want to join. My schedule should be up to date. Thank you so much! Hope you are having a relaxing day. 
Best, 
Mika 
From: Wyatt, Kristina 1b)( 6) @SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 202111:42 AM 
To: Morse, Mika fb><5> ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Hi Mika, 
Happy Thanksgiving! 

(b)(5) 

Have a wonderful break. 
(b)(5) 

(b )(5) I And, sorry to talk shop on Thanksgiving -
this can obviously waitl<b)(6) 

Kb)(6) I 
From: Curtis Ravenel ~<b><6> 

Sent: Thursday, Novem1-be-r~2~5~, ~2=02~1~8~:~16-A~M-----' 

To: Morse, Mika {b><5> t@SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ~CbX5> @SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress <mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; 
Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could 
catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GF ANZ and want to make sure 
that what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. 
Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 

I 



From: Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyall, Kristina 
Saturday, December 11, 2021 12:25:07 AM Sent on: 

To: Jones, Renee ~@SEC.GOV>; Gerding, Erik j(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 

Snbject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Urgent: High 

Attachments: Cost of Carbon Disclosure-Persefoni Dec. 2021 FlNAL.pdf (3.54 MB), S&P500 Climate Action Table-Persefoni Sept. 2021.xlsx ( 1.4 MB), ROJ Calculator High-Low-Persefoni Sept. 2021.xlsx (75.02 
KB) 

(b)(5) 

From: Tim Mohin <tim@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 10 2021 4:23 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika ¥b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamorl <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefonl.com>; Keith Denham <keith.denham@persefoni.com>; Yogin Kothari <yogln@boundarystone.com>; Christine Turner 
<christine@boundarystone.com> 
Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Importance: High 

CAIJTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika; 
Thanks to you and the team for the latest conversation regarding the Cost of Carbon Disclosure, as well as your follow-up questions. We took the following points away from our last conversation and your follow-up 
email and have organized our responses as a formal submission for the SECs consideration. We are happy for the below and attached information to be shared. 

1. Clarify initial/startup cost versus ongoing cost of compliance of climate risk disclosure, including differentiating between low and high maturity companies, if possible. 
2. Clarify the discrepancy between slide 3 and the ROI calculator 
3. Clarify slides and rational for disclosure cost vs. management (Slides 11 -16). 
4. Provide example on what we mean by low maturity. 
S. Firm complexity or market cap might impact costs. 

Persefoni's responses: 

1. We outline many of these points in the attached materials. Slide 3 outlines these Disclosure Costs of Compliance. These are the costs associated with preparing this disclosure, broken down by a company's 

maturity 

2. We have simplified our summary and it is included in Slide 3 in a similar format to our prior presentation. The ROI Calculator was intended for a different purpose originally and its results were not intended to 
directly address Year One Disclosure. we·ve taken the data and included it in the summary contained in Slide 3. In addition, we have excluded legal and auditing costs. We suggest the SEC continue engaging 
with the relevant organizations in these professions. We would suggest contacting legal professionals at the Society for Corporate Governance, the Association of Corporate Counsel, and/or the American Bar 
l<\ssociation. For the accounting profession, we would suggest the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the Center for Audit Quality (CAQ), the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, 
Institute of Management Accountants and/or the International Federation of Accountants, all of which are examining these issues. We'd be happy to give you a list of direct contacts. Contacting them know 

informing them of the pe ding public comment period might also help in obtaining written and public inputs from them. 

3. Slides 11- 16 are direct references to materials collected and developed by the Task Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Since TCFD is being so regularly referenced by other influential 

government bodies and influential stakeholders, we feel this is an accurate framework for organizations to follow. Disclosure costs vs. management, however, can be explained in the following manner: 

a. When considering the financial reporting process, every organization has defined timelines associated with their close cycle and quarterly/annual reporting requirements, yet there are people, 
processes and technologies supporting the underlying data on an ongoing basis. 

b. We see the climate accounting and management process being no different, in that there are continuous efforts to gather, understand and improve upon the decision-usefulness of data, with ties to 
various internal and external reporting requirements. 

c. The costs associated with disclosure across both examples above are somewhat repetitive in nature. While there will be adjustments year over year in the type or volume of inclusions, the ways in 
which we report the information are (and in the case of climate, will continue to be more) defined. 

d. It should be noted that an increased cost can be expected with the initial effort to report on climate change as the qualitative components need to be determined and communicated (with on-going 
effort to improve the quality of disclosure and/or alignment with standards such as TCFD). 



e. In the case of climate management, the increased cost comes from the time and resources (internal/external) required to gather, clean, and interpret the underlying data in-line with recognized 
frameworks and calculations, such as those defined in the GHGP and PCAF. Many organizations will need to undertake a large initial investment to complete this effort and understand how their 
current data can be leveraged and/or the gaps they need to bridge when looking to report on climate change. 

f. Once this initial effort has been undertaken, the management-focused data (metrics and targets) should be treated like that of financial data - routinely updated and reflected upon with specific 
resources to support. Additional reasons for increased effort today include: 

1. Dynamic standards and accounting disclosure landscape 

2. Internal skill gaps across existing departments/employees 

3. Lack of internal processes and data alignment to support new considerations 

4. Gaps in existing technologies leveraged internally (need for further investment) 

4. Slide 3 describes low vs. high maturity with costs estimates based on the use of FTEs to do the needed work. A low maturity company is one that has no formal understanding of GHG emission calculations, or 
policies or programs around such issues. They have not organized or collected any data for such a calculation and most more (and cost) is required to get this information ready for calculation and disclosure. 
Slide 3 breaks these out for companies that are focused on Scopes 1 and 2, as well as on Scopes 1, 2 and 3. The difference between a high mature and low mature company in the slides is mostly determined 
by data availability and whether the company collected this type of information before. In addition, the level of data precision/quality also varies for what is relevant and appropriate for disclosure/reporting. 
Some emission categories are more material than others (e.g. business travel is a significant contributor to the carbon footprint of a bank but would not be relatively material to a dairy manufacturing 
company). 

S. A company's market cap (size) and its complexity certainly factors into the overall cost of data collection, calculation and the disclosure/reporting of such information. Some companies can be very focused in 

their business offerings, such as a software, financial or professional services company. Their footprints are mostly made up of building operations, personnel travel, etc. More complex manufacturing
oriented organizations have a wide range of carbon emitting activities, may own, and operate, a range of facilities in and outside of where they are domiciled and have a range of additional operating and up 
and downstream activities that influence the cost of carbon disclosure. That said, although scope and size play key roles in the costs, as indicated in #4, data availability is almost always the determining 
factor. The costs of measuring a Scope 1&2 carbon footprint of a larger organization that is just starting their climate change journey and has never collected GHG, energy, or transportation data often is more 
costly than a Scope 1, 2 &3 assessment of a similar sized organization that has calculated their carbon footprint for years and has clear and structured data. 

Our points further down in this email chain {Nov. 29, 2021) still remain accurate based on our most recent experiences with our clients and with the advancement of our software. The cost of carbon accounting and 
disclosure will inevitably go down as software solutions simplify the process and reduce the burden on companies. 
Please do not hesitate to respond to this email with more questions or let us know if you'd like to discuss the contents and these updates on another call. 

Tim Mohin (He.Hirn.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 
+1 737.900.3222 Linkedln Twitter Newsletter 

WATCH OUR eJE.1:il 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Morse, Mika ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Dece~021 5:55 PM 
To: Tim Mohin <!im..@11ersefoni.com>; Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio fb)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung fb)(S) !SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@11ersefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@11ersefoni.com>; Yagin Kothari <y.Qgin.@boundarystone.com>; Christine Turner <christine@boundar.vstone.com> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, dick on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Tim, 
As the Persefoni team works on the information to share with us, we were wondering if it might be possible to address how firm complexity or market cap might impact the range of costs. Would it be possible to reflect those 
attributes in the estimated ranges? 
Thanks, 



Mika 
(b)(5) 

From: Tim Mahin <tim.@persefonj com> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:47 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika <tb){6) !@SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung fb)(6) !SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@11ersefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@11ersefoni.com>; Yogin Kothari <yggin@boundary:stone.com>; Christine Turner <christine@bounda[Y.stone.com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika (and team); First, we hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving and enjoyed a relaxing and long weekend! 
Thanks again for the latest in a great series of conversations with you and your team. We appreciate the complexities around these issues and do hope we have been helpful through the various conversations and demonstrations 
we have given you and the team. 
We're re-attaching an email and attachments we sent last Sept. that provided the 'cost of carbon disclosure' at that time. This was based on our own experiences with corporations as they enter the carbon disclosure and as they do 
this sort of effort In-house and with FTEs. The ROI calculator Is a useful way to model some different options. In slide 3 the costs estimates range from $25,000 to $125,000. Again, this Is the ·traditional approach' using internal 
teams and spreadsheets. 
Since we shared the attached, we've onboarded over 25 new clients, both enterprise clients and financial services clients. Some of our asset management clients are analyzing over 1,000 companies in their portfolios. We are 
currently seeing as the 'cost of carbon disclosure' when implementing Persefoni's CMAP, a range in costs from $10,000 to $250,000. This is dependent on the complexity of the organizations we're experiencing, their readiness 
(maturity in GHG emissions tracking and reporting), and their ability to access the data sources on their own, or with our help. 
We also announced our plans to release a free version of Persefoni's Carbon Management and Accounting Platform (CMAP) We expect the cost of carbon reporting to drop at least another 50% with further software innovations 
over the coming 18-24 months. 
If you and the team would like to have another discussion in more detail about the costs, we'd be happy to get on a call at your convenience. 
All the best and do let us know how we can be off assistance going forward. 
Tim 

Tim Mohln (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 

+ 1 737.900.3222 ~ Tu@.er Newsletter 

WATCH OUR PITCH/ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Perseloni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Mike Wallace 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 202111:11 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~>; Morse, Mika 1Cb)(6) ~c GOV>; Girardi, Giulio!(b){6) 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~oersefoni.com>; Tim Monm <<oersefoni.com> 

FSEC GOV>: Pyo, Minyoung ~>; Zhao, Mengxin~> 

Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we·ve been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we·re preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1. The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also 
provides market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PS00 companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2. We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 

3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PS00 companies that are 



active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement • Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked lo Tu1l1er Newstetter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

W.rn:H OUR efilJ:il. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity lo whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
--Original Appointment-
From: Wyatt, Kristina ~lli&Q)L> 

Sent: Tuesday, Septem'oenir,zb21 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safo. 

-- Do not delete or change any of the following text -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join 
meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

Join by meeting 

number 

Meeting 

number 

(access code): 
l(b)(6) 

Meeting 

password: 



~!(b_l(_6) __ ~1 from 

phones and 

video systems) 

Join by phone 

l(b)(6) µSA Toll 2 
_ µsToll 
"'G"'1o""b'"a""1-c-a""11""-1-□-□-u-m-!bers 

Join from a videos stem or application 
Dial b)(6) seggov.webex.com 

USAToll2 
US Toll 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

F-cgov@JY.nc.webex.com 

If you are a host, ~ to view host information. 

Need help? Go to ~P webex.com 



To: Curtis Ravenef._b_><6_> ~----------'~ Mara Childress(mchildress8@bloomberg.net]; Katie 
Abbey[kabbey@bloomberg.net] 
From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent Fri 11/26/2021 2:55:22 PM 
Subject RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 
Received: Fri 11/26/2021 2:55:22 PM 

Hi Katie, 
I realize I didn't send very many slots from this coming week as our calendars are pretty full. In case it's helpful, I'm including 
some times the following week that would work as well. 
Many thanks! 
Monday, 12/6: 12:00-1:30; 3:30-4:30 
Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1:00; 2:00-4:00 
Wednesday 12/8: 10:00-12:00, 1:30-3:00, 3:30-4:30 
Thursday, 12/9: 11:30-1:00 
Best, 
Kristina 
From: Wyatt, Kristina 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8:22 PM 
To: 'Curtis Ravenel' fb)(6> h Morse, Mika ~Cb><5> @sec.gov>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Dear Curtis, 
Thank you again for reaching out. We would love to speak with you next week. 
I wonder if any of the following times might work for you (ET): 
Monday: 3:00-4:30 
Wednesday: 3:30-4:30 
Thursday: 9:00-10:00 
Friday: 12:00-12:30 
If none of these works, I'll see if I can find another time that's mutually convenient. 
I hope you had a relaxing Thanksgiving. 
Kristina 
From: Curtis Ravenel 4CblC6> ~ 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 20218:16 AM 
To: Morse, Mika fb><6> l@SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ib>C

5
> 

Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
~SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress <mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; 

Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could 
catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GF ANZ and want to make sure 
that what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. 
Thanks aJl! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Wyatt, Kristina fbl( 6) ra)SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Thursday, September 23, 202 I 9:56:58 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Snbject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

Fascinating. No. I hadn't seen this. Thanks for sending it along. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 20219:05 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Setting~er call with our economists 

i;AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there - Just so you are aware, the Bain & Co partner (Torsten) mentioned in this piece is the one that will be with us tomorrow. 
Did you see this? 

hltwJpersefoai com/newsroom/baia-aad-comRfil!v.-i2ios-forces-with-persefonj-to-accelerate-decarbonization 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In, Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However. mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina <~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem6er"iT,'2021 8:54 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@persefoni com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attadlments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

BTW, we're quite busy here so I got tentatives from the OCA folks. If they aren't able to join, we can skip the assurance piece, I think. 
I'll likely just listen in in the background. Thanks, Mike! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:52 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~(b)(6) !@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTIOJI, This email orfginated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
We're looking forward to the call on Friday. 
It looks like these are at least the two economists I met before, but are others joining us? If so, can you let me know who? 
Also, we're pulling together some materials to show you on Friday related to the cost of carbon disclosure. We're also pulling in some other materials/ research that we think you and the team will really appreciate. We'll at least be 
able to talk you through and show you some things on Friday and then share some documents/tools with you by the following week. 
Can you give me a sentence or two, or some bullets as to how you'd like to use the 45 minutes? 

• Brief intros 
• Purpose 
• Questions from SEC 
• Reactions from Persefoni 



• Next steps 
• AOB? 

Thanks again for inviting us to discuss such important issues with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 1Cb)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:17 PM 
To: Anna Maldonado <anna maJdanado@persefonj com>: Mike Wallace <mjke waUace@persefonj com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <!s.enlirQ.@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAlfTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Many thanks, Anna. That would be wonderful. I will send a calendar invitation. 
Many thanks. 

From: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@P.ersefoni.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~~>; Mike Wallace <mjke wallace@persefonj com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamorl <~oersefonl.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
Kentaro can best accommodate next Friday, 9/24 at 3:00pm EST. Would you like to initiate the calendar invites to include all of your folk? Otherwise I'm happy to send from Kentaro's calendar. 
Kind regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner Persefoni 
520.981.4736 ~ 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email and all atlachments a,,, conjidenria/, may be legally privileged, a11d are intended solelyjor /lie indil-id11al or e111ily ro whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressi11g emails. Jfyo11 believe thal yo11 are 1101 
tm ill/ended recipient, please stop reading immedimely. Do not copy.JDrward, or relay on rhe co111e11ts in any way. No1ijj1 the sender tmd/or Persefoni Al inc. and then delete or destroy any copy ofrhis email and its a11achme11ts. Sender reserves and asserts all 
rights lo co11flde111iality. including oil privileges 1h01 may opp/), 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 202111:45 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@oersefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@12ersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attac:timents, unless you recognize the sender and know the me<.<age is safe. 

Thanks so much. That would be great. 
Some times that appear to work for us (ET): 



Wed 9/15: 2:30 - 3:00 
Thurs 9/16: 11:30-12:30; 4:30-5:30 
Fri 9/17: 1:30-2:00; 2:30-3:30 
Mon 9/20: 1:00-2:30 
Wed 9/22: 10:00-12:00; 2:00-4:00 
Thurs 9/23: 2:00-3:00; 4:00-5:00 
Fri 9/24: 3:00-45:00 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Mike Wallace <mike walface@persefoni com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:33 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina j(b)(6) !@SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@oersefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@gersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Most certainly. 
How soon would they like a call? 
Kentaro and I are in Pacific Time and Anna can help us find a time. 
If you have some slots you can share, we can try and land on a slot. 
30 or 60 minutes? 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement • Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Unked lo Tu1ller Newstetter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OIJR fJKlJl. 
NOTICE 
This email and all atlachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina<~> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 11:31 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
Thank you again for the call yesterday. 
Our economists would be interested in meeting with Persefoni if it's possible. 
Do you think we can find a time for a follow up call? 
I really appreciate it. 
Best, 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and EKchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 



□ 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Friday, December 10, 2021 11:23:24 AM 

To: Morse, Mika fbl(S) l@SEC.GOV> 
Snbject: RE: Example ofa meeting memo? 

Thank vou for this and vour follow uo email Mika.l(b)(5) 
b)(5) 

inanks, M11<a. 

From: Morse, Mika tb)(S) ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 202111:06 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 
Thanks,Kb)(S) I 
From: Wyatt, Kristina<~~> 
Sent: Friday, December,u;-lml 10:19 AM 
To: Morse, Mika!(b)(6) !@SECGQY> 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 

Thanks, Mika. 

From: Morse, Mika <~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, Decemb~l 9:44 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~..sKGQY> 
Subject: RE: Exampn-:rn\eeting memo? 

(b )(5) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, Decemb l 12:33 AM 
To: Morse, Mika l(b)(6) F..sKGOV> 
Subject: FW: Example of a meeting memo7 
(b)(5) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2021 12:32 AM 
To: Girardi, Giulio jCb)(6) f~>; Pyo, Minyoung ~>; Zhao, Mengxin ~~> 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 

l(b)(5) I 
From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 202112:10 AM 
To: Girardi, Giulio ~.@SEC.GOY>: Pyo, Minyoung EJ;m>; Zhao, Mengxin ~~> 
Subject: RE: Examp~eeting memo? 
b)(5) 

I 



From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Thursday, December 9, 2021 11:39 PM 
To: Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung !Cb)(6) !SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 
Hi Giulio, 

(b)(5) 

, nan Ks very mucn. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 20214:54 PM 
To: Girardi, Giulio~~>; Pyo, Mlnyoun~~> 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 

(b)(5) 

From: Girardi, Giulio (b)(6) msEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 2021 4:39 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~>; Pyo, Minyoung ~> 
Subject: RE: Exampleoraiii'eeting memo? 
Kristina, 

Giu110 
(b)(5) 

I 



(b)(5) 

b)(5) 

rrom: vvya,,, r..nsuna T-"-, 
Sent. Thursday, Decemuer £, LVLl 4.07 PM 
To: Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung fb)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Exam~~etmg memo? 
Dear Giulio and Min, 
b)(5) 

rhanKs guys! 

From: Morse, Mika <~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Dece~21 3:49 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina fX6Q@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 

!(b)(5) !Thanks, Kristina. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~)(6) li'SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Oecem er 2, 20211:56 PM 
To: Morse, Mika ~(b)(6) FSEC.GOV> r::r:· Bf fgma, of' """" m,mo' 

T an . 

From: Morse, Mika i(b)(6) ~~> 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 202110:39 AM 



To: Wyatt, Kristina ~(b)(S) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Example of a meeting memo? 
Kristina, b)(S) 
Thanks,'-----------------------------------------------------------' 

Mika 
Mika Morse 
Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 

!(b)(6) ~~gQll 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Curtis Ravene~<b><5> 
Wyatt, Kristina'-----------' 
Thur 12/23/2021 4:43:55 PM 

Subject 
Received: 

RE: [EXTERNAL] For comments - note to auditors 
Thur 12/23/2021 4:43:55 PM 

Thank you so much, Curtis. And thank you very much for the conversation. Can't tell you how much I appreciate it. 
I hope you have a great time i~Cb><5> I 
From: Curtis Ravenel l<bl(6l 

Sent: Thursday, Decem"""o~e-r 2-3~,-2-u-2-1-4-:3-5~p-,v-,----' 

To: Wyatt, Kristina 4b>C6> @SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Fwd: [EXTERNAL] For comments - note to auditors 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI.. .. per our discussion (see attached note) 

----------Forwarded message -------.,,..--.,..,.,,.,.-------. 
From: Andrews, Bethany - HMT <rl<5l ~hrntreasury.gov.uk> 
Date: Tue, Dec 21, 2021 at 11:32 AM 
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL For comments - note to auditors 
To: Wan , Eileen -HMT <(b)(5l hmtreasu . ov.uk>, O'Donovan, Christopher - HMT 

(bl(6l hmtreasu . ov.uk>, Jess Williams <jesswilliams@climatechampions.team>, 
r o e . anzero.com rhodge@gfanzero.com>, amichie@gfanzero.com <amichie@gfanzero.com>, Patricia 
Hudson <patriciahudson@climatechampions.team>, Curtis Ravenel fb><

5
> h Ned Shell 

<nshel l@bl oomberg. org> 
Hi all, 
With thanks to Chris for his edits, please see updated version of the note for auditors we circulated last week. 
Grateful in particular for thoughts on how we can best frame these suggestions so that they land as effectively as 
possible with the auditors, and how to approach some of the points which sit within wider conversations for Race to 
Zero members (i.e. are not auditor specific). 
Kind Regards, 
Beth 

• HM Treasury 

Beth Andrews (she/her) I COP26 Private Finance Hub 
HM Treasury I Climate Energy and Environment I Enterprise and Growth Unit 
1 Horse Guards Road, London, SW1A 2HQ 
T: 0207 270 1793 I M:l(b)(

5
) I 

www._gov.uk/hm-treasury I Twitter: @hmtreasury 

From: Andrews, Bethany -HMT 
Sent: l7December202115:27 
To: Wang, Eileen -HMT <!-(b-)(6_l __ ___,@hmtreasury.gov.uk>; Michie, Alex - COP26 

<Alex.Michie c. co 26finance.or .uk>; O'Donovan, Christopher - HMT 
(bl(6l hmtreasu . ov.uk>; Jess Williams <jesswilliams@climatechampions.team> 

Cc: Patricia Hudson <patriciahudson@climatechampions.team>; Curtis Ravenel p>c5> ~; Ned 
Shell <nshell@bloomberg.org>; ZZBoE_Ronan,Hodge <Ronan.Hodge@bankofk-'e-n~gl~a-n~d-.c-o-.u~k_> _____ __. 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Auditors 
Hello, 
Attaching current draft as a copy so those not on HMT network can review. Do let me know if you have any 
feedback- I will send to David for input early next week, though am happy to continue receive comments 
concurrently! And of course, happy to discuss via Teams call if helpful. 
Hope you have a good weekend, 
Beth 

• HM Treasury 

Beth Andrews (she/her) I COP26 Private Finance Hub 
HM Treasury I Climate Energy and Environment I Enterprise and Growth Unit 
1 Horse Guards Road, London, SW1A 2HQ 



T: 02072701793 I M: .... l(b)_<
6

_) ----' 

www.gov.uk/hm-treasury I Twitter: @hmtreasur:y 

From: Wang, Eileen - HMT ~(b)(
5

) @hmtreasury.gov.uk> 
Sent: 16 December 2021 16:27 
To: Michie, Alex - COP26 <Alex.Michie@cop26finance.org.uk>; O'Donovan, Christopher - HMT 

4(b)( 5) @hmtreasury.gov.uk>; Jess Williams< esswilliams c. climatecham ions.team> 
Cc: Patricia Hudson< atriciahudson climatecham ions.team>- Curtis Ravenel b){

5
l ; Ned 

Shell <nshell c. bloomber .oro>; ZZBoE_Ronan,Hodge (b)(
5

) et any -
HMT (b)(6) hmtreasu . ov.uk> 

Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Auditors 
Yes we did it on Tuesday! I thought it was v helpful and Beth has done a draft note for it here ~HMT 
considerations for NZFSPA audit firms.docx which Chris and I are looking at. We agreed David should input on it 
before then sending a version to David J Barnes at Deloitte/Gilly at PWC (as they are most sensible/helpful). 
Thanks, 

Eileen 
Eileen Wang I she/her 
Senior Policy Adviser I COP26 Private Finance Hub 
HM Treasury 13 Yellow, 1 Horse Guards Road, SW1A 2HQ I 
www.hm-treasury.gov. uk 
From: Michie, Alex - COP26 <Alex.Michie@cop26finance.org.uk> 

Sent: 15 December 2021 21:22 
To: ODonovan, Christopher - HMT <j<b)(

5
) @hmtreasury.gov.uk>; Wang, Eileen -HMT 

4(b)(6) @hmtreasury.gov.uk>; Jess Williams <jesswilliams@climatechampions.team> 
Cc: Patricia Hudson< atriciahudson c. climatecham ions.team>- Curtis Ravenel ~ .... ~b_l<

5
_l --------~!>: Ned 

Shell <nshell@bloomberg.org>; ZZBoE_Ronan,Hodge b)(
5

) bankofen land.co.uk> 
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Auditors 
Hi team. Did this or something like it get set up? 
Cheers 
Alex 
From: David Pitt-Watson <david@pitt-watson.com> 

Sent: 10 December 2021 13: 54 
To: Williams, Jess <Jess.Williams@columbiathreadneed1e.com>; Hema Patel <Hema@pitt-watson.com> 
Cc· • • - OP26 <Alex.Michie@cop26finance.org.uk>; Andrews, Bethany - HMT 

(b)(
5

) c. hmtreasu . ov.uk>; Hodge, Ronan - COP26 <Ronan.Hodge@cop26finance.org.uk>; 
0 onovan, nstopher - HMT 1b)( 6) l@hmtreasury.gov.uk>; Jess Williams 
<jesswilliams@climatechampions.team> 

Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] Auditors 
Hi Jess and Alex, 
I wondered whether it might be a good idea to fix a time to discuss what to do next with the Audit GF ANZ promises. 
Might it be an idea to fix a Zoom next week if you are around? If so, I will ask Hema to fix a time which works with 
our diaries. 
All best wishes 
David 

On 7 Dec 2021, at 11 :29, David Pitt-Watson <david@pitt-watson.com> wrote: 
Dear Jess, 
Thanks for the call last week. As promised here are some edits on the documents you sent through. I 
hope they are helpful. There was only one area where I think the original might have been wrong, was 
on the issue of materiality. But in these edits we have tried to make the documents more clear about 
what is required now, and what needed in the future to make audits compatible with net zero. 
In the edits we have focused on the audit, but we did note a few cases where there are links to other 
service providers, such was Voting Agencies. This is discussed a bit more below. 
Broader Suggestions 



We did have a couple of other thoughts. 
The first was whether there might be value if we were to produce a single document which was clear 
about the specific promises which auditors/accountants were signing up to. It might be helpful to be sure 
that the promises being made were clear, using wording which reflected what standard setters, 
professional bodies, investors and others had already said, so that there was no ambiguity about what 
was required. It would also be an opportunity to distinguish clearly what was required today from 
expectations for the future. 
The second was whether there might be value in linking the audit promises to those of other service 
providers and indeed to the commitments of asset owners and managers. As mentioned above we have 
made a couple of suggestions along these lines in the attached documents, but felt there might be 
something more streamlined which could be done for all service providers .. 
Both these suggestions would most likely involve further discussion and the involvement of others 
involved. But if you thought them worthwhile, I would be happy to help take things forward, 
particularly as regards audit 
In the meantime, I hope the comments in the attached documents are useful. 
With all best wishes 
David 
<Service providers - commitment text (003).docx> 
<GUIDANCE QA Net Zero Service Providers Alliance_29 Oct_Clean DPWPT (002).docx> 

On 21 Nov 2021, at 18:12, Williams, Jess <Jess.Williams@columbiathreadneedle.com> 
wrote: 
Hi David, 
Sure please find attached. These were published on the NZFSPA website just before COP 
so nothing too confidential here. 
Would Wednesday 24th Nov at 4pm suit you for a call? Alex & team -would be helpful if 
you're able to join too. 
Alternative dates: 
Friday 26th

: 15:00-17:00 
Monday 29th 12:00 
Tuesday 30111 16:00 
Al 1 the best, 
Jess 
From: David Pitt-Watson <david@pitt-watson.com> 

Date: Sat, 20 Nov 2021 at 12:20 
Subject: Re: Auditors 
To: Jess Williams <jesswilliams@climatechampions.team> 
Cc: Michie, Alex - COP26 <Alex.Michie@cop26finance.org.uk>, Andrews, Bethany -HMT 

1<b)(6) @hmtreasury.gov.uk>, Hodge, Ronan - COP26 
<Ronan.Hod e co 26finance.or .uk>, O'Donovan, Christopher - HMT 
< (b)(6) hmtreasu . ov.uk> 
Jess, 
How very good to be introduced to you. Thanks Alex. 
If you were able to send me a copy of the latest commitment text and guidance, that would 
be great. And perhaps we could set up a time for a Zoom to talk through some of the issues? 
All best wishes 
David 

On 18 Nov 2021, at 11:59, Jess Williams 
<jesswilliams@climatechampions.team> wrote: 
Thanks Alex & hi David, nice to meet you. Look forward to working with you. 
On Thu, 18 Nov 2021 at 11:13, Michie, Alex-COP26 
<Al ex .Mi chi e@cop26finance.org.uk> wrote: 
Jess, 
I don't know if you've met David Pitt Watson, who drives a lot of the work in 
making audit Paris-aligned. He is going to be a key stakeholder/advisor for us 



as we nudge the audit part of the NZ financial service providers alliance. 
David - Jess is the lead at the High Level Champions (aka Race to Zero) on 
service providers. 
I talked him through some of the issues and objectives we have with setting a 
target setting framework/ net zero alignment for auditors, where we have 
successfully redefined 'scope 3' as their actual audit business. Could we send 
him the latest commitment text and guidance. 
David -the guidance document is draft and not public, so please do not 
forward or share. But it would be fantastic to get your thoughts and advice on 
anything missing we should seek to include, or how we might push them to 
develop an impactful target setting framework. 
Thanks a lot 
Alex 
Alex Michie I Head of Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GF ANZ) I 
COP26 Private Finance Hub 
M: l(b)(6) I 
Building a private finance system for net zero 

www.gfanzero.com 
This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual(s) 
to whom they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this 
email In error, please notify the sender and delete the email. This footnote also confirms that 
our email communications may be monitored to ensure the secure and effective operation of 
our systems and for other lawful purposes, and that this email has been swept for malware 
and viruses. 

Calls may be recorded. 
CONFIDENTIALITY: The information in this e-mail and any attachment is confidential. 

It is intended only for the named recipient(s). If you are not a named recipient, please notify the sender immediately and do not 
read, use, copy or disseminate this information. 
DISCLAIMER: The internet is not secure. Although reasonable care has been taken to minimise some risks 
from the internet there is no guarantee that this email and any attachment is or remains free from viruses or any 
other defects. Unless otherwise expressly authorised and stated to be the view of any legal entity, any views 
expressed in this message are those of the individual sender. Any and all liability is excluded to the maximum 
extent permitted by law. 
CONDITIONS: Any offer contained within this communication is subject to contract and formal approval by the 
legal entity giving the offer. 
Thread needle Asset Management Limited (Entered on the FCA Register - FCA Number 122194), 
Threadneedle Investment Services Limited (FCA Number 190437), Threadneedle Portfolio Services Limited 
(FCA Number 119174),Threadneedle International Limited (FCA Number 143014),Threadneedle Navigator ISA 
Manager Limited (FCA Number 188889). Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
www.fca.orq.uk/. Threadneedle Pensions Limited (authorisation number 110337) Threadneedle Pensions 
Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 
and Prudential Regulation Authority. http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/PRA/ Registered Address: Cannon Place, 
78 Cannon Street, London EC4N 6AG 

<GUIDANCE QA Net Zero Service Providers A1liance_29 Oct_Clean.docx><Service 
providers - commitment text.docx> 

This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual(s) to whom they are addressed. If you are not 
the intended recipient and have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email. This footnote also confirms that 
our email communications may be monitored to ensure the secure and effective operation of our systems and for other lawful purposes, 
and that this email has been swept for malware and viruses. 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

M M'k ~{b><
5
> ~SEC.GOV] orse, 1 au,_ ___ _,!!I 

Wyatt, Kristina 
Fri 1/7/2022 11 :47:50 AM 
RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 

Fri 1/7/2022 11 :47:50 AM 

r~ I 
I'm attaching below the notes from our IM/CF climate catch up call earlier. 

(b)(5) 

Meeting Date: 1/7/2022 10:30 AM 
Location: Webex below 
Link to Outlook Item: click here 
Invitation Message 
Participants 

Notes 
b)(5) 

From: Morse, Mika f0
><

5> ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, January 7, 2022 9:30 AM 
To: Pyo, Minyoung 0><6> SEC.GOV> 

. l(b)(6) b 
Cc: Girardi, Giulio < bK

5
> SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ........,.,,.,..,.,.,.......__s....,EC.GOV>; Miller, Maxwell I rSEC.GOV>; 

Bernstein, Asaf CbK5> @SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina 0><6> SEC.GOV> .__ ___ _. 



Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 
Hi all, bJC5> 

(b)(S) 

From: Morse, Mika 
Sent: Monday, January , 
To: Pyo, Minyoung fb>C5> 
Cc: Girardi, Giulio;;;.b,i;>C6:;=> ==t;:::":s::E::C~.G=-o=v>; Zhao, Mengxin Lcb-,x5_> .....J1::::::::::::SE::;-'C=.G-=O-=..c..V>; Miller, Maxwelfb>C5> 

Bernstein, Asaf blC5> SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina <<b>C5> SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: Perse oni meeting memo and attachments 

Great Cb>C5> ~--------------------~ 
On Jan 3, 2022, at 9:38 PM, Pyo, Minyoung CblC5> sec. ov> wrote: .__ __ ,-....~~ 

i?pSEC.GOV>; 

ICbJC5> fhank you. 
'----------::-----;;;:;:;;;:==:::;:-------------------------' 

From: Morse, Mika jCb>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, December 30, 202110:46 AM 
To: Pyo, Minyoun SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio L.:-~~.E=~=V>; Zhao, Mengxin 4cb>C5

> 

Maxwell blC5> SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Wyatt, Kristina (b){6) SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 

Great!fb>C5> 
l(b)(S) 

From: Pyo, Minyoung -~~ SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Wednesda December 2 , 5:04 PM 
To: Morse, Mika (b)C

6
> SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio {bX5> ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin <jCb)C6> 

Miller, Maxwell Cb>C5> SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf <fCblC6> l@SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Wyatt, Kristina Cb>C5> SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 

Hi Mika 
b)(S) 

Thanks, 
Min 

(b)(S) 

From: Morse, Mika Cb)C6> raJSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 29, 202112:51 PM 
To: Girardi, Giulio p>c6> !@SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung (,,,..,.,,,,....-~=:=.-:::<....:...V.>; Zhao, Mengxin fb>C5> 

Maxwell blC6l SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Wyatt, Kristina bJC6> SEC.GOV> 

~SEC.GOV>; Miller, 

pSEC.GOV>; 

~SEC.GOV>; Miller, 



Subject: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 

Hi DERA team, 

b)(5) 

b)(5) 

Thanks, 
Mika 
Mika Morse 
Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 

j'b>C5> psec.gov 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

b)(5) 

Thanks. 

Morse, Mikaf~b>_c5>_~IDSEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Tue 9/28/2021 4:01 :59 PM 
FW: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

Tue 9/28/2021 4:02:00 PM 

from: Curtis Ravenel {~bX_
5> ________ ~ 

Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 20213:55 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net>; 

Morse, Mika 4CbJC
5> ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Re: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Yes, that would be great. 
On Tue, Sep 28, 2021 at 3:45 PM Wyatt, Kristina ~(bJ(

6
> @sec.gov>wrote: 

Congratulations. That's great news! Thank you for the update. 
I do think a call would be useful. Shall we coordinate a time with Katie? 
Many thanks, 
Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel 1Cb>C6> 

Sent: Tuesday, Septem b~er_,2...,8 .... , .... 2""'0 .... 2,...1 .... 3-.:2"'5..,P ... M....---~ 

To: Wyatt, Kristina p>c5> ~SEC.GOV>; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Katie 
Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Subject: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

CAUT ON: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

And Mary did a fantastic job walking through it with them this morning. Let us know if it is helpful to get on a call 
again to walk through any specifics. Thanks - Curtis 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: Curtis Ravenel Cbl(6l ; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO[mlschapiro@bloomberg.net]; 
Katie Abbey[kabbey@bloo'Lm-,-e-rg-.-ne--,,,-"'T"T"---.,....,...-,c;:b~>c6~> ---~SEC. GOV] 
From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent Tue 9/28/2021 3:45:50 PM 
Subject RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 
Received: Tue 9/28/2021 3:45:50 PM 

Congratulations. That's great news! Thank you for the update. 
I do think a call would be useful. Shall we coordinate a time with Katie? 
Many thanks, 
Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel ~~Cb_>C6_> ---------~ 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 20213:25 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 1rb>C6> ~SEC.GOV>; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Katie 

Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

And Mary did a fantastic job walking through it with them this morning. Let us know if it is helpful to get on a call 
again to walk through any specifics. Thanks - Curtis 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: Katie Abbey(kabbey@bloomberg.net]; Morse, Mikaffb>C5> IDSEC.GOV] 
From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Tue 9/28/2021 4:18:57 PM 
Subject 
Received: 

RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 
Tue 9/28/2021 4:18:57 PM 

Thank you, Katie. 

From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 20214:07 PM 
To: Morse, Mika <ICb>C5> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina 4Cb>C5> psEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Great, thank you! Let me know if there's anything I can do to help. 
Best, 
Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg LP. 

From: fc5
> ~SEC.GOV At: 09/28/21 16:06:07 UTC-4:00 

To: Katie Ab ey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON ) , fb>C5
> ~SEC. GOV 

Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 
Thanks so much, Katie! Thursday 10:00-10:30 looks good for us! 
I'll send around a dial-in number. 
Many thanks! 

From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:03 PM 
To: Morse, Mika p>c5> k§>SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina <P)(6> t@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
ou recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina! 
I hope this email finds you well. 
See below some options that work for Mary and Curtis for this call. Could any of these work on 
your side? Let me know! Thank you! 
Tomorrow: 230p-3p ET 
Thursday 9/30: 1Oa-1030a, 12p-2p ET 
Friday 10/01 : 1230p-1 p ET 
Best, 
Katie 
Kindest Regards, 

Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg LP. 

From: ICb>C5> !@SEC.GOV At: 09/28/21 15:45:54 UTC-4:00 
To: Mary Schapiro (BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO) I Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ 
LONDON ) 1 fb)( 6) ~ fb)(

5
) !@SEC, GOV 

Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 
Congratulations. That's great news! Thank you for the update. 
I do think a call would be useful. Shall we coordinate a time with Katie? 
Many thanks, 
Kristina 



From: Curtis Ravenel fb>C5> ~ 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 3:25 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 1CbX

5
> ~SEC.GOV>; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO 

<mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open 
ttachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

And Mary did a fantastic job walking through it with them this morning. Let us know 
if it is helpful to get on a call again to walk through any specifics. Thanks - Curtis 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatl, Kristina 
Sent on: Friday, December 17. 2021 2: 11: 13 PM 

To: Gerding. Erik p><6> ~SEC.GOY> 
Snbject: FW: climate consulting fees 

Attachments: ERM CVS Follow-up.msg (I 13.5 KB), Re Persefoni Follow-Up.msg (3.85 MB) 

Hi Erik, 
b}(5) 

Thanks. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2021 2:05 PM 
To: Staffin, Elliott ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: climate consulting fees 
Hi Elliot, 
Thank you for asking. 

b)(S) 

I'm attaching my notes from the ERM call earlier today. (b )(5) 
Thank you, Elliot. '----------------------------------------------------------' 

Meeting Oate: 12/17/20218:45 AM 
Location: Webex below 
link to Outlook Item: click here 

Invitation Message 
Participants 

ti '8'~, Kristina (Meedng Organizer) 

ti Morse,...Mi!@_(Accepted in Outlook) 

ti Gerding, Erik [Tentative in Outlook) 

tJ Beth Wyke (Accepted in Outlook) 

tl~..fil!.!li2 

tl.e_y~ . .Mi.D.Y.W,!Ilg 

ti ZllR,Q,..1wJglilll 

Notes 
(b)(S) 



(b)(4); (b)(5) 



(b)(4); (b)(5) 



b)(5) 

From: Staffin, Elliott ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, December 17, 202111:30 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Subject: climate co~fees 
Kristina blf5l 
(b)(5) 

Thanks, 
Elliot 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatl, Kristina 

Sent on: Friday, December 17. 2021 2:05:03 PM 

To: Staffin. Elliott fbl( 6l !ii)SEC.GOV> 

Snbject: RE: climate consulting fees 

Attachments: ERM CVS Follow-up.msg (I 13.5 KB), Re Persefoni Follow-Up.msg (3.85 MB) 

Hi Elliot, 

Thank you for asking. 

(b)(5) 

I'm attaching my notes from the ERM call earlier today. (b )(5) 
Thank you, Elliot. 

Meeting Date: 12/17/20218:45 AM 

location: Webex below 
link to Outlook Item:~ 
Invitation Message 
Participants 

tJ lti/_y~,...K.d.rnlliL(Meeting Organizer) 

tJ M.l!fil..Mik(Accepted in Outlook) 

tJ Si!:mi.og,.i.Ci.k.(Tentative in Outlook) 

tJ Beth Wyk(Accepted in Outlook) 

tJ Girardi, Giulio 

tJ fy.Q, Min¥oung 

tJ Zhao,.Mfil)gxin 

Notes 
b)(5) 



b)(4); (b)(5) 



b)(4); (bXS) 



(b)(S) 

From: Staffin, Elliott j(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Friday, Dece1ber 17. ~02111:30 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV> 

Subject: climate consulting fees 

Thanks, 
Elliot 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Morse, Mika[f .... b>_c6>_....,@SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Tue 9/28/2021 5:19:35 PM 
RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

Tue 9/28/2021 5:19:35 PM 

Perfect. Thanks, Mika! 
From: Morse, Mika 1.,.,bl=c5>,-----..~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 20214:32 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina 1Cb>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 

rbiect· BE· Hi Kristina - sa we have s11brnitted om darnrneots to the ESB 

b)(S) 

Thanks. 

From: Curtis Ravenel .... fb>_cG_> _________ _. 

Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 20213:55 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina .fblCG> ~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: MARY SCHAPIRO. BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net>; 
Morse, Mika 4'blCG> ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Re: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

he sender and know the content is safe. 

Yes, that would be great. 
On Tue, Sep 28, 2021 at 3:45 PM Wyatt, Kristina 4cb><5

> ~sec.gov> wrote: 
Congratulations. That's great news! Thank you for the update. 

I do think a call would be useful. Shall we coordinate a time with Katie? 

Many thanks, 

Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel <fb>C5> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septembe._r...,2""'8-, 2"""0 ... 2 ... 1 ...... 3 .... : .... 2 .... 5 .... P ..... M..------' 
To: Wyatt, Kristina Jb>C5> ~SEC.GOV>; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Katie 

Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Subject: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

CAUTON: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 

recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

And Mary did a fantastic job walking through it with them this morning. Let us know if it is helpful to get on a call 
again to walk through any specifics. Thanks - Curtis 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 



Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Katie Abbey(kabbey@bloomberg.net]; Morse, Mik~ .... cb_>c6_> _ __,pSEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Tue 9/28/2021 4:06:02 PM 

Subject 
Received: 

RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 
Tue 9/28/2021 4:06:02 PM 

Thanks so much, Katie! Thursday 10:00-10:30 looks good for us! 
I'll send around a dial-in number. 
Many thanks! 
From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 20214:03 PM 
To: Morse, Mika fb)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina jcb>C6> !SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina! 
I hope this email finds you well. 
See below some options that work for Mary and Curtis for this call. Could any of these work on your side? 
Let me know! Thank you! 
Tomorrow: 230p-3p ET 
Thursday 9/30: 1Oa-1030a, 12p-2p ET 
Friday 10/01: 1230p-1p ET 
Best, 
Katie 
Kindest Regards, 

Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L. P. 

From: r6
) lsEC.GOV At: 09/28/21 15:45:54 UTC-4:00 

To: Mary Schapiro (BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO) , Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) , 
curtisdsj ravenel@gmail.com, b)(

6
> @SEC. GOV 

Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we ave submitted our documents to the FSB 
Congratulations. That's great news! Thank you for the update. 
I do think a call would be useful. Shall we coordinate a time with Katie? 
Many thanks, 
Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel <.._fb_>c6_> ________ _. 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 3:25 PM 
To: Wyatt, KristinaICb)C6> ~SEC.GOV>; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; 

Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
ou recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

And Mary did a fantastic job walking through it with them this morning. Let us know if it is 
helpful to get on a call again to walk through any specifics. Thanks - Curtis 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Morse, Mikaf,_~_l<5_l _ _,@SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Wed 9/29/2021 6:06:52 PM 

Subject 
Received: 

RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 
Wed 9/29/2021 6:06:52 PM 

Sure. Of course. Let~I can find a time with Katie. (b)(6) 
From: Morse, Mika @SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Wednesday, Septem er 9, 2021 5:04 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina <P)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

So sorry, Kristina-I now have a conflict. I would like to join this call. Do you think we could try to find another window 
sometime between tomorrow and Monday/Tuesday? 

From: Wyatt, Kristina <J<blC5l ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2~14:06 PM JCb)CGJ ~ 
To: Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net>; Morse, Mika SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to theSB 

Thanks so much, Katie! Thursday 10:00-10:30 looks good for us! 
I'll send around a dial-in number. 
Many thanks! 
From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 20214:03 PM 
To: Morse, Mika l<b>CS) ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina CbJCS) 

Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our docuri'!"Z5'Pn'?'-,.,,r• 

AUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina! 
I hope this email finds you well. 
See below some options that work for Mary and Curtis for this call. Could any of these work on your side? 
Let me know! Thank you! 
Tomorrow: 230p-3p ET 
Thursday 9/30: 1Oa-1030a, 12p-2p ET 
Friday 10/01: 1230p-1p ET 
Best, 
Katie 
Kindest Regards, 

Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L. P. 

l(b)(6) L 
From: rsEC.GOV At: 09/28/21 15:45:54 UTC-4:00 
To: Mary Schapiro (BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO) , Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) , 

fb)(6) I, l(b)(6) l@SEC. GOV 
Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

Congratulations. That's great news! Thank you for the update. 
I do think a call would be useful. Shall we coordinate a time with Katie? 
Many thanks, 
Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel • l(b)(6) 

Sent: Tuesday, September 28,...,2~0=2~1~3~:2~5-PM-----~ 

To: Wyatt, Kristina 4<b><5> ~SEC.GOV>; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; 
Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Subject: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
ou recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

And Mary did a fantastic job walking through it with them this morning. Let us know if it is 



helpful to get on a call again to walk through any specifics. Thanks - Curtis 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

b)(5) 

Morse, MikafblC5> @SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Thur 9/30/2021 12:18:52 PM 
FAR Reporting Rules 

Thur 9/30/2021 12:18:52 PM 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Morse, Mika SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristi 
Thur 9/30/2021 1 :29:02 PM 
RE: FAR Reporting Rules 

Thur 9/30/2021 1 :29:03 PM 

Thanks, Mika. Will do. 

From: Morse, Mika ~<b><6> ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, September 30, 20211:22 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~<b><5> ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Re: FAR Reporting Rules 
(b)(5) 

~b){6) I 
On Sep 30, 2021, at 12:18 PM, Wyatt, Kristinal L ___ rs=-=e=c=.g>-=o'-'-v> wrote: 

(b)(5) 



From: Wyatt, Kristina fb)(
6

) !@SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:01 :37 PM 

To: Birkenheier, John E. fb)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 

Snbject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Sorry John. That was misdirected. My apologies. 

From: Birkenheier, John E.!Cb)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:13 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Hi. Was I supposed to receive this email? 
John E. Birkenheier 
Supervisory Trial Counsel 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
175 W. Jackson Blvd., Suite 1450 
Chicago, IL 60604 

l(b)(6) I 
From: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septe,rlnena,A,21 5:10 PM 

. kb)(6) I 
To: Pyo, Minyoun~EC.GOV>; Birkenheier, John E. i(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengx111C.GOV> 
Cc: Morse, Mika ~SEC.GOV> -· ___ _,_ L-----'F""~ 

Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Hi Dl:RA friends, 
b){5) 

nan . 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waHace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2021 2:11 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mikfb){6) ~SEC GOV>; Girardi, Giulio f_(b_){_6) __ @SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoun~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxi~(b)(5l ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@11ersefoni.com>; Tim Mohin <!im@11ersefoni.com> ,..._ __ _, 

Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1) The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PS00 companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2) We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 
3) To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PS00 companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Hirn.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked lo lliilllir Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 



W14TCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
---Original Appointment---
From: Wyatt, Kristin~..lli.&Q.\!> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septe~u21 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

- Do not delete 01 change any of the following text. -

When it's time, Join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

Join by meeting number 
(b)(6) 

Meeting number (access code 
Meeting password~(b-)(_6_) _________ .,.....rom phones and video systems) 

Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

b){6) USA Toll 2 
US Toll 

ees o enter a numenc meeting password. 

Join by phone 

r)(6) ~SA Toll 2 
SToll 

Global call-in numbers 

Join from a video system or application 

Dia1fb><5> ~~cgoywebex com 



Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

~9db:oc webex com 

If you are a host. ~ to view host Information. 

Need help? Go to h!!Qs://hel1:1.webex.com 



From: 

Sent on: 
Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyall, Kristina 

Monday, September 13, 2021 I :40:32 PM 

To: #DERA climate <(bl( 6l @SEC.GOV> 

Snbject: FW: Re-Connecting 

Attachments: Persefoni_Financial Services_BriefOverview_202 l .pdf (4.34 MB), Persefoni General Overview 2021.pdf (2.33 MB) 

Hi Dl:RA team, 
I just had a call with Persefoni and~b)(5) 
If any of you would like me to set u~p--a.,.to..,I,..lo_w_u_p--ca..,I'"'I t,-o-a.,.,-sc-u-ss-,""l''"'m,.....ha_p __ p_y""'t,-o-. -----------------~ 

Thanks very much. 
Kristina 

From: wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202111:57 AM 
To: Szczepanik, Valerie b 6 SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika (b)(6) sec.gov>; Crane, Angela b)(6) 

#DERA climate (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Klemmer, Corey (b)(6) 

Subject: FW: Re-Connecting ~--~ 

Hi everyone, 
fb)(5) IPersefoni is a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 
I'll set up a call with them tor a demonstrat10n and w,11 invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you'd like to. 
Thanks. 

from: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent: Friday, Septe~2110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina b)(S) SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Anna Maldona a .maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

I CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in Al. and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th , or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time- morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

0:."f!i>:"' Pl r c~ 

" 
WATCH OIJR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please slop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward. or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina fb)(6) t@SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recogniie the sender and know the message is safe. 





From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Wednesday, January 19, 2022 8:06:07 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Snbject: RE: Thank you 

Thanks so much, Mike. 
I'm thrilled to be joining you! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2022 4:43 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Thank you 

CAUTION, This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Kristina -Always a pleasure and happy to have calls whenever you like. 
I'm going to send you a separate note re: a question on our Cost of Carbon Disclosure project. 
Thanks again! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 
Set a 45-Minute Meeting - IN@ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges tliat may apply. 

SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, January 4:35 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wa11ace@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: Thank you 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
Thank you so much for taking the time to speak with me earlier. It was great to catch up and Persefoni is clearly very exciting and you are doing such important work. 
If we do end up working together, I am sure we will have great fun and work to make the world a better place for all those generations to come. 
Have a great afternoon, 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington. DC 20549 

tb)(6) I 



To: 
Cc: 
From: 
Sent 
Subject 
Received: 

Curtis Ravenel[fblC6) 
Katie Abbey[ka"'"'bo=e=y=@=o=Io=o=m=o"""e=rg=-.=ne"'t,....] -~ 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Mon 9/20/2021 11 :05:22 AM 
RE: quick conversation 

Mon 9/20/2021 11 :05:22 AM 

Sure. That sounds good. Thank you. Will just be super short. 
From: Curtis Ravenel._!Cb_l<6_> _________ _, 

Sent: Monday, September 20, 202110:59 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina <!(b)(S) ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Re: quick conversation 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

I'm free after 4pm if we can make that work? 
On Mon, Sep 20, 2021 at 10:57 AM Wyatt, Kristina 1'b>C5> ®sec.gov> wrote: 
Hi Katie, 
I wonder if Curtis might have five minutes for a quick conversation today or later this week? 
Thanks. 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

r)(S) I 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Required Attendees: Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace; Niazi, 
Shehzad; Chan, Anita 
Optional Attendees: Tim Mohin 
Location: Webex below 
Importance: Normal 
Subject Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
Start Date/Time: Fri 9/24/2021 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Fri 9/24/2021 3:45:00 PM 

-- Do not delete or change any of the following text. --

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

b)(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code):f~b1_c5> ____ ~ 

Meeting password: l~cb_>c5_> --------~lfrom phones and video systems) 

Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

l
(b)(B> ~ USA Toll 2 
_ ~ US Toll 

Some mobile devices may ask attendees to enter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

r
b>cs> IUSA Toll 2 

US Toll ~-----~ 
Global call-in numbers 

Join from a video system or application 

Dial fb><5
> l@secgov.webex.com 



Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Dial .... lcb_>c5_> ___ ....,lsecgov@lync.webex.com 

If you are a host, click here to view host information. 

Need help? Go to https://help.webex.com 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 10:03:33 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Snbject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

Thanks very much, Mike. 
The folks on the line on our side are economists in DERA, in our Office of Chief Accountant, the Chair's office, and Corp Fin. 
Mik;; Morse is the Ch;;ir's climate counsel. 
Giulio Girardi, Min Pyong, and Mengzin Zhao are all economists. 
Anita Chan and Shaz Niazi are in our Office of Chief Accountant. 
Your agenda looks good. 
Our DERA team will, I think, be most interested in learning how much it might cost issuers to report their GHG emissions. Obviously, it will depend on industry, size, and maturity, but getting a range/ order of magnitude would be very 
helpful. Because your tool can really facilitate that reporting, I think the discussion will be very useful. 
Our OCA team will, I believe, be interested in the creation of an audit trail via the Persefoni tool. 
Does that help? 
Many thanks, Mike. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 20219:52 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
We're looking forward to the call on Friday. 
It looks like these are at least the two economists I met before, but are others joining us? If so, can you let me know who? 
Also, we're pulling together some materials to show you on Friday related to the cost of carbon disclosure. We're also pulling in some other materials/ research that we think you and the team will really appreciate. We'll at least be 
able to talk you through and show you some things on Friday and then share some documents/tools with you by the following week. 
Can you give me a sentence or two, or some bullets as to how you'd like to use the 45 minutes? 

• Brief intros 
• Purpose 
• Questions from SEC 
• Reactions from Persefoni 
• Next steps 

• AOB? 
Thanks again for inviting us to discuss such important issues with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please slop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:17 PM 

To: Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefoni com>: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefonj com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamorl <~oersefonl.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 



CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Many thanks, Anna. That would be wonderful. I will send a calendar invitation. 
Many thanks. 

From: Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@loersefoni cam> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@gersefoni.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kennro.@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

Hello Kristina, 
Kentaro can best accommodate next Friday, 9/24 at 3:00pm EST. Would you like to initiate the calendar invites to include all of your folk? Otherwise I'm happy to send from Kentaro's calendar. 
Kind regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner Persefoni 
520.981.4736 Linkedln 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email and all attachments are confidenrial, may bt• legally privileged. alld are inte,uJed solely.for the individual or emity w whom the email is addressed. However. miswkes sometimes happen in addressing enwils. [{ you believe thai you are no/ 
an intended rcdpfrmt, please stop reading immediately. Do not ,·op)t, forward. or relay 011 the conl(•nts in any way. Not(/y the sender and/or Pcrsefoni A I Inc. atl(/ then delete or de~·troy any copy qf'this email and its afllld,m~nts. Sender reserves a,u/ ussert~· llll 
right,· ro w11fide111ialily. i11c/11di11g all privileges t!tar may app(y. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem'lierT<r,"'202111:45 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mjke,wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@Rersefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@J:1ersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAIJTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Thanks so much. That would be great. 
Some times that appear to work for us (ET): 
Wed 9/15: 2:30 - 3:00 
Thurs 9/16: 11:30-12:30; 4:30-5:30 
Fri 9/17: 1:30-2:00; 2:30-3:30 
Mon 9/20: 1:00-2:30 
Wed 9/22: 10:00-12:00; 2:00-4:00 
Thurs 9/23: 2:00-3:00; 4:00-5:00 
Fri 9/24: 3:00-45:00 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@.11ersefoni.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:33 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~@oersefonj.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna,maldonado@persefonj.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Most certainly. 
How soon would they like a call? 
Kentaro and I are in Pacific Time and Anna can help us find a time. 
If you have some slots you can share, we can try and land on a slot. 
30 or 60 minutes? 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland. Oregon (GMT -7) 



W14TCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem'15ei=T<r,'102111:31 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mjke,wallace@persefonj.com> 
Subject: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender, Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 

Thank you again for the call yesterday. 
Our economists would be interested in meeting with Persefoni if it's possible. 
Do you think we can find a time for a follow up call? 
I really appreciate it. 

Best, 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

fb){6) I 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Chan, Anital1.-Cb~>c5_> _ ..... ~SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Tue 9/21/2021 11 :52:34 AM 
RE: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 

Tue 9/21/2021 11 :52:34 AM 

Thanks. CblC5> 

-----Original Appointment-----

From: Chan, Anita l<b)C6> j@SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 202111:46 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 
Subject: Tentative: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 20213:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00} Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

Thanks Kristina! i<b><5> 

Cheers, 
AC 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Katie Abbey(kabbey@bloomberg.net] 
Wyatt, Kristina 

Subject 
Received: 

Mon 9/20/2021 11 :09:05 AM 
RE: quick conversation 

Mon 9/20/2021 11 :09:05 AM 

Absolutely no worries at all!! Hope you're well. 

From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 20, 202111:08 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 1b>CB> ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: quick conversation 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

So sorry - just seeing these emails as was in a meeting. Apologies for not getting back to you sooner! 
Thanks so much for sending the invite. 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L. P. 

From: fbX
5

> :SEC.GOV At: 09/20/21 11:05:25 UTC-4:00 
To: ICbX5> _ I 

Cc: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON 
Subject: RE: quick conversation 

Sure. That sounds good. Thank you. Will just be super short. 
From: Curtis Ravenel jcb>C5> I 

Sent: Monday, September 20, 202110:59 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina {b)(B) @SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Re: quick conversation 

AUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
ou recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I'm free after 4pm if we can make that work? 
On Mon, Sep 20, 2021 at 10:57 AM Wyatt, Kristina <fb>(

5
> p?sec.gov> wrote: 

Hi Katie, 
I wonder if Curtis might have five minutes for a quick conversation today or later this week? 
Thanks. 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Wasbioaton Jc 20549 

rb)(6) -

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Katie Abbey(kabbey@bloomberg.net] 
Wyatt, Kristina 
Sun 11/28/2021 12:42:29 PM 

Subject 
Received: 

RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 
Sun 11/28/2021 12:42:30 PM 

Wonderful, Katie. Many thanks. 
Perhaps Monday 12/6? Any of those times works so whatever is best for Curtis is fine for us. 
Is he on US ET? I want to be sure to accommodate his schedule as best we can without it being too early or too late. 
Thank you. I'm happy to send an invitation once we settle on the time. 
from: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Sent: Sunday, November 28, 2021 7:07 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina p><5> ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina! 
Sorry just seeing this - I sent you over a couple of options for next week, but appreciate there weren't 
many that coincided with the times you sent, so please see below the options that work for Curtis and 
Mara for the week after: 
Monday, 12/6: 3:30-4:30 
Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1 :00; 2:00-3:00 
Wednesday 12/8: 11 :00-12:00, 1 :30-3:00, 3:30-4:00 
Thursday, 12/9: 11 : 30-1: 00 
Thank you, 
Katie 
Kindest Regards, 

Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L.P. 

From: fb)(
6

) !@SEC.GOV At: 11/26/21 14:55:25 UTC-5:00 
To: Mara Childress (BLP EMP/ CHILDRESS, ) , Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) , 

l(b)(6) I 
SubJect: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Hi Katie, 
I realize I didn't send very many slots from this coming week as our calendars are pretty full. In case it's helpful, 
I'm including some times the following week that would work as well. 
Many thanks! 
Monday, 12/6: 12:00-1:30; 3:30-4:30 
Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1 :00; 2:00-4:00 
Wednesday 12/8: 10:00-12:00, 1:30-3:00, 3:30-4:30 
Thursday, 12/9: 11:30-1:00 
Best, 
Kristina 
From: Wyatt, Kristina 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 20218:22 PM 
To: 'Curtis Ravenel' j<b><5> h Morse, Mika ICbX5> ~sec.gov>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Dear Curtis, 
Thank you again for reaching out. We would love to speak with you next week. 
I wonder if any of the following times might work for you (ET): 
Monday: 3:00-4:30 
Wednesday: 3:30-4:30 
Thursday: 9:00-10:00 



Friday: 12:00-12:30 
If none of these works, I'll see if I can find another time that's mutually convenient. 
I hope you had a relaxing Thanksgiving. 
Kristina 
From: Curtis Ravenel fb)(ij) r 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8: 16 AM 
To: Morse, Mika 4Cb>C5> !§?SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina JCb>C

5
> ~SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
ou recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I 
was hoping we could catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for 
TCFD and GFANZ and want to make sure that what we are proposing is supportive of your 
agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ·!(b)(6) H)SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 11 :21 :23 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Snbject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

Thanks so much, Mike. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 202110:32 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

i;AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thank you - great guidance, Kristina I 
Thanks for this. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement ' Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 , Linked lo, ~ 1 NewsJetter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR ffilJ:f1 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:04 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email ls from an extemal sender. Please do not reply, dick on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Thanks very much, Mike. 
The folks on the line on our side arc economists in OERA, in our Office of Chief Accountant, the Chair's office, and Corp Fin. 
Mika Morse is the Chair's climate counsel. 
Giulio Girardi, Min Pyong, and Mengzin Zhao are all economists. 
Anita Chan and Shaz Niazi are in our Office of Chief Accountant. 
Your agenda looks good. 
Our DERA team will, I think, be most interested In learning how much It might cost issuers to report their GHG emissions. Obviously, it will depend on industry, size, and maturity, but getting a range/ order of magnitude would be very 
helpful. Because your tool can really facilitate that reporting, I think the discussion will be very useful. 
Our OCA team will, I believe, be interested in the creation of an audit trail via the Persefoni tool. 
Does that help? 
Many thanks, Mike. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:52 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION': This email originated from outside. of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
We're looking forward to the call on Friday. 



It looks like these are at least the two economists I met before, but are others joining us? If so, can you let me know who? 
Also, we're pulling together some materials to show you on Friday related to the cost of carbon disclosure. We're also pulling in some other materials/ research that we think you and the team will really appreciate. We'll at least be 
able to talk you through and show you some things on Friday and then share some documents/tools with you by the following week. 
can you give me a sentence or two, or some bullets as to how you'd like to use the 45 minutes? 

• Brief intros 
• Purpose 
• Questions from SEC 
• Reactions from Persefoni 
• Next steps 
• AOB? 

Thanks again for inviting us to discuss such important issues with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement I Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Tu@.er Newstetter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR f.lIQ1/. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septemlier1'il;io21 2:17 PM 
To: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Many thanks, Anna. That would be wonderful. I will send a calendar invitation. 
Many thanks. 

From: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@.persefoni com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@12ersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
Kentaro can best accommodate next Friday, 9/24 at 3:00pm EST. Would you like to initiate the calendar invites to include all of your folk? Otherwise I'm happy to send from Kentaro's calendar. 
Kind regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner fersefonj 
520.981.4736 Linkedln 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email and all attachments (Ire co11jidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for rhe indi~1id11a/ or emity to whom the email is at/dressed. Howe,·er, mis1akes sometimes happen in (1ddressing emails. lfyou believe thar you are not 
an in/ended recipiem, please stop reading immediately. Do nor copy.foni·anl, or relay rm the contents in any 11..Yl)' Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al inc. and then delete or desiroy any copy of this email and i1s auaclmzenls. Sender re.~erves and as.\·ertv all 
rights 10 conjitlentiality. including all prillileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem ~021 11:45 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mjke wal!ace@persefonj com> 



Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attadiments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks so much. That would be great. 
Some times that appear to work for us (ET): 
Wed 9/15: 2:30 - 3:00 
Thurs 9/16: 11:30-12:30; 4:30-5:30 
Fri 9/17: 1:30-2:00; 2:30-3:30 
Mon 9/20: 1:00-2:30 
Wed 9/22: 10:00-12:00; 2:00-4:00 
Thurs 9/23: 2:00-3:00; 4:00-5:00 
Fri 9/24: 3:00-45:00 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefonl.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:33 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina <~~> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamorl <kt:!li!o@oersefonl.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@.persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click link!( or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Most certainly. 
How soon would they like a call? 
Kentaro and I are in Pacific Time and Anna can help us find a time. 
If you have some slots you can share, we can try and land on a slot. 
30 or 60 minutes? 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527, Linked In,, Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient. please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 202111:31 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mjke wallace@persefonj com> 
Subject: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
Thank you again for the call yesterday. 
Our economists would be interested in meeting with Persefoni if it's possible. 
Do you think we can find a time for a follow up call? 
I really appreciate it. 



Best, 

Kristina 

Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 

Washington, DC 20549 

tb)(6) I 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Katie Abbey(kabbey@bloomberg.net] 
Wyatt, Kristina 

Subject 
Received: 

Mon 11/29/2021 11 :02:21 AM 
RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Mon 11/29/2021 11 :02:21 AM 

Thank you, Katie. That's great. I will send the invitation. 
Many thanks! 
From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Sent: Monday, November 29, 20218:13 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina fb>C

5
> !§>SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina, 
OK - let's confirm Monday, 6th Dec@ 3:30 - 4:30 pm ET. Let me know if you'd rather I send an invite with 
Zoom (happy to do whatever easier!) 
Thank you, 
Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg LP. 

From: ICb>C5> ~SEC.GOV At: 11/28/21 12:42:33 UTC-5:00 
To: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 

Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 
Wonderful, Katie. Many thanks. 
Perhaps Monday 12/6? Any of those times works so whatever is best for Curtis is fine for us. 
Is he on US ET? I want to be sure to accommodate his schedule as best we can without it being too early or too 
late. 
Thank you. I'm happy to send an invitation once we settle on the time. 
From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Sent: Sunday, November 28, 2021 7:07 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina j<b>C5> l§JSEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTON This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
ou recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina! 
Sorry just seeing this - I sent you over a couple of options for next week, but appreciate there 
weren't many that coincided with the times you sent, so please see below the options that work 
for Curtis and Mara for the week after: 
Monday, 12/6: 3:30-4:30 
Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1 :00; 2:00-3:00 
Wednesday 12/8: 11 :00-12:00, 1 :30-3:00, 3:30-4:00 
Thursday, 12/9: 11:30-1:00 
Thank you, 
Katie 
Kindest Regards, 

Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg LP. 

From: j<b>C
5
> rsEC.GOV At: 11/26/21 14:55:25 UTC-5:00 

To: Mara Childress (BLP EMP/ CHILDRESS, ) , Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ 



LONDON ) , ..... l<b_><5_> ____________ __. 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Hi Katie, 
I realize I didn't send very many slots from this coming week as our calendars are pretty full. In 
case it's helpful, I'm including some times the following week that would work as well. 
Many thanks! 

Monday, 12/6: 12:00-1 :30; 3:30-4:30 
Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1:00; 2:00-4:00 
Wednesday 12/8: 10:00-12:00, 1:30-3:00, 3:30-4:30 
Thursday, 12/9: 11 : 30-1 : 00 
Best, 
Kristina 
From: Wyatt, Kristina 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8:22 PM 
To: 'Curtis Ravenel' 4Cb>C5> ~; Morse, Mika ICb>C5> @sec.gov>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Dear Curtis, 
Thank you again for reaching out. We would love to speak with you next week. 
I wonder if any of the following times might work for you (ET): 
Monday: 3:00-4:30 
Wednesday: 3:30-4:30 
Thursday: 9:00-10:00 
Friday: 12:00-12:30 
If none of these works, I'll see if I can find another time that's mutually convenient. 
I hope you had a relaxing Thanksgiving. 
Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel <f ..... ~b-><6_> ________ __. 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8: 16 AM 
To: Morse, Mika fb>C6> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina fb>C5> @SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress 

<mchi1dress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open 
ttachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this 
Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing 
our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GFANZ and want to make sure that what we are 
proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us 
find a slot. Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Katie Abbey(kabbey@bloomberg.net] 
Wyatt, Kristina 

Subject 
Received: 

Mon 11/29/2021 11 :22:51 AM 
RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Mon 11/29/2021 11 :22:51 AM 

Thank you, Katie. 

From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:13 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina tb)(

5
) ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Thank you!! 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L. P. 

From:fb><5> @SEC.GOV At: 11/29/21 11:02:38 UTC-5:00 
To: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 

Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 
Thank you, Katie. That's great. I will send the invitation. 
Many thanks! 

From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 20218:13 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina <fb)( 6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
ou recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina, 
OK- let's confirm Monday, 6th Dec@ 3:30 - 4:30 pm ET. Let me know if you'd rather I send an 
invite with Zoom (happy to do whatever easier!) 
Thank you, 
Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L. P. 

From: l<b><5> ~SEC. GOV At: 11/28/21 12: 42: 33 UTC-5: 00 
To: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 

Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 
Wonderful, Katie. Many thanks. 
Perhaps Monday 12/6? Any of those times works so whatever is best for Curtis is fine for us. 
Is he on US ET? I want to be sure to accommodate his schedule as best we can without it being too 
early or too late. 
Thank you. I'm happy to send an invitation once we settle on the time. 

From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Sent: Sunday, November 28, 2021 7:07 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina fb)(

5
) k@SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open 
ttachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 



Hi Kristina! 
Sorry just seeing this - I sent you over a couple of options for next week, but 
appreciate there weren't many that coincided with the times you sent, so please see 
below the options that work for Curtis and Mara for the week after: 
Monday, 12/6: 3:30-4:30 
Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1:00; 2:00-3:00 
Wednesday 12/8: 11:00-12:00, 1:30-3:00, 3:30-4:00 
Thursday, 12/9: 11 :30-1 :00 
Thank you, 
Katie 
Kindest Regards, 

Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L. P. 

From: r~ ~SEC.GOV At: 11/26/21 14:55:25 UTC-5:00 
To: Mara Childress (BLP EMP/ CHILDRESS, ) , Katie Abbey 
(BLOOMBERG/ LONDON ) , bl<6> '""===============' 

Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 
Hi Katie, 
I realize I didn't send very many slots from this coming week as our calendars are 
pretty full. In case it's helpful, I'm including some times the following week that 
would work as well. 
Many thanks! 

Monday, 12/6: 12:00-1:30; 3:30-4:30 
Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1 :00; 2:00-4:00 
Wednesday 12/8: 10:00-12:00, 1:30-3:00, 3:30-4:30 
Thursday, 12/9: 11:30-1:00 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8:22 PM 
To: 'Curtis Ravenel'l<b><5> h Morse, Mika 1CbX5> @sec.gov>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Dear Curtis, 
Thank you again for reaching out. We would love to speak with you next week. 
I wonder if any of the following times might work for you (ET): 
Monday: 3:00-4:30 
Wednesday: 3:30-4:30 
Thursday: 9:00-10:00 
Friday: 12:00-12:30 
If none of these works, I'll see if I can find another time that's mutually convenient. 
I hope you had a relaxing Thanksgiving. 
Kristina 
From: Curtis Ravenel l<b)C6> 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8: 16 A,..M....----------~ 
To: Morse, Mika {bX6> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina 1<blC6> @SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

~---------------------------~ 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or 

pen attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break 
this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could catch-up briefly next week? 
We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GFANZ and want 



to make sure that what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. 
I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyatt, Kristina 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 11 :54:28 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Snbject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

BTW, we're quite busy here so I got tentatives from the OCA folks. If they aren't able to join, we can skip the assurance piece, I think. 
I'll likely just listen In in the background. Thanks, Mike! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent:Tuesday, September 21, 20219:52AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION, This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
We're looking forward to the call on Friday. 
It looks like these are at least the two economists I met before, but are others joining us? If so, can you let me know who? 
Also, we're pulling together some materials to show you on Friday related to the cost of carbon disclosure. We're also pulling in some other materials/ research that we think you and the team will really appreciate. We'll at least be 
able to talk you through and show you some things on Friday and then share some documents/tools with you by the following week. 
can you give me a sentence or two, or some bullets as to how you'd like to use the 45 minutes? 

• Brief intros 
• Purpose 
• Questions from SEC 
• Reactions from Persefoni 

• Next steps 
• AOB? 

Thanks again for inviting us to discuss such important issues with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland. Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR eJE!:!J. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina tX6i
4 
i SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Tuesday, Septem er , 021 2:17 PM 

To: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@oersefonj com>: Mike Wallace <mjke.waUace@oersefoni.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on linlcs, or open attachments, unless you re<ognfte the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Many thanks, Anna. That would be wonderful. I will send a calendar invitation. 
Many thanks. 

From: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@i,ersefoni.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:01 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina~>; Mike Wallace <mjke wallace@oersefonj com> 



Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@P-ersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

I CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
Kentaro can best accommodate next Friday, 9/24 at 3:00pm EST. Would you like to Initiate the calendar invites to include all of your folk? Otherwise I'm happy to send from Kentaro's calendar. 
Kind regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner Persefoni 
520.981.4736 ' Linkedln 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email mu/ nil atuu:hmenls are <.:onfidential, muy be fef{tdly privileged, and are intemled solely f()r the illllividual or e11ti~y to wlwm the email i.r addressed. Flowe·n:r; mistakf:S sometiuu:,\· happen in addre.v;,;ing emails. lfyou helieve that ytm are 1101 

an intended re.cipiem. pleas~ stop readi.ng immediately. Do not copy.fonrard, or rekly on thl' com ems in a,9t way. Norify the sende,· and/or Pt!rsefoni A I Inc. all(/ 1/,en delete or de.strvy any copy of ihis email <md its attachmentJ'. SeJ1der reser1•e:1· and asserts all 
rig/us to co11fitle11hulity, i11dudi11g all pri1111eg1,Nl thtll may t1pply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem~ AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefonl.com> 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~oersefonj com>; Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks so much. That would be great. 
Some times that appear to work for us (ET): 
Wed 9/15: 2:30 - 3:00 
Thurs 9/16: 11:30-12:30; 4:30-5:30 
Fri 9/17: 1:30-2:00; 2:30-3:30 
Mon 9/20: 1:00-2:30 
Wed 9/22: 10:00-12:00; 2:00-4:00 
Thurs 9/23: 2:00-3:00; 4:00-5:00 
Fri 9/24: 3:00-45:00 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waHace@P-ersefoni com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:33 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina fb)(6~ !§lsEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori < entaro@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@11ersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Most certainly. 
How soon would they like a call? 
Kentaro and I are in Pacific Time and Anna can help us find a time. 
If you have some slots you can share, we can try and land on a slot. 
30 or 60 minutes? 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked lo Toil1er Newsletter 
Portland. Ore on GMT -7) 



WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient. please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward. or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina !<b)(6) )SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, io2111:31 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mjke.wallace@persefonj com> 
Subject: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe, 

Hi Mike, 
Thank you again for the call yesterday. 
Our economists would be interested in meeting with Persefoni if it's possible. 
Do you think we can find a time for a follow up call? 
I really appreciate it. 
Best, 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

l(b)(6) I 



From: 

Sent on: 
To: 

Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> on behalfofWyall, Kristina 
Tuesday, September 21, 2021 l 0:09:34 AM 
Girardi, Giulio b)(6) ""SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika 4Cb)( 6) ~SEC.GOV>; Niazi, Shehzad ~SEC.GOV>: 
Chan, Anita· b)(6) ':.;;/ C.GOV> ~ ~--~ 

Subject: FW: Setting up another call with our economists 
Attachments: Persefoni General Overview 2021.pdf (2.33 MB), Persefoni_Financial Services _Brief Overview_ 2021 .pdf ( 4.34 MB) 

For the call with Persefoni on Friday. I know there is a lot going on. Don't feel compelled to join but please do if you would find it useful. 
The discussion items are below. Happy to add anything you'd like me to put on the agenda. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 202110:04 AM 
To: 'Mike Wallace' <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 
Thanks very much, Mike. 
The folks on the line on our side are economists in DERA, and folks in our Office of Chief Accountant, the Chair's office, and Corp Fin. 
Mika Morse is the Chair's climate counsel. 
Giulio Girardi, Min Pyong, and Mengzin Zhao are all economists. 
Anita Chan and Shaz Niazi are in our Office of Chief Accountant. 
Your agenda looks good. 
Our DERA team will, I think, be most interested in learning how much it might cost issuers to report their GHG emissions. Obviously, it will depend on industry, size, and maturity, but getting a range/ order of magnitude would be very 
helpful. Because your tool can really facilitate that reporting, I think the discussion will be very useful. 
Our OCA team will, I believe, be interested in the creation of an audit trail via the Persefoni tool. 
Does that help? 
Many thanks, Mike. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:52 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina li6>MP.SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Settin~er call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
We're looking forward to the call on Friday. 
It looks like these are at least the two economists I met before, but are others joining us? If so, can you let me know who? 
Also, we're pulling together some materials to show you on Friday related to the cost of carbon disclosure. We're also pulling in some other materials/ research that we think you and the team will really appreciate. We'll at least be 
able to talk you through and show you some things on Friday and then share some documents/tools with you by the following week. 
Can you give me a sentence or two, or some bullets as to how you'd like to use the 45 minutes? 

• Brief intros 
• Purpose 
• Questions from SEC 
• Reactions from Persefoni 
• Next steps 
• AOB? 

Thanks again for inviting us to discuss such important issues with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In lliiller Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WllTCH OUR em;l;l1 



NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Tuesday, SeptemWT<r,20212:17 PM 
To: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~oersefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Many thanks, Anna. That would be wonderful. I will send a calendar invitation. 
Many thanks. 

From: Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefoni com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Mike Wallace <mike,wallace@Rersefonl.com> 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamori < oersefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
Kentaro can best accommodate next Friday, 9/24 at 3:00pm EST. Would you like to initiate the calendar invites to include all of your folk? Otherwise I'm happy to send from Kentaro's calendar. 
Kind regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner Persefonj 
520.981.4736 Linkedln 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email and all auachmen/s are confidential. may be legally privileged, and are imended solely for rhe individual or entily to whom the e11wil is addressed. Howeve,: mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. /(you believe that you are 1101 

an i111e11ded redpient, please stop reading immediately. Do 1101,·opy. forward. or relay 011 the conlents i11 any way. Norify the sender and/or Perseji)lli Al Inc. and then d,·lete or destroy (lnJ copy of this email and ifs a/1<1c/1111e111,·. Sender reserves a11d asserts a// 
riglrls to co11jide11tialiry. inc/11di11g all privileges that may app(!'-

From: Wyatt., Kristina~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septe~021 11:45 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mjke.wallace@persefonj com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@Rersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, dick on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and k.now the message Is safe. 

Thanks so much. That would be great. 
Some times that appear to work for us (ET): 
Wed 9/15: 2:30 - 3:00 
Thurs 9/16: 11:30-12:30; 4:30-5:30 
Fri 9/17: 1:30-2:00; 2:30-3:30 
Mon 9/20: 1:00-2:30 
Wed 9/22: 10:00-12:00; 2:00-4:00 
Thurs 9/23: 2:00-3:00; 4:00-5:00 
Fri 9/24: 3:00-45:00 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Mike Wallace <mjke wallace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:33 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina~SEC GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~persefonj com>; Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 



l=AUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
Hi Kristina; 
Most certainly. 
How soon would they like a call? 
Kentaro and I are in Pacific Time and Anna can help us find a time. 
If you have some slots you can share, we can try and land on a slot. 
30 or 60 minutes? 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 , Linked In, Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH/ 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem~ AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mikc.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
Thank you again for the call yesterday. 
Our economists would be interested in meeting with Persefoni if it's possible. 
Do you think we can find a time for a follow up call? 
I really <1ppreciote it. 
Best, 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

!Cb)(6) ! 



To: Morse, Mikaffb>C5> @SEC.GOV]; Wyatt, Kristina bJC6> SEC.GOV] 
Cc: MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO m sc ap1ro@bloomberg.net] 
From: Curtis Ravenel 
Sent Mon 10/18/2021 4:03:46 PM 
Subject Fwd: End of Week TCFD Coverage Recap 
Received: Mon 10/18/2021 4:05:18 PM 
TheAustralian p13p16 15October2021.pdf 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

---------- Forwarded message---------
From: Liidia LiuksiJa (BLOOMBERG/ 731 LEX) <lliuksila@bloomberg.net> 
Date: Fri, Oct 15, 2021 at 3:16 PM 
Subject: End of Week TCFD Coverage Recap 
To: <alban.pyanet@oliverwyman.com>, <becky. kreutter@oliverwyman.com>, t .... ~)_C6> ________ __, 

<iterhorst@bloomberg.net>, <john.colas@oliverwyman.com>, <kais.benhalim@oliverwyman.com>, 
<kaja.pergar@oliverwyman.com> <mchildress8 c. bloomber .net>, <mjohnson492@bloomberg.net>, 
<mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>, < (b>C5> ,__ ______ __, 

Below please find an updated end of week wrap up of our press coverage, and a scan (attached) of TCFD 
making the front page of The Australian business section. Congrats again and now everyone please get 
some rest. Happy weekend! 

··-
2021 Status Report Press Clippings 

October 15, 2021 - 3pm ET 
Media Hits 
10/15/2021 

• Financial Times: TCFD ramps up pay scrutiny Excer~ I Link 
• Politic.- r Morning Sustainability Newsletter: Wh1 ~ H _e sets stage for climate finance rules 
Excen:t I Link 
• lnve eek: TCFD sees greatest increase In climate disclosure yet Excer~ Link 
• PensionsAge: 'Significant' work still to be done despite growing support - TCFD r r, Link 
• Pensions Expert: Action needed to bolster TCFD uptake despite growing support Exce11 t I Link 
• Chin C. II . F1nancIal board issues new guidance to help firms release climate-related Inf ... rm ... .1.;11 

Excen; r I Link 
• Ban~ 1 Banks must do better on climate disclosure Excerp Link 
• Climate Risks Review Newsletter: Weekly round-up: October 1 o : ~err t I Link 
• Investor Strategy News: TCFD sees the power of a 'virtuous circle Excer~, I Link 
• Ignites Asia: ''New TCFD guidelines call for alignment with Pans climate gc I Link L><cerpt not 
available) 
• ESG Journal: TCFD Announces Corporate Guidance Disclosure of Net Zero Trans1t1on Pia Link 
f( I \ f v~ ld{t~C,~ ~ ~q ( ➔ A/ ~J 1t:;!, 

• Reuters: Companies' climate disclosures still lacking - task force Excerpt I Link 
• Syndicated by the Financial Post, Today Online, MarketScreener, and 37+ publications 
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Financial Times: TCFD ramps up pay scrutiny I Link 
By Patrick Temple-West 
October 15, 2021 



Remuneration has been a reporting standard for TCFD, but now 'we have elevated it', said Mary Schapiro, 
head of the TCFD secretariat 

The Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures yesterday published a status update highlighting 
the increase in companies using its framework for climate disclosures, and where improvements can be 
made. 

Materials and buildings companies lead on TCFD-aligned disclosures. The insurance industry significantly 
increased its disclosures and now leads all business sectors in publishing climate risk management 
processes, TCFD said. 

Additionally, TCFD highlighted seven categories where climate-related risks and opportunities are 
increasingly important. These include physical and transition risks, but one area particularly stood out: 
executive pay. 

Moral Money has written before about companies tying executive bonuses to environmental, social and 
governance criteria. And remuneration has been a reporting standard for TCFD, but now "we have elevated 
it", Mary Schapiro, head of the TCFD secretariat, told us on a video call. 

TCFD highlighted a few examples of companies that already disclose how climate progress is linked to 
bonuses. Barclays, for example, tied up to 10 per cent of its chief executive's bonus to progress towards a 
goal of net zero carbon emissions by 2050. 

"The idea is that when people are compensated for results in specific areas it focuses the mind," Schapiro 
said. 

Politico Pro Morning Sustainability Newsletter: White House sets stage for climate finance rules I 
Link 

By Lorraine Woellert and Catherine Boudreau 
October 15, 2021 

A task force on climate risk has recommended that companies routinely disclose greenhouse gas emissions 
from operations and energy use, whether or not the information is material to the financial health of the 
business. 

The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures updated its widely adopted, voluntary guidance 
that, until now, had called on companies to report emissions from operations, known as scope 1, and from 
energy use, or scope 2, only if they affected the bottom line. 

More than 80 percent of companies that weighed in on the change said they already disclose the 
information. Lorraine has the story. 

Investment Week: TCFD sees greatest increase in climate disclosure yet I Link 
By Elliot Gulliver-Needham 
October 15, 2021 
TCFD-supporting organisations now have combined market cap of $25trn 

83 of the world's largest 100 companies now support or report by the Task Force on Climate-Related 
Financial Disclosures framework, according to the TCFD's 2021 Status Report. 

It notes that for the first time, more than half of companies TCFD reviewed disclosed their climate-related 
risks, with disclosure increasing by 9% from 2019 to 2020, more than double the increase in the year prior. 



Since 2019, over 1,000 new organisations support TCFD recommendations, bringing the total to over 2,600 
globally, spanning 89 countries with a combined market capitalisation of over $25.1 trn, which is a 99% 
increase from last year. 

The report added that in this year, "official entities in eight jurisdictions have referenced the TCFD in 
announcements to require climate-related reporting", while international regulators such as the European 
Commission have expressed support for aligning their efforts with TCFD recommendations. 

The TCFD also released new guidance for companies to disclose their plans for a net zero transition, such 
as encouraging disclosure of cross-industry metrics like internal carbon price, and information on climate
related metrics and targets. 

EQ Investors publishes annual sustainability report 

"The Task Force has had an exceptional year in rallying global support for climate risk reporting - but we still 
have a long way to go" said Michael Bloomberg, chair of the TCFD. 

"As governments and businesses around the world work to accelerate the transition to a clean energy 
economy, they should continue to draw on the TCFD recommendations as a critical tool in their efforts." 

Mary Schapiro, head of the TCFD Secretariat added that "there is clear and growing consensus among 
investors and regulators on the importance of climate-related disclosure and the need for standardized, 
transparent data to support capital allocation decisions. 

"As countries and companies around the world set net zero targets, the TCFD framework is increasingly 
becoming the foundation for standards and requirements needed to chart the transition to the low-carbon 
economy. 

"That's why today we are also publishing guidance to help companies disclose their plans and progress for 
the transition to a low-carbon economy, more consistent cross-sector metrics, and, for financial firms, how 
aligned their portfolios are with a well-below 2°C scenario." 

PensionsAge: 'Significant' work still to be done despite growing support - TCFD I Link 
By Sophie Smith 
October 15, 2021 
The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) has warned that "significant work" remains 
to be done to 'mainstream' the consideration of climate-related issues in financial decision-making, despite 
growing global support. 

The TCFD's 2021 Status Report confirmed that an additional 1,000 organisations have pledged support for 
the TCFD recommendations in the past year, totalling over 2,600 supporters globally, a 70 per cent 
increase on last year. 

TCFD supporters span 89 countries and jurisdictions and nearly all sectors of the economy, with a combined 
market capitalisation of over $25trn, a 99 per cent increase since last year. 

The UK was identified as one of eight countries or collectives to have introduced requirements for domestic 
organisations to report in alignment with the TCFD recommendations, alongside Brazil, the EU, Hong 
Kong, Japan, New Zealand, Singapore, and Switzerland. 

However, despite the growing support, the group warned that difficulties remain, with "significant" work still to 
do to 'mainstream' the consideration of climate-related issues within financial decision-making. 



Taskforce chair, Michael Bloomberg, commented: "The TCFD has had an exceptional year rallying global 
support for consistent and transparent climate risk reporting. Since our last report in September 2020, 
public- and private-sector support for the TCFD recommendations has accelerated rapidly. 

'The momentum we have built is helping to ensure that organisations throughout the global economy 
understand and appreciate the role of climate change as a financial risk around the world. 

"Our recent review of more than 1,600 companies found the greatest-ever growth in disclosures aligned with 
the TCFD recommendations. 

"At the same time, companies continue to struggle to quantify the impacts of climate change, and to source 
the data they need to fully assess the threats of a changing climate. 

"Our efforts to increase and improve these disclosures are only growing more important. Markets are 
increasingly looking to channel funds to sustainable and resilient investments, and it is critical that climate 
reporting requirements are standardized across jurisdictions to help investors and consumers make 
decisions." 

Two of the most challenging areas of implementation, according to TCFD survey respondents, related to the 
taskforce's recommendations on strategy, and metrics and targets. 

However, the taskforce has undertaken work to address these challenges, publishing two supplemental 
documents alongside the status report: an updated version of the Implementing the Recommendations of 
the TCFD report and guidance to assist companies with disclosure of climate-related metrics, targets and 
transition plans. 

Both of these documents were informed by public consultations, which received over 240 responses and 
looked at issues on forward-looking financial sector metrics. 

The taskforce will prepare a further status report for the Financial Stability Board in September 2022. 

Commenting on the report, Lombard Odier senior managing partner, Hubert Keller, added: "We strongly 
support the findings of the TCFD's Portfolio Alignment Team (PAT), that forward-looking ESG metrics are 
required if we are to properly assess whether companies are putting in place appropriate strategies to 
reduce their carbon footprints. 

"The PAT report provides a thorough and invaluable reference for the proper design and construction of 
alignment methodologies and will accelerate the mainstream adoption of such metrics by the market at 
large. 

"As an industry, understanding which companies within high-emitting sectors are emerging as climate 
leaders, rather than climate laggards, is a critical part of the transition, as it is in these high-emitting sectors 
where the most significant emissions reductions can be achieved. 

"As such, implementing forward-looking approaches such as Implied Temperature Rise (ITR) metrics is 
fundamental to our ability to successfully navigate the climate transition." 

Pensions Expert: Action needed to bolster TCFD uptake despite growing support I Link 
By Tom Higgins 
October 15, 2021 
On the go: The rate of climate-related financial disclosures has increased more in the past year than in any 
previous year, the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures has reported, but warned that 
"significant work" remains. 



The report, published by the Financial Stability Board on Thursday, stated that work needs to be done to 
"mainstream" the consideration of climate-related issues in financial decision-making, despite growing 
global support. 

The latest status report found that TCFD-aligned disclosures have grown by 9 per cent in 2020 - more than 
double the increase in 2019. 

The report also stated that 83 of the world's largest 100 companies now support or report by the disclosures 
framework. 

An additional 1,000 organisations have vowed support for the TCFD recommendations in the past year, 
totalling more than 2,600 supporters globally, representing a 70 per cent increase on the previous year. 

TCFD signatories now span 89 countries and jurisdictions, representing a combined market capitalisation of 
$25tn (£18.2tn) - an increase of 99 per cent on the previous year. 

But the TCFD said that "significant progress" is still required, as an average of only one in three companies 
reviewed in the reported disclosed climate-related information aligned with the TCFD recommendations. 

Europe remains the leading region for disclosures, with the average level of reporting across the 11 
recommended disclosures from the 2020 fiscal year, now at half of the European companies assessed. 

European companies have increased their average disclosure by 15 per cent since 2019 and now disclose 
16 per cent more than the next closest region. 

The report further noted that governments have increasingly begun to codify aspects of the TCFD 
recommendations into policy and regulation, on the back of implementation within private markets. 

In addition to the support of dozens of regulators and supervisors, Brazil, the EU, Hong Kong, Japan, New 
Zealand, Singapore, Switzerland, and the UK have announced requirements for domestic organisations to 
report in alignment with the TCFD recommendations. 

TCFD chair Michael Bloomberg said: "The TCFD has had an exceptional year rallying global support for 
consistent and transparent climate risk reporting. Since our last report in September 2020, public and 
private sector support for the TCFD recommendations has accelerated rapidly. 

"The momentum we have built is helping to ensure that organisations throughout the global economy 
understand and appreciate the role of climate change as a financial risk around the world." 

Bloomberg noted that despite the recent review of more than 1,600 companies finding "the greatest-ever 
growth in disclosures aligned with the TCFD recommendations", companies "continue to struggle to 
quantify the impacts of climate change, and to source the data they need to fully assess the threats of a 
changing climate". 

"Our efforts to increase and improve these disclosures are only growing more important," he added. 

"Markets are increasingly looking to channel funds to sustainable and resilient investments, and it is critical 
that climate reporting requirements are standardised across jurisdictions to help investors and consumers 
make decisions." 

From October 1 2021, pension schemes with an asset value of £5bn have had to report the risks and 
opportunities that climate change poses to their investments in line with the TCFD framework. 

Almost half of businesses with a defined contribution scheme said that disclosures will be a useful way to 
engage employees with their future savings, according to the latest CBI/Mercer Pensions Survey. 



China Daily: Financial board issues new guidance to help firms release climate-related information I 
Link 

By Chen Jia 
October 15, 2021 
The Financial Stability Board's program to encourage companies to release climate-related information 
announced new guidance, aiming to help companies disclose plans for a net zero transition with more 
cross-industry metrics, the global financial organization reported. 

The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, or TCFD, established by the Financial Stability 
Board, published its 2021 Status Report late on Thursday. 

The Task Force found that disclosure in line with the TCFD's recommendations has accelerated over the 
past year, up by 9 percentage points from 2019 to 2020, compared to the 4 percentage point growth from 
2018 to 2019. 

It reviewed more than 1,650 companies' reports, from 69 countries and jurisdictions in eight industries. About 
83 of the world's largest 100 companies now support or report in line with the TCFD's recommendations, 
the report said. 

Liu Ruixia, chief expert of the Task Force of Climate Risk Management at Industrial and Commercial Bank of 
China, witnessed the effort and progress made by Chinese banking industry in the area of green and low
carbon transition. 

Chinese regulators encourage financial institutions to support TCFD. As the country's largest bank by asset, 
ICBC is the one of the first supporters of TCFD, and other banks, including China Construction Bank, Bank 
of China, Bank of Communications and Postal Savings Bank of China, have announced their support of the 
project this year, according to Liu. 

More financial institutions have incorporated climate risk into the enterprise risk management, and are 
working on optimizing the credit portfolio. And an increasing number of institutions are improving their 
climate-related disclosure under the so-called "four pillars of governance" - strategy, risk management, 
metrics and target laid out in TCFD recommendations, Liu added. 

"When companies disclose clear, consistent and accurate information on the risks they face from climate 
change, investors and business leaders can make more informed and sustainable financial decisions. That 
strengthens our global economy, improves health, and helps address the climate crisis," said Michael 
Bloomberg, chair of the Task Force and founder of Bloomberg LP and Bloomberg Philanthropies. 

FSB Chair Randal Quarles said that "Consistent and comparable disclosures are foundational for enabling 
accurate risk assessment. The TCFD recommendations have become widely supported by the private and 
official sectors as the basis for climate-related disclosures, and this year's report shows further momentum 
but also where disclosure gaps remain." 

Banking Day: Banks must do better on climate disclosure I Link 
By John Kavanagh 
October 15, 2021 

The Reserve Bank has called on Australian financial institutions to improve their climate related disclosures 
and climate risk assessments, as the threat of divestment from Australia because of climate risks grows. 

Reserve Bank deputy governor Guy Debelle said: "Most Australian financial institutions now recognise 
climate as a risk. The assessment of climate risks has evolved considerably over the past five years but 
there remains considerable scope for improvement." 



Speaking at the CFA Australia Investment Conference yesterday, Debelle said climate change was a "first
order risk" for the financial system, with wide-ranging impact both in terms of geography and in terms of 
businesses and households. 

He said disclosures needed to be comparable and consistent across companies, both within Australia and 
globally, if they are to be useful as an input into risk assessment. 

ASIC is encouraging companies to use the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures as the 
primary reference for disclosures. Eighty of the ASX 200 companies make climate disclosures under TCFD. 

APRA is using scenarios set out by the Network for Greening the Financial System as the basis for 
assessing the potential financial exposure to climate risk of the five largest Australian banks in its Climate 
Vulnerability Assessment project. The NGFS is made up of more than 100 central banks and prudential 
regulators, including the RBA and APRA. 

This week, the TCFD released its 2021 status report, which details a significant increase in the number of 
regulators and governments endorsing the TCFD over the past year as well as a big increase in the 
number of companies using the framework for climate disclosures. It now has 2600 corporate reporting 
entities globally - 1069 of them financial institutions. 

However, the TCFD also noted a significant problem of under-reporting. Only 25 per cent of reporting 
entities provided information about their board oversight of climate-related risks and opportunities, and only 
18 per cent provided information on management's role. 

Only 52 per cent reported on risks and opportunities for their companies and 39 per cent reported on the 
impact for their organisations. 

Mary Schapiro, the head of the TCFD Secretariat, said these shortcomings had created an expectations 
gap, with investors and other users of the data looking for better disclosure. This needed to be addressed, 
she said. 

As to the divestment risk, Debelle said that in its liaison conversations with Australian companies, the RBA 
was hearing climate come up constantly in discussions with equity investors and bond holders. 

"This is a marked change from a few years ago," he said. 

"This has been an area of focus at the Council of Financial Regulators because of the potential implications 
for the cost of an ease of access to capital for Australian corporates. 

''To date, we have only isolated examples of divestment from Australia because of climate risk, but the 
likelihood of more significant divestment is increasing. One example is the Riksbank's decision to stop 
investing in Queensland and Western Australian state government paper," Debelle said, referring to a late 
2019 decision of Sweden's central bank. 

Climate Risk Review Newsletter: Weekly round-up: October 11-15 I Link 
By Louie Woodall 
October 15, 2021 

1) TCFD backs disclosure of financed emissions 

Financial institutions should disclose the carbon linked to their lending and investing portfolios, the Task 
Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) has said. 



In new implementing guidance published Thursday, the TCFD recommended that banks, asset owners, and 
asset managers calculate their financed emissions using the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials' 
(PCAF) Global GHG Accounting and Reporting Standard, published last year. The TCFD also 
recommended that insurance companies use a forthcoming PCAF methodology to count up the emissions 
related to their underwriting portfolios, which PCAF is currently working on alongside the UN-convened Net 
Zero Insurance Alliance. 

The PCAF standard currently covers six asset classes: listed equity and bonds, business loans and unlisted 
equity, project finance, commercial real estate, mortgages, and motor vehicle loans, with more on the way. 
The number of financial institutions in the partnership stands at 163, and includes Wall Street giants 
BlackRock, Bank of America, Citi, and Morgan Stanley. 

The new emissions disclosure recommendation raises the bar for the TCFD's over 1,200 supporters in the 
financial sector. The first iteration of the TCFD guidance, published back in 2017, recommended that 
financial institutions publish their operational emissions, and, "if appropriate", their indirect emissions, which 
many firms interpreted to mean those associated with their employees' business travel. Combined, these 
represent only a sliver of the GHG linked to their asset portfolios. Data from the nonprofit CDP estimates 
that financed emissions for banks are over 700 times larger than their reported operational emissions. 

The latest implementing guidance closely follows a proposal put out for consultation by the TCFD in July. 
However, the wording of some of the new recommendations on metrics and targets for financial institutions 
has changed between the proposed and final versions. 

In the final guidance, banks, asset managers, and asset owners are recommended to "describe the extent to 
which their lending and other financial intermediary business activities, where relevant, are aligned with a 
well below 2°c scenario, using whichever approach or metrics best suit their organizational context or 
capabilities." In the July proposal, the recommendation was for these firms to "disclose the alignment of 
their portfolios consistent with a 2°c or lower temperature pathway (e.g., Paris-aligned), and incorporate 
forward-looking alignment metrics into their target-setting frameworks and management processes". 

The TCFD had received criticism for its proposal on forward-looking alignment metrics, notably from the 
Transition Pathways Initiative, which argued that they could "undermine" efforts by asset owners to support 
companies moving to a low-carbon economy, and the Institute of International Finance (IIF), which warned 
that portfolio alignment tools "remain ... very much works in progress with a high degree of subjectivity and 
variation in methodology". 

2) Banks lagging on TCFD-aligned disclosures 

Banks published more information aligned with the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures (TCFD) last year relative to 2019, but trailed other companies in many of the 
standard setter's reporting categories. 

In a report released Thursday, the TCFD revealed the findings of its latest review of companies' climate
related disclosures and their degree of adherence to its 11 reporting recommendations. Average disclosure 
by banks climbed to 28% in 2020, up from 20% in 2019 and 15% in 2018. This is a lower average than that 
calculated for companies in the energy, insurance, and agriculture food and forest sectors, and far below 
the top-reporting sector - materials and buildings. For seven out of the 11 categories, banks were found to 
be lagging the all-companies average. 

The TCFD used Al technology to review the public filings of 1,651 large companies from 2018, 2019, and 
2020. For the banking sector, 282 firms were assessed. Among these banks, the most well-covered 
recommendation was that concerning the disclosure of climate-related risks and opportunities. Forty-five 
percent of banks reported information for this category in line with the TCFD's recommendation. The worst
covered recommendation was that concerning the resilience of their strategies to climate change. 



The TCFD's review further revealed that insurance companies, like banks, most often disclose information 
on climate-related risks and opportunities, but lag the 2020 average for certain governance and risk 
management-related recommendations. 

The report also provided an update on asset managers' and asset owners' climate-related disclosure efforts. 
Using data from responses made by these companies to the UN Principles for Responsible Investment, the 
TCFD found that disclosed information on governance, strategy, and risk management recommendations 
far exceeded that on metrics and targets. 

Of those investors that did disclose climate-related metrics, a weighted average carbon intensity measure 
was the most popular with asset owners, with nearly 12% of respondents saying they used this to manage 
climate issues. Asset managers were found to favour a measure of total carbon emissions the most. 

Investor Strategy News: TCFD sees the power of a 'virtuous circle' I Link 
By Lachlan Maddock 
October 15, 2021 

Investor demand for climate disclosure is at an "all-time high" - and rising. But disclosure is only half the 
battle. 

It can sometimes be hard to remember that climate change action was once solely the domain of activist 
groups rather than those who occupy lofty board positions. As Mary Schapiro, head of the Task Force on 
Climate-related Disclosures (TCFD) noted on Wednesday (October 13), the role of the private sector in 
fighting climate change was "novel" a scant six years ago. 

"I think it is fair to say that at that time the private sector had little appreciation of the risks associated with 
climate change," Schapiro said. "But now, the societal and financial implications of inaction in the face of 
climate change are clear. There can be no excuse for failing to consider and address physical and 
transition climate risk in the conduct of business." 

There is good news on that front. The number of TCFD supporters has grown by more than a third in the last 
year, spanning 89 countries and nearly all sectors of the economy, with a combined market capitalisation of 
more than $25.1 trillion. Schapiro - and the TCFD - believe that's having an impact on the global 
regulatory landscape, with new climate reporting requirements in eight jurisdictions and official 
endorsements of the TCFD by the G7 and G20. Its framework has also been referenced as the "foundation" 
for "standard setters like the IFRS Foundation and European Financial Reporting Advisory Group." 

"Disclosure is foundational to the battle against climate change and the capital markets can be powerful 
forces in this fight," Schapiro said. "When markets have the information to accurately price the financial 
impacts of climate change, capital will shift towards businesses that prioritize climate resilience, transition 
and sustainability. 

"But this virtuous circle can't happen without critical information on how companies are managing the effects 
of a warming planet." 

In the latest update to its guidance, the TCFD is now recommending elevated disclosure on Scope 1, Scope 
2, and Scope 3 GHG emissions, metrics on climate-related transition and physical risks and opportunities, 
capital deployment, internal carbon price, and remuneration. But disclosure is only half the battle. While 
there have been innumerable net-zero pledges, a pledge is not a plan, per se - and with disclosure, there 
is an element of companies simply talking the talk. 

"We are recommending that companies that have made a net zero commitment or agreed to meet investor 
expectations around GHG emissions, and companies that operate in a jurisdiction that has made a net zero 



commitment, disclose credible transition plans that are aligned with their strategy, anchored in quantitative 
metrics, including actionable, specific initiatives, and report progress annually," Schapiro said. 

To that end, TCFD has also published new guidance on metrics, targets and transition plans to support the 
disclosure of "decision-useful information" and the linking of those disclosures with estimates of financial 
impacts. 

"I want to emphasize that although we are enormously proud of the progress the TCFD has made this year, 
we are still very far from where we need to be in terms of global implementation of the TCFD framework," 
Schapiro said. "While some jurisdictions are currently working towards mandatory requirements, we are 
really only at the starting line for many companies as they embark upon this journey. 

"As the IPCC report has shown, there is simply not a moment to lose. It is our hope that as governments 
around the world consider reporting requirements, they build upon the very strong foundation of the TCFD's 
framework to unite global efforts on comparable, consistent climate reporting." 

Reuters: Companies' climate disclosures still lacking - task force I Link 
By Huw Jones and Simon Jessop 
October 14, 2021 

Around half of companies assessed have begun to apply globally-agreed climate-related disclosure 
standards for helping investors to pick firms committed to sustainability, regulators said on Thursday. 

A task force set up by the Financial Stability Board - which groups regulators, central banks and treasury 
officials from G20 countries - set out recommendations in 2017 on how companies could voluntarily 
disclose the risks and opportunities from climate change. 

But four years on, only about half of companies disclosed climate-related risks and opportunities in some 
form, on average covering around a third of the 11 recommended disclosures, the Task Force on Climate
related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) said in an update published on Thursday. 

Significant progress is still needed, the report said after a recent review of more than 1,600 companies 
around the world. 

"There is clear and growing consensus among investors and regulators on the importance of climate-related 
disclosure and the need for standardised, transparent data to support capital allocation decisions," said 
Mary Schapiro, head of the TCFD. 

Regulators are worried that companies touting their "green credentials" to attract investors' cash may be 
making exaggerated claims about their commitment to sustainability - something known as "greenwashing". 

The task force said more than 2,600 organisations have expressed their support for its recommendations, an 
increase of more than a third since the 2020. They include 1,069 financial institutions responsible for assets 
of $194 trillion. 

To improve uptake, regulators in markets such as Britain, the European Union, Brazil, Hong Kong, Japan, 
New Zealand, Singapore and Switzerland have begun using the recommendations as a basis for 
mandatory disclosures. 

The recommendations are part of a patchwork of disclosure rules that have emerged, prompting regulators 
to intervene in a bid to impose a more unified, global approach. 

The IFRS Foundation is set to create an International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB) in the run up to 
next month's COP26 climate change conference in Glasgow. 



The ISSB, backed by leading countries, will build on the task force's recommendations to create "baseline" 
disclosure standards by mid-2022 which supporting countries will make mandatory. read more 

"The FSB welcomes the continued progress the IFRS Foundation is making on its initiative to develop a 
global sustainability reporting standard, beginning with climate," the FSB said in a statement. 

Bloomberg: Ex-SEC Head Says Climate Disclosure Support Has 'Skyrocketed' I Link 
By Alastair Marsh 
October 14, 2021 
Never before have investors been as desperate for data on how exposed companies are to climate change, 
according to Mary Schapiro, the former chair of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. 

Demand for climate reporting is "at an all time high" and getting "more intense and sophisticated," said 
Schapiro, who now heads the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures. 

As a result, support for TCFD has "skyrocketed," she said. It's the latest sign that climate change is altering 
the way in which investors measure value, as a hotter planet promises to reshape fortunes in the corporate 
world. For investors trying to identify likely winners and losers on the 

path toward a lower-carbon world, reliable data is key. 

Endorsement of TCFD, which was established to help investors gauge companies' preparedness for the 
energy transition, has soared by more than a third over the past year to 2,600 firms with a combined market 
capitalization of over $25 trillion, the group said on Thursday. 

"Disclosure is foundational to the battle against climate change and the capital markets can be powerful 
forces in this fight," Schapiro said. 

"When markets have the information to accurately price the financial impacts of climate change, capital will 
shift towards businesses that prioritize climate resilience, transition and sustainability," she said. "But this 
virtuous circle can't happen without critical information on how companies are managing the effects of a 
warming planet." 

TCFD was founded in 2015 and is chaired by Michael Bloomberg, founder and majority owner of Bloomberg 
LP, the parent company of Bloomberg News. Schapiro is vice chair for global public policy at Bloomberg 
LP. Several governments, including in the U.K. and New Zealand, have already announced plans to 
mandate climate-related financial disclosures aligned with the TCFD recommendations. 

Politico: Financial task force recommends routine disclosure on emissions I Link 
By Lorraine Woellert 
October 14, 2021 

A task force on climate risk has recommended that companies routinely disclose greenhouse gas emissions 
from operations and energy use, whether or not the information is material to the financial health of the 
business. 

The updated guidance from the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures was released as part of 
the group's annual report published Thursday. 

Until today, the task force had called on companies to report emissions from operations, known as scope 1, 
and from energy use, or scope 2, only if they affected the bottom line. 

Data on those emissions is "important foundational information that we need to understand the global state 
of greenhouse gas emissions," said Mary Schapiro, head of the TCFD secretariat and former SEC chair. 
"All companies should be disclosing scope 1 and 2 emissions. The data is not that hard to acquire." 



More than 80 percent of companies that weighed in on the change said they already disclose the 
information. 

The group also recommended that companies committed to reducing emissions disclose "credible transition 
plans" and report their progress annually. 

Banks should expand their definition of carbon-related assets to include energy, materials and buildings, 
transportation, agriculture, food and forest products. 

And all companies should explicitly address the financial impact of climate risk and plans for transitioning to 
a low-carbon economy, the group said. 

Wny is this important? The TCFD is a project of the international Financial Stability Board. Its framework, 
first developed in 2017, has been widely adopted as a standard by companies and other institutions that 
chose to report on emissions and climate risk. 

The group's work has been cited by SEC Chair Gary Gensler, whose office is crafting a U.S. climate 
disclosure rule, and is used as a platform by regulators in other countries as governments attempt to limit 
global warming. The private sector will be key to making progress on reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 

"Wnen markets have the information to accurately price the financial impacts of climate change, capital will 
shift towards businesses that prioritize climate resilience, transition and sustainability," Schapiro told 
reporters. "But this virtuous circle can't happen without critical information on how companies are managing 
the effects of a warming planet." 

The framework's growth: A task force analysis of 1,651 large companies found that 52 percent report climate 
risk, a 10-point jump from a year earlier. The materials and buildings sector showed the largest increase. 

Disclosure in line with TCFD recommendations leaped 9 percentage points between 2019 and 2020, more 
than double the growth of adoption from 2018 to 2019. 

Responsible Investor: The US 'is behind the rest of the world' on climate reporting, says TCFD's 
Schapiro I Link 

By Khalid Azizuddin 
October 14, 2021 

It comes as revised TCFD guidance says disclosure of Scope 1 and 2 emissions will no longer be subject to 
materiality considerations 

The US is currently a global laggard on climate reporting regulations, according to the Taskforce on Climate
related Disclosures (TCFD) secretariat chief Mary Schapiro - the only person to have chaired both the 
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, two of the 
most powerful financial regulators in the US. 

The comments were made at the launch of revised guidance for TCFD-aligned reporting and an annual 
status report on the growth of TCFD disclosures by firms. Schapiro said: "The US is behind the rest of the 
world at this stage but I think the SEC is working very hard to catch up. 

"It is my fervent hope that the SEC will follow the lead of the rest of the world in utilising the TCFD as the 
foundation for its climate risk disclosure rules ... as this will allow for a lot of comparability from jurisdiction 
to jurisdiction, which is what investors want." 

The TCFD framework - specifically its four pillars of Governance, Strategy, Risk Management, and Metrics 
and Targets - is the basis for a global standard for sustainability disclosures which is currently being 
developed by accounting body the IFRS Foundation, and climate disclosure rules which are to be 
introduced under the EU's incoming Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive. 



It has also influenced disclosure rules and regulations in the UK, Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan and multiple 
other jurisdictions. 

The SEC launched a consultation on climate disclosures in March and is expected to propose a series of 
mandatory requirements for companies by the end of 2021 . 

Under the TCFD's updated guidance, published today, companies in all sectors are asked to disclose their 
Scope 1 and 2 emissions independent of a materiality assessment - while Scope 3 disclosure is 
encouraged. Previously, the TCFD had recommended that all disclosures relating to its Strategy, and 
Metrics and Targets pillars - carbon footprinting falling under the latter - would be subject to an assessment 
of materiality, or whether such information was relevant to a company's operations. 

Commenting on the change, Schapiro said that the TCFD viewed Scope 1 and 2 emissions as the key 
foundational information "needed to understand the global state of greenhouse gas emissions" and that the 
data was easily obtained. Around 70% of respondents to a recent TCFD consultation backed the approach, 
she said. 

"Scope 3 data is harder to acquire and its methodology is not quite as developed, although the TCFD 
continues to strongly encourage its disclosure. We always try to balance the costs of disclosure with its 
usefulness, and in some cases there are companies where Scope 3 does not directly relate to their climate 
risks and opportunities, so we left it subject to materiality," she added. 

The guidance also included new provisions for banks, insurers, asset owners and managers to disclose the 
proportions of their assets and activities which are "aligned with a well below 2°C scenario ... using 
whichever approach or metrics best suit their organisational context or capabilities". 

The TCFD did not specify a specific approach to disclosure but an independent group headed by former 
Bank of England governor Mark Carney - also involving TCFD's Schapiro, in addition to HSBC, BlackRock, 
AXA and others -was commissioned by the TCFD to produce guidance on portfolio alignment metrics 
which would allow financial institutions apply the new guidance. 

The guidance, also released today, is not an explicit guide on portfolio alignment but provides an overview of 
26 best practice recommendations, including Implied Temperature Rise (ITR), which attempts to estimate a 
global temperature rise associated with the emissions of a company or investment portfolio if the global 
economy was to exhibit the same level of alignment or misalignment as the company or portfolio in 
question. 

The group will now transition its work to the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ), the umbrella 
climate finance also set up by Mark Carney in anticipation of COP26, which has set up a workstream to 
develop portfolio alignment guidance and support adoption. 

Where relevant, the TCFD also asked reporting companies to disclose their internal carbon price - a 
mechanism which allows companies to factor in the cost of carbon when making business or investment 
decisions. Carbon pricing is increasingly rising up the agenda of governments and investors, particularly in 
relation to compliance and voluntary carbon markets, and other measures such as carbon taxes. 

Finally, the TCFD has added the disclosure of interim climate targets to its guidance for organisations 
disclosing medium-term or long-term targets - typically involving Net Zero pledges, and the disclosure of 
cross-industry, climate-related metrics such as water, energy, land use and waste management. 

A separate report published by the TCFD showed that climate reporting aligned to its framework had 
reached an all-time high in 2020, growing by nine percentage points - a larger increase than in any 
previous year assessed. Last year, the TCFD had warned that the rate of adoption was "slower than 
necessary" and "in need of drastic acceleration" after it grew by only four percentage points in 2019. 

Despite the increased rate of uptake, it said "significant progress is still needed as an average of only one in 
three companies reviewed disclosed climate-related information aligned with the TCFD recommendations". 

The TCFD noted that Europe has remained the leading region for disclosures, having grown by 15 
percentage points compared to the previous year. More broadly, energy companies provided the highest 
disclosure of climate-related risks and opportunities, while companies which are less carbon intensive 
disclosed the least - for example, 15% of tech and media companies provided such disclosures. 

The least reported information was on the resilience of company strategies under different climate-related 
scenarios, said the TCFD, mirroring the findings of the European Financial Reporting Advisory Group which 
recently published a stocktake of current sustainability disclosure practices by companies. However, the 
proportion of reporting companies has increased to 13% in 2020 compared to 5% in the previous year, 
which the TCFD described as "encouraging" 



The Australian: Taskforce demands greater climate risk disclosure I Link 
By Eli Greenblat 
October 14, 2021 

Mary Schapiro, former chair of the US Securities and Exchange Commission, has warned that climate 
change is a material risk for public companies - with both investors and regulators demanding greater 
transparency on how global warming could threaten the financial viability of business. 

She now leads a coalition of like-minded companies from 89 countries with a total market capitalisation of 
just over $US25 trillion that support fuller climate disclosure to give investors a greater understanding of 
risk. 

The former regulator said investors needed to have all the information before them before making 
investment decisions that would direct capital to the most resilient companies, even though this might come 
with higher costs. 

"As a lifelong regulator I can tell you it is always a trade-off between the cost and the benefits. But this is one 
where we believe, and the private sector largely believes, the costs are absolutely justified by the benefits 
of having information about climate risk," Ms Schapiro said. 

"We try to be very sensitive to the cost burdens that are placed on companies from additional disclosure 
requirements, but there is an enormous cost to a lack of disclosure, there is an enormous cost to the 
planet, to business and to investors for not having the information needed to make the kind of decisions 
that will have capital flow to the most resilient companies," she said. 

"Investors have made a very credible case that they cannot make rational, well-informed capital allocation 
decisions without that information: how climate risk impacts the companies that they might seek to invest in. 

"Regulators have added their voice and believe the information is necessary for investors." 

Ms Schapiro was appointed as SEC chair by former president Barack Obama. 

Addressing the latest findings of the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures that she now heads, 
she said "the time had come" for even more disclosures by companies, including Scope 1, 2 and possibly 3 
greenhouse gas emissions, as it was information "investors absolutely want to see". 

"We believe it is foundational to understanding where companies are in transition, where jurisdictions are in 
transition and what is the concentration of carbon-related assets in the economy that could actually have 
financial stability implications," she said. 

The recommendations are part of the taskforce's new agenda launched on Thursday, which is increasingly 
being picked up by public companies, investors and regulators across the world. 

The taskforce was established in 2015 by the Financial Stability Board, with billionaire and three-term New 
York City mayor Michael Bloomberg as chair. 

"The support for the TCFD has skyrocketed since our last report," Ms Schapiro said on the release of the 
latest status report, which includes new guidance for companies to disclose their plans for a transition to 
net zero in line with the Paris Agreement. 

"Our supporter base has grown by over a third, with more than 1000 new organisations becoming supporters 
in the past year. TCFD supporters now span 89 countries and nearly all sectors of the economy with a 
market cap of over $US25.1 trillion, a 99 per cent increase since last year," she said. 



"Today, 83 of the largest global 100 companies have either supported or report in alignment with the TCFD 5 
recommendations, and disclosure has increased more in the past year than in any other year." 

She said disclosure was foundational to the battle against climate change and that capital markets could be 
powerful forces in this fight. "When markets have the information to accurately price the financial impacts of 
climate change, capital will shift towards businesses that prioritise climate resilience, transition and 
sustainability. But this virtuous circle can't happen without critical information on how companies are 
managing the effects of a warming planet." 

Ms Schapiro said there was no excuse for failing to consider and address physical and transition climate risk 
in the conduct of business. Corporate strategy, supply chain logistics, capital spending, risk management, 
mergers and acquisitions, investor relations, board room governance and executive remuneration all 
required consideration of climate change, not only as a risk to manage, but an opportunity to seize, she 
said. 

"Momentum is also being driven by investor demand," she said. 

"Forward-looking investors have long requested climate risk information, recognising that they cannot make 
well-informed capital allocation decisions without understanding the financial implications of climate change 
on the companies they seek to invest in." 

The taskforce's agenda is also finding favour among many regulators which have implemented TCFD 
guidelines or based new disclosure rules for market participants on its recommendations. These include the 
Singapore Exchange, Switzerland's Financial Market Supervisory Authority, the European Commission, 
several UK regulators and the Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority, which published TCFD-aligned 
guidelines on managing climate risks. 

APRA recently disclosed it was undertaking two key initiatives in the area: a prudential practice guide setting 
out APRA's expectations of entities in response to climate-related financial risk and a pilot program of 
Climate Vulnerability Assessments. 

"When companies disclose clear, consistent and accurate information on the risks they face from climate 
change, investors and business leaders can make more informed and sustainable financial decisions," Mr 
Bloomberg said. 

Pensions & Investments: More companies disclosing climate-related financial information - report I 
Link 

By Brian Croce 
October 14, 2021 

More companies around the world have disclosed climate-related financial information aligned with 
recommendations from the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, according to the latest 
TCFD status report released Thursday. 

There was a nine percentage point increase - to 32% - in companies that disclosed climate-related 
financial information aligned with TCFD recommendations, its 2021 Status Report found. TCFD reviewed 
more than 1,650 companies' 2018-2020 reports from 69 countries for its report. 

The growth was strengthened by official announcements of TC FD-aligned climate reporting requirements 
from several jurisdictions as well as support for TCFD from investors, international standard setters and 
regulators, the report said. 

For the first time since the TCFD published its recommendations in 2017, over 50% of companies reviewed 
disclosed their climate-related risks and opportunities. 



However, despite the significant progress, TCFD said overall disclosure is still lacking. 

"As governments and businesses around the world work to accelerate the transition to a clean energy 
economy, they should continue to draw on the TCFD recommendations as a critical tool in their efforts," 
said Michael R. Bloomberg, task force chairman, in a news release. 

He added, "When companies disclose clear, consistent and accurate information on the risks they face from 
climate change, investors and business leaders can make more informed and sustainable financial 
decisions. That strengthens our global economy, improves health, and helps address the climate crisis." 

Governments and organizations around the world are moving toward requiring climate disclosures through 
legislation and regulation, the TCFD noted. 

In the U.S., the Securities and Exchange Commission currently is working on a rule-making to potentially 
mandate public companies disclose climate risks. It received more than 550 unique comments on the issue 
during a comment period that ended in June. 

"There is clear and growing consensus among investors and regulators on the importance of climate-related 
disclosure and the need for standardized, transparent data to support capital allocation decisions," said 
Mary Schapiro, head of the TCFD and vice chairwoman for global public policy at Bloomberg LP, in the 
release. "As countries and companies around the world set net zero targets, the TCFD framework is 
increasingly becoming the foundation for standards and requirements needed to chart the transition to the 
low-carbon economy." 

Impact Alpha: The Brief: The British are coming for climate change, decarbonizing cities, mobility 
unicorn in India, five impact dimensions, Dutch impact ventures, countdown to COP I Link 

By Amy Cortese 
October 14, 2021 

Yawning 'ambition gap' threatens global climate summit. The International Energy Agency's World Energy 
Outlook is full of stark warnings just 18 days before a make-or-break global climate summit kicks off in 
Glasgow. Current pledges and net-zero commitments by global governments fall 80% short of what's 
needed to reach net-zero carbon emissions by 2050, an "ambition gap" of 14 gigatons of greenhouse 
gases. To stave off climate catastrophe, investment in clean energy infrastructure needs to triple, to $4 
trillion per year, by 2030. "A wave of investment in a sustainable future must be driven by an unmistakable 
signal from Glasgow," the IEA warns. 

Fossil fade. The agency declared in May that new fossil fuel investment should stop immediately. Under the 
IEA's Paris-aligned net-zero scenario, carbon prices will hit an average $250 per ton in advanced 
economies by 2050. The report, says Andrew Logan of Ceres, is "a flashing signal to all fossil fuel 
companies: Under no circumstances will the future look like business as usual." 

Corporate action. Support for the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures has grown by a third, 
to more than 2,600 organizations globally, according to the group's 2021 status report. Global regulators 
increasingly are basing policies on the framework. (The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission is 
expected to propose new mandatory disclosure rules by early 2022 and adopt them by mid-year.) Publicly 
traded companies are responsible for 40% of all greenhouse gas emissions, according to Generation 
Investment Management. 

ESG rules redux. The U.S. Department of Labor is (again) clearing the way for environmental, social and 
governance, or ESG, funds in government-regulated retirement accounts. Such accounts represent more 
than $10 trillion in assets and cover more than 140 million workers. The proposed rule, the "Prudence and 
Loyalty in Selecting Plan Investments and Exercising Shareholder Rights," reverses Trump-era guidance 
and makes clear that climate and other ESG factors fall under "a fiduciary's duty of prudence." The new 
rule "is an important step towards ending the regulatory pendulum," said US SIF's Lisa Woll. 



Professional Pensions: TCFD warns of disclosure issues despite global success I Link 
By Hope William-Smith 
October 14, 2021 

Adoption of the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosure's (TCFD) recommendations has grown 
nine percentage points from 2019 to 2020 with more than 50% of companies now disclosing their climate
related risks and opportunities. 

The TCFD's 2021 Status Report - published today (14 October) - reviewed 1,650 companies' reports from 
69 countries and jurisdictions in eight industries. 

It noted that the acceleration in the take up of the recommendations among the companies reviewed for its 
report had been bolstered by official announcements of TCFD-aligned climate reporting from several 
jurisdictions. 

It comes after mandatory climate reporting in line with TCFD recommendations came into play for UK-based 
pension schemes with assets over £5bn and all authorised master trusts at the start of this month. 

Pensions and financial inclusion minister Guy Opperman confirmed the UK was the first major economy to 
require TCFD reporting by pension schemes back in June when government brought forward regulations to 
mandate the largest schemes to assess and report on their climate change risk to investments. 

Today's update from the TCFD confirms its number of supporters is now at 2,600 across 89 countries and all 
sectors of the economy. The combined market capitalisation of TC FD-aligned companies is now over 
$25.1 trn (£18.3trn). 

The TCFD - established in 2017 by the Financial Stability Board - warned overall disclosure was still lacking 
despite the significant progress it had recorded since 2019 and the various international standards, groups, 
and campaigns also found to have boosted widespread adoption. 

Taskforce chair and Bloomberg founder Michael Bloomberg said: "The taskforce has had an exceptional 
year in rallying global support for climate risk reporting - but we still have a long way to go. As governments 
and businesses around the world work to accelerate the transition to a clean energy economy, they should 
continue to draw on the TCFD recommendations as a critical tool in their efforts." 

He continued: "When companies disclose clear, consistent and accurate information on the risks they face 
from climate change, investors and business leaders can make more informed and sustainable financial 
decisions. That strengthens our global economy, improves health, and helps address the climate crisis." 

Work in progress 
The TCFD also used its 2021 report to acknowledge that climate-related reporting had evolved since it 

initially released its recommendations four years ago. 

Two additional documents to support "decision-useful disclosure" have now been published. The revised 
2021 annex updates specific elements of implementing guidance for all sectors and supplemental guidance 
for the financial sector for certain recommended disclosures within the strategy and metrics and targets 
recommendations. 

It comes after Lombard Odier wrote an open letter to the TCFD and its portfolio alignment team (PAT) in 
August warning the aims of the Implied Temperature Rise metrics used with TCFD rules had been 
misrepresented in responses to its reports in a way that might damage industry support. 

Commenting on today's report, Lombard Odier senior managing partner Hubert Keller said: "We strongly 
support the findings of the PAT that forward-looking ESG metrics are required if we are to properly assess 
whether companies are putting in place appropriate strategies to reduce their carbon footprints. 



"The PAT report provides a thorough and invaluable reference for the proper design and construction of 
alignment methodologies and will accelerate the mainstream adoption of such metrics by the market at 
large." 

Environmental Finance: Support for TCFD has 'sky rocketed', says Schapiro I Link 
By Madeleine Jenkins 
October 14, 2021 

The Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) has seen the "greatest progress to date on 
TCFD adoption". 

In the past year, more than 1,000 new organisations have become supporters of the TCFD 
recommendations, bringing the total to over 2,600 globally. 

Mary Schapiro, former SEC Chairman and Head of the TCFD, commented that "Support for the TCFD has 
skyrocketed since our last report - our supporter base has grown by over a third." 

But she added: "Although we are enormously proud of the progress TCFD has made this year, we are still 
very far from where we need to be in terms of global implementation of the TCFD framework." 

In its annual status report, the TCFD said that disclosure increased more between 2019 and 2020 than in 
previous years, and 83 of the world's largest 100 companies now support or report in line with the TCFD's 
recommendation. 

The status report was released to coincide with the launch of new guidance on TCFD recommendations. 

After reviewing over 1,650 companies' reports, from 69 countries in eight industries, the Task Force found 
that disclosure in line with the TCFD's recommendations has accelerated over the past year and grown 
nine percentage points from 2019-2020 compared to the four percentage point growth from 2018-2019. 

TCFD announced another milestone: for the first time, over 50% of companies reviewed disclosed their 
climate-related risks and opportunities. The Task Force said this growth was prompted by new TCFD
aligned climate reporting requirements from eight jurisdictions as well endorsement by the G7, G20 and 
support for TCFD from investors, international standard setters and regulators. 

Eight jurisdictions which have announced official TC FD-aligned reporting requirements include Brazil, EU, 
Hong Kong, Japan, New Zealand, Singapore, Switzerland and the UK. 

TCFD supporters now span 89 countries and nearly all sectors of the economy, with a combined market 
capitalization of over $25.1 trillion - a 99% increase since last year. 

Schapiro said: "First, it has been an exceptional year for the support and implementation of the TCFD. 
Second, investor demand for climate disclosures is at an all-time high - and it's getting more intense. Third, 
the TCFD has put out new guidance to help companies demonstrate their plans for the transition to a net
zero economy." 

"As the findings from the fourth annual TCFD status report will show, we have come a long way. Today, the 
TCFD recommendations have been embraced as the leading global framework for climate-related 
disclosure." 

Schapiro added: "Disclosure is foundational in the battle against climate change, and the capital markets can 



be powerful forces in this fight...there can be no excuse for failing to address physical and transition climate 
risk in the conduct of business." 

Michael Bloomberg, Chair of the Task Force and founder of Bloomberg and Bloomberg Philanthropies, said: 
"The Task Force has had an exceptional year in rallying global support for climate risk reporting - but we 
still have a long way to go. As governments and businesses around the world work to accelerate the 
transition to a clean energy economy, they should continue to draw on the TCFD recommendations as a 
critical tool in their efforts." 

Environmental Finance: TCFD recommends all companies disclose Scope 3 emissions I Link 
By Madeleine Jenkins 
October 14, 2021 

The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) has released new guidance, for the first 
time in four years, with updated recommendations for Metrics and Targets, including that all companies 
disclose Scope 1, 2, and 3 GHG emissions. 

Within the new Metrics and Targets recommendations, the updated guidance elevates seven categories of 
cross-industry metrics as particularly important for assessing financial impact: 

• Absolute Scope 1, Scope 2, and Scope 3 GHG emissions, 
• Metrics on climate-related transition 
• Metrics on physical risks 
• Metrics on climate-related opportunities, 
• Capital deployment, 
• Internal carbon price, and 
• Remuneration. 
For more information, see Box 1. 

This is the first time the TCFD has released updates to the implementation guidance, initially published as 
an 'annex' alongside its in 2017 TCFD Recommendations Report. 

Mary Schapiro, former SEC Chairman and head of the TCFD, commented: "We are recommending that 
companies that have made a net-zero commitment, or agreed to meet investor expectations around 
the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions and companies that operate in a jurisdiction that has made 
a net-zero commitment, that these companies disclose credible transition plans that are aligned with 
strategy, anchored in quantitative metrics - including actionable, specific initiatives - and that they 
report their progress annually." 

The Task Force's recommendations on climate-related financial disclosures are structured around four 
thematic areas that "represent core elements of how companies operate": governance, strategy, risk 
management, and metrics and targets. 

Its updated strategy recommendations include: 

• For Banks, expanded definition of carbon-related assets to include energy, materials and 
buildings, transportation, and agriculture, food, and forest products. 
• For all companies, there were revisions to more explicitly address disclosure of actual financial 
impacts on organisations as well as key information on organisations' plans for transitioning to a 
low-carbon economy (transition plans). 
• For all companies, there were revisions to more explicitly address disclosure of potential 
financial impacts on organisations. 



The updated metrics and targets recommendations include: 

• Revisions to more explicitly address disclosure of metrics consistent with cross-industry, climate
related metric categories for current, historical, and future periods, where appropriate. 
• For financial companies, added disclosure of the extent to which relevant activities are aligned with 
a well below 2°C scenario. 
• For all companies, revised disclosure of Scope 1 and Scope 2 GHG emissions to be independent of 
a materiality assessment. 
• For all companies, revisions to encourage disclosure of Scope 3 GHG emissions. 
• For financial companies, added disclosure of GHG emissions for relevant assets or business 
activities, where data and methodologies allow. 
• For all companies, added disclosure of targets consistent with cross-industry, climate-related metric 
categories, where relevant. 
• For all companies, added disclosure of interim targets, where available, for organisations disclosing 
medium-term or long-term targets. 
• There are no changes to TCFD recommendations on governance and risk management. 

Mara Childress, the FSB TCFD Secretariat and Director of global public policy at Bloomberg, said the new 
guidance "reinforces key characteristics of effective disclosure of climate-related targets, including the 
importance of interim targets." 

The TCFD has also released a status report, revealing significant progress in company reports and 
increased participation, but found that "overall disclosure is still lacking." 

Environmental Finance: TCFD-based guidance targets overhaul of 'opaque' portfolio alignment 
models I Link 

By Michael Hurley 
October 14, 2021 

Best practice guidance for the financial sector to assess future alignment of investment and lending with the 
goals of the Paris Agreement has been published, after a team of financial institutions and researchers 
convened by Mark Carney labelled some existing approaches "opaque". 

The former governor of the Bank of England and current finance advisor for COP26 and UN special envoy 
for climate action established the Portfolio Alignment Team last year, "to catalyse progress in the analysis 
and use of portfolio alignment metrics as part of the COP26 Private Finance Agenda". 

The group, led by David Blood, senior partner of Generation Investment Management, comprises 
representatives from nine institutions: Bank of America; BBVA; BlackRock; the UK Treasury's COP26 
Private Finance Hub; Generation Investment Management; Goldman Sachs; HSBC; McKinsey; and Oliver 
Wyman. 

The guidance comes in a technical report requested by the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD). The TCFD today published an amendment to its supplemental guidance for the 
financial sector, recommending that all financial institutions disclose the alignment of their activities with a 
"well-below 2°C" scenario. 

The PAT said its report "may help financial institutions apply this TCFD guidance". 

The report incorporates feedback received on the PAT's public consultation, which ran from 7 June to 18 
July, "and expands on and supersedes" the previous report, it said. 



Pascal Christory, group CIO at AXA, said the PAT's report "provides useful technical hints to help asset 
owners think how to measure investment-related climate neutrality, and will reduce the risks of 
greenwashing associated with loosely defined Implied Temperature Rise (ITR) models". 

Its 80-page report, Measuring Portfolio Alignment Technical Considerations, presents emerging best 
practice for building 'portfolio alignment' tools and producing forward-looking measurements of financial 
portfolio alignment with the goals of the Paris Agreement. It also identifies future research priorities where 
the field is not yet mature enough to identify best practice. 

"This report is not a definitive guide to the optimal technical approach to portfolio alignment tool design," its 
authors write. 

It finds that there are currently "many ... often divergent and sometimes opaque," portfolio alignment metrics 
available. The PAT said its report aims to foster convergence of approaches around 26 best practice 
recommendations (see box). 

The PAT recommends that all financial institutions should measure and disclose the alignment of their 
portfolios with the goals of the Paris Agreement and incorporate forward-looking metrics in their internal 
management processes. 

It suggests financial institutions use a single-scenario approach, "as they are simpler to implement, easier to 
interpret, and more transparent with regard to assumptions and their effect on results" than approaches 
which incorporate several different temperature warming scenarios. 

The PAT says regulators and standard-setters should come together to drive increased harmonisation on 
core climate-related disclosures, and that these efforts "should consider disclosure needs specifically for 
the portfolio alignment use case". 

The group consulted 11 of "the world's foremost portfolio alignment method providers, in addition to multiple 
expert academics and practitioners", including 2° Investing Initiative (2011), Arabesque, Barclays, 
Carbone4, CPR Asset Management, Lombard Odier, London Stock Exchange Group, MSCI, right. based 
on science, S&P Trucost, and Science-Based Targets initiative (SBTi). 

The PAT says portfolio alignment tools provide a benchmark not only of present-day emissions of assets but 
also their forecasted future emissions, which take into account a variety of parameters such as company 
transition plans. They therefore help financial institutions measure how well the counterparties they finance 
are transitioning, and in turn the extent to which their portfolios are aligned with the objective of the Paris 
Agreement to limit global temperature rise to 1.5°C. 

Several high-profile institutions have begun disclosing the alignment of their portfolios, for example, the Bank 
of England, insurer Axa and Japan's Government Pension Investment Fund (GPIF), the authors write. 
These organisations used ITR metrics, one type of portfolio alignment metrics that translate the alignment 
assessment as a temperature score that describes the most likely global warming outcome if the global 
economy was to exhibit the same level of alignment or misalignment as the company/portfolio in question. 

The authors continue: "Well-designed metrics reflect sectoral and geographical abilities to decarbonise - a 
portfolio focused on advanced economies should be assessed against more demanding benchmarks than 
one focused on developing countries." 

The PAT report also highlights the need for continued improvement in emissions data and scenarios - "the 
two key ingredients for advanced portfolio alignment metrics," they add. 

Carney commented on the report in a press release: 'To limit global warming to 1.5°C, countries, companies 
and projects that are on the path to net zero need capital. Portfolio alignment metrics equip financial 



institutions, and their stakeholders, with a forward-looking view of how well aligned lending and investments 
are with science-based pathways to net zero." 

Mary Schapiro, head of the TCFD secretariat, said: "We welcome the release of the PAT's report on portfolio 
alignment metrics, which is complementary to the TCFD's own work on metrics, targets, and transition 
plans." 

Hubert Keller, co-senior managing partner at Lombard Odier Investment Managers, said: "Whereas most 
other backward-looking approaches at best help us understand the scale of the problem, ITR metrics can 
help us define the potential for real reductions in emissions across sectors and industries. The use of these 
metrics offers a common frame of reference, and will be vital in encouraging the deployment of capital to 
transitioning leaders in climate-relevant sectors, as opposed to merely allocating capital away from these 
vital industries. 

"Our metric is closely aligned to the PAT team's findings and we are developing products that specifically 
leverage these new capabilities as part of broader efforts to assess financial exposure to the climate 
transition." 

Jakob Thomae, managing director, Germany, at 2011, said: "We hope the next phase of the work will focus 
on connecting alignment methodologies to real world emission reductions." 

The PAT will be disbanded following the publication, and a Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ) 
working group on portfolio alignment will assume its work. 

Investment and Pensions Europe: Experts deliver portfolio alignment metrics guidance pre-GFANZ 
take-up I Link 

By Susanna Rust 
October 14, 2021 
A group of experts established by Mark Carney, in his capacity as UN special envoy for climate and finance, 
has finalised best practice guidance on portfolio alignment metrics to support a new recommendation for 
investors from the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). 

In connection with its latest annual status report, the TCFD today published an update to its 2017 
implementation guidance, which now includes a recommendation that investors and lenders disclose the 
alignment of their activities with a well-below 2°C global warming scenario. 

Accompanying the TCFD's publications today is the final report from the Portfolio Alignment Team (PAT), 
which was established by Carney in 2020 to catalyse progress in the analysis and use of portfolio 
alignment metrics. 

The report, the PAT said, "aims to foster convergence of approaches around 26 best practice 
recommendations, and increase the transparency of methodological choices". 

The PAT will now be disbanded and transfer its work to the Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero 
(GFANZ), a major finance sector coalition representing over $90trn (€77.5trn) of assets across banks, 
investors and others. 

"It's a hugely exciting moment that this work is now being carried on within GFANZ," said Edward Mason, 
director of engagement at Generation Investment Management and staff lead for the portfolio alignment 
workstream in GFANZ. "Portfolio alignment metrics are a really significant tool for investors as they pursue 
their net-zero goals." 

Mason's colleague, David Blood, senior partner at Generation, was head of the PAT. 



Softer on ITR 

The final PAT report and TCFD recommendation incorporate some key changes in response to consultation 
feedback. The recommendation from the TCFD, for example, no longer states that investors should 
"incorporate forward-looking alignment metrics into their target-setting frameworks and management 
processes". 

Instead, it states that asset managers and asset owners should use "whichever approach or metrics best 
suit their organisational context or capabilities". 

In a similar vein, the PAT amended its recommendations regarding tool choice to ensure these did not 
suggest that all institutions move towards an implied temperature rise (ITR) metric in the long term. 

ITRs are a relatively new tool and have been the subject of heated debate, although they are being used by 
organisations such as AXA and Japan's Government Pension Investment Fund. 

Pascal Christory, group CIO at AXA Group, said the metric enabled it to identify transition models and their 
impact on climate change, but that the ITR metric needed methodological convergence. 

"That is why we support the TCFD-commissioned work on portfolio alignment tools, presented in the PAT's 
report published today," he said. 

"It provides useful technical hints to help asset owners think how to measure investment-related climate 
neutrality, and will reduce the risks of greenwashing associated with loosely defined ITR models." 

Other changes made by PAT included adding a suggestion that investors use 1.5°C scenarios for their 
alignment activities, and that they follow Science-Based Targets initiative standards on scenario choice as 
minimum criteria. 

TCFD updates for corporates 

For its part, the TCFD today also released new guidance for companies to disclose their plans for a net-zero 
transition in line with the Paris Agreement, including disclosure of seven categories of cross-industry 
metrics like Scope 1, 2 and 3 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. 

The TCFD is now saying that absolute Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions be disclosed regardless of materiality. 
It continues to encourage Scope 3 emission disclosures, but says this is subject to a materiality 
assessment. 

"When you consider the disclosure around transition plans, a lot of that will capture Scope 3 emissions as 
well, so we think we're narrowing the universe of companies that won't also be disclosing Scope 3," Mary 
Schapiro, head of the TCFD and vice chair for global public policy at Bloomberg LP., told journalists 
yesterday. 

Welcoming the TCFD publications today, the Financial Stability Board said the framework had become a 
widely supported basis for climate-related reporting, most recently through jurisdictional initaitives to make 
such disclosurs mandatory or promote voluntary implementation, as well as through the IFRS Foundation's 
work to develop a baseline global sustainability reporting standard. 

"As the IFRS Foundation advances its work, there is an important continuing role for the TCFD in monitoring 
and reporting on take-up of its recommendations in the period until a global baseline standard is agreed 
and the implementation of that standard across jurisdictions begins to be monitored," it said. 



L'AGEFI: Climate Task Force streamlines reporting recommendations I Link (originally in French) 
By Tuba Raqshan 
October 14, 2021 

The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) wants to facilitate the climate reporting 
work of companies and asset managers. On October 14, it announced several changes to its 
recommendations. First of all, companies are no longer encouraged to carry out an external materiality 
audit of published scope 1 and scope 2 data on greenhouse gas emissions, i.e. information on direct and 
indirect emissions from their production. 

This also applies to asset managers and institutional investors, who can now include carbon footprint 
information in reports to clients and beneficiaries without this materiality assessment. 

According to the TCFO, this should encourage all companies to disclose this data. "Scope 1 and 2 emissions 
data is fundamental information for understanding the global greenhouse gas emissions picture. All 
companies should publish their scope 1 and 2 emissions, which is not very difficult to obtain. This 
information is fundamental for policymakers, regulators, companies and investors who want to better 
understand their climate risk exposures," says Mary Schapiro, former chair of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission, the U.S. securities regulator, and now head of the TCFD secretariat. 

The task force has also asked financial institutions to report on the extent to which their activities are aligned 
with a global warming scenario well below 2°c. They are also asked to disclose their greenhouse gas 
emissions for relevant assets or business activities, where data and methodologies allow. 

For scope data, which covers emissions from the rest of the value chain, the TCFD has not changed its 
recommendation. According to the head of the TCFD, the data related to operations financed by financial 
institutions covers a significant part of the scope 3 universe. 

These updates follow a public consultation conducted this summer, which aimed to improve these 
recommendations. In particular, it was found that only one in five professionals responsible for preparing 
this data included details on climate impact in financial performance. The main barriers to publishing this 
information were lack of expertise and resources, difficulty accessing relevant data, and selection or 
application of methodologies. The information reviewed focused on potential financial impacts rather than 
actual financial impacts. The new TCFO recommendations are therefore also intended to address these 
existing gaps and ensure that users of these data have access to useful information. 

MEDIA AND TECH POOR PERFORMERS IN CLIMATE REPORTING 

Since its launch in 2017, adoption of the recommendations has accelerated sharply, the TCFD said. The 
task force examined the annual reports of 1,651 listed companies worldwide over the past three years to 
gauge their adherence to its recommendations. Despite an increase in the integration of this information 
into companies' non-financial reporting between 2019 and 2020, one in three companies was limited to 
publishing climate-related financial information aligned with the TCFO recommendations. 

Information on climate-related risks and opportunities is the most likely to be disclosed, while data on 
company resilience under various climate scenarios is the least disclosed. Governance-related information 
is also poorly disclosed, with 25% reporting on board oversight and 18% reporting on details of 
management's role in assessing and managing climate risks and opportunities. 

At the sector level, companies in the materials and construction sectors lead the way in adopting the 
recommendations, with 38% participating in this TCFD reporting ( +12 points in one year). Less carbon
intensive sectors, such as technology and media, occupy the last place with an average of 16% of 
companies volunteering (+4 points). Geographically, Japan leads with 527 participants, followed by the UK 
(384), the US (345), Australia (125) and France (117). 



The TCFD now has more than 2,600 members worldwide, including 1,069 financial institutions that manage 
$194 trillion (€167 trillion). 

The Straits Times: Firms quickly adopting climate risk reporting, global task force says I Link 
By David Fogarty 
October 14, 2021 

A rapidly growing number of companies and regulators this year adopted a global standard for reporting 
climate-related business risks, helping investors and governments better understand the threats and costs 
from climate impacts and polluting practices. 

On Thursday (Oct 14), the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) said more than 
2,600 organisations have endorsed its recommendations, an increase of more than 70 per cent fromlast 
year. 

Market capitalisation of the organisations totalled US$25 trillion (S$34 trillion), with assets of US$194 trillion 
across 89 countries. 

Japan had the highest number of supporters at 527, the task force said in its annual status report, while 
Singapore had just under 50, including OCBC, Temasek, CapitaLand and Sembcorp Industries. 

Increasingly banks, regulators, investors and ordinary shareholders want to know what sort of risks 
companies face from more extreme weather. They also want data on how polluting companies are and 
what financial risks they face if they don't cut emissions. 

For example, the growing trend ofputting a price on carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions means higher costs for 
polluting firms. Greener firms tend to do better and also be more attractive to investors and customers in 
terms of products and services. 

"Disclosure is foundational to the battle against climate change and the capital markets can be powerful 
forces in this fight," said Ms Mary Schapiro, head of the TCFD secretariat and a former chair of the US 
Securities and Exchange Commission. 

When markets have the information to accurately price the financial impacts of climate change, money will 
shift towards firms that do less harm to the environment. 

"But this virtuous circle cannot happen without critical information on how companies are managing the 
effects of a warming planet," she said. 

The TCFD is all about transparency and the idea is for companies to incorporate climate risk - and 
opportunity - assessments as part of their regular reporting. 

Companies might attract investments if they plan to transition to less polluting ways of doing business, such 
as cutting emissions from their supply chains, making their factories more efficient and less wasteful, and 
using green energy, not fossil fuel power. 

The TCFD outlines a series of areas for reporting recommendations and guidelines for the organisations that 
join. 

These include governance, such as describing the board's oversight on climate-related risks and 
opportunities; strategy of dealing with short, medium and long-term risks and opportunities; how the firm is 
managing risks; measuring and reporting emissions related to the business; and internal performance 
targets to cut risks and maximise the benefits of going green. 



Since the task force started in 2017, its recommendations have rapidly become an accepted standard and it 
is now supported by the Group of Seven and Group of 20 nations. 

To date, 12 governments and dozens of central banks and regulators have formally expressed support for 
the TCFD recommendations. 

In August this year, Singapore Exchange Regulation, the regulatory arm of the Singapore Exchange, 
proposed to make climate-related disclosures mandatory for companies from Jan 1, 2023, starting with key 
sectors, including finance and transportation, and expanding to most industries in 2024. Company 
disclosures would be in accordance with the TCFD. 

Ms Schapiro said the rapid growth in support was due in part to the surge in extreme weather events, 
consumer and investor pressure as well as the push from regulators to get a better handle on climate risk 
to businesses. 

Corporate strategy, supply chain logistics, capital spending risk management, mergers and acquisitions, 
investor relations, boardroom governance and executive remuneration all require consideration of climate 
change, she noted. 

"Not only as a risk to manage but an opportunity to seize," she said. "The point is being driven home 
virtually daily somewhere in the world that climate change is impacting our environment in ways that are 
very dangerous, make it difficult for companies for their supply chains, for their operations, for their 
employees to be successful," she added. 

South China Morning Post: Climate change: Hong Kong companies face challenge as global 
guidance on reporting greenhouse gas emissions change I Link 

By Martin Choi 
October 14, 2021 

The Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) released new guidance asking companies 
to change the way they report their emissions 

It is a tall order for businesses in Hong Kong because there is a lack of guidance on how to approach the 
recommendations in general, according to analysts 

The Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) has released new guidance asking 
companies to change the way they report their greenhouse gas emissions, posing a challenge for 
businesses in Hong Kong as the city aims to align its listed firms with the framework by 2025. 

The international organisation of 32 members, set up by the Basel-based Financial Stability Board in 2015 to 
develop guidelines for voluntary climate-related financial disclosures across industries, updated its 
implementation guidance on Thursday for the first time since the recommendations were launched four 
years ago. 

In the revised guidelines, the task force asks that companies disclose their carbon emissions independently 
of a "materiality assessment", meaning regardless of whether they think it is relevant or significant for their 
investors or stakeholders. 

It is a tall order for businesses in Hong Kong because there is a lack of guidance on how to approach the 
TCFD recommendations in general, according to analysts. 

The new guidance applies to "Scope 1 and Scope 2 GHG (greenhouse gas) emissions". 
Scope 1 emissions are direct emissions from the company's activities or those under its control, while scope 
2 refers to indirect emissions from its consumption of electricity, heat, or steam, according to the TCFD. 



"We felt that the technology and methodologies are there to evaluate scope 1 and 2 emissions, and that the 
time had come to go forward and require it," said Mary Schapiro, head of the TCFD Secretariat in a media 
briefing on Wednesday. 

"We believe it is foundational to understanding where companies are in transition, where jurisdictions are in 
the transition, and what's the concentration of carbon-related assets in the economy that could actually 
have financial stability implications." 

Some 28 companies and financial institutions in Hong Kong, including insurance giant AIA and Hong Kong 
Exchanges and Clearing (HKEX) that runs the stock exchange, have signed up to support the TCFD 
recommendations, according to its website. 

"Setting metrics and targets for Scope 1 and 2 [greenhouse gas emissions] is a daunting exercise, especially 
as it involves knowledge of the supply chain, where data is limited," said Elsa Pau, founder and CEO of 
BlueOnion, which runs a financial portal that tracks sustainability data on 8,000 companies and 147,000 
funds. 

"Companies will only start taking climate reporting seriously when they see risks on their share prices and 
profits due to systemic climate risk issues, such as carbon price risk across operating geographies, and we 
need investors, including asset managers' demands to keep reporting up." 

Companies in Hong Kong are also struggling to determine the right starting point to meet the TCFD's 
recommendations, said Mohit Grover, Deloitte Hong Kong partner, and leader of the climate and 
sustainability team. 

'To start with there is a lack of education on the topic at the board level, a shortage of time for boards to 
consider these issues and a potential lack of motivation," said Grover. 

"In the short term, it is hard to determine the business advantage on being a leader on managing climate 
risks. 

"There are clear indications that implementation will take place over time, but there is still much peer 
learning to be done on how to apply and report against the TCFD recommendations." 

The TCFD's guidance was published in 2017, requiring scenario planning for different levels of global 
warming, and the disclosure of both medium- and long-term emissions targets. 

International standard setters and regulators have expressed support for aligning their efforts with the TCFD 
guidelines, including the G7 and G20 finance ministers and central bank governors, and the European 
Commission. 

In Hong Kong, a cross-regulatory agency steering group led by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and the 
Securities and Futures Commission announced in December that it aims to align listed firms' climate
related disclosures with TCFD recommendations by 2025. 

Since last September, the number of companies globally supporting the TCFD recommendations has grown 
by over a third, bringing the total to over 2,600. They now span 89 countries and nearly all sectors of the 
economy, with a combined market capitalisation of over US$25.1 trillion - a 99 per cent increase since last 
year, according to the task force's 2021 status report, also released on Thursday. 

The Business Times: TCFD adoption grows, with support from companies worth over US$25t 
combined I Link 

By Rapahel Lim 
October 14, 2021 



MORE companies are showing their support for the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
(TCFD), and disclosures in line with the task force's recommendations have also increased more between 
2019 and 2020 than in previous years. 

These findings were published in the TCFD's 2021 status report on Thursday (Oct 14), and the task force 
also announced new guidance on certain recommended disclosures in its framework. 

Since the previous status report last year, the TCFD said the number of supporters has grown by more than 
1,000 new organisations to over 2,600 worldwide. 

The combined market capitalisation of TCFD supporters - over US$25 trillion - is nearly double from a year 
earlier. Financial institutions make up around 40 per cent of the TCFD supporters and these companies are 
responsible for some US$194 trillion in assets, up from US$150 trillion last year. 

"The task force has had an exceptional year in rallying global support for climate risk reporting - but we still 
have a long way to go," said Michael Bloomberg, chair of the TCFD and founder of Bloomberg. "As 
governments and businesses around the world work to accelerate the transition to a clean energy 
economy, they should continue to draw on the TCFD recommendations as a critical tool in their efforts." 

The TCFD was established in 2015 by the Financial Stability Board, with a goal to develop consistent 
climate-related financial risk disclosures for use by companies, banks and investors. The recommendations 
were published in mid-2017, structured around 4 themes: governance, strategy, risk management and 
metrics and targets; and 11 recommended disclosures. 

In its fourth status report released on Thursday, the task force used artificial intelligence technology to 
review over 1,650 public companies' reports and found that disclosure in line with TCFD recommendations 
has accelerated, growing 9 percentage points from 2019 to 2020, more than in any previous year 
assessed. 

"However, significant progress is still needed as an average of only one in three companies reviewed 
disclosed climate-related information aligned with the TCFD recommendations," the report noted. 
Disclosure of TCFD-aligned information was at 32 per cent across the companies analysed, based on the 
average score across the 11 recommended disclosures. 

The task force noted that growth was bolstered by official announcements of TCFD-aligned climate reporting 
requirements from several jurisdictions as well as support from investors, international standard setters and 
regulators. 

In this year alone, official entities in eight jurisdictions have referenced the TCFD in announcements to 
require climate-related reporting, the task force noted. Singapore is among the jurisdictions where 
authorities have looked towards the TCFD recommendations. 

Singapore Exchange Regulation proposed a roadmap in August towards mandatory climate-related 
disclosures for listed issuers based on the recommendations of the TCFD. In May, the Green Finance 
Industry Taskforce, convened by the Monetary Authority of Singapore, also published an implementation 
guide for climate-related disclosures by financial institutions, which adopts the TCFD's recommendations as 
"the guiding framework for disclosure". 

Mary Schapiro, head of the TCFD, said: "There is clear and growing consensus among investors and 
regulators on the importance of climate-related disclosure and the need for standardised, transparent data 
to support capital allocation decisions." 

Europe remained the leading region for companies making disclosures, while Asia Pacific was second. 



Schapiro noted that it is not surprising that Europe is in the lead, as the European Commission has been 
aggressive about climate reporting, but Asian countries are also catching up. 

"In fact, the highest number of TCFD supporters are in Japan," she said. "And we have seen the 
Singaporean government and the Hong Kong government be very forward leaning about mandatory climate 
risk disclosure based on TCFD, New Zealand as well." 

She added: "Parts of the world are moving at different paces, but I think everybody is gaining speed, and I 
think we will actually have convergence globally around climate risk disclosure in the not very distant 
future." 

With climate-related reporting evolving since the initial recommendations in 2017, the TCFD has also 
unveiled fresh guidance on Thursday. The key recommendations and recommended disclosures have not 
changed, but updates have been made to the implementation guidance in the annex. 

The revised annex updates specific elements of the implementing guidance for all sectors, and supplemental 
guidance for the financial sector, for certain recommended disclosures within the Strategy and Metrics and 
Targets recommendations. 

"To help drive comparability in reporting, the updated guidance elevates seven categories of cross-industry 
metrics as particularly important for assessing financial impact: Scope 1, Scope 2, and Scope 3 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, metrics on climate-related transition and physical risks and 
opportunities, capital deployment, internal carbon price, and remuneration," TCFD said. 

The task force now recommends all organisations disclose Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions independent of a 
materiality assessment, while Scope 3 GHG emissions would still be subject to materiality. 

The TCFD also published a guidance on metrics, targets, and transition plans, "to further support financial 
statement preparers in disclosing decision-useful information and linking those disclosures with estimates 
of financial impacts". 

This information can help users better assess their investment, lending, and underwriting risks - and inform 
paths and progress toward net zero, TCFD noted. 

Schapiro said: "Although we are enormously proud of the progress the TCFD has made this year, we are still 
very far from where we need to be in terms of global implementation of the framework." 

The task force hopes governments will consider reporting requirements built around the TCFD framework to 
unite global efforts on comparable, consistent, climate reporting, she added. 

"Without a healthy planet, there can be no healthy economy, the private sector must act now and meet the 
moment for their own benefit, and more importantly for the benefit of generations to come." 

Eco-Business: Companies, investors should brace for mandatory climate-risk disclosure I Link 
By Gillian Parker 
October 14, 2021 

Sustainability disclosure is now the top of the agenda for the world's largest investors, companies and 
regulators in almost every major market. Despite that, overall disclosure is "still lacking" according to 
climate-risk task force. 

Organisations that are resisting disclosing how climate change may affect their business, and what they are 
doing to fight it, should anticipate mandatory measures to do so. A growing number of countries are 



pushing companies and financial institutions to report their climate-related risk on a mandatory rather than 
a voluntary basis, the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) said on Thursday. 

For the first time, the TCFD has updated some aspects of its reporting standard superseding the 2017 
Annex, from carbon footprints to climate-risk management. The task force encourages "all organisations to 
implement these recommendations" in anticipation of climate-related issues being determined as material 
to a firm's balance sheet. 

So far, companies have cherry-picked methodologies with reporting seldom revealing anything about future 
risks to a company's bottom line, where climate risks largely sit. In an attempt to synthesise the alphabet 
soup of climate-related financial standards and establish a definitive standard, the industry-led TCFD was 
set up in 2015, by the Financial Stability Board, a global group of regulators. 

Vv'hat has changed? 
The TCFD has not modified its four overarching recommendations on governance, strategy, risk 
management, and metrics and targets or the 11 associated recommended disclosures; however, it has 
updated the guidance for all sectors, asking for more robust reporting on how climate risk will affect a 
company's bottom line. 

The revised guidelines, published on Thursday as part of a trilogy of reports, now ask organisations to 
disclose their greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions independent of a materiality assessment. This addition 
obliges every company, regardless of sector, to report their carbon emissions. 

The reporting standard has also been revised to encourage the disclosure of Scope 3 GHG emissions, 
defined as indirect emissions that occur in the value chain of the reporting company, including both 
upstream and downstream. 

Scope 3 GHG emissions have received increasing attention in recent years. As companies' and jurisdictions' 
commitments to reduce GHG emissions-both direct and indirect-to net-zero continues to grow; investors, 
lenders and insurance underwriters want insight into value chain GHG emissions and how they could be 
affected by such commitments. 

Vv'hile Scope 3 is harder to measure, it can easily account for most of a company's carbon footprint. A report 
from carbon measurement firm CDP, published earlier this year, found that emissions from a company's 
supply chain are on average 11.4 times higher than its operational emissions. 

For banks, insurance companies, asset owners and managers, disclosure is required to ensure that 
business activities such as lending and investment strategies are aligned to a "well below 2°c scenario". 
Banks specifically are now required to include non-financial groups that may constitute as a carbon-related 
asset. 

The task force recognises organisations may need time to implement some of these changes, especially in 
areas where methodologies are being developed or refined and data availability is limited. 

Vv'ho should disclose? 
Ideally, every firm should disclose climate-related financial risk, the task force has said, given that climate
related risks are relevant to all organisations. In anticipation of climate-related issues being determined as 
material in the near future, organisations should begin to disclose climate-related risks and opportunities 
outside financial filings, the task force said in its annex report. 

To date, 12 governments and dozens of central banks, supervisors and regulators have formally expressed 
support for the TCFD recommendations with more than 2,600 organisations endorsing them, an increase of 
over 70 per cent since last year, according to the TCFD. Supporters span 89 countries and nearly all 
sectors of the economy, with a combined market capitalisation of over US$25.1 trillion. 



"There is clear and growing consensus among investors and regulators of the importance of climate-related 
disclosure and the need for standardised, transparent data to support capital allocation decisions," said 
Mary Schapiro, head of the TCFD and vice chair for Global Public Policy at Bloomberg LP. 

Regulators are in favour of the TCFD's efforts as the framework focuses on material risks rather than 
environmental impacts and how companies plan to mitigate them in the future. This includes stress-testing 
a company's strategy against scenarios including temperature rise and higher carbon prices. 

Regulators in Brazil, the European Union, Hong Kong, Japan, New Zealand, Singapore, Switzerland and the 
United Kingdom have said they plan to make climate-related disclosures mandatory. So have stock 
exchanges in Singapore, Hong Kong, London and South Korea. 

The Singapore Exchange announced in August that publicly traded companies in the city-state would be 
required to disclose their climate risk under internationally recommended guidelines, starting as early as 
fiscal year 2022 under its proposed roadmap. Disclosure will become mandatory in 2023 for companies in 
key industries including finance and transportation, and in most industries in by 2024. 

Under pressure from their clients and regulators, financial firms are also in favour, making up just under half 
of the companies that back the TCFD's recommendations. Together they hold assets worth over US$194 
trillion. 

"Significant progress is still needed" 
Disclosure increased more between 2019 and 2020 than in any previous year assessed in-line with global 
momentum around climate related reporting. Despite the record growth of companies jumping on the TCFD 
bandwagon, many "continue to struggle to quantify the impacts of climate change, and to source the data 
they need to fully assess the threats of a changing climate," TCFD chairman, Michael R. Bloomberg, said in 
the 2021 Status Report. 

An average of only one in three companies reviewed by the task force disclosed climate-relate information 
aligned with the TCFD recommendations. Disclosure of the resilience of companies' strategies under 
different climate-related scenarios did see a significant increase, but it continues to be the lowest of all 
recommended disclosures. 

Materials and buildings companies now lead on disclosure, while groups "seen" to be less carbon intensive, 
for instance technology and media companies, disclose less. The task force found that generally, it can be 
challenging to secure buy-in to disclose the result of financial impact analyses, particularly where 
"disclosure is not mandated". A lack of confidence in data, methodologies and assumptions is also 
hindering target setting and climate-risk disclosure. 

Geographically, Asia Pacific comes second to Europe for disclosure rate. Nevertheless, the region could 
improve in its disclosure of climate-related targets, the status report said. In regions where climate reporting 
is more mainstream, firms are experiencing a competitive advantage in being an early mover on disclosure. 
In carbon-intensive sectors, where investors have been concerned by speculation regarding potential 
stranded assets: "Some ... felt that proactively disclosing allowed them to control the conversation around 
their organisation and avoid speculation," the report said. 

lnsideEPA: As SEC Crafts Mandatory Rules, Key Group Urges Scope 1,2 GHG Disclosure I Link 
By Abigail Mihaly 
October 14, 2021 

An industry-led group that has developed a voluntary framework for disclosing climate risks is now urging 
companies to disclose so-called scope 1 and 2 greenhouse gas emissions, while not requiring the 
disclosure of scope 3 emissions tied to consumers' actions. 



The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) is detailing these and other 
recommendations in an Oct. 14 update to its guidance on companies' climate disclosures, a move that 
could provide a blueprint for proposed requirements from the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) 
expected in the coming months. 

Strengthening its 2017 recommendations on the topic, TCFD now says companies should disclose all scope 
1 and 2 GHG emissions. The group's updated guidelines also "encourage" disclosure of scope 3 
emissions, the framework only requires them if such information is "material" to average investors. 

The recommendations define scope 1 emissions as those tied to "owned or controlled sources," while 
emissions from the "generation of purchased energy" would fall under the scope 2 definition. By contrast, 
scope 3 emissions refer to those that are "the result of activities from assets not owned or controlled by the 
reporting organization, but that the organization indirectly impacts in its value chain," according to the EPA 
definition. 

In the case of an oil company, for example, scope 1 emissions would come from a driller's direct operations, 
while scope 3 GHG emissions would be tied to consumers' use of the company's fuel and represent by far 
the largest part of its overall carbon footprint. 

Requiring disclosure of scope 3 emissions could significantly boost a given company's total perceived 
contribution to climate change and in turn heighten pressure from investors and others for the company to 
take steps to limit emissions. And, scope 3 emissions are widely understood as more challenging to 
calculate. 

Mary Schapiro, TCFD head and vice chair for global public policy at Bloomberg, said during an Oct. 13 press 
call to preview the group's new recommendations that scope 1 and 2 emissions make up "foundational 
information" for policymakers, regulators, companies and investors in understanding a company's exposure 
to climate risk. 

"We need to understand the global state of greenhouse gas emissions," she said of the new guidelines, 
adding that the data is "is not that hard to acquire." 

Further, 70 percent of stakeholders the group surveyed in two public consultations in October 2020 and 
June 2021 supported the change. 

Regarding the group's decision not to press for mandated scope 3 disclosures, Mara Childress, another 
Bloomberg executive on the TCFD board, said that scope 3 GHG emissions don't necessarily make up the 
"key information" to understand every company's exposure to climate risk and said the task force didn't 
want to pile on unnecessary burdens. 

Schapiro, who served as SEC chairwoman during the first term of the Obama administration, added that 
other aspects of the TCFD guidelines detail disclosures that often overlap with scope 3 emissions, such as 
TCFD's updated guidance on disclosing transition plans. 

SEC officials have not announced details such as specific categories or metrics for disclosures, though they 
have said they're looking to the TCFD and other frameworks for guidance. 

"It is my fervent hope that the SEC will follow the lead of the rest of the world in using the TCFD as the 
foundation for its rules," Schapiro said, noting that each jurisdictions' mandates should be tailored to local 
politics, market structures and industries. 

Additionally, the Federal Reserve may soon offer climate risk guidelines for banks. Schapiro said the Fed is 
"very actively" considering the potential impacts of climate risks on financial stability. 

Other Issues 



This year, TCFD released updated disclosure guidance along with its annual status report. The new 
guidance aims to provide more detailed tools to companies compiling disclosures. 

In addition to its push for scope 1 and 2 GHG data, the new guidance also details key components for 
disclosing a company's emissions and other climate targets. TCFD now recommends that all companies 
disclose targets and interim targets consistent with "cross-industry, climate-related metric categories." 
Specifically, the group says disclosures should be linked to relevant metrics, quantified, and reported 
annually, among other characteristics. 

It also pushes for more detailed transition plans, in which companies explain to an investors and regulators 
their business strategy as they brace for low-carbon economy. 

In terms of climate metrics, the guidance floats seven categories of disclosure: "GHG emissions"; "transition 
and physical risks"; "climate-related opportunities"; "capital deployment" -- meaning "the amount of capital 
expenditure, financing, or investment deployed toward climate-related risks and opportunities"; "internal 
carbon prices"; and "remuneration," which is defined as the proportion "of executive management 
remuneration linked to climate considerations." 

A company could, for example, disclose transition risk metrics including the volume of real estate collaterals 
highly exposed to transition risk and the concentration of credit exposure to carbon-related assets; and 
physical risk metrics like the number and value of mortgage loans in 100-year flood zones and the 
wastewater treatment capacity located in 1 00-year flood zones for physical metrics, according to 
appendixes that provided examples for each category. 

Meanwhile, TCFD is also releasing a new version of its 2017 Annex which provides supplemental guidance 
for the financial sector and other specific components of TCFD suggestions. 

For example, in terms of strategy, banks are asked to expand their "definition of carbon-related assets to 
include energy, materials and buildings, transportation, and agriculture, food and forest products." In terms 
of transition plans, all companies are encouraged to more explicitly disclose actual financial impacts on 
organizations. 

Status Update 

Overall TCFD's annual status report is finding that climate risk disclosure is on the rise, noting that 
disclosures increased more between 2019 and 2020 than any previous year. 

For the first time, over half -- 52% - of the companies in TCFD's review disclosed their climate-related 
physical and transition "risks and opportunities." TCFD was created by the Financial Stability Board in 
2015. 

Most companies in the analysis this year -- 75% -- were aligned with at least one category of TCFD 
recommendations, but not all categories of disclosure were equally popular. For example, just 13% of 
companies included "resilience of strategy," which describes "how resilient a company's strategies are to 
climate-related risks and opportunities" in the face of a transition to a lower-carbon economy, according to 
the 2017 guidance. 

"Despite significant progress, overall disclosure is still lacking," Schapiro said. She explained that as data is 
becoming more sophisticated and more available, investors are demanding detailed disclosures. 

Europe is leading the charge on climate disclosure regulation, with TCFD finding that 68% of European 
companies issued such disclosures in 2020, compared only 42% in North America. 



Risk.net: TCFD backs carbon disclosure, but not temperature scores Influential standard setter 
decides the implied temperature rise 'is not ready' for funds I Link 

By Will Hadlfield and Nell Mackenzie 
October 14, 2021 

Influential standard setter decides the implied temperature rise 'is not ready' for funds 

The most widely used standard setter for climate disclosures has omitted temperature scores, which reveal 
how much global warming a company is on track to cause, from a list of metrics that it is recommending. 

The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures, which was set up by the Financial Stability Board, 
urged companies to publish climate metrics in seven areas as it unveiled its annual review of compliance 
with its recommendations. 

The TCFD, which is chaired by Michael Bloomberg, asked all organisations to disclose their greenhouse gas 
emissions for the first time, regardless of their size. It also called for businesses to reveal their indirect 
emissions, including for asset managers to disclose the carbon emitted by their investment portfolios. 
However, the TCFD stopped short of pushing finance firms to publish the implied temperature rise of the 
stocks and bonds in their portfolios. 

"Implied temperature rise, although important, just is not ready today," said Mara Childress of the TCFD's 
secretariat. "We did a consultation on forward-looking metrics for the financial sector. And we received over 
200 responses to that. We've heard, essentially, that these forward-looking metrics for the financial sector 
are important. But they're still new. So there are still some data challenges. There is still variation in 
methodologies. And there are still things that financial institutions are working on internally." 

The TCFD recommended that firms calculate their emissions intensity - the carbon they emit for every $1 
million of revenue or every $1 million invested. Asset managers need to know both the greenhouse gas 
emissions of the firms they invest in and the emissions intensity of those firms before they can calculate an 
implied temperature rise for their portfolios. 

Asset managers can mark their progress in cutting the carbon emitted by their portfolio by monitoring 
emissions intensity. If emissions intensity declines, the asset manager's contribution to global warming is 
falling even if its assets under management, and therefore its absolute greenhouse gas emissions, 
significantly increase. Emissions intensity, however it is calculated, is based on a company's current 
behaviour, not how much it will pollute in future. 

No measure of emissions intensity is forward looking, says Todd Bridges, global head of sustainable 
investing at Arabesque, which runs an implied temperature rise methodology. "You can do all you want to 
decarbonise, but the minute you want projections, you need an implied temperature rise tool," he says. 

Asset managers that calculate the temperature rating of individual securities can either sell them or pressure 
management to change their business practices. 

"Understanding which companies within high-emitting sectors are emerging as climate leaders, rather than 
climate laggards, is a critical part of the transition," says Hubert Keller, senior managing partner at Lombard 
Odier, which also supplies an implied temperature rise score. "Implementing forward-looking approaches 
such as implied temperature rise metrics is fundamental to our ability to successfully navigate the climate 
transition." 

The TCFD commissioned a report on forward-looking climate metrics, including implied temperature rise 
scores, which was also published on October 14. The report by the Portfolio Alignment Team - a group set 
up by Mark Carney - recommended three ways to improve tools that show whether a portfolio is on track to 
deliver the Paris Agreement's target of "well below 2C" of global warming. 



The report said that more companies need to disclose their emissions, there needs to be more research into 
climate scenarios, and the firms that operate methodologies need to disclose more information about how 
they calculate their ratings. 

The TCFD review of compliance with its standards revealed that few institutional investors have calculated 
their contribution to global warming. 

Just 3.3% of institutional investors disclosed an implied temperature rise score. Just 3% of asset owners and 
1.5% of asset managers have aligned their group-wide portfolios with a goal to reduce carbon emissions to 
net zero. 

These results came from the UN-affiliated member group, Principles for Responsible Investment, because 
the range of public reporting methods for the investment industry meant it was largely excluded from the 
main results of the TCFD report. Asset managers and owners pay to belong to PRI. 

This was the first year that the 2,720 asset managers and owners which are signatories to the PRI, including 
pension funds and insurance companies from 60 different countries, published a portion of their results 
publicly. 

Three-quarters of these investors said there was a strategy for the risks and opportunities that climate 
change presented their firm and more than half spoke about how global warming would impact their 
organisation. 

While a fifth of investors used some kind of climate-related metrics, 8% of asset managers and 12% of asset 
owners shared information on how much greenhouse gas emissions they were responsible for as a 
company (Scopes 1 and 2) and their investments and supply chain (Scope 3). Even fewer set targets for 
reducing these - 7% of asset managers and 10% of asset owners. 

The number of PRI signatory investors represent a tenth of the industry in the US, according to numbers by 
data provider Preqin included in the TCFD report. 

Update, October 15, 2021: This story has been updated with details of the TCFD-commissioned report into 
portfolio-alignment tools, adding context on the finance industry's efforts to make forward-looking metrics 
such as implied temperature rise scores more effective. 

ESG Investor: TCFD Updates Guidance and Outlines Path for Future Reporting I Link 
By Emmy Hawker 
October 14, 2021 

Adoption of reporting framework bolstered by regulation and national commitments to mitigating climate risk, 
says status report. 

The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) has updated its implementation guidance 
for the first time since 2017. A revised annex includes supplemental guidance on decision-useful 
disclosures by the financial sector across TCFD's four reporting pillars - governance, strategy, risk 
management, and metrics and targets - but also updates universal and sectoral reporting requirements. 

As part of the new guidance, asset owners are required to describe how they engage with investee 
companies on their climate-related disclosures and to outline the extent to which their assets, funds and 
investment strategies are aligned with a well below 2°c temperature scenario. Asset owners must also 
disclose the total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions produced by the assets they own, where data and 
methodologies allow. 



The new guidance is supplemented by seven categories of cross-industry metrics that have been identified 
through a consultation process as most important for assessing climate-related financial impacts: Scopes 1-
3 emissions; climate-related transition; physical risks; opportunities; capital deployment; internal carbon 
price; and remuneration. These seven categories will allow for increased standardisation and comparability 
in reporting, the TCFD said. They will also apply across current, historical and forward-looking disclosures. 

The Task Force only broadly defined these metric categories in order to allow for "maximum flexibility" for 
organisations, industries and jurisdictions to develop and adopt specific climate-related metrics, the Annex 
noted. It acknowledged that the current ability of organisations and industries to do this will vary and that 
the current state of methodologies and data will need to evolve. 

Depending on the organisation, the metrics needed within each category will be different. For example, 
investors reporting on Scopes 1-3 emissions will need to measure financed emissions by asset class. In 
comparison, an electric utility company can measure emissions per MWh of electricity produced. 

The revised guidance does not extend the scope of reporting to firms' impacts on the climate, unlike other 
voluntary disclosure schemes, such as the Global Reporting Initiative, that emphasise the importance of 
'double materiality' - reporting both on the impacts of climate on the business as well as how business 
activities may contribute to climate risks. 

The Task Force said that organisations reporting in line with TCFD guidelines should look to implement the 
changes to their reporting "as soon as possible". 

A strong transition plan 
Following consultations in the summer on climate-related metrics and data and forward-looking metrics, the 
TCFD also published its 'Guidance on Metrics, Targets and Transition Plans' report, which provides 
guidance for organisations disclosing plans and progress for the transition to a low-carbon economy. 

"The Task Force recognises that an organisation's transition plan is one component of its strategy to 
address its climate-related risks and opportunities and believes its recommendations implicitly cover the 
key aspects of transition plans," the report noted. 

The TCFD outlined five fundamental principles for strong transition plans: alignment with business strategy; 
use of quantitative metrics and targets; insight into governance processes; actionable initiatives to drive 
plan forward; and disclosure of limitations, constraints and uncertainties in the plan. 

These key characteristics were decided following a review of existing materials published by groups such as 
Climate Action 100+, the Transition Pathway Initiative and the Institutional Investors Group on Climate 
Change. 

The five considerations are supplemented by high-level and specific disclosure requirements split across the 
framework's four main pillars, including scenario analysis, temperature goals and prioritised opportunities. 

Transition plans should be periodically reviewed and updated, the TCFD said, and reported annually to 
stakeholders. 

"Importantly, an organisation's transition plan should reflect its individual circumstances, including relevant 
industry-specific information. The TCFD recognises the transition to a low-carbon economy will have 
industry-specific nuances and encourages industry associations and others to develop industry-specific 
guidance on transition plans as needed," the report added. 

By having a clearer overview of investee companies' transition plans, investors will be able to more 
accurately predict their own performance in line with forward-looking temperature scenarios, thus helping 
them ensure their overall portfolio is on track for less than 2°c of warming. 



"As countries and companies around the world set net zero targets, the TCFD framework is increasingly 
becoming the foundation for standards and requirements needed to chart the transition to the low-carbon 
economy," said Mary Schapiro, Head of the TCFD. 

Path to global standardisation 
Launched by the Financial Stability Board (FSB) in 2015, the voluntary framework now has global backing 
from organisations with a combined market capitalisation of over US$25.1 trillion, a 99% increase since last 
year, according to the TCFD's fourth Status Report. 

Reviewing over 1,650 companies' reports across 69 countries and eight industries, the Task Force 
determined that TCFD-aligned reporting increased by nine-percentage points between 2019 and 2020, 
compared to a four-percentage point growth the previous year. Of the world's largest 100 companies, 83 
now support or report in line with the TCFD's recommendations. 

This accelerated growth in support and adoption has largely been the result of international standard setters, 
regulators and policymakers incorporating TCFD-aligned recommendations within their own climate-related 
efforts. 

In June, the Group of Seven (G7) said they supported moving towards mandatory climate-related financial 
disclosures that align with existing TCFD recommendations. 

The following month, the Group of 20 (G20) said they would work to "promote implementation of [climate] 
disclosure requirements or guidance, building on the FSB's TCFD framework, in line with domestic 
regulatory frameworks", to pave the way for future global coordination efforts". 

The International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) Foundation is currently designing a global 
sustainability standard also building upon the TCFD framework and the work of sustainability standard
setters. 

"As the IFRS Foundation continue to develop a global sustainability reporting standard, working with an 
alliance of standard-setters, I am pleased that they will be able to draw from the strong work of the TCFO," 
said FSB Chair Randal K. Quarles. 

The Task Force will deliver its next Status Report to the FSB in September 2022. 

ESG Investor: The Week in ESG (link not available) 
October 15, 2021 

While a WEF report highlighted the need for investment in nascent technologies, research elsewhere 
suggested many listed firms still have some way to go on their transition paths, meaning they and their 
investors may benefit from the forward-looking guidance issued yesterday by the Task Force on Climate
related Financial Disclosure. Gradually, we're all becoming experts in spotting greenwashing, but some 
examples are easier than others. 

ESG Clarity: TCFO report: Climate risk disclosure rises but governance remains low I Link 
By Natasha Turner 
October 14, 2021 

2021 Status Report also finds asset managers and owners not reporting climate targets 

Disclosure based on Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) recommendations has 
increased this year, but while more than half of companies disclosed climate risk and opportunities 
information, governance disclosure remains the least popular topic to report on. 



This is according to the latest annual report from the TCFD, its 2021 Status Report. Since the release of the 
2020 TCFD status report, more than 1,000 additional organisations have pledged support for the TCFD 
recommendations. As of 6 October 2021, the Task Force had more than 2,600 supporters globally, 
including 1,069 financial institutions, responsible for assets of $194trn. TCFD supporters now span 89 
countries and nearly all sectors of the economy, with a combined market capitalisation of more than $25trn, 
a 99% increase since last year. 

Brazil, the European Union, Hong Kong, Japan, New Zealand, Singapore, Switzerland, and the UK have all 
announced requirements for domestic organisations to report in alignment with the TCFD 
recommendations. The International Financial Reporting Standards Foundation (IFRS) is also using TCFD 
recommendations. 

Companies 
This year's report found disclosure had increased more between 2019 and 2020 than in any previous year, 
but it said "significant progress is still needed" as the average disclosure is one in three companies. 

More than half of companies disclosing climate-related risks and opportunities, and although reporting on 
company reliance on different climate scenarios was seen the least, the TCFD report said it was 
nevertheless "encouraged" that this kind of reporting had increased from 5% of companies in 2018 to 13% 
in 2020. It said key challenges to reporting the impact climate scenarios can have include conducting 
financial impact analysis, coordinating organisational support and resources, obtaining and using relevant 
data, estimating potential financial impacts, determining actual financial impacts and articulating the 
uncertainty of assumptions and the quality and reliability of disclosures. 

However, an area still lacking in disclosure is governance, with the report finding two governance-related 
reporting recommendations the second and third least disclosed area. 

In terms of sectors, the report found materials and buildings companies now lead on disclosure, with an 
average of 38% disclosure across the 11 recommendations. This was followed by the insurance industry. 

At a regional level, Europe leads on disclosures. 

Example of disclosure: Legal & General Group 

Board oversight 
The board is ultimately accountable for the long-term stewardship of the Group. Responding to climate 
change and the risks associated with it are of importance to the board. In early 2020 the Group added 
'addressing climate change' as one of our six strategic growth drivers, emphasising the importance of 
climate risk and the opportunities arising from the necessary energy transition. 

Throughout the year, the Group CEO report, divisional CEO reports and chief risk officer (CRO) report to the 
Group board detailed the challenge of climate change and the new opportunities presented by it, including 
continued focus on investing in clean energy technologies that support zero-carbon homes and climate
committed cities. 

Nigel Wilson, Group CEO, has spearheaded the Group's engagement on a range of climate change and 
environmental initiatives. Nigel is actively engaged and takes responsibility for the Group's strategic 
direction and progress on this important topic. 

The Group chief financial officer (CFO), who is also a board member, is responsible for how market risks 
connected to our investments (including risks arising from climate 

change) are identified, considered and managed. 



The CRO is responsible for ensuring that an appropriate strategy is in place to understand, identify, 
measure, monitor, control and report risks from climate change in line with the risk strategy and risk 
appetite parameters set by the Group board. The CRO also supports business managers in the 
development of appropriate processes to monitor and report exposures to the risks from climate change. 

The Group board, through the Group risk committee (GRC) and executive risk committee (ERC), has 
delegated oversight of the management of the risks associated with climate change to the Group 
environment committee (GEC). 

Asset managers and owners 
When it comes to reporting from asset managers and owners, the TCFO took a slightly different approach, 
using the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) as a possible means for gaining insight. The Task 
Force reviewed aggregated reporting results of asset manager and asset owner signatories to the PRI for 
the 2021 reporting period, and found that while reporting on weighted average carbon intensity (Waci) had 
increased, reporting on climate-related targets remains low. 

In the first quarter of 2021, there were 2,720 asset managers and asset owners with $134trn in assets under 
management reporting to PRI on climate-related indicators. This includes 2,182 asset managers and 538 
asset owners. In terms of PRI signatories' market coverage, asset manager signatories cover almost 75% 
of global assets under management by asset managers, and asset owner signatories cover around 24% of 
global assets under management by corporate and noncorporate pensions, insurance companies, and 
reserve/sovereign wealth funds. Geographically, these 2,720 asset managers and asset owners were 
headquartered in more than 60 countries. 

The report found reporting on Waci was the most popular metric for asset owners this year (it was the least 
popular last year), but it was still the least used reporting metric by asset managers. Both asset managers 
and owners had a low response to reporting on climate targets - just 2-3% of PRI signatories reported on 
these. "Aligning entire group-wide portfolios with net-zero" was the lowest target for asset managers; while 
"reducing exposure to assets with significant climate transition risks" was the lowest for asset owners. 

This year, PRI included some of the emerging alignment metrics ("implied temperature warming" and 
"proportion of assets aligned with the EU Taxonomy") in its answer options providing an indication of the 
number of asset managers and asset owners that have started to report using these metrics to PRI. 

These include Lombard Odier, which uses implied temperature rise (ITR) metrics. "We strongly support the 
findings of the TCFD's Portfolio Alignment Team, that forward-looking ESG metrics are required if we are to 
properly assess whether companies are putting in place appropriate strategies to reduce their carbon 
footprints," said Hubert Keller, senior managing partner at Lombard Odier. 

"Whereas most other backward-looking approaches at best help us understand the scale of the problem, 
ITR metrics (which draw on existing climate science to assess alignment of investments and portfolios to 
the transition) can help us define the potential for real reductions in emissions across sectors and 
industries. The use of these metrics offers a common frame of reference, and will be vital in encouraging 
the deployment of capital to transitioning leaders in climate-relevant sectors, as opposed to merely 
allocating capital away from these vital industries." 

Next steps 
Alongside the report, the TCFD also published guidance on using Scope 1, Scope 2, and Scope 3 GHG 
emissions, metrics on climate-related transition and physical risks and opportunities, capital deployment, 
internal carbon price, and remuneration. 

Over the next several months, the Task Force will continue to promote and monitor adoption of its 
recommendations, it said, along with any further work necessary to support preparers' efforts to implement 
TCFO recommendations, and will prepare a status report for the Financial Stability Board in September 
2022. 



ESG Today: TCFD Releases Guidance for Companies to Disclose Net Zero Transition Plans I Link 
By Mark Segal 
October 14, 2021 

The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) announced today the publication of its 
2021 Status Report, indicating a significant jump in the number of companies reporting on climate-related 
risk. Spelling out the next steps in sustainability disclosure, the TCFD also published updates to its climate 
risk reporting recommendations, along with guidance for companies to disclose their plans and progress 
relating to their climate transition strategies. 

The TCFD was established by the Financial Stability Board in 2015, with the goal of developing consistent 
disclosure standards for companies, in order to enable investors and other stakeholders to assess the 
companies' climate-related financial risk. The recommendations were published in June 2017, and have 
become the industry standard for climate-related disclosure, requested by many investors, and even being 
recommended or mandated by a number of countries. 

According to the status report, the number of companies disclosing in line with TCFD recommendations 
increased by 9% in 2020, reaching over 50% of companies reviewed for the first time. According to the 
TCFD, more than 2,600 organizations across 89 countries now support the recommendations. 

Michael R. Bloomberg, Chair of the Task Force, said: 

"The Task Force has had an exceptional year in rallying global support for climate risk reporting - but we still 
have a long way to go. As governments and businesses around the world work to accelerate the transition 
to a clean energy economy, they should continue to draw on the TCFD recommendations as a critical tool 
in their efforts." 

The TCFD's updated guidance includes new guidance on the application of the recommendations, including 
disclosure on companies' plans to transition to a net zero economy. The updated guidance also elevates 
seven categories of metrics as "particularly important" for assessing financial impact. The categories 
include Scope 1, Scope 2, and Scope 3 GHG emissions, metrics on climate-related transition and physical 
risks and opportunities, capital deployment, internal carbon price, and remuneration. 

The TCFD also published "Guidance on Metrics, Targets, and Transition Plans," aimed at helping financial 
statement preparers prepare information aimed at helping users assess the financial impacts affecting their 
investment, lending, and underwriting activities and measure progress towards net zero goals. 

Mary Schapiro, Head of the TCFD Secretariat, said: 

"As countries and companies around the world set net zero targets, the TCFD framework is increasingly 
becoming the foundation for standards and requirements needed to chart the transition to the low-carbon 
economy. That's why today we are also publishing guidance to help companies disclose their plans and 
progress for the transition to a low-carbon economy, more consistent cross-sector metrics, and, for financial 
firms, how aligned their portfolios are with a well-below 2°c scenario." 

Capital.com: Public companies disclosing more about climate change risks I Link 
By Carreen Maloney 
October 14, 2021 

A report published Thursday reveals there is heightened transparency in climate-related disclosures by 
public companies, while acknowledging there is still significant room for improvement. 



It noted companies continue to struggle with quantifying the impacts of climate change. They also have a 
hard time finding the data they need to fully assess the threat. 

The 2021 Status Report was compiled by the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). 
The group used artificial intelligence to review the environment disclosures of 1,651 countries from 69 
countries over a three-year period. The fourth annual report recorded the biggest growth to date in 
disclosures aligned with 11 TCFD recommendations. 

Despite the marked improvement, only half the companies reviewed were in alignment with at least three of 
the TCFD recommended disclosures. 

Fostering stability and strength in financial systems 
The TCFD was established by the Financial Stability Board (FSB), an organisation comprised of senior 
policy makers from ministries of finance, central banks, and regulatory authorities in G20 countries, plus 
four key financial centres - Hong Kong, Singapore, Spain and Switzerland. 

The FSB's mandate is to strengthen financial systems and increase the stability of international financial 
markets. Its decisions and recommendations regarding environmental policies and minimum standards are 
not legally binding on its members. Instead, the organisation relies upon moral suasion and peer pressure 
to effect change. 

The task force first released its recommendations in June 2017 when it urged companies to develop robust 
climate-related financial disclosures. Transparency was cited as an important consideration when setting a 
risk price into decision making for capital allocations. The disclosures are pertinent to investors, lenders 
and insurance underwriters seeking to protect bottom lines. 

Environmental disclosures hot topic for public companies 
Former New York City mayor Michael Bloomberg chairs the task force. In his letter enclosed in the 2021 
Status Report, he said public and private sector support for the task force's recommendations has 
accelerated since 2017, when "few organisations accepted climate change as a major financial risk." 

Formerly considered the bailiwick of environmentalists labelled as tree-hugging hippies, addressing 
environmental harm caused by corporations has become a much bigger priority in boardrooms over the 
years. 

The financial ramifications of ignoring these issues have become clear, and not just from a marketing angle 
when employed as an empty feel-good strategy designed to impress customers, a practice known as 
"greenwashing" or "green sheen". 

"Markets are increasingly looking to channel funds to sustainable and resilient investments, and it is critical 
that climate reporting requirements are standardised across jurisdictions to help investors and consumers 
make decisions," Bloomberg wrote. "To that end, the task force is supporting efforts to develop global 
baseline sustainability reporting standards built on our original recommendations." 

Construction companies take the lead 
Materials and buildings companies were at the front of the pack when it came to disclosures, with an 
average of a 38% adherence to the 11 recommendations provided by the task force. Not surprisingly, the 
insurance industry was the leader when it came to the disclosure of risk management processes. Europe 
was the geographical region that had the most environmental disclosures. 

As of October, the task force had about 2,600 supporters from 89 countries, including 1,069 financial 
institutions responsible for assets of $194trn (€167.3trn). 



Australian Financial Review: Debelle backs banks' plans to fund energy transition I Link 
By James Eyers 
October 14, 2021 

ANZ's review of its big emitters found 30 per cent have no governance plan for the transition to a clean 
economy, and about 40 per cent have no long-term targets. Furthermore, only around a third have 
disclosures aligned with the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), the global 
benchmark ASIC is pushing local companies to adopt in a bid to improve the comparability of disclosures. 

Further, the TCFD will soon publish more detailed guidance about the form corporate disclosures should 
take to make them comparable and consistent across global companies. 

"The information provided in these disclosures is a key input into risk assessments conducted by financial 
institutions," Dr Debelle said. 

"Disclosures are necessary and important, but their accuracy and intent is even more so ... We want these 
assessments to be comparing like-with-like, so that the risks are assessed appropriately." 

Finextra: Sibos 2021: How can banks take meaningful action on climate change? I Link 
October 14, 2021 

Support from the ecosystem-at-large 

Perhaps the most recurrent theme of all the Sibos 2021 sessions on climate change, was the need for 
support from the entire ecosystem - not just banks. Indeed, different forms of capital to help plug the multi
trillion-dollar gap will be imperative. 

To surmount this global crisis, the world's largest banks and economies need to be in sync - and the United 
States must re-engage in the effort. This year's historic G7 commitment to tackle climate change and halt 
biodiversity loss by 2030 was a promising move in the right direction. 

Announcements such as this are also key for banks' clients, who need more clarity in terms of the market 
expectations. As such, reporting - of the kind encouraged by the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD) - will become key. Just today, the TCFD issued its fourth status report, highlighting a 
bumper year for adoption; with 83 of the world's largest 100 companies now reporting in line with their 
recommendations. 

Once again, however, data availability is not enough to plot a course for decarbonisation. More definitional 
granularity is needed to enable apple-for-apple evaluations of one company - or one sector - against 
another, and ensure the borders we put on our maps are not also the borders we put on access to capital. 
Only then can we engender impactful change. 

As the dust settles from August's incendiary IPCC report, the focus of financial institutions is now homed in 
on COP26, and how they should best interface with the next global commodity - carbon offsets. 

Deloitte IAS Plus Blog Post: New TCFD status report, additional and updated guidance I Link 
October 15, 2021 

The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) set up by the Financial Stability Board 
(FSB) to develop voluntary, consistent climate-related financial risk disclosures for use by companies in 
providing information to lenders, insurers, investors and other stakeholders has published a fourth status 
report providing an overview of the extent to which companies in their 2020 reports included information 



aligned with the core TCFD recommendations published in June 2017. 

The TCFD found that: 

Disclosure increased more between 2019 and 2020 than in any previous year assessed, consistent with 
global momentum around climate-related reporting. However, significant progress is still needed as an 
average of only one in three companies reviewed disclosed climate-related information aligned with the 
TCFD recommendations. 

Companies remain more likely to disclose information on their climate-related risks and opportunities than on 
any other recommended disclosure, with over half of the companies reviewed including such information in 
their 2020 reports. 

Disclosure of the resilience of companies' strategies under different climate-related scenarios is still the least 
reported recommended disclosure, however, disclosure increased from 5% of companies in 2018 to 13% in 
2020. 

Although the TCFD recommends disclosure of governance regardless of materiality, the Governance 
recommendation remains the least disclosed recommendation with the two Governance recommended 
disclosures the second and third least disclosed. 

Materials and buildings companies now lead on disclosure. The average level of disclosure across the 11 
recommended disclosures for fiscal year 2020 was 38% for materials and buildings companies. 

The insurance industry significantly increased its average level of disclosure by 11 percentage points 
between 2019 and 2020, and now leads all groups by at least 15 percentage points in disclosure of risk 
management processes. 

Europe remains the leading region for disclosures, with average level of reporting across the 11 
recommended disclosures from fiscal year 2020 now at half of European companies assessed. European 
companies have increased their average disclosure by 15 percentage points since 2019, and now disclose 
16 percentage points more than the next closest region. 

The TCFD has also published two additional documents: Guidance on Metrics, Targets, and Transition 
Plans to support preparers in disclosing decision-useful information and linking those disclosures with 
estimates of financial impacts and Implementing the Recommendations of the Task Force on Climate
related Financial Disclosures, which updates and replaces Implementing the Recommendations of the 
TCFD initially published in 2017. 

CDSB: TCFD Status Report- Following the brick road to better disclosures I Link 
By Mardi McBrien 
October 14, 2021 

For those of you who feel like Dorothy, caught up in the tornado of climate and ESG related commitments, 
reports and announcements that fill our inboxes every day, the Financial Stability Board's Taskforce 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) has today released the fourth iteration of its status report, 
providing the market with an update on progress adopting the requirements globally. 

Notably this year, the TCFD have amended their recommendations for the first time since they were 
launched in June 2017 to include transition plans and more. These changes and the additional guidance 
also released today (Annex: Implementing the Recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures, 2021 and Guidance on Metrics, Targets, and Transition Plans, 2021) are needed to 
support preparers, as we know only too well from the 1 00's of questions CDSB receives via the TCFD 
Knowledge Hub and our TCFD-related engagement events every week. 

Individual supporters of the TCFD have again grown, up more than 30 percent, now reaching over 2,600 
organisations globally. Despite this huge growth in the last 12 months, I still find myself presenting to 
groups in G20 countries where there is a low to very low level of knowledge on the TCFD, to the point 
where I find myself having to explain the acronym. Encouragingly, the level of interest to learn more, 



improve and act continues to increase exponentially as the 100+ page report demonstrates in detail. We 
appreciate first hand that in the last 8 months alone we have had over 200,000 unique visits to the TCFD 
Knowledge Hub and over 10,000 completions of the TCFD elearning educational courses available on the 
Hub. People are educating themselves and getting organised. 

Global momentum is building in support of the recommendations, with the TCFD fast becoming the global 
norm for what good climate-related financial disclosure and reporting should look like. Michael Bloomberg 
in his opening address in the report was right to be positive about this. It is an important step in providing 
the consistent, comparable, decision-useful information that markets are craving on climate-related risks 
and opportunities. 

After 15 years of CDSB asking the largest companies across the world to report on these issues and 20 
years of CDP with over 10,000+ companies reporting to CDP their TCFD-aligned data in the last disclosure 
cycle, we might have expected a greater number of companies not just getting started on TCFD reporting, 
but reporting on more of the recommended disclosures, other than the indicative 50 percent reflected in the 
status report. 

We know first-hand from conversations that many preparers are considering climate-related risks and 
opportunities, but have no intention of reporting them, for a plethora of reasons, until it is mandatory (and 
enforced). To this end the progress on national TCFD-aligned reporting requirements is welcome. 
Unfortunately, it has come down to the stick. 

The status report notes that users of TCFD reports would find it helpful to have information on a company's 
position and performance related to TCFD, with only 20% disclosing financial performance and 14% 
disclosing information on financial position. 

The overlooked word in the TCFD acronym is "financial" - the narrative is important, but it needs to link to 
the back end of the annual report and accounts (balance sheet, P/L statement, notes etc). The transition to 
net zero will not come without a cost! There is no excuse for this not to be happening above the 14% found 
as part of the status report's review. It has never been optional to report risk to markets and this shouldn't 
be the case for climate (or other ESG risks for that matter). For those saying it is too hard, financial 
reporting isn't simple so neither should be reporting on climate or other ESG matters. At CDSB, we do our 
best to have your back and to help we a have a series of publications with another due to be launched on 
21 October to support reporting the financial lmpacts of climate using existing accounting standards which 
your CFO will be able to navigate. 

The status report also touches on the work of the IFRS Foundation which is currently exploring setting up an 
International Sustainability Standards Board (ISSB), which will build upon and consolidate the work of the 
TCFD and the other standard setters such as COSS as the basis for its international climate standards that 
we anticipate will be formally launched at COP26 in just a few weeks. This will set a comprehensive global 
baseline for reporting financially material climate and all sustainability topics to investors, with standards 
emerging via due process across the next 5 years. IFRS standards are used in over 140 countries and the 
increased recognition of the clear connection between sustainability and financial reporting will hopefully be 
the necessary kick needed to break down internal silos and help drive climate to feature on the CFO's and 
board's agenda, accelerating TCFD-aligned reporting to investors over the next 12 months. 

We just have to hope that the IFRS Foundation can be more agile than ever before to fix this part of the 
system - the market needs good quality disclosure to allocate capital to help the transition to a more 
sustainable future, and time is running out to take action. 

So, let's all click our heels together 3 times and say "consistent, comparable, decision-useful" and maybe, 
just maybe, we'll find our way back to a new normal. 

Liidia Liuksila 
Bloomberg Corporate Communications 
+ 1 212-617-5424 



Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 
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Supercars r«'Ot"ded •f.Bl'rDA b.!
rore awe:ar11~ and gnd fet< or 
~m from $11801 rt"\'muc:: in 
2011}, th~ Ia .. 1 u;,l'l'lpf~t."ll yeu or 
radns that was not ltrt<.ff\l()ted b,>• 
CO\ld-19. 

TllOSC f~rn-s dl'OpJl('IJ to 
CBITDA bc.-f•)rt, •"l'lie.aral'IQ: :rind 
$lid ft't"$ (wtuch woold run lnto 
the mIIJlons oldollars annually )of 
Sl8.5m from fl!'\'e11ue of S55m in 
2(l.."O:.md1hl:n .a pn,,jl,1t-d$l1.Jrn 
frutu Si:J1.Jm in tlie CU~)! 2021 
)'t!'.lr. 

The most. lucrari\-c ni« on the 
S11~Q c,,rl('nd;ir mchyor is 

lh<: ~thu~l 1000 t."\'ft•l, 
--....-,-. wh.khthlS)~l'haibeeftde--

1.aycd Wlltl the l'irst\l't."\.-kmd 
ol IJ«ffl1l",cr tluc t(l 

Cc;rn./NliN'dOll~JO 

arid ,hi~ of It): PftlUtK'b.. but ' 
stop(K'd MKirt ol atcndtftG the 
go.al to its st~lm.-Jdl'lgruslomers, 
:11.nd )!;Aid un TI1u.....,_)' al il"~111 
:ii n~ln{i; ltUil h.itlltll"; I\IM 1:rfQ 
v.-udifflcutt 

"What it docs mean at this 
:.taH(' i, \I'(' can't ~ " hard Ill"¥{"! 
fOf"lot'Qptl ~tt"O.·I i'mi!\.•1fom~ 
hon,.- Bl IP chalrman Ken 
MacKcn:zietoldtbcAGM. 

"WI" ainl 5c1 lll t.a'ltci, ~hcrc 
we dc:,ri"l ha~~ n:-~n~lt- h.~i., 
tobi.>IK'\cwe.~naod1k-\'l."it. 

~So lhc pul"J>CSe or the :my on 
drmncis to pl"O\itkshard10hkn 
Wllh ;m Oppo:rtui1ity 1Q prl"lJ\-id< 
f<~Onourpl11mc,wthll'8''l:C 
and El()alsandour appmad\ 1odl
m.1tedi:sicl0!!ur~.-

Hc:d~ fu1llJ bi]li<,nai~ Chm 
I h,1htl lunwd d1m:u~ .ktlvi$1. th~ 
IOW'H.l~r of the $U~>n 11l.:.• 
Ctuldren's lo\·estment fond 
M:;i,n.,~"""'°'• is proi,i"Jt com 
JIQf\te"S lo JlfOl)C"rly' o1ivulgc lh~'i, 
carbofl expowtt and g1,·e Sh.~ 
holders a VOie on their dunate 

plv15 th.rwgfl hisS;,.yOnOim~1e """ .... "'l'he-pathwa)' to net zeru for 
Slttlma)m\{t is not .)"N cie-ar but 
\V\' b(,]i("\·r lt'-11 by W'ld.int: with 
U'ldw.lry ie1idt-ril like V(&--O. l(t
h"--ili,.ywewJlll»r.l!>llluti0!\!1inor"° 
Quid.Ir to help ~uot carbon 
emissions m 5Ceorfmakin~ 111nd 
.tll.ll\l !he \•aj,ll" ch,;in," $.lid 

n11P's chief com~ utritt-r. 
Vandlfd Pant 

lnOiM'11tl;d pro:i.:y alt\'i~ CCI 
GM Lewis l"Cl.'Omnk'fldcd that 
81 IP !h.'lff'holdtts vole nAAinst 
UlC'.' c:omp;all)''s di~lc tn_n-.ilion 
µI.\I\, sayl'1lt-1l wa~ ul\t:l..-;"u"" If IIM!' 
t.ar\,'i..'IJ,"'-~sdeOCt.~bas,(.dmc«>
tiflcd by oouidc-orpnis&tions, 

I lo~·e"•tf", 81 IPchid"~l(tc\l\i\·(" 
Mike Hc•nry i:;;tJaJ 11_. milk'f wlLi 
r~ on ~dng dlm.:1:te
chant,,eambrt!om.. 

"\\'lliJc ~·corn, dct.:rmiDC lht
Qu1Q)m~ Qn lh.t,t fronl .ilonc•, we 
11.ft' "''-Oc'IJng wi1h our o.lSl<""'-T:t 
aod supphers lo Stimulate and 
support U)cl:r efforts to rcdvec 
('mi!WC)n1; Mr I lcnrypid 

''Tho. i~ In k<.'1"1'1$ wHh uur 
lons-rerm ~oal to~ net zero 
~)!ll'fflllloowl!gasl!'mmiofts 
by 2050 ro, wr n':Shil(J('d l}()rt• 
fol.o." 
~ Pt:i.rc.'tl tk!aJ ,~Ill Bel! p1IOI 

and plant trlab h..-ld including 
boosti~<okCqualily iind M:!i~:S• 
int; (lllri><IJ'I o,ptur..- "t'Wl\JtC 11.r1tl 
utdasauo,l 10 '°""1"<arbon inten-
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SocietyOne pushes out IPO date 

EXCI.USIVE 

Pfflonal le'l<ln" Sodety()nl' has 
postpon(.'tl II mooled lfw~• 
m:1rkC1 n,1111 ~i] 'l.022, u 1t di, 
\-"er.Jl~ ful"kl11-igsou~ pushes 
Into the broking market and 
6'1!ekstobffldilrromal)()6t-lock
~-njmnpin!Q.ln tk•rt\ilnd, 

~-ty()ne C'nid e:xa'UtM' 
MarkJ(lt"leJSIUd lh11:rutn!)anyre
mair.t"d kcco on an initial pubhc 
ofTffln~. but nc-,1 Y('il,T r,11.ht'T 
lh:,tn In .202L ..-i it d-t)i,;ely moui-
00~ hll"' Its listed peel'\ were 
tral.lln)l 

··we :in- ju~1 w.iitinsi; for ttK" 
r,ghllm~Q()wti.ndwo'thin~ that 

w.11 probably be early to Jnkl-
2022.it~oohowlhf-mar
kc..-t i,; ~l'l';-hc~ 

Ml-"Qr us, 11·.s.s.hghlly 11:$4 ;it"M)ul 
thl!u-.'eroll IPOmarl.:ctal'ldll\Ofi' 
aboul the »e(.10( _ we actually 
nt'"CJ our p('('f"5 and lhcir 51111.rt' 
poce$1o rtW"l/tTl'l bil, 

~wf!LhlnJ. thew!\olt!Mrtoris 
pet-fOffllini wc-Jl a.nJ WI'.' think 
thal wflli,robilbtrcnl!iblcu.110~ 
(the- tr.in,,i;,<1ion} il\\';tY with 
n!-3S011.ab~pric.'ing."' 

Mr Jones !iakl non-bal'lk l.:n
dcowtTCshowinlil~could"-in 
$hue- from mi\ior l».n);s hut in• 
\'(':)lorJI w,-n• al~ tl)(.lkll~ fur 
M'".llle and gr'O\\'th lO lr-.tllslate 11'140 
profitabilrt) 

Soric-t~ - which wa" 
r~mcJ«t in 2012 - f'Xped.$ 10 hf 

profitable t!arly Ill 202.2, 11:ie Aur 
trallan In Febnta1y:rt."\"t-.ikdSoa
t"U'(")J1C h.Jd 1:.rped $(0(kbrokt'f'\S 
MCll"~:tncli-:vaM11;lndPMl.l'rol:r$ 
l<,r a pot~mia.l ASX t1 ... ttiig. 

The C'Omp,lfly's lisdng plans 
follow 111 spa ti.' of other non•~1k 
k-ndc:r :l(iditi(Nl11 ro lhe ASX O\'et" 
lhe-pa,,t IS month:i locludtng Ub
Clt)' Ftnandal. Pc:p1)Cf Mono.-,,_ 
Pleotiandllarmoocy 

Th(- grou1i• tr.-ling r'('rfOfl'n'o 
~oee has_ hv¼'e\'el', I~ tuh.ai 
wrth Pk'nll'9Slod:doQn~atS.L4g 
on Thun<lay,•cr.-un lr.!tinaprl«
of .1,1.66 I lannoney'"& <;hn!ff 
di~-d hJ.ii;h,...,. :it $1.1:1,2. but .i,;till 
<t,;•ell down from an lsrue pricit cl 
Sl.50. 

Soc.it1Y()l'IC' i~ lmck,c,,I by 
c,,wmrwcd °" ~~ JO 

IKJOA,_()(.101:W.Kli.lfW PIJ 
lltfic.11.,t.ruJtlfn.n,,n,.u1'ti¥o:l~-.I-

MARGIN 

,,2 
t\U:l.lSS.-\ YEO & 
Cl IRl,Tl",E I.ACY 

Joe turns to 
Ellerston 
for funds 
A) 11 n;,ilN)n -di(lri, h,:m: l'nuc;h 
thoitt hut. to ttwt. JOI." Hockey 
w,lh theaaUOn'spum-&trlns-, ~ 
fl.'dcrlll tTI!iliSIJJ"l .. --rfor IWO}'C"-ill"I m 
"l'IJtl)"Abboll'.f(:(1;11itiong(JVl"m 

ftl(:111 .. 
&rt \o\"III rorpor.rte A1.tst'tal,:a 

and our "''evilthif'Sl '11izcos be as 
willi~ lo ~od ewer ITlQllt."Y to 
lhe ron•ne-r polli,e (Intl -"Mb~<;i• 
d.orl.o Wa,hil'lgtffl tihc rottsoul 
111 nc.-w 5tratcg,y far his advisory 
lim1 Bondi P;iirt.114:f1"1ot'Tllntllt" 
lua-afo~Y<"Orldofrunt1sn\.1n.1~c
mt:111"?" 

Margin Call can 1evcal that 
J loct;irrand hi!:1eam;,,tt-joini11g 
fon.:t~ wnh J.Qiii,r-~.ibfuhc-d .and 
St.10'..~s.fu.l il'l\'t'!lh'l\l'f'll l'IUll\.1g,:,r 
l::ller:stoo Caplt:ll led by former 
ri1:ht hand mantolhcbi!Jionai1t 
P-Kkt"TflimiJy~Jl.lOOb 

It"~ '-'lilrl)' a.l:tfl{ (or the fo ... up, 
but "'"hear that I lod.ey'sflna11-
cial ~nices ~t.'nltwl!'-wiff" Mcl
lsi-11 ~~·. who if MO Bondi 
Pittner"$ d'l.ll"f" lin:.nc.i.111 ::anil op 
C<r.lti,~ otrM."\.'1-, k pbyfrr~ a ke,y 
role in theinWatlw 

INSIOEMARGINCAU 
'lwi~•b.<tllles Klneharl o~·t:r 
l_!Jegl'i!ott\ ffle-t'jQ' fulure 

The uniOn ~ ilCn.'.1.d...v bi.'"11 
!<t"\'1!-n.l nll>l'\th$ IM the 1n.1l.:il'lg. 
wkh the p;alr establlshin~ 1941 
Capital Pty Lid at the end of 
.April~1150-50,'l:n.11,1~. 

L'.Jlt'r.llQl'I and ltonJI P:irtn<.'r.> 
in July went 01110 lor1n 1941 GP 
Pty Lid. whtch is o"'·nro b)' thc
OfWJ1id 1<)41 Vt"l'\idc. 

To dale lktndl P;1,r1;r1,e,-. ha, 
act<.d as ail ad\ OOry dnn 11'1 
~orth Arnmca and AWrnba. 
~ingdicntsto n.J\i~t"J'-"0-
(!0lilioal nnd «-onomil; bnd
!k"at~ ""'hall" t:1"'11tul'I Capital, 
whkb 1oo·.as orlgi.n.llly ffl&bllshi•d 
with financial baddfl"(I from 
J.unes Pac-kirr, i.s .i .!t)l.'C'iaJ~ in 
,-e,tni~l'II ~a- ¥i◄th. ru,-.d:I 
bas<.-d itrwllJ YNIOUS ln•li..~
ffi('llt stnlCJtlCS 

I lodtC')'0S firm allU El~tl)fl 
C',.;1t·h h:a,'C two r~~t:.th•et 
on Uk- new l\mds mar~'t'roenl 
v<.>hlcle:s. J,"'rom Bondi Partners 
lh.""IICOffll)li,;csfbhMll:""ilndtht
nm,•~ Aujtr;di;tn (i1M;-r t'Xt,.'l..'1Jli,-W
A1llhlJl'ly L:llzt)j,pin:t. 

From tJlmloo. dlrKtors 
romprisil:-cxt.-c Bl'\il.n O'S-ullh·ru1 
"lld l:J(';ad of p~le im,e-..t~ts. 
111.M:iOry .:ind clil.1.ributlOI, Slu;U1 

ConliltlH'lfM~'4 

'Everybody 
wants coal' 
llf"IIRY \\1111\1\h 

Whitt-h;tvl'.!1\ Ctialcxpt.-ct.~ an M
t'l"8)'cri$1s lhlllt has caused black.
outs in Cbin.i and Ind~ to be 
prolon6C(I ~11 ~ I.Kl.: o( new 
NuPl)lybe-ingm.,de;iv:iil:ll,ll". 

Newabtlc Uk.'Tmal cool b.ls 
ru~ to a reoord h~ o( 
SI ,'"S24J:. toollt' <1:. b\O'ln ditm• 
01,r r(lr )l.lJlfll•.e-$ qr tffi!' OOl'l'I 
nmd.,ty u~(X] for pow<.-r 
gent!nltlon ahead of the-north
C"m "'-'flli'-l>hcrc \\,'inlcr, cn;,.;llina 
an Cf'!~• <;n1111,:h rt"Vt.-rb«ouina 
lhrougt, 111:v,:,r «:OOOmieS ln
dudmg ChJn;a_ 

Whitl!'haVl':n. whi<'h V."J)e\.1:o. 
lo l)ilY l'.)fT ii$ l'C.'ITM)Dll1~ ck.ill 
Withnl.ilX mo.1th., tun.kl !ht:! ptke 
bt:ioo\.s:aldtMsqlli'e"~oouldbl
ITTtrlbutcd lo rampant UC'mand, 

"Th,ewhokCOt"f'K)'"o,m~ 
" m 1hc S11nw-bo-lt, 1;,vt•11•b<IIJ)' 
wants tDON,~ \\'h1lehaven man-
agingdih."t'lorP.auJ 1-lvnn said 

l"U.I.Kl"f"OM.TPI~ 
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Supply squeeze to prolong global energy crunch: Whitehaven 
PCRR\" \\'11.JJ \\h 

Wh/tch~n Coal cxpc,..'ts an m
t"IW' ~ thal hlb ,·~ bf.acil• 
CJUtJ in 01in;1 and lncJia t<, b<: 
ptob)g,edg1,•~alad.:ofht'¥.'SU4>
plyhl'togmad.:-av.1JabJcto~rs. 

Nt'Waslk tl~nml ro.1J has 
w~I ll) AA ,1U 1iml' hi~ QI 
$US24.3;11tt)11tw.-Mhuyer.lcianK1W" 
to gr.d> supplies or I h<e rotnrnodity 
~--d for !)O""'t'f l!!'(.'flffation .aht-ad 
vi lht MOflhtm hm,isphen- "in-
11.:r. <'.rt:.ilinfl .-n Nwrgy cnm<:h 
h."Vertlcratiag through majM 
economlHlndudm~Otina_ 

\Yhikh.iivm,. whid'I ("Xpcct~ to 
p,Jy off it,s rem;ainin~ ,kbl 1o<.ith.1n 

-HJt rTKlnlhs grmd the pricc: /xooln. 
,ai(f thet,qu~ could 1)1! .'IUribul
rtl ta mmpant ~nd 11s m,Jur 
eoonoo1lC!lcn~ from thcpan
~icandla100nasuP1,I)' 

"Thl/lWhOkC't"l~L't1n1pk:!,:t$ 
II\ U1e ,l;\rnebo3I. h\'~bod)• W2r\lS 
mol\.'.. • \\t'hftcl\3\'CII managh~ 
dirfflor P.iuJ Flynn lold anillr-ib 
:anerilllqu-'rtffly~l 

"So I lhinjt thi~ i~ g..li.nQIO IU)On 
r«a whtle. Thet't''snot a lot ohup
pl)• l'CSJ)ODst" and that's the- bigi?\.'St 
feature or thi,,, The al,rul)tnc...~ ol 
1J'ilj C\lrri"l1iQn m lhi~ p.trtjcufa.r 
t.')'dt' Is the, bt.'l t~l betw<.u, tll~ 
ooe 3.00 lM lasl. th«t- wasol 11 
ffl.ilten:a.l su.ppJy respomc:. That's 
m.1(k the c...-n:dions hen: mQnt 

South32 
• 1ncopper 
race with 
$3bnbuy 
Sc:ruUi.U 1\:1.>l;trlt,ul (:(11'1':11)lr!M its 
t1~u~fom12Uu11 into a ba.i.:-nlt't• 
als company after Jouuog tht 
n1~h (« ~·~.-s <-Vl)l>C'f M:k"U, 
w,th lht- tvrnp:in)' j'IUt1i(lg 
SUS1bc1 {$27bn) on lhe t~ for 
a p:u1-sha1\'.' ln a <..'hllean copper 
mlne 

Thc-foi-met' Bl IP \IJin out will 
buy '45 per t:t.>nt tlf the ~ 
Gorda<.'OPl)N'mi11elnChllel'tom 
Sumitomo for SUS1 S5bo up• 
front •nd SUSSOOln in lr.i.ilina 
f,.,,-, lh.:it oould kEdC in i( C(l(.IIICr 

prk~ and produa:kin targt.>U are 
fMI, The minetsol)f'r.lt«I by Po. 
IMnd',,iK(iliM 

Southl2h.ll:f~u,,1heh11nt 
few CO(:)pl'.'I' as...«s s:IM-e in: 2015 
drmergei- from BHP. but has 
Pf"C"IOUSly lx..'(':(l llOablc 1<1 l;;irnd ~ 
do1:al ii i,i C'llolntoct.thl(' with. 

SoutbJ2 joiru Sa.>.:lnl'I!' ke
lfOIJra:&, Ncw.:rest ,.rmm~ and a 
hml. or Australian ll()ld compan, 
M.~ in 1,ook.ing V\'1:'DC'iU to lx,l'Ucr 
tlMe'ir p:,rtfotilm.. with s.:r.oorite ...,. 
~,lly ~ni,: to p.-ty$US2.5bn 
kif the MATSA copper mininJ? 
ooinpJ,c,:1nSl)ilin. 

Wh.ik-Snuth.t2 bos.-1 Gr.than, 
Kerr has pre-.iou.~y Ji!awl lb!!' 
company S('('S more nluc, 111 
OOildina l'M._-W ltllnc-< thlto llettuif• 
trlg(lpt'r.1ling~~ 1)l;llnlitiglu 
the 2018 ded.~loo to :Kl.lllll'i.' Al'I· 
LOna Miruns and lls SUJlP of us 
ck:vdopromt llr'Qfl'\.'15 for 
$U~1Hhl 

On, Tht.11':'1&)' huaid lhf! s.tt• 
n Gorda stake was Qchru1,8 at 
tht- price 1M company w.i~ ~)'· -$wtl\3l .)h~ ~ -1.9 per 
U'lll to $3.83 foll°"'i,.g M-\0,"S ol 
lh<deal 

The: mitlC' which iJ nr.-r 
liH l)'t Spt."OC~ ...oii~ opera• 
0011&+ lt ~t lo prodo«- .100llt 
2l4_()(X'Jtonnc-sofcopp('T'cquiva
lfflt-or ;about 180.000t~ol 
('OJ;,pc!:r, wtlh by•P")l.lud~ inc;k~
lng gold, Silftr ;aml MOl)'b
denum. 

SrJuth.32'.s D'IO\'I:' on the mine 
('l)l'f)CS an~ It;~ l,'1~1 nlor,lh 
top;.iySUS2SOm k,r Mit~hf~ 
25pcr-cttll stake In ltsMolN AN• 
m.inrum Ol)tf';ltioos i-n Mo:tam• 
biQut". ~tl•ruJinw itf boldiog in 
thellf\dl'1'1C)72.11,.,-C1?nL 

Mr Kl'l'I' said thaI. bikt"l1 to-

g(.'lhet w,th Its divestrncnt of rts 
.Soulh African thermal coal 
mi~ th( rec,.~ "'--.;h;irpinlc of 
$oulhl2'• pott(OliO h:id Ceml"nl-
00 lti po«ttlon tis a ma,l(,r b~ 
metalsmiMI', 

"'\\'(''\-C ltOl 1o1lum1mum, W('V\'.' 
l(Ot zjnc;, we've ~'l)t\."(1(11)(.."1'. I()"(~ 

go bki.: ;u'kl look ;al oor 2011 n
nandal ,~.ar c:.urun,gs. and you 
indudeSiirmGorJa,SO~r<'ffll 
or wrC'olrnin~would nQW~ 

f1'tll'l1 ~ n'lt1.aJ~ aoo p1u!iol.l~ 
nk'tah,.Hlws;1,d_ 

"lf)'OU wcmb3<it fourOf'fivc 
)-iriUl ~iO )'OU W01,1[d h~\-,r h.-1 3 
1-1-rung ronlributioo rrom "11Ml0' 
coot metallurg,cal roQl, .and 
manjW)('II(' ~ blllk oom
mndtti~ .-re hcromini;c a mum 

''A1e've gol 
aluminium, we've 
got 'tine, we've 
got copper' 
, .... ,t, .. t .. , .. 11 
'W'11,n11.1••·n 

~lier part of oor portfotio, I 
lhink wt' ll(1u:iolly h~ u JM>rl· 
ro1t0 lhal Is far more pos;ihoned 
for thl> future than it was Ill the 
time of"thc dCn\efltC'" ~ 

CQA>er will 1'nak<- UJ) JU<1 
under 20 ~ c:.-t.'ilt ol South.t2's 
earnings when the tnmsactlon 
rlosc5. lllCCordinK to a <.'O!Ttpan)· 
prt'k'nl.ttiau, puttin11 II tOU)Jhl)' 
l<:vt'I with South32's man~,l~ 
and alumlnlumopc~tlon~ 

WhUe KGIIM still ~ the 
nghtt~mat1.ilSnulhl2"$off"a-fo, 
$umilOl'l'IO'• ... hare IA Sierra 
Gort.la., Mr Ktff tokl a11al\'Sti hc 
bdkYl'd the Polish minct' ""~ 
ron,rortabk "'ith itf C\JfTCl'lt 
h~irig,. 

And hie ,-aid !)to WM not <,'()tl
tlc'mi'd about lonitt·mootC'd 
tnO\'~ by Olik't ltO'<'fflltnirnl to 
hjh,t;: n.JY.1,l!ic-~ 1i.i.id l,y lbr" cu1m
try"~OOJll!>L'l'11\00rill')' 

The deal 'IO 11h Sulllltotno In
ducks ;i dll."'wdi claus,i.• th;,.t 
WO\!~ Kl(' :'l(lfllC o/ 11-1(' pur<m:,e 
p1i00 retun,ed. 10 SouU132 1( 
0,l)e r.alscscoppcrtax.cs. 

Sou1hl2 will takl!' 011 an ad
tlitir.Jo.11 $HS1bn in d(.-bt to rund 
!hit aequ~Uml, ¥1'11h llw- n>st lo 
be p:a1d from C.:18h t)fl h:lllld. 

:!i-;:17,t!:i~:t;,~: ~~ 
bruught on. Thal's a l)(J61tlw· thing 
OOviouslyfOf'priccs." 

Boomin(l lhtrmal l'001 p~ 
would n'"°"'' i,1 ~ifte-.1111 c;.i~h 
i,~l"M"t'abon" ror Whll~h:iiwn C\'el'" 
tilt· oom.l.ng months,~ the pro
dun'r yt't to fulJ)' bc-ndit f,om Ck 
MQl;Clfo~lc,p00!11rl.tX11 

BrOli:C'r Sh~ :md P:111.1,eni ex• '° 
pt'('U prict>s LO ttm!l.ln ~gh unbl 
th('(•ndoftheyear 

·F\i:¥t't now we art' in then,~ 
of ;a gao1,..1 cnc1K)' ~qu<,-t..-a: wh.lch i,f 
l:1rg~)' Sllpl}ly side dtl\~ Cu11I 
prk'e!!Yiilllfk~yatayhight'frorlhe cl(l(thi,rn v.-,ntff lwating/dnn,md 
1"1(",ct ~er or so. nrJt ka!;t Ix.'- 1"11.'fiod. • Sh:;iw .irul,)lt Pctcr 
~.w~ wt ~ne h~(ljnil. into Ult' O'Conn0r1:iid 

Whil1..-h:l.,·ro t'Xl)C(;ls to-IXlY off 
it-" Jot-ni(ll' dd,t (;ieilily e;vly ,~~ 
)'{';tt and .k.'hi~ a 11<'1. cash po:c, 
iti-On inth~M1udl 2022quarter 

\\lilh <.'Olll co,,1paniH if!Cl'CU
tlljtl)' ,!ruJ;K!lnJI; ~ :k'cutt lo.in.t 
throuS,. lradtllOf\il.l l~dut!-to 
dln)JIC? oon~rll§. Whlt.:!ha\ffl IS 

~~,~~Sl=~~f:~:: 
l!lqllril\g. 

11w-cri:sk :d Chinese 11l'OPffly 
d~IOl)a' B\•C'fl,!rande-had ~mud
di«I I~ ¥o'alcr!i. for A.si.in bonds. 
Whitcfl:1,'''" c:-.iutiQltt.-d, With thr 
coal _pmdui."d' watchlO:ll, the n,ar
k('I Ufllll\•ob;Ubty ~ubsldcd. 

"'Thc.'ft"'s no doubol the CWT<'nl 
l)r(lpM'l,y mil,fi(.,:'l inn1,1,enc::e h~ 

Flynn 

muddled lhl' watcn,. • Mr Flynn 
5,1id on Th\1tsday 

Whih,.illl,'(•n ch1C'fflrU.nc.i:.d of. 
fk« Keo.in ~a 3ddrd. •sp~li, 
lhir us ma,·k.c.1 n-ally h.\fll'I 
ffi(J\'cd mid, .-t 11111 8ut spn."ilds in 
the-KKm.i,rlti:;'tITTA,i~a~l)fflb:Jbb 

Olympic Dam emissions slashed 

Bl IP wlll sout'<.-e ~nt'wable ent'rgy from Iberdrola to power Its Olympie Dam operations In SoutJ, Australia 

("\\UllO, 1,(,I Vr,,I> 

Bl IP Is about towilir a dealw1th 
SpanM firm l.bccdrola to ...x1rw 
h:ilf u( th~ Olyrnpk D.tm mine'-1, 
flW!f¥Y nN!ds &oru ~-able 
liOW'Ce!iby202S.. 

11ie m1rnna ¢ant Qi.ti on 
Thu~ it wo1,11d ,honJy '-'"'""" 
Into ~)L'\Oo'2bu! L'IK'llfY iu(.piy ar---
1':IJll,'efl'oenll whktl ...,'()uld •teduce 
its <.'fflMk>o f1051iion to ffl"OforSO 
pet"n-ntof"it'-ekdricityoon,ump
tiQon b)' 2()2.\. ~'(I on c:unTnl 
rOttCtit demanlf" 

Th~ rotrg)' "''ill be soorred 
from lb1.Wrola, 1md will cvmr in 
p,'lrt r1V11n the Port /\~,-ta Ke
l'IC'wabk-£1~ Patt: a $500rn 
"Ind and j()(arpr~ now wider 
t'OOSlrut'tion. The b.cil.ity i.~ ex• 
pi:dt<I 11.1 rome nonllr1e mid•ncxi 
}"'!!'".tr. 

BHP Yid It would be lhc prl
ma.J)' CUSlOnK't orth.e ntw f~W'W

llbk.-s ~"\1, which ¥o'(lllkt indl.M;I(' 
21MOS:I 2$0,(1()1) ~t ~liH:I ~nd 
SO wi1lt.l tu,t>iria 

lllC Olympe' Dam operation. 
where IUIP minn~ urani• 
un,. l'ltlkl a.xi ~ihw. is South /\u,1• 

lraUa's l:it'Q~ ~riglie J)O",~r user, 
Nf)On.cdly !Jjing about 8 pe,r cmt 
of the Sl;l;tc·1 lot.JI 8J IP sa)ll its 
t,1.uly I.IUW<'I" (llilw il\'ff":lgrd 

l40MW 
811 P Ol)•mplc: Dam ll5Set 

P"'-~dcnt Jcnnifff" Pl•rdil" Aid tJ1c 
t~I woold suppc:,ri iln ~dtiJl(t 
ncw 1~n1..•w.:1bk-mcrgy prqj(.,1 le~ 
Sol.ithAustralla. 

-Ol)'mpk Dam'sooima-hasan 
im1Klrtant role to pby tc, 'IJIJPl)Of1: 
glol;,.1.I ~l't)OllqaUon ;ukt lhl" 
t.'IIW."1C)' tr;11U1tlo.-as ai-. t'i.-icnll;;d 

BH.P faces clin1atc 
t~i as net zero 
pressures lomn 
C'4>111ln""-""{rota~U 

slty In the steel nM111ufftctu.rln11 
blasll"u~. 

TIN:11.'lir"'·iU.sh,.IJ~~;,in,:h 
on b)'dn'.igt'iH)a~ddi1w:tH.ln 
ttductlon ttt:hooi,ogy. lh4.-USC'of 
bfo!M!i6 In stttlmaklnJI auMI 
11,;in11 fU IP'l!' <".i.l"OOn ()ITM'ttlni11 
11kilk to develop e1ubfl111ieulr-,tl 
steel p1rodwcU. 
~ mlnlngglan1 oommlUed 

IOClll~J~!Mi<.>m-lb<>lJC 
(n)ln dow~lrt.-wm 
Jllj1J)ufa,ttuttn,.suchaS,-.ted 
,nllb,lhatu!ielhirlmo~aod 
<.'Ofl.llltodilie!itb:al BftP tnil)(,'f"
uncli-rfornw'rbcK,<i Andrew 
1\bd,f!m~in2019, ¥ohtis.<ihla 
11klbal def~Ddelk.~ onf~I 
ro~h po.fl'{) "'n "v.:i,lcnUa.l,. rt~a. 
lo •be l)tl.nel. 

Mrllt!'nf'J',hiuu~. 
fuUU'IO"tlll lllNUgh Oll lbfl 

pr«luct in f'lt<t.1rk:h'hidt.'l<a1'kl n:
nt>wablP ulfra.'ilrurtu~ ... M~ Pur
dk':s:aid. 

"Reduci.RJJ: ffllfflions from our 
(lflt'l,!li(,n~ will rurtl~ c-nh:tn~;~ 
Out posihOI\ as a >u.itairt.llbk< eop
~producer. n 

BHP ha!! a mcdium•tmn w-
b'el tO riedoi,.T its Cll)Cr.llion11ol 
~rt~ g;t.~ f'Ml:i:~ions (SOOSX' 
I and2)b)' 30 pcrcetM ftom fV2'1 
k'l-·cbb)'fYJO. 

lbm,lroJa Al~mlk-1 man;qtini,; 
,l1r«1or Ro» kQlre$aud th!? rorn
p;arl}' W;d c£c,U~hth.l totk> "~Ing 

$1.mbiliQ11 !ilnd plaM {or 
t"-.n1i;»lOojin203010bl!lOJW-r 
ttnl l~ttlhall 20201~,-~S(Hia 
path f01· net z..-ro~nl!-sJonsby 
20>0. 

Whil,: BHP h.JtY~ll'llli:d 
lh.egiant l;a~k hdo dUYet'\'01 
categmiie.~.11 bas ullln.1a1ely 
baC'kcdawu,rrrom.sctllnJ;a 
hanl lafltCI ror~t!e.lni.1,k"r'J lh11I 
ac«M.1111 forab<K,t thn:.~ 
qoartea-sollu.sropc:,.J 
e1nbston...., 

Th(' ('()mp;my h1~ p•~~)' 
"'1gor-d,-imifarnnis;do1t,i 
redurtloo deals """Ith 
1S1ttlmakt"rsChln1t8aowu,Jl-"E 
Slttl 11ncl tn:us GnMIP,. 

ll~tinerlht< 
hllt<,matk,nal Eni>:l"g)' Agt"nC:.")' 
warned Australia mu:SI 
tJraoJlillkulJ)' boo-st ii~ clinu11c 
1,.-h.anae-111,w.'IJI :thr,;M:1 urt ht~ 
k•omiog Cla.it;<Jw 001-'26 
irunimlt orf,,-el!' ~lns SC randed 
by Us lnt~muHornil lradlna 
p~rt~ 

SN!t MbrrlilOn'!i plan lc,r m-t 
:Ul'U t'fllbi(i6JIS h)' 2(r~"°' ill go 

with ISHP. MWc wortux1 ,'tfy 
dOS..-1)' with BIIP lo design u~ 
bel;pokC! rc.>1~ble c:nt'f'gySupply 
.arr;mjtl".mt<uts,r ~fr Rolfe said, 

-Qlyrn1)1c·1)-1m 1$ IQl)clJM:,pri
liW)' ttn.t()mc.-r fut the ~rt Au
~ Re-newi!ble P.'newgy Park. a 
dcmomtr.ihoo of trn.ir coovnit • 
mN)I lo loc:;\l pr(KW'Cm('fll ai:id 
:iU,111:lnablt> L"t.'01'1<1Chk i.k,\•,:fop
menL' 

Ent'f\O' 1uPCJ1y und~ lht< ar
rvial•mcnt is CXJl(:dlXI IQ st.art 
fr(Nl"lJulync:>xt)'f';lr. 

Tho: l\>rl Augusta ~ will 

ICI c.J.bincl 0111 \V~n~l~y with 
IIM! ft.-ck-r.Jil ~nl'lmf'l'li under 
renev.ed1.11~n"a.l\~the 
Bu!llncss Cooll('II of Auslralla 
dem.,,.o1;k'(l lhe mi lion ild(ll051 
1kmb1ol= ii~ cmil!!>il.>0$ n~hk'lion 
la1t;:t!lby20lOOC'r~a 
c:rlppllni hit to Utt> eironomy. 

The IEA, whkh a(h-1~ 
\\'e,;trrn jlln'"n;in""'11.1 on 
t':nct1t)' pulic:.,•,.ilaid Auiilr.lllit1'~ 
pl:111110 1~r:mlisio11sll)'26 
lo28p,er<'ffll birlow2005 le,.·~ls 
b)• 1 tw: C'nd l)f I he i,k,ca1li• rw..•ed., 
la bei'ubSt:Ullially lified In 
l!l'lsure the count1y d<l>M not 
~me II cllm111te ~rd. 

M~ lh.'1o 50 C."ounlrieti 1uwl 
UK" Eun'.lfN'"'" Union hlMI 
pl~ged h) 11:tttl Mt Zft'U 
CrulS!>kJM la~b. lhe l[A 1ill1cl 

SUll,the~lbtofl-ctzem 
rcn1.1in~h4lhly 11nc:1;""rt:dn ahead 
U, IIM! dim:ile Mllllmil. China 
COOCfided lhls Wffk il~ itHergy 
crislsP.nd~los«urc:f~ 
r,.._-1~ ¥1·0,dd '"""'" 11 would 
ttaiSISli iU I i1nci.abk' ror hil lh1g_ 
~;,ikcal'bul\~••~loru. 

1.Xinib1r'le 210~t\V ol wmd p<IWC"r 
caf)aclty\\1lhl07MWotso1111. 

lberdrob tw said the prqjt>t.'t. 
wiJlc,nplO)• 200~eduri"tt lhir 
t'(Jn$111,M,1iOn phi$: ;md t-n•;1tt• 

•Mu1200l'q,!.Olng,Jobl. 
lberdn:taa boQghl lnflg~ ton• 

Cfll)' in 2020, in the pwxss ac· 
c11,1iring A pip,rlinc or Au~1~li;ui 
l"\'ne'Wltlbl~• c11«gy pmjNU. 

Bl IP has also cnteretl lnto "-"
"'4."\<><lblt-~to' ~mentsfo,ils 
c~r.ifions i.n Wat1.Tt1 Aucstrali.l 
rn 2021, ~sl:ind in 2020 ;111d 
lnChlle1112i>IIJ. 

Schapiro taskforce demands greater disclosure of climate risks 
Oinrinuc-d from l'Jt!' lJ 

l'flOffllOOS CC<St to the pCanc1. to 
~ines5 i!lnd lo hw~tor,. for Ml 
ha\'ing the-ink,1-rn:ihun fl\."(!ol.k.'d 10 
make the kind of dt."cblons that 
wilt ha,·I! a1pital l\ow to the most 
tCl'il'l.'Tll t.'UfflJWliC,,.. ~ ~h..-~;11id_ 

•tnv~tort h.:irvt m3de :II '\'i:r)' 
O'"(.,dlhie Otil'" lhlit they l.""411110l 
Jtwlke ratiooal, ¥o'dl~lnfonned 
<'-ii&"!!l~I aiJoc.JttoO dl'OSKIM v.-ftb• 
()ul lh;al inrt,nn:ation: l'Kiwdmwlle 
rl~ 1m1~c1J lhe com1)an~ th:tl 
tht.')' mi~hts«:k tolnVC!>l fn. 

~R~laton1 h..a,·I!' add<"d IIK"ir 
,"UK"r;ind hclit.~thc infonn;.tlic,n 
iSn~l')'forlli~· 

Mi S,chaa:Nro WIIS appo,nll!\J as 
SEC chair by fomlcr l)n"lil(k,rt 
~r~J.:Obam., 

Addn::~intc th1.~ l.lh.~ !11'1dil'IS:' 
ot th!? 'rasUom? on Clt.nale--tl"
lr.lted Pin.1atu.l O&burcs lhal 
11ht-now hc.•Q. llfk- l'-~id '"th~ time 
ht11I o:,~'" (qr~-~ m(lff' chAio-

SW'l"'!i b)• cooap;arll~ lnduJlr\f; 
Scope L 2 AAd pos.."iibl)' J greren
hous-c ~ l.'mimns. a!I J\ w.i.s in 
f(N"m;iitiun ~in,'flilt'Q ~\1tcl)' 
waintto:lN-". 

''\\>'c blil~ It l$ foundatlooaJ 
to u~anding "''h~ COOll)all
ktl <11rc io I rn.n<eitkin, where jurvi,. 
di(tiOn.iMein lfan.;i11M a,,a"' h:11t 
k the! OOl'k'l!!Utallo1\ ol carbcllH\."
btt'd as!il!ts m the N.'Onomy thlllt 
coukl iildually b.l"t fimmci"l sta 
bilil,l•imp[K":stion.c,8 ~h,c~id 

Thehc'OOO\ftW!OdallOOSart"pa.rt 
o( W 1asltf0tte's new ~'C'oda 
lPtmchcd on Thul'lKl~. whic;tr is 
11k.Tr.<•~it1gly b<in,i: pk_.k1.,I up b)' 
publw:: c.'Ont1UJ\la nw~t(l~ :ioo 
regul3.h)l'S8a'l'.ISSl~wor1d 

Thl" t~ was cmblishl"d 
in 1015 b)• the Fin.,lllUI Slwilily 
1kiaitd,¥o•i1hbi1Jio11airelln(lthl'(,c-,
tet'm Nl"I-V YOJk Oty n\3yor Mi~ 
chM'I Bloo~ IIIS chaar. 

M'fhc ,;,i1pport ((WUll:TCFOhAA 
,1;,•n,tk,et...:ISi""""'<iurl:t~~-~ 

M~Sch;tJ)tr'1J~idoo1hC!re-k-a~ul 
I.he la.tt"St ~al~ report. which In-
dude!; llt'W ll\00,lnc.T f« rompan• 
in to cl~ 11)c-ir pl;\ns ror 11 
tmn~itiul'o to rw..-t :cetJ in line ¥o'ith 
thePArlsAg,ttcuenl 

"OurlltJllP()rt~rbM~hasgrov,'n 
b)' n,'C!f .ii third, "'ith more lhan 
1(M)()n-orga1i~hon:t~111g 
!WJIIIIOrt.:-1-s In thl'.' 1~st )<-":lr. TCl:U 
supporteni now span 89 oountries 
.-no nc.;u-ty .11U !K'CfQI"}; (1(1hl."«vn• 
Qffiy with :1 m.,nto:1 t:llP Q( Q\"(I" 

SUS?S.l lrill.oo, a 99 ptt cent in
crease-since 13!>1 )'cat.• Ws:a1d. 

-rocby, 83ofliw lar:posl global 
100 n,n,p.iirui.,i h.i,,c cithtr wp• 
purtt!dor report i,, aliStinlel'lf with 
the TCFD 5 reooninW!Oda.lM'.ltW. 
111nddilidosurchasl~morc 
in lh~ p~ )·e-.ar th;An in ;r,n)' olh~ 
)ICl/J'" .. 

SI~ S8)d di5dosure v.·:n foui1-
<brion.il to tht- battle aga111~1 di
m.it<' 1,;h;inac ,an(l that ~J)ital 
m.,rkcts «iuCd hr IM~'fflnl r(IN,.~ 

Schapiro 

in th~ r~L ~\'\'hi.-n m;ukt1~ h:ive 
1he- 1nforma1too to aroiratt"i)' 
~ the. finandal cmparu: of dJ
ma.t~ <"han~t-. capital ~ti shill to
wffll8; bU$in(':il'<!l th;at pdOfitN 
d1mate r.-:1:illeno!', tt;tJ1~11N)11 .ind 
IUd;t11UdNl1t)'. 8ut this vln.uowr 
ciKk-ain,hllpl)t.'f1 .... ithoo1crltlra1 
infOITlli.dion Of! how C"Oln~nin 
att- n~n:.tr;i.ng U,c, <:ft'L"c;I$ er a 
wvnh1lgpl:inet.M 

Ms ~pk"osald tbt~f't' "''ilS no 
i:x~ for (;tiliQK to dlmldcr a.n<l 
addre-i.; ph)"i.ll."".11 and trJn\itkm 

c::11,llate-risl: tn tbec.:ll'Wluet orhIDl
l'lt5S. CorfM)r:ne 5l!'Alegf, SQl)tll)' 
chain losristia, capital "fM_·ndin~ 
~ m,1,n•.~enl, IIIC"fll:t"I' iVld 
a<'QllritlllUIU. iiwnlM ttlat.lQns. 
board room go,,wn:ll'loe :lOd 
4.'X«"Utivc remunc-ratlon an f"l"'
~i"'-'(I ~,tion of cl1m;itc 
<:h(lnge, 1l(II. Ql'll)' .b--' riik lo ,r.:in
;1age. but M Ofll)Ortu1111y to !iellll.". ..,_ 

·Momentum i, ailsobcinH,dn\ 
c..-nbyin\-eilt(lrdi."nU1"1,•)hc.;aid 

~h~rd-looldng lnH!MOf':I. 
haV(• Ion~ rt.'ql.M.'Sl.cd dim.at~ rl<1k 
inrorm11tion,rt'C'OG'1iliingthat1ht)· 
,·anncit m:ik.i: ,,......._1 inform\'d (illpi• 

UJI alkJc:all(Jql 1wisiotli l\'1thl)ul 
und(,Mand,~ thc-f}naJkial impl.
l":ittJoru: of climate dwtge oo the 
,romp11JJie<iilheyl«l:t<1in\'("'>lin· 

1·h•: ta..<1:lorre's ~~ i!J :al!IQ 
Rnd.i~ra"OUf among n\ally fl!GU

fatOt"S "''hich have lmplmK-t,t«I 
TCFO ,uidc1im"I or IM,;1,."tl nc-w 
di~~,vl~formllrk~t ,l;,ir1tO· 

p.111,u c'.ld 11\ ttt."1()1nrl'M!iWL'tti<Jr1:t.. 
Th- llkiudl!': th!!' Sm.g.apono 1-::X
ch,mg~. Switi:n-land"s Finanoal 
M.i,kd SUl)C:f'\lljil)r)' AV-lhCNl!y, 
the Eul'u('lt"31"l 0:Mlllni».ion, -'l."''
ttal UK f't'GU~1Clf'S and th!!' Aus
tralwl Prud<."oliaJ Regulator)! 
Au1honty, "''hich pubfimc_-d 
TCl-l>•Jrih8"('(1 ai,uidchnQ 1111 

man.1gb'lgdllll:l.~rb!J 
APRA N'('ffltl)• di5t.iositd il "'BS 

uodt·rt.ilm}l: ti-·o '-''>' lllitwthu in 
1hO:: :in."".11; :i pnwlier1ti.:irl p.-.i,c;.1.ii~ 
guide 111!41.ing out A. r,1<.A ·!I f"'lo:Pttl.t

tkins of cntllte!! in ,e;aJOnSe to dt
ma!t--ttfated lil"W\Ci~ rm Mel a 
pilotpr1;1Mr•n1of(..lim.a1i:VulntT-
abi.ldyA..~MPl'lt!t. 

"\\'hm i.'Ol'l!Jliatilc-s dl~ 
dear, conshtait wnd .iccuratc in
rormt1:tion on the- ri:sk~ they ra<.~ 
fron1 (:l[u'lllte di,:i1~""· inves10111 
:and busttw!>'S le:iders C\I\ mal..e 
ioot'C! lnfcnnt-d .and sumunabll'fi-
nanciol.l dccisiom." Mr BJoombcra 
$.lid 

u_p24JOb~rolf\l.\itn:si,f...,,.~p 
\\'hikh.-vei1 said it l?lq)t(tt.(I 

M1a·, debt capital matkffl to be 
supportiw of tts t\mdmg plans 
owrlhclooglcrni 

·our,·k:w ht'rt'~lh.:itlhf:A.,bn 
t~t ca111lal M.'lric& "'1n provktol! 
dlC ful'lding for AsW. l'C!iOUm'S for 
~loCOOlf' That's('ffl]ly"''b)' 
Wt' wt1:nt tQ pul ~ foot. tht?Tl:' in the 
llb:I peri<J(.l • Mr 8,:dl:-ald. 

Whilehaviro, .... -hlch Ol)ffalPS 
foor mina; in NSW'5 Gunncdab 
llasin.tok,lap;u1lllmcnl11>11')'in(J\i.iry 
111 June of ditt..:-ult.1l'$ 'WCUriOij d(;f,I 
andti~ut.aneet:M·~ 33 lh~ fi.11an~ 
lllili.MI')' d11m~ daM) on its ('X• 

pnwn: 10 coll! and ru h~rho11 
em~sK}llf. ~le 1hc ~ 

pri,cc 9.1.~. Whitcb;i\...,_"ll s;iKI lb 
a\ttf.lgt:' 1ht-nn3.l C"Q(ll prit."I!' M'~ 
O'll' Scp1t.'ftlb(-r qu;t1t(•r "'':~ 
SL"Sl4l • ton~. a 15 per ceot dis• 
rounl to (A(' Nl""'·~k ilVet'):RC 
11'\'cr the th~-.n,onth pe;od. 

Some51 p.!1"(.lffil ofWhit~)-
en's thd'ma! coal sold in~ qw.r
'" "''as P'lre:i ~ftlrtit'r J)ffiods 
whik Zlptto:nt of 51.IPl>IJC'l\11$C.'(I .a 
dd'r'~t pndngmo:;h.'ini:s:ru .. 

Its run of mhwooal productlor1 
increa.'iC'dl51)('rcct1tto5J6mithon 
teon~ oo t.ht IHllfK' l)irflod .a rear 
c•aifa;t. "''h1lL" t(ltll man~,,! 1,.,o;,i,I 
.s;tli!ifeUl31)1!1"Ct!tH l04.6mUbon 
lonoti;, 

Whilcha,-m .sh;i.n.'$ fell 2J per 
1.~lon1111,1~10$J.23. 

Landowner slams 
Santos frack plans 

Sar11o:1 ll:lS k"t\lr..-d ett.v!iMt1n~,
t:.1.I IIR)JO\·al for H Conlffl\'Mlal 
fr.idln~ P«ijcct tn thl· NorthmJ 
TcrrilOI)' li~te fiern"' t'll)f)O 
SiliOit fr\lffl ,.-.e ol the C'tlUfltty':1 

bl~--est l:1111do\.nett 
Tbc Jt,."T ~unmcnt hlls 

1(1--nlntcd 1X"r'ITli."'5ion IQf s.trnns to 
l~n ('l'let;lltic>n~ On T.a:numl)irini 
S1.atlo11 lt1 the BtX-t:lloo 8.:b11"1~ 
IIJ'OUnd lSOkm tiiOllthw~ of 
Katherine. 

I IO""e\cr lhc ,tfltl(>n"t owner, 
k.all(_'TI Au~triitiil. hlis slam1ned 
U1ie docklOr"J. ct.a.ming d'le Oil & 
Ha5 g1ant r,111«1 to consutt wuh it 
and nc..hcr ~~kdtoldcr11 pric1r lo 
$!.ll}millil'lg iUc Lln-ir(111me1ll,1I 
Ma1~"L-rl)l."llt Plan(J:.MP} 
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To: 
J(b)(6) L 

#DERA climate~._ ___ ____.!SlsEC.GOV]; Wyatt, Kristinal .... Cbl_c6_l ~~SEC.GOV]; Niazi, ShehzadlCblCGl ~SEC.GOV]; Chan, 
Anita"'"'fbl=C6l-....,l@SEC.GOV] 
From: Morse, Mika 
Sent Tue 11/16/202110:45:14AM 
Subject FW: Following up on Persefoni discussion 
Received: Tue 11/16/2021 10:45:14 AM 
~WRD000.jpg 

FYI-information below about a free carbon accounting product from Persefoni. 

From: Yogin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 15, 202111:57 AM 
To: Morse, Mika iCblC6l ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: Following up on Persefoni discussion 

UTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika, 
I hope you had a great weekend. I just wanted to flag a couple things for you. 

1. Persefoni introduced a free carbon accounting product. More details here. 
2. Persefoni introduced climate scenario modeling to enable companies and other enterprises to 
assess temperature alignment of their carbon emissions/targets. More details here. 
3. Persefoni recently closed its Series B, raising $101 million. More details here. 

In addition, if you have a few minutes to touch base, I also wanted to follow-up on the concept of the study 
we briefly discussed when we met and see what might be most useful. Let me know what you think and if 
you have some time to connect. 
Thanks, 
Yogin 
Y ogin Kothari 

Vice President Boundary Stone Partners 
c. b)(Gl Schedule Directly: https://calendly.com/yogin 

On Tue, Oct 19, 2021 at 9:32 AM Yogin Kotha1i <yogin@boundarystone.com> wrote: 
Mika, 
Thank you for taking the time to speak with the Persefoni team yesterday. We really appreciated the 
conversation and I hope that we can find ways to partner and collaborate on the SEC's various priorities 
in the climate risk disclosure arena. 
As Tim (cc'd here) mentioned, attached are the notes from the expert panel consultation with EFRAG, 
with the caveat that this is a pre-publication draft as the final notes have not been published. 
In the meantime, let us know if you have any questions. In addition, if you think there are other folks we 
should be chatting with in the SEC or anywhere else, please let us know so that we can reach out and 
share Persefoni's story. 
Best, 
Yogin 
Y ogin Kothari 

Vice President I Boundary Stone Partners 
c~Cb>C6l II Schedule Directly: https: // calendly.com /yo gin 



. Kb)(6) L 
To: #DERA chmate.._L ____ ~~SEC.GOV]; Wyatt, Kristina~b>C5> ~SEC.GOV]; Niazi, Shehzadr>c5> ~SEC.GOV]; Chan, 
Anitaftix6>7@SEC.GOV] .___~ 
From~orse, Mika 
Sent Tue 11/16/2021 10:50:20 AM 
Subject RE: Following up on Persefoni discussion 
Received: Tue 11/16/2021 10:50:20 AM 

b)(5) 

From: Morse, Mika 
Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 202110:45 AM 
To: #DERA climate< b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Kristina Wyatt ICb>C5> ~SEC.GOV) <l(b)(G> ~SEC.GOV>; Niazi, Shehzad 

~@SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anita blC6> SEC.GOV> .__ _ __. 

Subject: FW: Following up on Persefoni discussion 
FYI-information below about a free carbon accounting product from Persefoni. 

From: Yogin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 15, 202111:57 AM 
To: Morse, Mika <fb>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: Following up on Persefoni discussion 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika, 
I hope you had a great weekend. I just wanted to flag a couple things for you. 

1. Persefoni introduced a free carbon accounting product. More details here. 
2. Persefoni introduced climate scenario modeling to enable companies and other enterprises to 
assess temperature alignment of their carbon emissions/targets. More details here. 
3. Persefoni recently closed its Series B, raising $101 million. More details here. 

In addition, if you have a few minutes to touch base, I also wanted to follow-up on the concept of the study 
we briefly discussed when we met and see what might be most useful. Let me know what you think and if 
you have some time to connect. 
Thanks, 
Yogin 
Yogin Kothari 

Vice President I Boundary Stone Partners 
c. fb>C5> 11 Schedule Directly: https://calendly.com/yogin 

On Tue, Oct 19, 2021 at 9:32 AM Yogin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com> wrote: 
Mika, 
Thank you for taking the time to speak with the Persefoni team yesterday. We really appreciated the 
conversation and I hope that we can find ways to partner and collaborate on the SEC's various priorities 



in the climate risk disclosure arena. 
As Tim (cc'd here) mentioned, attached are the notes from the expert panel consultation with EFRAG, 
with the caveat that this is a pre-publication draft as the final notes have not been published. 
In the meantime, let us know if you have any questions. In addition, if you think there are other folks we 
should be chatting with in the SEC or anywhere else, please let us know so that we can reach out and 
share Persefoni's story. 
Best, 
Yagin 
Y ogin Kothari 

Vice President Boundary Stone Partners 
c. bX

5
> I Schedule Directly: https://calendly.com/yog,in 



From: Morse, Mika <f0>(6l ~SEC.GOV> ou behalf of Morse, Mika 

Sent on: Thursday, November 4, 2021 9:29:04 AM 
To: Cu11is Ravenel ~(b)(6) ~; Wyatt, Kristina 4(b)( 6) ~SEC.GOV> 
CC: Mary Schapiro <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net> 

Subject: RE: (BLW) Canada Proposes Climate Risk Securities Disclosures by Companies 

Yes! Big day for climate disclosures. Hope you and Mary are hanging in there-what a busy time for you all. 

From: Curtis Ravenel fbl(6) 

Sent: Thursday, Novem..,,,.b.,..er.,..4"",""'2"'0"'2""1..,,s"":s"'2""A""'"'M:----~ 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Mary Schapiro <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Morse, Mika ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: (BLW) Canada Proposes Climate Risk Securities Discl~ompanies 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the.sender and know the content is safe. 

I assume u all have seen this but just in case .... 
htt11s ://www. if rs. orgl cont ent/dam/ifrs/ grou 11s/1nvg,ltrw -c Ii mate-re I ated-d isc losures-nrototxp~P-d f 
On Mon, Oct 18, 202 J at 11 :32 PM Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) tiJ. gQY> wrote: 

Thank you so much for taking the time to speak with us! So helpful as always! 

From: Mary Schapiro (BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO) <mlscha11iro@bloomberg,.D_fil> 
Sent: Monday, October 18, 2021 4:53 PM 
To: Morse, Mika ◄(b)(6) l\?SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ~> 
Subject: (BLW) Canada Proposes Climate Risk Securities ~s by Companies 

l:AUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Canada Proposes Climate Risk Securities Disclosures by Companies 
2021-10-18 20:36:03.87 GMT 

By James Munson 
(Bloomberg Law) - Canada's secmities regulators are 
proposing to make climate change disclosures mandatory for 
public companies for the first time under a set of draft rules 
released Monday. 
Firms would have to submit infonnation on oversight, 
strategy, and processes for addressing climate change and 
greenhouse gas emissions, under the proposal by the Canadian 
Securities Administrators, or CSA. 
Canada's IO provinces and three te1Titories, each of which 
is responsible for regulating securities in their jurisdictions, 
set up the Montreal-based CSA to harmonize rules across the 
country. 
lbe CSA proposal, open for public connnem until Jan. 17, 
would be the couat1y's first cornpulso1y rules requiring all 
public companies to disclose climate-related information. 
Existing law only covers indirect climate risk disclosure, such 
as material risks, and voluntary disclosure. 

Businesses Affected 

TI1e rules would apply around 3,400 companies. They are 
largely consistent with the recommendations of the Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial Disclos11res, a global standard 
developed by Bloomberg LP. owner Michael Bloomberg and former 
Bank of England Governor Mark Carney. the CSA said. 



Firms would need to describe board oversight of climate
related risks and opportunities, as well as their risk 
management processes, metrics and targets related to climate 
change, under the proposal. 
The regulators aim to have the proposal in force by Dec. I, 
2022, with disclosure due in 2024 for companies on regular stock 
exchanges and 2026 for those on venture exchanges. 
Investment funds, jssuers of asset-backed securities and 
designated foreign issuers would be exempt, among others. 

'In the Dark' 

The Canadian approach includes changes from the global 
standard to ease the regulatory burden on companies, according 
to the draft rules. 
One change would let companies either disclose emissions 
and related risks or their reasons for not doing so. A second 
change would prevem companies from having to disclose climate 
strategy models under scenarios such as keeping global average 
temperatures below 2 degrees Celsius or lower. 
Several. environmental groups criticized the proposal for 
not sticking to the task force recommendations. 
"Allowing oil companies and banks to keep their scenarios 
secret would leave investors and the public in the dark," Keith 
Stewart, senior energy strategist at Greenpeace Canada, said. 
Bloomberg Law is operated by entities controlled by Michael 
Bloomberg, who is chair of the Task Force on Climate-related 
financial Disclosure. 
To contact the reporter on this story: James Munson in 
Ottawa at jmunson@bloomber!:,,jnduslry.com 
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Rebecca 
Baker at ~@bloombergiru!ll£!:ry.£Qfil; 
John Hughesin Washington at jhughes@bloombergindustzy.com 
To view this story in Bloomberg click here: 
https-//blinks b!oomberg com/news/stories/R) 6X83DWX2QH 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Privare finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow. Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor. Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Curtis Ravenell .... cb_>C6_> _______ __,I; Wyatt, Kristina~~~->c5_> ~@SEC.GOV] 
Morse, Mika 
Mon 11/29/2021 3:05:20 PM 
RE: Questions from the SEC 

Mon 11/29/2021 3:05:20 PM 

I will reply to this soon! Sorry for the delay! 

From: Curtis Ravenel 1 .... b>_C6> ________ ___, 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:17 AM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina 4Cb>C5> ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika <f~~>_C6> _ ___,~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Fwd: Questions from the SEC 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi both - in the interest of urgency. Dou want me to ask Bloomberg to do this? If so, I need some scope suggestions. 
Like only US-domiciled firms, or all firms filing in the US? we won't have a breakdown by Scope 3 types - just 
aggregate Scope 3. There will be a size bias as I'm sure you understand. Pis advise ..... 

----------Forwarded message ---------
From: Jim Coburn <cobum@ceres.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 29, 2021 at 10:05 AM 
Subject: Re: Questions from the SEC 
To: Curtis Ravenel 4cb><5> ~ 

Curtis, 
Thank you very much for all of this information. I really appreciate this. 
It would be very helpful ifBloomberg could pull together some GHG emissions disclosure information that Ceres 
submits to the SEC in response to Commissioner Lee's climate change request for information. If a short call would 
be helpful, I'd be happy to set up a call with you, myself and my colleague Isabel Munilla, who heads Ceres' 
financial regulators work? 
From a call I had with Mika last week, I learned more about what would be useful for the SEC to receive: 
-- The SEC needs information about GHG emissions disclosure submitted into the public comment file, by mid
December, in order to strengthen their draft climate disclosure rule and reduce the chances the final rule could be 
overturned in court. 

-- The SEC needs to establish a baseline for what U.S. companies, big and/or small, are already disclosing of Scopes 
1, 2 and 3 GHG emissions. That will enable the SEC to show how the additional cost of reporting this baseline 
information to the SEC is minimal for some of those companies. 
-- That information must include the denorninator--such as the S&P 500 or the Russell 1000. 
-- If Scope 3 information can be broken down into the 15 Scope 3 categories, that would be helpful, or even key 
categories like purchased goods and services, fuel and energy related activities, use of sold products, and 
investments. That's because, as you know, many large companies report some Scope 3 info, but many do not report 
the highest emitting categories in Scope 3. 
Ceres will be submitting some information to the SEC based on research Guidehouse did for Ceres, and two of our 
interns are updating. But that's only for some industries, only for Scope 3 emissions, and mainly S&P 500 
compames. 
Thank you very much for your consideration. 
Best, 
Jim 
On Wed, Nov 17, 2021 at 1:26 PM Curtis Ravenel {b>C5> I> wrote: 
I'll start backwards. I'm in regular touch with Mike on this issue and we don't have anything. I spent an hour with 
her team explaining that TCFD is a framework not a standard so for TCFD preparers, the cost varies significantly 
depending on how deep they go into TCFD (some firms do qualitative scenario analysis, others have teams of 
statisticians) AND giving them anecdotal stuff from TCFD preparers about how it's streamlined their thinking and 
reporting. But we don't- and I've never seen - studies that would support this. The benefits (well-evidenced) of 
investor needs, cost of capital, diversified investor base, lower volatility in stock price are high. The issuing of SEC 
disclosure rules will inevitably reduce the 'survey fatigue' created by the myriad reporting frameworks and ESG 
raters etc. But again, I have no studies to support this. 



On scope 3 data - again, have shared this with her. There are plenty of studies out there on this. Not sure what more 
they need here. I can ask Bloomberg to pull the data but it's coverage is basically bigger firms so it won't say 
anything new here - especially when it comes to SMEs. 

Sorry I can't help more :/ 
On Wed, Nov 17, 2021 at 12:05 PM Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> wrote: 
Dear Curtis, 
Hi--1 hope you've been well, and that all your TCFD and COP private finance work is going well. 
I'm trying to help Mika Morse at the SEC with two specific issues, and I'm wondering if you can help or have suggestions 
about who can? Thank you very much for considering this. Ceres is very focused on an SEC climate disclosure rule that's 
legally strong in case it is challenged in court, and of course that includes strong SEC cost benefit analysis. 
1. The SEC would find data on the rates and types of Scope 3 GHG emissions disclosure very helpful, both for U.S. and global 
companies. 
As background, we shared with her Ceres-commissioned internal research on individual S&P 500 companies and their Scope 
3 disclosures (please let me know if you'd like to see it), and she pointed out that if we submit the data in response to the 
SEC request for information, it can be used to support rulemaking on climate disclosure. We're going to submit something 
in the next 11/2 weeks, but Ceres does not have great data on Scope 3, and the data we do have needs quality control 
which we're scrambling to do, so that's why I'm reaching out to you. We've also checked with CDP. 
2. Do you all have any information-even anecdotal-about the cost of preparing climate disclosures, in particular GHG 
emissions information? If this exists, it would be very useful to the SEC. They've received very little info so far on this. 
As background, Ceres and two partners will be commissioning ERM to do research on this topic, through a survey of issuers 
and investors, but that project will take a couple of months, and the SEC could use the data now. 
Again, thank you very much for your consideration. Happy to discuss by phone if that's helpful. 

Best, 
Jim 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Morse, Mika ~SEC.GOV> ou behalf of Morse, Mika 

Sent on: Friday, December lO, 2021 5: 19:03 PM 

To: Tim Moh in <tim@persefoni.com>; Wyatt, Kristina ,~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio {bl( 5l ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung fb>C5J ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 

CC: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com>; Keith Denham <keith.denham@persefoni.com>; Yogin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com>; Christine 
Turner <christine@boundarystone.com> 

Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Thank you so much, Tim! We very much appreciate this information. We will reach back out with any follow up questions. 
Best, 
Mika 

From: Tim Mahin <tim@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 20214:23 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika +b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio !(b){6) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawam~aro@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com>; Keith Oenham <keith.denham@persefoni.com>; Yogin Kothari <yogi~arystone.com>; Christine Turner 
<christine@boundarystone.com> 
Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Importance: High 

I CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika; 
Thanks to you and the team for the latest conversation regarding the Cost of Carbon Disclosure, as well as your follow-up questions. We took the following points away from our last conversation and your follow-up 
email and have organized our responses as a formal submission for the SEC's consideration. We are happy for the below and attached information to be shared. 

1. Clarify initial/startup cost versus ongoing cost of compliance of climate risk disclosure, including differentiating between low and high maturity companies, if possible. 
2. Clarify the discrepancy between slide 3 and the ROI calculator 
3. Clarify slides and rational for disclosure cost vs. management (Slides 11 • 16). 
4. Provide example on what we mean by low maturity. 
s. Firm complexity or market cap might impact costs. 

Persefoni's responses: 

1. We outline many of these points in the attached materials. Slide 3 outlines these Disclosure Costs of Compliance. These are the costs associated with preparing this disclosure, broken down by a company's 
maturity 

2. We have simplified our summary and it is included in Slide 3 in a similar format to our prior presentation. The ROI Calculator was intended for a different purpose originally and its results were not intended to 
directly address Year One Disclosure. We've taken the data and included it in the summary contained in Slide 3. In addition, we have excluded legal and auditing costs. We suggest the SEC continue engaging 
with the relevant organizations in these professions. We would suggest contacting legal professionals at the Society for Corporate Governance, the Association of Corporate Counsel, and/or the American Bar 
Association. For the accounting profession, we would suggest the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the Center for Audit Quality (CAQ), the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, 
Institute of Management Accountants and/or the International Federation of Accountants, all of which are examining these issues. We'd be happy to give you a list of direct contacts. Contacting them know 
and informing them of the pending public comment period might also help in obtaining written and public inputs from them. 

3. Slides 11 - 16 are direct references to materials collected and developed by the Task Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Since TCFD is being so regularly referenced by other influential 
government bodies and influential stakeholders, we feel this is an accurate framework for organizations to follow. Disclosure costs vs. management, however, can be explained in the following manner: 

a. When considering the financial reporting process, every organization has defined timelines associated with their close cycle and quarterly/annual reporting requirements, yet there are people, 
processes and technologies supporting the underlying data on an ongoing basis. 

b. We see the climate accounting and management process being no different, in that there are continuous efforts to gather, understand and improve upon the decision-usefulness of data, with ties to 
various internal and external reporting requirements. 

c. The costs associated with disclosure across both examples above are somewhat repetitive in nature. While there will be adjustments year over year in the type or volume of inclusions, the ways in 
which we report the information are (and in the case of climate, will continue to be more) defined. 

d. It should be noted that an increased cost can be expected with the initial effort to report on climate change as the qualitative components need to be determined and communicated (with on-going 
effort to improve the quality of disclosure and/or alignment with standards such as TCFD). 

e. In the case of climate management, the increased cost comes from the time and resources (internal/external) required to gather, clean, and interpret the underlying data in-line with recognized 
frameworks and calculations, such as those defined in the GHGP and PCAF. Many organizations will need to undertake a large initial investment to complete this effort and understand how their 



current data can be leveraged and/or the gaps they need to bridge when looking to report on climate change. 

f. Once this initial effort has been undertaken, the management-focused data ( metrics and targets) should be treated like that of financial data - routinely updated and reflected upon with specific 
resources to support. Additional reasons for increased effort today include: 

1. Dynamic standards and accounting disclosure landscape 

2. Internal skill gaps across existing departments/employees 

3. Lack of internal processes and data alignment to support new considerations 

4. Gaps in existing technologies leveraged internally (need for further investment) 

4. Slide 3 describes low vs. high maturity with costs estimates based on the use of FTEs to do the needed work. A low maturity company is one that has no formal understanding of GHG emission calculations, or 
policies or programs around such issues. They have not organized or collected any data for such a calculation and most more (and cost) is required to get this information ready for calculation and disclosure. 
Slide 3 breaks these out for companies that are focused on Scopes 1 and 2, as well as on Scopes 1, 2 and 3. The difference between a high mature and low mature company in the slides is mostly determined 
by data availability and whether the company collected this type of information before. In addition, the level of data precision/quality also varies for what is relevant and appropriate for disclosure/reporting. 
Some emission categories are more material than others (e.g. business travel is a significant contributor to the carbon footprint of a bank but would not be relatively material to a dairy manufacturing 
company). 

s. A company's market cap (size) and its complexity certainly factors into the overall cost of data collection, calculation and the disclosure/reporting of such information. Some companies can be very focused in 
their business offerings, such as a software, financial or professional services company. Their footprints are mostly made up of building operations, personnel travel, etc. More complex manufacturing
oriented organizations have a wide range of carbon emitting activities, may own, and operate, a range of facilities in and outside of where they are domiciled and have a range of additional operating and up 
and downstream activities that influence the cost of carbon disclosure. That said, although scope and size play key roles in the costs, as indicated in 114, data availability is almost always the determining 
factor. The costs of measuring a Scope 1&2 carbon footprint of a larger organization that is just starting their climate change journey and has never collected GHG, energy, or transportation data often is more 
costly than a Scope 1, 2 &3 assessment of a similar sized organization that has calculated their carbon footprint for years and has clear and structured data. 

Our points further down in this email chain (Nov. 29, 2021) still remain accurate based on our most recent experiences with our clients and with the advancement of our software. The cost of carbon accounting and 
disclosure will inevitably go down as software solutions simplify the process and reduce the burden on companies. 
Please do not hesitate to respond to this email with more questions or let us know if you'd like to discuss the contents and these updates on another call. 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 
+1 737.900.3222 !.inMd.ln Tuillfil Newsletter 

WATCH OUR f1Ktil 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged. and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Morse, Mika fb)(6) ~~> 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 2021 5:55 PM 
To: Tim Mohin <tim@Rersefoni.com>; Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio j<b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~@persefoni com>; Mi~ <mike waUace@persefonj com>: Yogin Kothari <y.2gi.o.@..!2oJ.!nl!.;u.v.st0ne com>.: Christine Turner <i:b.!:isiin.e.@~stone com> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email is from an external 5"nder. Please do not reply, dick on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Tim, 
As the Persefoni team works on the information to share with us, we were wondering if it might be possible to address how firm complexity or market cap might impact the range of costs. Would it be possible to reflect those 
attributes in the estimated ranges? 
Thanks, 
Mika 



From: Tim Mohin <.tiw.(<;)persefonj com> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:47 AM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika fbl(6) fSEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Me~~~:t~~bo!~~~GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~persefonj com>; Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefonj co~~-Kothari <y_ogiil@..l!o.!.w.11..i~stone com>: Christine Turner< • stone com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

~AUT!ON This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
Dear Mika (and team); First, we hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving and enjoyed a relaxing and long weekend! 
Thanks again for the latest in a great series of conversations with you and your team. We appreciate the complexities around these issues and do hope we have been helpful through the various conversations and demonstrations 
we have given you and the team. 
we·re re-attaching an email and attachments we sent last Sept. that provided the ·cost of carbon disclosure· at that time. This was based on our own experiences with corporations as they enter the carbon disclosure and as they do 
this sort of effort in-house and with FTEs. The ROI calculator is a useful way to model some different options. In slide 3 the costs estimates range from $25,000 to $125,000. Again, this is the 'traditional approach' using internal 
teams and spreadsheets. 
Since we shared the attached, we·ve onboarded over 25 new clients, both enterprise clients and financial services clients. Some of our asset management clients are analyzing over 1,000 companies in their portfolios. We are 
currently seeing as the ·cost of carbon disclosure· when Implementing Persefoni's CMAP, a range In costs from $10,000 to $250,000. This Is dependent on the complexity of the organizations we're experiencing, their readiness 
(maturity in GHG emissions tracking and reporting), and their ability to access the data sources on their own, or with our help. 
We also announced our plans to release a free version of Persefoni"s Carbon Management and Accounting Platform (CMAP). We expect the cost of carbon reporting to drop at least another 50% with further software innovations 
over the coming 18-24 months. 
If you and the team would like to have another discussion In more detail about the costs, we"d be happy to get on a call at your convenience. 
All the best and do let us know how we can be off assistance going forward. 
Tim 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 
+1 737.900.3222 ' Linkedln Twitter Newsletter 

WATt;H OUR PITCH/ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Mike Wallace 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 202111:11 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~~>; Morse, Mika~>; Girardi, Giulio~~>; Pyo, MinyoungEJ>~>; Zhao, Mengxin ~~> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawam~ro@11ersefoni.com>; Tim ~oni.com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we·ve been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1. The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also 
provides market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTI, etc.) across the S&PSOO companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2. We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 

3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PSOO Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PSOO companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 



Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+ 1 (917) 520-5527 11 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCHOIJR~ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
--Original Appointment-
From: Wyatt, Kristina <¥b)(6) f SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email Is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

- Do nol delete or change any of the following text -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join 
meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

hll~ov webex com/secgcy/j,RhR1 
MTID=m635f806614be9cc2c93fe0149f0ecfae 

Join by meeting 

number 

Meeting 

number 

(access code): 
fb)(6) 

Meeting 

password: 

!Cb )(6) lrom 

phones and 

video systems) 



Ta to oln from a mobile device attendees onl 
b)(6) :USAToll2 

US Toll 
~s""o_m_e_m_o""'b"'i,...le_d..,e-v""ic_e_s_m_a_y_a-s"'"k-a""tt,...e-n""'d,...e-e-s..,to-e~nter a numeric meeting password. 

USA Toll 2 
US Toll 

rs 

Join {'om a video sy;~;; application 
Dial (b)(6> oywebex com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Dial!(b)(6) ~g9ll@lmc webex com 

If you are a host. click here to view host information. 

Need help? Go to lll!~P webex com 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Wyatt, Kristinajcb>C6> @SEC.GOV]; Morse, Mika~~cb_lC6_> -~IDSEC.GOV] 
Curtis Ravenel 
Mon 11/29/2021 11 :17:07 AM 
Fwd: Questions from the SEC 

Mon 11/29/202111:17:37 AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi both - in the interest of urgency. Dou want me to ask Bloomberg to do this? If so, I need some scope suggestions. 
Like only US-domiciled firms, or all firms filing in the US? we won't have a breakdown by Scope 3 types - just 
aggregate Scope 3. There will be a size bias as I'm sure you understand. Pls advise ..... 

---------- Forwarded message---------
From: Jim Coburn <cobum@ceres.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 29, 2021 at 10:05 AM 
Subject: Re: Questions from the SEC 

To: Curtis Ravenel 1~b>_c
6
_> --------~F 

Curtis, 

Thank you very much for all of this infonnation. I really appreciate this. 

It would be very helpful if Bloomberg could pull together some GHG emissions disclosure infonnation that Ceres submits to the SEC in response to 
Commissioner Lee's climate change request for information. If a short call would be helpful, I'd be happy to set up a call with you, myself and my 
colleague Isabel Munilla, who heads Ceres' financial regulators work? 

From a call I had with Mika last week, I learned more about what would be useful for the SEC to receive: 

-- The SEC needs information about GHG emissions disclosure submitted into the public comment file, by mid-December, in order to strengthen their 
draft climate disclosure rule and reduce the chances the final rule could be overturned in court. 

-- The SEC needs to establish a baseline for what U.S. companies, big and/or small, are already disclosing of Scopes 1, 2 and 3 GHG emissions. That 
will enable the SEC to show how the additional cost of reporting this baseline information to the SEC is minimal for some of those companies. 

-- That information must include the denominator--such as the S&P 500 or the Russell 1000. 

-- If Scope 3 infomiation can be broken down into the 15 Scope 3 categories, that would be helpful, or even key categories like purchased goods and 
services, fuel and energy related activities, use of sold products, and investments. That's because, as you know, many large companies report some 
Scope 3 info, but many do not report the highest emitting categories in Scope 3. 

Ceres will be submitting some information to the SEC based on research Guidehouse did for Ceres, and two of our interns are updating. But that's only 
for some industries, only for Scope 3 emissions, and mainly S&P 500 companies. 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Best, 

Jim 

On Wed, Nov 17_, 2021 at 1 :26 PM Curtis Ravenel <f~b>_<6> ________ ~j> wrote: 

I'll start backwards. I'm in regular touch with Mike on this issue and we don't have anything. I spent an hour with 
her team explaining that TCFD is a framework not a standard so for TCFD preparers, the cost varies significantly 
depending on how deep they go into TCFD (some firms do qualitative scenario analysis, others have teams of 
statisticians) AND giving them anecdotal stuff from TCFD preparers about how it's streamlined their thinking and 
reporting. But we don't- and I've never seen - studies that would support this. The benefits (well-evidenced) of 
investor needs, cost of capital, diversified investor base, lower volatility in stock price are high. The issuing of SEC 
disclosure rules will inevitably reduce the 'survey fatigue' created by the myriad reporting frameworks and ESG 
raters etc. But again, I have no studies to support this. 



On scope 3 data - again, have shared this with her. There are plenty of studies out there on this. Not sure what more 
they need here. I can ask Bloomberg to pull the data but it's coverage is basically bigger firms so it won't say 
anything new here - especially when it comes to SMEs. 

Sorry I can't help more :/ 

On Wed, Nov 17, 2021 at 12:05 PM Jim Coburn <cobum@ceres.org> wrote: 

Dear Curtis, 

Hi--1 hope you've been well, and that all your TCFD and COP private finance work is going well. 

I'm trying to help Mika Morse at the SEC with two specific issues, and I'm wondering if you can help or have suggestions about 
who can? Thank you very much for considering this. Ceres is very focused on an SEC climate disclosure rule that's legally 
strong in case it is challenged in court, and of course that includes strong SEC cost benefit analysis. 

1. The SEC would find data on the rates and types of Scope 3 GHG emissions disclosure very helpful, both for U.S. and global 
companies. 

As background, we shared with her Ceres-commissioned internal research on individual S&P 500 companies and their Scope 3 
disclosures {please let me know if you'd like to see it), and she pointed out that if we submit the data in response to the SEC 
request for information, it can be used to support rulemaking on climate disclosure. We're going to submit something in the 
next 11/2 weeks, but Ceres does not have great data on Scope 3, and the data we do have needs quality control which 
we're scrambling to do, so that's why I'm reaching out to you. We've also checked with CDP. 

2. Do you all have any information-even anecdotal-about the cost of preparing climate disclosures, in particular GHG 
emissions information? If this exists, it would be very useful to the SEC. They've received very little info so far on this. 

As background, Ceres and two partners will be commissioning ERM to do research on this topic, through a survey of issuers and 
investors, but that project will take a couple of months, and the SEC could use the data now. 

Again, thank you very much for your consideration. Happy to discuss by phone if that's helpful. 

Best, 

Jim 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Morse, Mika 4(b)(6) @SEC.GOV> ou behalf of Morse, Mika 
Sent on: Monday, December 13, 2021 11: 16:21 AM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina fbl( 6l ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio 4<b)(SJ ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

b)(S) 

Thanks, 
Mika 

From: Morse, Mika 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2021 5:19 PM 
To: 'Tim Mohin' <tim@persefoni.com>; Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio <~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Mike~ <mike.wallace@persefoni.com>; Keith Denham <keith.denham@~ni.com>; Yagin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com>; Christine Turner 
<christine@boundarystone.com> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Thank you so much, Timi We very much appreciate this information. We will reach back out with any follow up questions. 
Best, 
Mika 

From: Tim Mahin <run@P-ersefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2021 4:23 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~~>; Morse, Mika !(b)(6) ~~>; Girardi, Giulio~~>; Pyo, Minyoung ~~>; Zhao, Mengxin ~~> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@llersefoni.com>; Keith Denham <keith.denham@jlersefoni.com>; Yagin Kothari <_y_gg!n..@boundarv.stone.com>; Christine Turner 
<christine@boundarv.stone.com> 
Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Importance: High 

CAUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika; 
Thanks to you and the team for the latest conversation regarding the Cost of Carbon Disclosure, as well as your follow-up questions. We took the following points away from our last conversation and your follow-up 
email and have organized our responses as a formal submission for the SEC's consideration. We are happy for the below and attached information to be shared. 

1. Clarify initial/startup cost versus ongoing cost of compliance of climate risk disclosure, including differentiating between low and high maturity companies, if possible. 
2. Clarify the discrepancy between slide 3 and the ROI calculator 
3. Clarify slides and rational for disclosure cost vs_ management (Slides 11 • 16). 
4. Provide example on what we mean by low maturity. 
5. Firm complexity or market cap might impact costs. 

Persefoni's responses: 

1. We outline many of these points in the attached materials. Slide 3 outlines these Disclosure Costs of Compliance. These are the costs associated with preparing this disclosure, broken down by a company's 
maturity 

2. We have simplified our summary and it is included in Slide 3 in a similar format to our prior presentation. The ROI Calculator was intended for a different purpose originally and its results were not intended to 
directly address Year One Disclosure. we·ve taken the data and included it in the summary contained in Slide 3. In addition, we have excluded legal and auditing costs. We suggest the SEC continue engaging 

with the relevant organizations in these professions. We would suggest contacting legal professionals at the Society for Corporate Governance, the Association of Corporate Counsel, and/or the American Bar 
Association. For the accounting profession, we would suggest the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the Center for Audit Quality (CAQ), the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, 
Institute of Management Accountants and/or the International Federation of Accountants, all of which are examining these issues_ We'd be happy to give you a list of direct contacts_ Contacting them know 

and informing them of the pending public comment period might also help in obtaining written and public inputs from them. 

3. Slides 11- 16 are direct references to materials collected and developed by the Task Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Since TCFD is being so regularly referenced by other influential 

government bodies and influential stakeholders, we feel this is an accurate framework for organizations to follow. Disclosure costs vs. management, however, can be explained in the following manner: 

a. When considering the financial reporting process, every organization has defined timelines associated with their close cycle and quarterly/annual reporting requirements, yet there are people, 
processes and technologies supporting the underlying data on an ongoing basis. 

b. We see the climate accounting and management process being no different, in that there are continuous efforts to gather, understand and improve upon the decision-usefulness of data, with ties to 
various internal and external reporting requirements. 



c. The costs associated with disclosure across both examples above are somewhat repetitive in nature. While there will be adjustments year over year in the type or volume of inclusions, the ways in 
which we report the information are (and in the case of climate, will continue to be more) defined. 

d. It should be noted that an increased cost can be expected with the initial effort to report on climate change as the qualitative components need to be determined and communicated (with on-going 
effort to improve the quality of disclosure and/or alignment with standards such as TCFD). 

e. In the case of climate management, the increased cost comes from the time and resources (internal/external) required to gather, clean, and interpret the underlying data in-line with recognized 
frameworks and calculations, such as those defined in the GHGP and PCAF. Many organizations will need to undertake a large initial investment to complete this effort and understand how their 
current data can be leveraged and/or the gaps they need to bridge when looking to report on climate change. 

f. Once this initial effort has been undertaken, the management-focused data (metrics and targets) should be treated like that of financial data - routinely updated and reflected upon with specific 
resources to support. Additional reasons for increased effort today include: 

1. Dynamic standards and accounting disclosure landscape 

2. Internal skill gaps across existing departments/employees 

3. Lack of internal processes and data alignment to support new considerations 

4. Gaps in existing technologies leveraged internally (need for further investment) 

4. Slide 3 describes low vs. high maturity with costs estimates based on the use of FTEs to do the needed work. A low maturity company is one that has no formal understanding of GHG emission calculations, or 
policies or programs around such issues. They have not organized or collected any data for such a calculation and most more (and cost) is required to get this information ready for calculation and disclosure. 
Slide 3 breaks these out for companies that are focused on Scopes 1 and 2, as well as on Scopes 1, 2 and 3. The difference between a high mature and low mature company in the slides is mostly determined 
by data availability and whether the company collected this type of information before. In addition, the level of data precision/quality also varies for what is relevant and appropriate for disclosure/reporting. 
Some emission categories are more material than others (e.g. business travel is a significant contributor to the carbon footprint of a bank but would not be relatively material to a dairy manufacturing 
company). 

S. A company·s market cap (size) and its complexity certainly factors into the overall cost of data collection, calculation and the disclosure/reporting of such information. Some companies can be very focused in 
their business offerings, such as a software, financial or professional services company. Their footprints are mostly made up of building operations, personnel travel, etc. More complex manufacturing
oriented organizations have a wide range of carbon emitting activities, may own, and operate, a range of facilities in and outside of where they are domiciled and have a range of additional operating and up 
and downstream activities that influence the cost of carbon disclosure. That said, although scope and size play key roles in the costs, as indicated in #4, data availability is almost always the determining 
factor. The costs of measuring a Scope 1&2 carbon footprint of a larger organization that is just starting their climate change journey and has never collected GHG, energy, or transportation data often is more 
costly than a Scope 1, 2 &3 assessment of a similar sized organization that has calculated their carbon footprint for years and has clear and structured data. 

Our points further down in this email chain (Nov. 29, 2021) still remain accurate based on our most recent experiences with our clients and with the advancement of our software. The cost of carbon accounting and 
disclosure will inevitably go down as software solutions simplify the process and reduce the burden on companies. 
Please do not hesitate to respond to this email with more questions or let us know if you'd like to discuss the contents and these updates on another call. 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 
+1 737.900.3222 1 Linkedln Twitter Newsletter 

II fffH CU"R fJI!:lJ.1. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Morse, Mika !(b)(6) !@SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 2021 5:55 PM 
To: Tim Mohin <.!it!lffe)persefoni.com>; Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giu1i4b)(6) ►-SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@.Rersefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@.Rersefom.com>; Vogin Kothari <y.Qg[Q@boundar~~m>; Christine Turner <christine@.boundarystone.com> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 



Tim, 
As the Persefoni team works on the information to share with us. we were wondering if it might be possible to address how firm complexity or market cap might impact the range of costs. Would it be possible to reflect those 
attributes in the estimated ranges? 
Thanks, 
Mika 

From: Tim Mohin <.tim.@11ersefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:47 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOY>: Morse, Mika fb)(6) FSEC GOY>; Girardi, Giuli~Cb)(6) @~>; Pyo, Minyoung ~~; Zhao, Mengxin~~> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@11ersefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@11ersefoni.com>; Yogin Kothari <y.Qg[n@boundarys~111>; Christine Turner <christine@bounda[Ystone.com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION-This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika (and team); First, we hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving and enjoyed a relaxing and long weekend! 
Thanks again for the latest in a great series of conversations with you and your team. We appreciate the complexities around these issues and do hope we have been helpful through the various conversations and demonstrations 
we have given you and the team. 
we·re re-attaching an email and attachments we sent last Sept. that provided the ·cost of carbon disclosure· at that time. This was based on our own experiences with corporations as they enter the carbon disclosure and as they do 
this sort of effort in-house and with FTEs. The ROI calculator is a useful way to model some different options. In slide 3 the costs estimates range from $25,000 to $125,000. Again, this is the 'traditional approach' using internal 
teams and spreadsheets. 
Since we shared the attached, we've onboarded over 25 new clients, both enterprise clients and financial services clients. Some of our asset management clients are analyzing over 1,000 companies in their portfolios. We are 
currently seeing as the ·cost of carbon disclosure' when implementing Persefoni's CMAP, a range in costs from $10,000 to $250,000. This is dependent on the complexity of the organizations we're experiencing, their readiness 
(maturity in GHG emissions tracking and reporting), and their ability to access the data sources on their own, or with our help. 
We also announced our plans to release a free version of Persefoni's Carbon Manaeement and Accoyntjne ~(CMAel We expect the cost of carbon reporting to drop at least another 50% with further software innovations 
over the coming 18-24 months. 
If you and the team would like to have another discussion in more detail about the costs, we'd be happy to get on a call at your convenience. 
All the best and do let us know how we can be off assistance going forward. 
Tim 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 

+1 737.900.3222 ~ ~ Newsletter 

lllfCll OCR PTTCJI! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged. and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Mike Wallace 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 202111:11 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika i(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamon < @persefonj com>; Tim Mahin <.tiro.@persefonj com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1. The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also 
provides market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PSOO companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2. we·ve also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 



3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. we·ve also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PS00 companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+ 1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

If IH /J out PITCJJ! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
---Original Appointment--
From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:4S PM (UTC-0S:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Do not delete or change any or the followrng text -

When it's time, Join your Webex meeting here. 

Join 
meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

httRs://secgov.webex.com/secgill!Li,RhP-1 
MIi D=m63Sf806614 be9cc2c93feO l 49{0ectae 

Join by meetl ng 

number 

Meeting 

number 

(access code): 

l(b)(6) 



Meeting 

password: 

!Cb)(6) ~rom 

phones and 

video systems) 

Tao to Iola tcom a mobile devise (attendees onlv\ 

l(b)(6) I USA Toll 2 

.__-,-----------------'·US Toll 
Some mobile devices may ask attendees to enter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

l(b)(6) ~SA Toll 2 

Global call-In num :c;oll 

J,,;{trow a video •v~or application 
Dia b)(6) e gov.webex.com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

If you are a host, ~ to view host information. 

Need help? Go to https:1/helQ.webex.com 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Curtis Ravene .... fb_><6_> ________ _.I Wyatt, Kristinal .... cb_><5_> ~t@SEC.GOV] 
Morse, Mika 
Mon 11/29/2021 4:57:25 PM 
RE: Questions from the SEC 

Mon 11/29/2021 4 :5 7 :25 PM 

Curtis, thanks for reaching out on this. We can't ask you or Bloomberg to conduct any kind of analysis but I can say that the 
kind of information we've been looking for is a sense of how many US firms report scope 3 emissions. From a purely SEC 
perspective, I think the relevant universe would be all firms filing in the US. However, from a more political lens, I think it 
could be useful to know about US-based firms too. Happy to discuss by phone this evening or tomorrow if it would be helpful. 
We have found some of this information with CDP disclosing firms, but I'm not sure how to put their number into context 
with respect to some denominator. 
Thanks, 
Mika 

From: Curtis Ravenel ~l<b_><
5
_> --------~ 

Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:17 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina Icb><5> ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika < .... l<b>_c5>_~~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Fwd: Questions from the SEC 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi both - in the interest of urgency. Dou want me to ask Bloomberg to do this? If so, I need some scope suggestions. 
Like only US-domiciled firms, or all firms filing in the US? we won't have a breakdown by Scope 3 types - just 
aggregate Scope 3. There will be a size bias as I'm sure you understand. Pis advise ..... 

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Jim Coburn <cobum@ceres.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 29, 2021 at 10:05 AM 
Subject: Re: Questions from the SEC 
To: Curtis Ravenel fb)(G) r 

Curtis, 
Thank you very much for all of this information. I really appreciate this. 
It would be very helpful if Bloomberg could pull together some GHG emissions disclosure information that Ceres 
submits to the SEC in response to Commissioner Lee's climate change request for information. If a short call would 
be helpful, I'd be happy to set up a call with you, myself and my colleague Isabel Munilla, who heads Ceres' 
financial regulators work? 
From a call I had with Mika last week, I learned more about what would be useful for the SEC to receive: 
-- The SEC needs information about GHG emissions disclosure submitted into the public comment file, by mid
December, in order to strengthen their draft climate disclosure rule and reduce the chances the final rule could be 
overturned in court. 

-- The SEC needs to establish a baseline for what U.S. companies, big and/or small, are already disclosing of Scopes 
l, 2 and 3 GHG emissions. That will enable the SEC to show how the additional cost of reporting this baseline 
information to the SEC is minimal for some of those companies. 
-- That information must include the denominator--such as the S&P 500 or the Russell 1000. 
-- If Scope 3 information can be broken down into the 15 Scope 3 categories, that would be helpful, or even key 
categories like purchased goods and services, fuel and energy related activities, use of sold products, and 
investments. That's because, as you know, many large companies report some Scope 3 info, but many do not report 
the highest emitting categories in Scope 3. 
Ceres will be submitting some information to the SEC based on research Guidehouse did for Ceres, and two of our 
interns are updating. But that's only for some industries, only for Scope 3 emissions, and mainly S&P 500 
companies. 
Thank you very much for your consideration. 
Best, 
Jim 
On Wed, Nov 17, 2021 at 1:26PM Curtis Ravenel i<bX6> I> wrote: 
I'll start backwards. I'm in regular touch with Mike on this issue and we don't have anything. I spent an hour with 



her team explaining that TCFD is a framework not a standard so for TCFD preparers, the cost varies significantly 
depending on how deep they go into TCFD (some firms do qualitative scenario analysis, others have teams of 
statisticians) AND giving them anecdotal stuff from TCFD preparers about how it's streamlined their thinking and 
reporting. But we don't - and I've never seen - studies that would support this. The benefits (well-evidenced) of 
investor needs, cost of capital, diversified investor base, lower volatility in stock price are high. The issuing of SEC 
disclosure rules will inevitably reduce the 'survey fatigue' created by the myriad reporting frameworks and ESG 
raters etc. But again, I have no studies to support this. 

On scope 3 data - again, have shared this with her. There are plenty of studies out there on this. Not sure what more 
they need here. I can ask Bloomberg to pull the data but it's coverage is basically bigger firms so it won't say 
anything new here - especially when it comes to SMEs. 

Sorry I can't help more :/ 
On Wed, Nov 17, 2021 at 12:05 PM Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> wrote: 
Dear Curtis, 
Hi--1 hope you've been well, and that all your TCFD and COP private finance work is going well. 
I'm trying to help Mika Morse at the SEC with two specific issues, and I'm wondering if you can help or have suggestions 
about who can? Thank you very much for considering this. Ceres is very focused on an SEC climate disclosure rule that's 
legally strong in case it is challenged in court, and of course that includes strong SEC cost benefit analysis. 
1. The SEC would find data on the rates and types of Scope 3 GHG emissions disclosure very helpful, both for U.S. and global 
companies. 
As background, we shared with her Ceres-commissioned internal research on individual S&P 500 companies and their Scope 
3 disclosures (please let me know if you'd like to see it), and she pointed out that if we submit the data in response to the 
SEC request for information, it can be used to support rulemaking on climate disclosure. We're going to submit something 
in the next 11/2 weeks, but Ceres does not have great data on Scope 3, and the data we do have needs quality control 
which we're scrambling to do, so that's why I'm reaching out to you. We've also checked with CDP. 
2. Do you all have any information-even anecdotal-about the cost of preparing climate disclosures, in particular GHG 
emissions information? If this exists, it would be very useful to the SEC. They've received very little info so far on this. 
As background, Ceres and two partners will be commissioning ERM to do research on this topic, through a survey of issuers 
and investors, but that project will take a couple of months, and the SEC could use the data now. 
Again, thank you very much for your consideration. Happy to discuss by phone if that's helpful. 

Best, 
Jim 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Curtis Ravenel tb)(6) 

Sent on: Thursday, Novem....,_b_e_r,4-, ~2oft2-1 ~5~:s~2~:non9~AM~~---' 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 

CC: Mary Schapiro <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>: Morse, Mika fb)(B) !@SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Re: (BLW) Canada Proposes Climate Risk Securities Disclosures by Companies 

!CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I assume u all have seen this but just in case .... 

hitps • //www i frs org/content/dam/ i fis/gr.ouRSimY•g-climate-re I ated-d isclosures-pro!Qty:~!2df 

On Mon, Oct 18, 2021 at 11 :32 PM \Vyatt, Kristina ~gov> wrote: 

Thank you so much for taking the time to speak with us! So helpful as always I 

From: Mary Schapiro (BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO) <mlschaoiro@bloomber2..ne1> 
Sent: Monday, October 18, 2021 4:53 PM 
To: Morse, Mika fb)(6) t@SEC GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ~> 
Subject: (BLW) Canada Proposes Climate Risk Securities Disclosures by Companies 

CAUTION; This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Canada Proposes Climate Risk Securities Disclosw-es by Companies 
2021-10-18 20:36:03.87 GMT 

By James Munson 
(Bloomberg Law) -- Canada's securities regulators are 
proposing to make climate change disclosures mandatory for 
public companies for the first time under a set of draft mies 
released Monday. 
Firms would have to submit information on oversight, 
strategy, and processes for addressing climate change and 
greenhouse gas emissions, under the proposal by the Canadian 
Securities Administrators, or CSA. 
Canada's 10 provinces and three territories, each of whicl1 
is responsible for regulating securities in their jurisdictions, 
set up the Montreal-based CSA to harmonize rules across the 
country. 
The CSA proposal, open for public comment until Jan. 17, 
would be the country's first compulsory rules requiring all 
public companies to disclose climate-related information. 
Existing law only covers indirect climate risk disclosure, such 
as material risks, and voluntary disclosure. 

Businesses Affected 

The rules would apply around 3,400 companies. They are 
largely consistent with the recommendations of the Task Force on 
Climate-related Financial Disclosures, a global standard 



developed by Bloomberg L.P. owner Michael Bloomberg and former 
Bank of England Governor Mark Carney, the CSA said. 
Firms would need to describe board oversight of climate-
related risks and opportunities, as well as their risk 
management processes, merrics and targets related to climate 
change, under the proposal. 
The regulators aim to have the proposal in force by Dec. I, 
2022, with disclosure due in 2024 for companies on regular stock 
exchanges and 2026 for those on venture exchanges. 
Investment funds, issuers of asset-backed securities and 
designated foreign issuers would be exempt. among others. 

'In the Dark' 

Tbe Canadian approach includes changes from the global 
standard to ease the regulatory burden on companies, according 
to the drn~ mies. 
One change would let companies either disclose emissions 
and related risks or their reasons for not doing so. A second 
change would prevent companies from having to disclose climate 
strategy models under scenarios such as keeping global average 
temperarnres below 2 degrees Celsius or lower. 
Severn) environmental groups criticized the proposal for 
not sticking to the task force recommendations. 
·'Allowing oil companies and banks to keep their scenarios 
secret would leave investors and the public in the dark," Keith 
Stewart, senior energy strategist at Greenpeace Canada, said. 
Bloomberg Law is operated by entities controlled by Michael 
Bloomberg. who is chair of the Task Force on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosure. 
To contact the reporter on this story: James Munson in 
Ottawa at jlJ.l.Y.llSQ.!l@bloombergindustry.£.Q.!!l 
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Rebecca 
Baker at tl!akel:@bJoomberg~~; 
John Hughesin Washington at jhugb,es_@b)oombergind.l!.s.try~ 

To view this story in Bloomberg click here: 
l!.llps·//blinks bloomberg com/news/stories/R 16X83DWXJQ!! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor. COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow. ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor. Cootexl Labs BY/ Persefonj Aj 



From: Pyo, Min young ~SEC.GOV> on behalf of Pyo, Minyoung 

Sent on: Monday, December 13, 2021 4:27:24 PM 

To: Morse. Mika ,fb)(S) @SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina fbl(S) ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio l(blC
5

l ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follo'1v-Up ~--~ 

Hi Mika, 
Thanks for reaching out. 
(b)(S) 

llliJnKS, 

Min 

From: Morse, Mika tb)(6) pSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, December 13, lb.ll ll:16 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio f,_~_)(_6)_~1SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin~SEC.GOV> r:~r:; Bf, .,.,,.,,; follow Uo 

nan , 
Mika 

From: Morse, Mika 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2021 5:19 PM 
To: 'Tim Moh in' <run@gersefoni.com>; Wyatt, Kristina fb)(6) f SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung Lb __ )( __ 6) _ _i-=SE=C=.G=O=V~.>; Zhao, Mengxin 

1

t:~oun!!~·GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~oersefonj com>; Mike Wallace <mjke waUace@oersefoni ~ Denham <kejth den ham@ • >; Yogin Kothari <y.2g· stone com>: Christine Turner 
<christine@boundarvstone.com> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Thank you so much, Tim! We very much appreciate this information. We will reach back out with any follow up questions. 
Best, 
Mika 

From: Tim Mohin <run@11ersefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 10 2021 4:23 PM 
To: Wyatt. Kristina ~-s~~ ~~~>; Morse, Mika ~(b)(6) ~~>; Girardi, Giulio ~>; Pyo, Minyoun~~>; Zhao, Mengxin ~~> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawam~efoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@Qfillr ;eflf 21n!ll.~!ii5;Kiei1th Denham <keith.denham@~:com>; Yogin Kothari <.y.2g!!l@~rystone.com>; Christine Turner 
<christine@boundarystone.com> 
Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Importance: High 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika; 
Thanks to you and the team for the latest conversation regarding the Cost of Carbon Disclosure, as well as your follow-up questions. We took the following points away from our last conversation and your follow-up 
email and have organized our responses as a formal submission for the SEC's consideration. We are happy for the below and attached information to be shared. 

1. Clarify initial/startup cost versus ongoing cost of compliance of climate risk disclosure, including differentiating between low and high maturity companies, if possible. 
2. Clarify the discrepancy between slide 3 and the ROI calculator 
3. Clarify slides and rational for disclosure cost vs. management (Slides 11 - 16). 
4. Provide example on what we mean by low maturity. 



s. Firm complexity or market cap might impact costs. 
Persefonl's responses: 

1. We outline many of these points in the attached materials. Slide 3 outlines these Disclosure Costs of Compliance. These are the costs associated with preparing this disclosure, broken down by a company's 
maturity 

2. We have simplified our summary and it is included in Slide 3 in a similar format to our prior presentation. The ROI Calculator was intended for a different purpose originally and its results were not intended to 
directly address Year One Disclosure. We've taken the data and included it in the summary contained in Slide 3. In addition, we have excluded legal and auditing costs. We suggest the SEC continue engaging 
with the relevant organizations in these professions. We would suggest contacting legal professionals at the Society for Corporate Governance, the Association of Corporate Counsel, and/or the American Bar 
Association. For the accounting profession, we would suggest the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the Center for Audit Quality {CAQ), the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, 
Institute of Management Accountants and/or the International Federation of Accountants, all of which are examining these issues. We'd be happy to give you a list of direct contacts. Contacting them know 
and informing them of the pending public comment period might also help in obtaining written and public inputs from them. 

3. Slides 11- 16 are direct references to materials collected and developed by the Task Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Since TCFD is being so regularly referenced by other influential 
government bodies and influential stakeholders, we feel this is an accurate framework for organizations to follow. Disclosure costs vs. management, however, can be explained in the following manner: 

a. When considering the financial reporting process, every organization has defined timelines associated with their close cycle and quarterly/annual reporting requirements, yet there are people, 
processes and technologies supporting the underlying data on an ongoing basis. 

b. We see the climate accounting and management process being no different, in that there are continuous efforts to gather, understand and improve upon the decision-usefulness of data, with ties to 
various internal and external reporting requirements. 

c. The costs associated with disclosure across both examples above are somewhat repetitive in nature. While there will be adjustments year over year in the type or volume of inclusions, the ways in 
which we report the information are (and in the case of climate, will continue to be more) defined. 

d. It should be noted that an increased cost can be expected with the initial effort to report on climate change as the qualitative components need to be determined and communicated (with on-going 
effort to improve the quality of disclosure and/or alignment with standards such as TCFD). 

e. In the case of climate management, the increased cost comes from the time and resources {internal/external) required to gather, clean, and interpret the underlying data in-line with recognized 
frameworks and calculations, such as those defined in the GHGP and PCAF. Many organizations will need to undertake a large initial investment to complete this effort and understand how their 
current data can be leveraged and/or the gaps they need to bridge when looking to report on climate change. 

t. Once this initial effort has been undertaken, the management-focused data (metrics and targets) should be treated like that of financial data - routinely updated and reflected upon with specific 
resources to support. Additional reasons for increased effort today include: 

1. Dynamic standards and accounting disclosure landscape 

2. Internal skill gaps across existing departments/employees 

3. lack of internal processes and data alignment to support new considerations 

4. Gaps in existing technologies leveraged internally (need for further investment) 

4. Slide 3 describes low vs. high maturity with costs estimates based on the use of FTEs to do the needed work. A low maturity company is one that has no formal understanding of GHG emission calculations, or 
policies or programs around such issues. They have not organized or collected any data for such a calculation and most more (and cost) is required to get this information ready for calculation and disclosure. 
Slide 3 breaks these out for companies that are focused on Scopes 1 and 2, as well as on Scopes 1, 2 and 3. The difference between a high mature and low mature company in the slides is mostly determined 
by data availability and whether the company collected this type of information before. In addition, the level of data precision/quality also varies for what is relevant and appropriate for disclosure/reporting. 
Some emission categories are more material than others {e.g. business travel is a significant contributor to the carbon footprint of a bank but would not be relatively material to a dairy manufacturing 
company). 

5. A company's market cap (size) and its complexity certainly factors into the overall cost of data collection, calculation and the disclosure/reporting of such information. Some companies can be very focused in 
their business offerings, such as a software, financial or professional services company. Their footprints are mostly made up of building operations, personnel travel, etc. More complex manufacturing
oriented organizations have a wide range of carbon emitting activities, may own, and operate, a range of facilities in and outside of where they are domiciled and have a range of additional operating and up 
and downstream activities that influence the cost of carbon disclosure. That said, although scope and size play key roles in the costs, as indicated in 114, data availability is almost always the determining 
factor. The costs of measuring a Scope 1&2 carbon footprint of a larger organization that is just starting their climate change journey and has never collected GHG, energy, or transportation data often is more 
costly than a Scope 1, 2 &3 assessment of a similar sized organization that has calculated their carbon footprint for years and has clear and structured data. 

Our points further down in this email chain (Nov. 29, 2021) still remain accurate based on our most recent experiences with our clients and with the advancement of our software. The cost of carbon accounting and 
disclosure will inevitably go down as software solutions simplify the process and reduce the burden on companies. 
Please do not hesitate to respond to this email with more questions or let us know if you'd like to discuss the contents and these updates on another call. 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 



Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 

+1 737.900.3222 ~ ~ Newsletter 

WATCffOUR~ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Mor.>e, Mika fbl(6) f'SEC GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 2021 5:55 PM 
To: Tim Mohin <nm@persefoni.com>; Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio E .GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <k!:n1lirll.@persefoni com>; Mike Wallace <mike waUace@peJ~fon:i..' !l!J:ir,;:;Ttigf,n Kothari <y.9gin.@~v.st0ne com>: Christine Turner <christjne@~stone com> 
Subject: RE: Persefonl Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Tim, 
As the Persefonl team works on the Information to share with us, we were wondering if it might be possible to address how firm complexity or market cap might impact the range of costs. Would it be possible to reflect those 
attributes in the estimated ranges? 
Thanks, 
Mika 

From: Tim Mohin <.ti,m(a)persefonj com> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:47 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika fb)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamon < r persefonj com>; Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefonj com>: Yogin Kothari <y.ogin.@~stone com>: Christine Turner <christjne@.l29!.i!ll1fil:stone com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

/:AUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika {and team); First, we hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving and enjoyed a relaxing and long weekend I 
Thanks again for the latest in a great series of conversations with you and your team. We appreciate the complexities around these issues and do hope we have been helpful through the various conversations and demonstrations 
we have given you and the team. 
we·re re-attaching an email and attachments we sent last Sept. that provided the ·cost of carbon disclosure· at that time. This was based on our own experiences with corporations as they enter the carbon disclosure and as they do 

this sort of effort in-house and with FTEs. The ROI calculator is a useful way to model some different options. In slide 3 the costs estimates range from $25,000 to $125,000. Again, this is the 'traditional approach· using internal 

teams and spreadsheets. 
Since we shared the attached, we've onboarded over 25 new clients, both enterprise clients and financial services clients. Some of our asset management clients are analyzing over 1,000 companies in their portfolios. We are 

currently seeing as the ·cost of carbon disclosure· when implementing Persefoni's CMAP, a range in costs from $10,000 to $250,000. This is dependent on the complexity of the organizations we're experiencing, their readiness 
{maturity in GHG emissions tracking and reporting), and their ability to access the data sources on their own, or with our help. 
We also announced our plans to release a free version of Persefoni's Carbon Management and Accounting Platform {CMAP). We expect the cost of carbon reporting to drop at least another 50% with further software innovations 

over the coming 18-24 months. 
If you and the team would like to have another discussion in more detail about the costs, we·d be happy to get on a call at your convenience. 
All the best and do let us know how we can be off assistance going forward. 
Tim 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 

+1 737.900.3222 Linkedln Twitter Newsletter 



WATCI-I OVR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Mike Wallace 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 202111:11 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~~>; Morse, Mika rb)(6) ~~>; Girardi, Giulio ~(bXS) W~>; Pyo, Minyoung ~~>; Zhao, Mengxin ~~> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawam~taro@i,ersefoni.com>; Tim Mahin <tim@i,ersefoni.com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we·ve been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 

Attachments: 

1. The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also 
provides market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate Initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&P500 companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2. We've also developed an ROI calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 

3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PSO0 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PS00 companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 

+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked la, ~ Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCHOU1'fJI'1:Ll 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
---•Original Appointment---

From: Wyatt, Kristina -::}SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 



CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

- Do not delete or change any of the following text. -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join 
meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

Join by meetl ng 

number 

Meeting 

number 

(access code): 

llb)(6) 

Meeting 

password: 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) rom 

phones and 

video systems) 

Tap to Join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

f
b)(6) ~SA Toll 2 

_ !JS Toll 
"'s"'o""'m'"'e-m=ob"'i""'le,...d""e""v-ic'"'e""s-m""a""y....,..as"'k-a'"'tt"'e"'n""d"'e""'es"""'to-e""n.,.,...ter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

h)(6) ~SA Toll 2 

iobai cati-Jn oum1C:
011 

Join from a yldeo svstem or application 
Dialj(b)(6) )seggov.webex.com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

~gov@o,nc.webex.com 

If you are a host, ~ to view host information. 

Need help? Go to J:illRs://helR.webex.com 



To: 
Cc: 
From: 
Sent 
Subject 
Received: 

Morse Mika Cb><5> SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt,' Kristin11...,r,:Cb~><5~> -''r" SEC.GOV] 
Curtis Ravene 
Tue 11/30/2021 3:27:07 PM 
Re: Questions from the SEC 

Tue 11/30/2021 3:27:35 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi - any chance you are free before 4pm today? window just opened but I don't have your number. Mine is rb)(
6

) 

~Just ring me if so. also free 4:45-5: 15 and after 6pm ----

On Mon, Nov 29, 2021 at 4:57 PM Morse, Mika 4<b><
5
> IDsec.gov> wrote: 

Curtis, thanks for reaching out on this. We can't ask you or Bloomberg to conduct any kind of analysis but I can say that the 
kind of information we've been looking for is a sense of how many US firms report scope 3 emissions. From a purely SEC 
perspective, I think the relevant universe would be all firms filing in the US. However, from a more political lens, I think it 
could be useful to know about US-based firms too. Happy to discuss by phone this evening or tomorrow if it would be 
helpful. We have found some of this information with CDP disclosing firms, but I'm not sure how to put their number into 
context with respect to some denominator. 

Thanks, 

Mika 

From: Curtis Ravenel fb)(6> ~ 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:17 AM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina {b><5> t@SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika {L..b_><
5
_> ----"l@-...c.S=EC"" . ...cG...cO-'-V> 

Subject: Fwd: Questions from the SEC 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi both - in the interest of urgency. Dou want me to ask Bloomberg to do this? If so, I need some scope suggestions. 
Like only US-domiciled firms, or all firms filing in the US? we won't have a breakdown by Scope 3 types - just 
aggregate Scope 3. There will be a size bias as I'm sure you understand. Pis advise ..... 

---------- Forwarded message---------
From: Jim Coburn <cobum@ceres.org> 
Date: Mon, Nov 29, 2021 at 10:05 AM 
Subject: Re: Questions from the SEC 
To: Curtis Ravenel l._<b_><5_> _________ __.~ 

Curtis, 

Thank you very much for all of this information. I really appreciate this. 

It would be very helpful if Bloomberg could pull together some GHG emissions disclosure information that Ceres 
submits to the SEC in response to Commissioner Lee's climate change request for information. If a short call would 
be helpful, I'd be happy to set up a call with you, myself and my colleague Isabel Munilla, who heads Ceres' 
financial regulators work? 

From a call I had with Mika last week, I learned more about what would be useful for the SEC to receive: 

-- The SEC needs information about GHG emissions disclosure submitted into the public comment file, by mid-



December, in order to strengthen their draft climate disclosure rule and reduce the chances the final rule could be 
overturned in court. 

-- The SEC needs to establish a baseline for what U.S. companies, big and/or small, are already disclosing of Scopes 
1, 2 and 3 GHG emissions. That will enable the SEC to show how the additional cost of reporting this baseline 
information to the SEC is minimal for some of those companies. 

-- That information must include the denominator--such as the S&P 500 or the Russell 1000. 

-- If Scope 3 information can be broken down into the 15 Scope 3 categories, that would be helpful, or even key 
categories like purchased goods and services, fuel and energy related activities, use of sold products, and 
investments. That's because, as you know, many large companies report some Scope 3 info, but many do not report 
the highest emitting categories in Scope 3. 

Ceres will be submitting some information to the SEC based on research Guidehouse did for Ceres, and two of our 
interns are updating. But that's only for some industries, only for Scope 3 emissions, and mainly S&P 500 
comparues. 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Best, 

Jim 

On Wed, Nov 17, 2021 at 1 :26 PM Curtis Ravenel <f~5){_6) ________ ~F wrote: 

I'll start backwards. I'm in regular touch with Mike on this issue and we don't have anything. I spent an hour with 
her team explaining that TCFD is a framework not a standard so for TCFD preparers, the cost varies significantly 
depending on how deep they go into TCFD (some firms do qualitative scenario analysis, others have teams of 
statisticians) AND giving them anecdotal stuff from TCFD preparers about how it's streamJined their thinking and 
reporting. But we don't - and I've never seen - studies that would support this. The benefits (well-evidenced) of 
investor needs, cost of capital, diversified investor base, lower volatility in stock price are high. The issuing of 
SEC disclosure rules will inevitably reduce the 'survey fatigue' created by the myriad reporting frameworks and 
ESG raters etc. But again, I have no studies to support this. 

On scope 3 data - again, have shared this with her. There are plenty of studies out there on this. Not sure what more 
they need here. I can ask Bloomberg to pull the data but it's coverage is basically bigger firms so it won't say 
anything new here - especially when it comes to SMEs. 

Sorry I can't help more :/ 

On Wed, Nov 17, 2021 at 12:05 PM Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> wrote: 

Dear Curtis, 

Hi--1 hope you've been well, and that all your TCFD and COP private finance work is going well. 

I'm trying to help Mika Morse at the SEC with two specific issues, and I'm wondering if you can help or have suggestions 
about who can? Thank you very much for considering this. Ceres is very focused on an SEC climate disclosure rule that's 
legally strong in case it is challenged in court, and of course that includes strong SEC cost benefit analysis. 

1. The SEC would find data on the rates and types of Scope 3 GHG emissions disclosure very helpful, both for U.S. and 
global companies. 

As background, we shared with her Ceres-commissioned internal research on individual S&P 500 companies and their 
Scope 3 disclosures (please let me know if you'd like to see it), and she pointed out that if we submit the data in response 



to the SEC request for information, it can be used to support rulemaking on climate disclosure. We're going to submit 
something in the next 11/2 weeks, but Ceres does not have great data on Scope 3, and the data we do have needs quality 
control which we're scrambling to do, so that's why I'm reaching out to you. We've also checked with CDP. 

2. Do you all have any information-even anecdotal-about the cost of preparing climate disclosures, in particular GHG 
emissions information? If this exists, it would be very useful to the SEC. They've received very little info so far on this. 

As background, Ceres and two partners will be commissioning ERM to do research on this topic, through a survey of issuers 
and investors, but that project will take a couple of months, and the SEC could use the data now. 

Again, thank you very much for your consideration. Happy to discuss by phone if that's helpful. 

Best, 

Jim 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: Wyatt, Kristina (b><6l SEC.GOV]; Bloom SEC.GOV]; Chan, Anitafbl<5> @SEC.GOV]; Katie 
Abbey[kabbey@bloomberg.net; lemmer, Core ""bl;;;;:<6'> --'--""1-<-,......,~:;::-0V]; MARY SCHAPIRO, eLOOMBERG/ 
WASHINGTO mlschapiro@bloomberg.net]; Mors , SEC.GOV]; Niazi, Shehzad~SEC.GOV]; Pierce, 
Emil bl<6> SEC.GOV]; Curtis Ravenel b)C6> 
From: Curtis Ravenel ~--------~ 
Sent Thur 9/9/2021 1 :50:42 PM 
Subject Re: Follow up discussion of TCFD consultation process 
Received: Thur 9/9/2021 1 :51 :28 PM 

AUTrON: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

If not I will dial in and Katie can run slides .... spk soon 

On Thu, Sep 9, 2021 at 1:45 PM <l_(b-)(S-) --------~r wrote: 

Hi all - I'm having trouble with webex. Can we switch to zoom? Katie, can u set up a zoom? and SEC colleagues, 
can u do that? 

Follow up discussion of TCFD consultation process 
When Thu Sep 9, 2021 2pm - 3pm Eastern Time - New York 

Where Webex below (map) 

Who • Wyatt, Kristina - organizer 

• rb)(6) 

• Katie Abbey 

Mary Schapiro 

Bloom, Luna 

Chan, Anita 

Klemmer, Corey 

Morse, Mika 

Niazi, Shehzad 

• Pierce, Emily 

I-creator 

- Do not delete or change any of the following text. -
When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

(b)(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code)l_cb_>cs_> ---~ 

Meeting password:ICbJC5> !from phones and video systems) 
Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only) 



USA Toll 2 
US Toll 

ev1ces may as atten ees to enter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

rb><5> I USA Toll 2 
~------~-US Toll 
Global call-in numbers 

Join from a video system or application 
Dial !Cb><5> t@secgov.webex.com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Dial jLb_><
5
_> __ __J-'ls""'e'""c...,go=-v""'@""""'ly..:..an=c.""'w:..::e=b=ex=·~co=m= 

If you are a host, click here to view host information. 

Need help? Go to https:/fhelp.webex.com 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: Morse, Mika b>C5> SEC.GOV] 
Cc: Wyatt, Kristina b)C6l SEC.GOV]; Bloom, Luna (b)(6> SEC.GOV]; Chan, Anit~Cb)C6> IDSEC.GOV); 
kabbey@bloomberg.net[k loomberg.net]; Klemmer, orey bX6> SEC.GOV]; 
mlschapiro@bloomberg.net[mlschapiro@bloomberg.net]; Niazi, Shehza SEC.GOV]; Pierce, Emily~Cb>C5> @SEC.GOV) 
From: Curtis Ravenel 
Sent Thur 9/9/2021 1 :51 :09 PM 
Subject Re: Follow up discussion of TCFD consultation process 
Received: Thur 9/9/2021 1 :51 :46 PM 

AUTrON: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

wonderful 

On Thu, Sep 9, 2021 at 1 :49 PM Morse, Mika 1Cb>C5> @sec.gov>wrote: 

We should be able to log on with Zoom. Thanks, Curtis. 

From: Google Calendar <calendar-notification@google.com> On Behalf Of fb>C6> 
Sent: Thursday, September 9, 20211:46 PM ~--------~ 

To: Wyatt, Kristina !Cb>C5> @SEC.GOV>; Bloom, Luna CbX6> SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anita fb>CG> ~SEC.GOV>; 
kabbey@bloomberg.net; Klemmer, Corey b>C5> SEC.GOV>; mlschapiro@bloomberg.net; Morse, Mika 
ICbX6l !@SEC.GOV>; Niazi, Shehzad tb>C6> ~SEC.GOV>; Pierce, Emily 'fbl(6> fPSEC.GOV>; ._ICb_XG_> _________ _. 

Subject: Follow up discussion of TCFD consultation process 

AUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi all - I'm having trouble with webex. Can we switch to zoom? Katie, can u set up a zoom? and SEC colleagues, can 
u do that? 

Follow up discussion of TCFD consultation process 
V\/llen Thu Sep 9, 2021 2pm- 3pm Eastern Time - New York 

V\/llere Webex below <r!lfil!) 

V\/llo • Wyatt, Kristina - organizer 

~ creator 

• Katie Abbey 

• Mary Schapiro 

• Bloom, Luna 

• Chan, Anita 

• Klemmer, Corey 

• Morse, Mika 

• Niazi, Shehzad 

• Pierce, Emily 



-- Do not delete or change any of the following text. -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

(b)(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code)f .... b!_(
5_> ___ ___, 

Meeting password: .... fb>_(6_> _______ ___,!from phones and video systems) 

Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

.... lcb-)(
5_> ____________ ___,I USA Toll 2 

-fb>_c
5
l ____________ ~I US Toll 

Some mobile devices may ask attendees to enter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

~fbK_
6
l ____ ~I USA Toll 2 

.... 1cb_lc5_l ____ ___,I US Toll 

Global call-in numbers 

Join from a video system or application 

Dia I Llcb_lc6_> ___ r-1@ .... s""'e"""cq"""'-"o""'"v""". w"'"'e'""b"""'e"""x""'.c'""o""""'m 



Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Dial Llcb_x5_> ___ J=ls-=-e=cg=o:..:v...::@""'ICLy'-'-'nc=.w..:..:....:.e=-be=x=.co.:.=:.,m 

If you are a host, click here to view host information. 

Need help? Go to 

https://h elp. webex.com 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Gerding, Erik 1(b)( 6) ~SEC.GOV> on behalf of Gerding, Erik 

Sent on: Monday, December 13, 021 6:21 :00 PM 

To: Wyatt. Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 

Snbject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

(b)(S) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, December 13, 2021 2:05 PM 
To: Gerding, Erik ~@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:10 PM 
To: Pyo, Minyoung (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Birkenheier, John E. !Cb)(6) ~sec.gQ:,!>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Morse, Mika b)(6) ~---~ 

Subject: FW: Pers'll'e"""'"""'"-· 
Hi DERA friends 
(b)(S) 

From: Mike Wallace <mjke wailace@oersefoni com> 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2021 2:11 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika i(b)(6) ~\ilSEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giuli~L(b_:_)(_:_6> __ .FW"'S,,.EC,., . .,,,G.,,,O.,_V>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <.!le.rllilro.@persefonj com>; Tim Mohin <!i.m.@persefonj com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very Issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will ;ilso be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

l)The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market Information about the uptake of various carbon/climate Initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTI, etc.) across the S&PS00 companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2) We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 
3) To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PS00 companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

c..11>" Ptr0~ 
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WATCH OUR PITCH/ 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However. mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



---Original Appointment•··-
From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem~021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 20213:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

- Do not delete or change any of the following text -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Jam meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

(b )(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code) (b)(6) 

Meeting password: b)(6) from phones and video systems) ,._ ________ ___. 

Tap to Join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

rb)( 6) ~ USA Toll 2 

l f. US Toll 
... S_o_m_e_m_o_b_ile-de-v-ic_e_s_m_ay-a-sk-at-te_n_d_e_e_s_to-en ... ter a numenc meeting password. 

Join by phone 

rb)(6) p~A Toll 2 
l ~SToll 
..,.G.,..to..,.b_a.,..I c-a...,11--i-n_n_u_m ... bers 

Join from a video s stem or application 

Dial (b)(6) secgov.webex.com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

rut_cgQY@Jync.webex.com 

If you are a host, click here to view host information. 

Need help? Go to .lltlQSJLbelp webex com 



From: 

Sent on: 

To: 
CC: 

Tim Mohin <tim@persefoni.com> 

Friday, December 17. 2021 12:33:39 PM 

Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse. Mika p>c5> ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, GiuJiol(b)(S) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung tb)( 6) !@SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 

Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com>; Keith Denham <keith.denham@persefoni.com>; Yogin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com>; 
Christine Turner <christine@boundarystone.com> 

Subject: Re: Persefon.i Follow-Up 

Attachments: SEC response Final 12.17.2021.docx (66.94 KB), Cost of Carbon Disclosw-e-Persefon.i Dec. 2021 FINAL.pdf(3.54 MB) 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika; 
We wanted to follow-up with a little more detail on some of our recent communications. 
Size and Complexity 
Size vs. complexity is not easy to simplify, but we·11 give you our best experiences. Most large companies (subjective) and complex organizations (subjective) greatly vary in their current 'traditional" business activities versus their 

·carbon' activities. Take Lockheed Martin, a major publicly traded company and contractor to the US government, and also advanced on the GSA's own Climate Action Scorecard - hll~gag~R2J:t{gsa-federal-contractor

dimate-action-scorgcard They are very advanced on the calculations of their own carbon footprint because their investors llD.!! customers are expecting this. Other large suppliers in that link are identified in "RED.'' As you scroll 
through the list you will see very well-established and mature companies from a 'business perspective,' but they do not appear to do much on their c<1rbon disclosure. From our experience, this is the state of the global marketplace. 

With other nations increasingly referencing TCFD and carbon accounting and disclosure, we expect to see even more push for the GHG Protocol, PCAF, TCFD and on suppliers to address the missing Scope 3 Emissions aspect. 
Disclosure vs. Management 
The disclosure vs. management breakdown identified on slide 13 was derived from our team's knowledge, expertise and readings related to the climate reporting landscape, namely TCFD. The supporting details of the drivers, focus and effort 
come from recent publications and the experience our team has working across industries to Implement reporting frameworks, derive reports and support the climate strategy of their clients and/or employers. 
Slide 15 further supports the associated costs and areas of effort, as derived from the UK's overview of the specific resources and costs required to implement the TCFD framework for the first time and on a continued basis. 
An overview of our thoughts and reasoning on the differences between disclosure vs. management costs can be noted below: 

• When considering the financial reporting process, every organization has defined timelines associated with their close cycle and quarterly/annual reporting requirements, yet there are people, processes and technologies 
supporting the underlying data on an ongoing basis. 

• We see the climate accounting and management process being no different, in that there are continuous efforts to gather, understand and improve upon the decision-usefulness of data, with ties to various internal and external 
reporting requirements. 

• The costs associated with disclosure across both examples above are somewhat repetitive in nature. While there will be adjustments year over year in the type or volume of inclusions, the ways in which we report the 
information are (and in the case of climate, will continue to be more) defined. 

o It should be noted that an increased cost can be expected with the initial effort to report on climate change as the qualitative components need to be determined and communicated (with on-going effort to improve the 
quality of disclosure and/or alignment with standards such as TCFD). 

• In the case of climate management, the increased cost comes from the time and resources (internal/external) required to gather, clean, and interpret the underlying data in-line with recognized frameworks and calculations, 
such as those defined in the GHGP and PCAF. Many organizations will need to undertake a large initial investment to complete this effort and understand how their current data can be leveraged and/or the gaps they need to 
bridge when looking to report on climate change. 

• Once this initial effort has been undertaken, the management-focused data ( metrics and targets) should be treated like that of financial data - routinely updated and reflected upon with specific resources to support. Additional 

reasons for increased effort today include: 
o Dynamic standards and accounting disclosure landscape 
o Internal skill gaps across existing departments/employees 
o Lack of internal processes and data alignment to support new considerations 
o Gaps in existing technologies leveraged internally (need for further investment) 

Supporting Resources 
1. 2021 TCFD Implementing Guidance 

2. ICED case studv.:..Jm~g ICED Recommendations fltau Unibanco Holding..i.8.l. 
3. Mandatorv climate-related financial disclosures by_ll.Y.!l.!W.y_quoted com~,Jru:i!e private comoanles and LLPs IU~). 

a. Including components of the government response and impact assessment 
Please do let us know if you and your team would like to set up another call before or after the holiday break. 
Thanks again for the conversations to date and happy holidays, 
Tim for Mike and Keith 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefonj 

+1 737.900.3222 LinJsel.Jln :fuiller Newsletter 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 



believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Tim Mohin <tim@persefoni.com> 
Date: Friday, December 10, 2021 at 4:22 PM 
To: Cb)(6) SEC.GOV" ~SEC.GOV>, '!CbJC6J ~SEC.GOV" fblC6> !@sEC.GOV>,fb>C6> ~SEC.GOV" fblC6) ~SEC.GOV>, ~SEC.GOV" ~SEC.GOV>, ~SEC.GOV" 
< b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
C , ro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>, Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com>, Keith Denham <keith.denham@persefoni.com>, Yogin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com>, Christine Turner 
<christine@boundarystone.com> 
Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Mika; 
Thanks to you and the team for the latest conversation regarding the Cost of Carbon Disclosure, as well as your follow-up questions. We took the following points away from our last conversation and your follow-up 
email and have organized our responses as a formal submission for the SEC's consideration. We are happy for the below and attached information to be shared. 

1. Clarify initial/startup cost versus ongoing cost of compliance of climate risk disclosure, including differentiating between low and high maturity companies, if possible. 
2. Clarify the discrepancy between slide 3 and the ROI calculator 
3. Clarify slides and rational for disclosure cost vs. management (Slides 11 - 16). 
4. Provide example on what we mean by low maturity. 
5. Firm complexity or market cap might impact costs. 

Persefoni's responses: 

1. We outline many of these points in the attached materials. Slide 3 outlines these Disclosure Costs of Compliance. These are the costs associated with preparing this disclosure, broken down by a company's 
maturity 

2. We have simplified our summary and it is included in Slide 3 in a similar format to our prior presentation. The ROI Calculator was intended for a different purpose originally and its results were not intended to 
directly address Year One Disclosure. We've taken the data and included it in the summary contained in Slide 3. In addition, we have excluded legal and auditing costs. We suggest the SEC continue engaging 
with the relevant organizations in these professions. We would suggest contacting legal professionals at the Society for Corporate Governance, the Association of Corporate Counsel, and/or the American Bar 
Association. For the accounting profession, we would suggest the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the Center for Audit Quality (CAQ), the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, 
Institute of Management Accountants and/or the International Federation of Accountants, all of which are examining these issues. We'd be happy to give you a list of direct contacts. Contacting them know 
and informing them of the pending public comment period might also help in obtaining written and public inputs from them. 

3. Slides 11- 16 are direct references to materials collected and developed by the Task Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures {TCFD). Since TCFD is being so regularly referenced by other influential 
government bodies and influential stakeholders, we feel this is an accurate framework for organizations to follow. Disclosure costs vs. management, however, can be explained in the following manner: 

a. When considering the financial reporting process, every organization has defined timelines associated with their close cycle and quarterly/annual reporting requirements, yet there are people, 
processes and technologies supporting the underlying data on an ongoing basis. 

b. We see the climate accounting and management process being no different, in that there are continuous efforts to gather, understand and improve upon the decision-usefulness of data, with ties to 
various internal and external reporting requirements. 

c. The costs associated with disclosure across both examples above are somewhat repetitive in nature. While there will be adjustments year over year in the type or volume of inclusions, the ways in which 
we report the information are (and in the case of climate, will continue to be more) defined. 

d. It should be noted that an increased cost can be expected with the initial effort to report on climate change as the qualitative components need to be determined and communicated (with on-going 
effort to improve the quality of disclosure and/or alignment with standards such as TCFD). 

e. In the case of climate management, the increased cost comes from the time and resources (internal/external) required to gather, clean, and interpret the underlying data in-line with recognized 
frameworks and calculations, such as those defined in the GHGP and PCAF. Many organizations will need to undertake a large initial investment to complete this effort and understand how their current 
data can be leveraged and/or the gaps they need to bridge when looking to report on climate change. 

f. Once this initial effort has been undertaken, the management-focused data (metrics and targets) should be treated like that of financial data - routinely updated and reflected upon with specific 
resources to support. Additional reasons for increased effort today include: 

1. Dynamic standards and accounting disclosure landscape 
2. Internal skill gaps across existing departments/employees 
3. Lack of internal processes and data alignment to support new considerations 
4. Gaps in existing technologies leveraged internally (need for further investment) 

4. Slide 3 describes low vs. high maturity with costs estimates based on the use of FTEs to do the needed work. A low maturity company is one that has no formal understanding of GHG emission calculations, or 
policies or programs around such issues. They have not organized or collected any data for such a calculation and most more (and cost) is required to get this information ready for calculation and disclosure. 
Slide 3 breaks these out for companies that are focused on Scopes 1 and 2, as well as on Scopes 1, 2 and 3. The difference between a high mature and low mature company in the slides is mostly determined 
by data availability and whether the company collected this type of information before. In addition, the level of data precision/quality also varies for what is relevant and appropriate for disclosure/reporting. 
Some emission categories are more material than others (e.g. business travel is a significant contributor to the carbon footprint of a bank but would not be relatively material to a dairy manufacturing 
company). 

s. A company's market cap (size) and its complexity certainly factors into the overall cost of data collection, calculation and the disclosure/reporting of such information. Some companies can be very focused in 
their business offerings, such as a software, financial or professional services company. Their footprints are mostly made up of building operations, personnel travel, etc. More complex manufacturing-oriented 
organizations have a wide range of carbon emitting activities, may own, and operate, a range of facilities in and outside of where they are domiciled and have a range of additional operating and up and 
downstream activities that influence the cost of carbon disclosure. That said, although scope and size play key roles in the costs, as indicated in #4, data availability is almost always the determining factor. The 



costs of measuring a Scope 1&2 carbon footprint of a larger organization that is just starting their climate change journey and has never collected GHG, energy, or transportation data often is more costly than 
a Scope 1, 2 &3 assessment of a similar sized organization that has calculated their carbon footprint for years and has clear and structured data. 

Our points further down in this email chain (Nov. 29, 2021) still remain accurate based on our most recent experiences with our clients and with the advancement of our software. The cost of carbon accounting and 
disclosure will inevitably go down as software solutions simplify the process and reduce the burden on companies. 
Please do not hesitate to respond to this email with more questions or let us know if you'd like to discuss the contents and these updates on another call. 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 
+1 737.900.3222 Linkedln Twitter Newsletter 

WATCH OU/II ffIQJ1 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Morse, Mika p>(6) i~> 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 2 ll 5:55 PM 
To: Tim Mahin <!im.@11ersefoni.com>; Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio j(b)( 6) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@11ersefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@.persetoni.com>; Yogin Kothari <y.Qg[n_@boundarystone.com>; Christine Turner <~undar,,.stone.com> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION: Thi• email i• from an external sender. Please do not reply, dick on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Tim, 
As the Persefoni team works on the information to share with us, we were wondering if it might be possible to address how firm complexity or market cap might impact the range of costs. Would it be possible to reflect those 
attributes in the estimated ranges? 
Thanks, 
Mika 

From: Tim Mohin <tim.~persefonj com> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:47 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika <~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio fb)(6) l!!>SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zh<10, Mengxin <~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@J:!ersefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@.Rersefoni.com>; Yog,n Kothari <y.Qg[n_@boundarystone.com>; Christine Turner <christin~darystone.com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

[ CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika (and team); First, we hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving and enjoyed a relaxing and long weekend! 
Thanks again for the latest in a great series of conversations with you and your team. We appreciate the complexities around these issues and do hope we have been helpful through the various conversations and demonstrations 
we have given you and the team. 
We're re-attaching an email and attachments we sent last Sept. that provided the 'cost of carbon disclosure· at that time. This was based on our own experiences with corporations as they enter the carbon disclosure and as they do 
this sort of effort in-house and with FTEs. The ROI calculator is a useful way to model some different options. In slide 3 the costs estimates range from $25,000 to $125,000. Again, this Is the ·traditional approach· using internal 
teams and spreadsheets. 
Since we shared the attached, we've onboarded over 25 new clients, both enterprise clients and financial services clients. Some of our asset management clients are analyzing over 1,000 companies in their portfolios. We are 
currently seeing as the ·cost of carbon disclosure' when implementing Persefoni"s CMAP, a range in costs from $10,000 to $250,000. This is dependent on the complexity of the organizations we're experiencing, their readiness 
(maturity in GHG emissions tracking and reporting), and their ability to access the data sources on their own, or with our help. 
We also announced our plans to release a free version of Persefoni"s Carbon Management and Accounting Platform (CMAP) We expect the cost of carbon reporting to drop at least another 50% with further software innovations 
over the coming 18-24 months. 
If you and the team would like to have another discussion in more detail about the costs, we·d be happy to get on a call at your convenience. 
All the best and do let us know how we can be off assistance going forward. 
Tim 

Tim Mohln (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 



+1 737.900.3222 Linkedln Twitter Newsletter 

WATOIOUReJIQll 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged. and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However. mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Mike Wallace 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 202111:11 AM 
To: Wyatt. Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mikal(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio fb)(6) p.sEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin l(b)(5l jsEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@Rersefoni.com>; Tim Mohin <tim@(!ersefoni.com> '----' 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1. The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also 
provides market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PSOO companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2. We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 

3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. we·ve also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PSOO companies that are 

active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 
Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 

Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement ' Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH/ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom tt,e email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges 111at may apply. 
--Original Appointment-
From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem'6er"Ir,'2021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 



~o not delete or change any of the following text. -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

More ways to Join: 

Join from the meeting link 

Join by meeting 

number 

Meeting 

number 

(access code): 

l(b)(6) 

Meeting 

password: 

from phones 

and video 

systems) 

USA Toll 2 
US Toll 

ees to enter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by pt,one 
b)(6) USA Toll 2 

US Toll 

Join from a video system or application 

Diafbl(6) ~ceoywebex com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Mlaosoft Skype tor Business 

fecg~lvnc webex com 

If you are a host. click here to view host information. 

Need help? Go to hn~lp.webex.com 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Wyatt, Kristin~b><6> @SEC.GOV] 
Katie Abbey ( [GOMBERG/ LONDON) 
Wed 9/1/2021 11 :02:58 AM 

Subject 
Received: 

Re: Follow up discussion 
Wed 9/1/2021 11 :03:32 AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina, 
Mary too can make 4p-5p ET work on Tuesday 7th Sept, if that works for you? Otherwise, Curtis and Mary 
can also do Thursday 9/9: 2p-3p ET. 

Let me know if neither of those work, and I can try to provide more options. Thank you! 

Best, 
Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg LP. 

FromJ<b)(5> 
Tofb>(5> p2sec.gov 

I At: 09/01/21 10:57:01 UTC-4:00 

Cc: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON ) , Mary Schapiro (BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO) 
Subject: Re: Follow up discussion 

I was just about to email you all and suggest a time early next week! Let's do Tuesday if you all are free in the 
afternoon? I can do anytime after 4pm if that works for folks 

On Wed, Sep 1, 2021 at 10:50 AM Wyatt, Kristina <fb><5> @sec.gov>wrote: 

Hi Katie, 

I was in touch with Mary and she very nicely offered to speak with our team again. 

I wonder if we might look for a time next week for perhaps an hour call? If that would be possible, we would be very 
grateful. 

Thanks as always for your help. 

Kristina 

Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E. 

Washington, DC 20549 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 



Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Gerding, Erik fb)CG) ~SEC.GOV> on behalf of Gerding, Erik 

Sent on: Monday, December 13, 2021 6:34:59 PM 

To: Wyatt. Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Snbject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

b)(5) 

From: wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, December 13, 2021 4:25 PM 
To: Gerding, Erik 1:blC6) psEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

(b)(5) 

From: Gerding, Erik ~b)(6) lilSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, December 13, 2021 6:21 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Subject: RE: Persef~~ 
b)(5) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, December 13, 2021 2:05 PM 
To: Gerding, Eriqb)(6) FSEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:10 PM 

>; Birkenheier, John 1(b)(6) 1~gQJ1>; Zhao, Mengxin ~> 
C.gQl!> ._ ____ _. 

-Up 

an s. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2021 2:11 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina<~>; Morse, Mika fb)(6) I@~>; Girardi, Giulio!(b)(6) ►~>; Pyo, Minyoung ~~>; Zhao, Mengxin ~~> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawam~oersefoni.com>; Tim Mohin <~oersefonl.com> ._ __ _, 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1) The attached PDF Is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios {Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PSOO companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2) We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 
3) To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PSOO Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PSOO companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings I 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Marl<:et Engagement Persefonj 



+ 1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient. please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
---Original Appointment---
From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septemtiei'"I:r,1021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on llnks, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is sale. 

- Do not delete or change any of the following text -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

(b )(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code): b)(6) 

Meeting password: b)(G) from phones and video systems) ,._ ________ __. 

Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

f 
t>)(6) I USA Toll 2 

_ . US Toll 
.....,S_o_m_e_m_o_bi-le_d_e_v_ic_e_s_m_a_y_as_k_a_tt_e_n_d_e_e_s_to-en~ter a numenc meetmg password 

Join by phone 

b)(6) 

Join from a video system or application 

Dial<b)(6) ~~cgoy webex com 



Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Diaj<b><6> ~9db:oc webex com 

If you are a host. ~ to view host Information. 

Need help? Go to h!!Qs://hel1:1.webex.com 



To: 
Cc: 
From: 
Sent 
Subject 
Received: 

Wyatt, KristindCb>C5> @SEC.GOV] 
Katie Abbey[kabbey@bloomberg.net]; Mary Schapiro[mlschapiro@bloomberg.net] 
Curtis Ravenel 
Wed 9/1/2021 10:56:48 AM 
Re: Follow up discussion 

Wed 9/1/2021 10:57:17 AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

I was just about to email you all and suggest a time early next week! Let's do Tuesday if you all are free in the 
afternoon? I can do anytime after 4pm if that works for folks 

On Wed, Sep 1, 2021 at 10:50 AM Wyatt, Kristina f~b>_<5l-~~sec.gov> wrote: 

Hi Katie, 

I was in touch with Mary and she very nicely offered to speak with our team again. 

I wonder if we might look for a time next week for perhaps an hour call? If that would be possible, we would be 
very grateful. 

Thanks as always for your help. 

Kristina 

Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

l 00 F Street N.E. 

Washington, DC 20549 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Tim Mohin <tim@persefoni.com> 

Friday, December 10. 2021 4:23:00 PM Sent on: 

To: 

CC: 
Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse. Mika fb)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Git1lio fb){6) (l}SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung 1<b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com>; Keith Denham <keith.denham@persefoni.com>; ogin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com>; 
Christine Turner <christine@boundarystone.com> 

Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Urgent: High 

Attachments: Cost of Carbon Disclosure-Persefoni Dec. 2021 FTNAL.pdf(3.54 MB) 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika; 
Thanks to you and the team for the latest conversation regarding the Cost of Carbon Disclosure, as well as your follow-up questions. We took the following points away from our last conversation and your follow-up 
email and have organized our responses as a formal submission for the SECs consideration. We are happy for the below and attached information to be shared. 

1. Clarify initial/startup cost versus ongoing cost of compliance of climate risk disclosure, including differentiating between low and high maturity companies, if possible. 
2. Clarify the discrepancy between slide 3 and the ROI calculator 
3. Clarify slides and rational for disclosure cost vs. management (Slides 11-16). 
4. Provide example on what we mean by low maturity. 
5. Firm complexity or market cap might impact costs. 

Persefonl's responses: 

1. We outline many of these points in the attached materials. Slide 3 outlines these Disclosure Costs of Compliance. These are the costs associated with preparing this disclosure, broken down by a company's 

maturity 
2. We have simplified our summary and it is included in Slide 3 in a similar format to our prior presentation. The ROI Calculator was intended for a different purpose originally and its results were not intended to 

directly address Year One Disclosure. We've taken the data and included it in the summary contained in Slide 3. In addition, we have excluded legal and auditing costs. We suggest the SEC continue engaging 

with the relevant organizations in these professions. We would suggest contacting legal professionals at the Society for Corporate Governance, the Association of Corporate Counsel, and/or the American Bar 
Association. For the accounting profession, we would suggest the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the Center for Audit Quality (CAQ), the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, 
Institute of Management Accountants and/or the International Federation of Accountants, all of which are examining these issues. We'd be happy to give you a list of direct contacts. Contacting them know 

and informing them of the pending public comment period might also help in obtaining written and public inputs from them. 
3. Slides 11- 16 are direct references to materials collected and developed by the Task Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures {TCFD). Since TCFD is being so regularly referenced by other influential 

government bodies and influential stakeholders, we feel this is an accurate framework for organizations to follow. Disclosure costs vs. management, however, can be explained in the following manner: 
a. When considering the financial reporting process, every organization has defined timelines associated with their close cycle and quarterly/annual reporting requirements, yet there are people, 

processes and technologies supporting the underlying data on an ongoing basis. 
b. We see the climate accounting and management process being no different, in that there are continuous efforts to gather, understand and improve upon the decision-usefulness of data, with ties to 

various internal and external reporting requirements. 
c. The costs associated with disclosure across both examples above are somewhat repetitive in nature. While there will be adjustments year over year in the type or volume of inclusions, the ways in which 

we report the information are (and in the case of climate, will continue to be more) defined. 
d. It should be noted that an increased cost can be expected with the initial effort to report on climate change as the qualitative components need to be determined and communicated (with on-going 

effort to improve the quality of disclosure and/or alignment with standards such as TCFD). 
e. In the case of climate management, the increased cost comes from the time and resources (internal/external) required to gather, clean, and interpret the underlying data in-line with recognized 

frameworks and calculations, such as those defined in the GHGP and PCAF. Many organizations will need to undertake a large initial investment to complete this effort and understand how their current 
data can be leveraged and/or the gaps they need to bridge when looking to report on climate change. 

f. Once this initial effort has been undertaken, the management-focused data (metrics and targets) should be treated like that of financial data - routinely updated and reflected upon with specific 
resources to support. Additional reasons for increased effort today include: 

1. Dynamic standards and accounting disclosure landscape 
2. Internal skill gaps across existing departments/employees 
3. Lack of internal processes and data alignment to support new considerations 
4. Gaps in existing technologies leveraged internally (need for further investment) 

4. Slide 3 describes low vs. high maturity with costs estimates based on the use of FTEs to do the needed work. A low maturity company is one that has no formal understanding of GHG emission calculations, or 
policies or programs around such issues. They have not organized or collected any data for such a calculation and most more (and cost) is required to get this information ready for calculation and disclosure. 
Slide 3 breaks these out for companies that are focused on Scopes 1 and 2, as well as on Scopes 1, 2 and 3. The difference between a high mature and low mature company in the slides is mostly determined 
by data availability and whether the company collected this type of information before. In addition, the level of data precision/quality also varies for what is relevant and appropriate for disclosure/reporting. 



Some emission categories are more material than others (e.g. business travel is a significant contributor to the carbon footprint of a bank but would not be relatively material to a dairy manufacturing 
company). 

s. A company's market cap (size) and its complexity certainly factors into the overall cost of data collection, calculation and the disclosure/reporting of such information. Some companies can be very focused in 

their business offerings, such as a software, financial or professional services company. Their footprints are mostly made up of building operations, personnel travel, etc. More complex manufacturing-oriented 
organizations have a wide range of carbon emitting activities, may own, and operate, a range of facilities in and outside of where they are domiciled and have a range of additiona I operating and up and 
downstream activities that influence the cost of carbon disclosure. That said, although scope and size play key roles in the costs, as indicated in #4, data availability is almost always the determining factor. The 
costs of measuring a Scope 1&2 carbon footprint of a larger organization that is just starting their climate change journey and has never collected GHG, energy, or transportation data often is more costly than 
a Scope 1, 2 &3 assessment of a similar sized organization that has calculated their carbon footprint for years and has clear and structured data. 

Our points further down in this email chain (Nov. 29, 2021) still remain accurate based on our most recent experiences with our clients and with the advancement of our software. The cost of carbon accounting and 
disclosure will inevitably go down as software solutions simplify the process and reduce the burden on companies. 
Please do not hesitate to respond to this email with more questions or let us know if you'd like to discuss the contents and these updates on another call. 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 
+1 737.900.3222 Linkedln, Twitter Newsletter 

,;,1-<:,Vf Pttc~ 

" 
WATCHOURf[[fJjJ. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Morse, Mikal(bX6) rosEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, ¼21 5:55 PM 
To: Tim Mohin <tim@oersefoni.com>; Wyatt, Kristina fb:\

I 
fSEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giullofb)(6) fSEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~>; Zhao, Mengxin 4cbX6) ~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Mike a ace <mike.wallace@11ersefon1.com>; Yogin Kothari <~ogin@boundar¥stone.com>; Christine Turner <christine@boundarystone.com> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This emall ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Tim, 
As the Persefonl team works on the information to share with us, we were wondering if it might be possible to address how firm complexity or market cap might impact the range of costs. Would it be possible to reflect those 
attributes in the estimated ranges? 
Thanks, 
Mika 

From: Tim Mohin <tim@Qersefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:47 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~>; Morse, Mika ~(bX6) jwsEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ¥b)(6) fSEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung~>; Zhao, Mengxin (b)(6) 
Cc: Kentaro Kawam~taro@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@11ersefoni.com>; Yogin Kothari <y.Qgin@boundarystone.com>; Christine Turner <gch!:!Jriis@l~!1:m!il..c~ 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

~AUTJON· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika (and team); First, we hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving and enjoyed a relaxing and long weekend! 
Thanks again for the latest in a great series of conversations with you and your team. we appreciate the complexities around these issues and do hope we have been helpful through the various conversations and demonstrations 
we have given you and the team. 
We're re-attaching an email and attachments we sent last Sept. that provided the ·cost of carbon disclosure' at that time. This was based on our own experiences with corporations as they enter the carbon disclosure and as they do 
this sort of effort in-house and with FTEs. The ROI calculator is a useful way to model some different options. In slide 3 the costs estimates range from $25,000 to $125,000. Again, this is the ·traditional approach· using internal 
teams and spreadsheets. 
Since we shared the attached, we've onboarded over 25 new clients, both enterprise clients and financial services clients. Some of our asset management clients are analyzing over 1,000 companies in their portfolios. We are 
currently seeing as the 'cost of carbon disclosure· when implementing Persefoni's CMAP, a range in costs from $10,000 to $250,000. This is dependent on the complexity of the organizations we're experiencing, their readiness 
(maturity in GHG emissions tracking and reporting). and their ability to access the data sources on their own, or with our help. 
We also announced our plans to release a free version of Persefoni's Carbon Mana~ement and Accounting.f!a!foar, /CMAP) We expect the cost of carbon reporting to drop at least another 50% with further software innovations 
over the coming 18-24 months. 



If you and the team would like to have another discussion in more detail about the costs, we'd be happy to get on a call at your convenience. 

All the best and do let us know how we can be off assistance going forward. 
Tim 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 

+1 737.900.3222 Linkedln ,, Twitter Newsletter 

WATCH OUR flKl:11 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However. mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading Immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Mike Wallace 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 202111:11 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika j<b)(6) )..sf.C.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoungfb>(6) lsEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamon < persefon, com>; Tim Mat\111 <.aln@persefonj com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we·ve been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 

Attachments: 

1. The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also 
provides market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PSOO companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2. We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 

3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PSOO Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PSOO companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you·d like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 

Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings I 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

~'f!o"' Ptrc~ 

" 
WATCH OUR PITCH/ 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an Intended recipient, please stop reading Immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
-Original Appointment-
From: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) 

Sent: Tuesday, Septem er 14, 2021 2:19 PM 



To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

•· Do not delete or change any of the following text. -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

Join by meeting 

number 

Meeting 

number 

(access code): 

rb)(6) 

Meeting 

password: 

b)(6) 

romp ones 

and video 

systems) 

Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

l(b)(6) I USA Toll 2 

. . US Toll 

...,_So_m_e_m_o~b~il-e~d-ev~ice_s_m_a_y_a_s~k-a_tt_e-nd~e-e-,-to_e_.nter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

(b)(6) USA Toll 2 

US Toll 

Join from a video system or application 

01afb><6> ~_ai:goywebex com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Dial!(b)(6) ~g9ll@.lvnc webex com 



If you are a host, click here lo view hos! information. 

Need help? Go to hll~lo.webex.com 



From: Gerding, Erik 1b)( 6l ~SEC.GOV> on behalf of Gerding, Erik 

Sent on: Sunday, December 12, 2021 9:43: JI PM 

To: Wyatt. Kristina ~SEC.GOV>: Jones. Renee!(b)(S) l@SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Thanks for al! of 1bis Kristioa 

Erik 

from: Wyatt, Kristina !(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 202110:25 PM 
To: Jones, Renee ~@SEC.GOV>; Gerding, Erik !(b)(6) psEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Perslmmn=orrow-Up ~~-~ 
Importance: High 

from: Tim Mohin <filll.@persefonl.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2021 4:23 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~>; Morse, Mika ib)(6) ~~>; Girardi, Giulio fb)(6) p>~>; Pyo, Minyoung ~>; Zhao, Mengxin ~~> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawam~persefonj com>; Mike Wallace <mjke.wal!ace@persefoni.com>: Ke,th uenham <kejth denham@~>; Yogin Kothari <y.9~jn~rvstone com>: Christine Turner 
<christine@boundaeystone.com> 
Subject: FW: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Importance: High 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organiiation. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recogniie the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika; 
Thanks to you and the team for the latest conversation regarding the Cost of Carbon Disclosure, as well as your follow-up questions. We took the following points away from our last conversation and your follow-up 
email and have organized our responses as a formal submission for the SEC's consideration. We are happy for the below and attached information to be shared. 

1. Clarify initial/startup cost versus ongoing cost of compliance of climate risk disclosure, including differentiating between low and high maturity companies, if possible. 
2. Clarify the discrepancy between slide 3 and the ROI calculator 
3. Clarify slides and rational for disclosure cost vs. management (Slides 11 - 16). 
4. Provide example on what we mean by low maturity. 
s. Firm complexity or market cap might impact costs. 

Persefoni's responses: 

1. We outline many of these points in the attached materials. Slide 3 outlines these Disclosure Costs of Compliance. These are the costs associated with preparing this disclosure, broken down by a company's 
maturity 

2. We have simplified our summary and it is included in Slide 3 in a similar format to our prior presentation. The ROI Calculator was intended for a different purpose originally and its results were not intended to 
directly address Year One Disclosure. We've taken the data and included it in the summary contained in Slide 3. In addition, we have excluded legal and auditing costs. We suggest the SEC continue engaging 
with the relevant organizations in these professions. We would suggest contacting legal professionals at the Society for Corporate Governance, the Association of Corporate Counsel, and/or the American Bar 
Association. For the accounting profession, we would suggest the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, the Center for Audit Quality (CAQ), the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board, 
Institute of Management Accountants and/or the International Federation of Accountants, all of which are examining these issues. We'd be happy to give you a list of direct contacts. Contacting them know 
and informing them of the pending public comment period might also help in obtaining written and public inputs from them. 

3. Slides 11- 16 are direct references to materials collected and developed by the Task Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Since TCFD is being so regularly referenced by other influential 
government bodies and influential stakeholders, we feel this is an accurate framework for organizations to follow. Disclosure costs vs. management, however, can be explained in the following manner: 

a. When considering the financial reporting process, every organization has defined timelines associated with their close cycle and quarterly/annual reporting requirements, yet there are people, 
processes and technologies supporting the underlying data on an ongoing basis. 

b. We see the climate accounting and management process being no different, in that there are continuous efforts to gather, understand and improve upon the decision-usefulness of data, with ties to 
various internal and external reporting requirements. 

c. The costs associated with disclosure across both examples above are somewhat repetitive in nature. While there will be adjustments year over year in the type or volume of inclusions, the ways in 
which we report the information are (and in the case of climate, will continue to be more) defined. 



d. It should be noted that an increased cost can be expected with the initial effort to report on climate change as the qualitative components need to be determined and communicated (with on-going 
effort to improve the quality of disclosure and/or alignment with standards such as TCFO). 

e. In the case of climate management, the increased cost comes from the time and resources (internal/external) required to gather, clean, and interpret the underlying data in-line with recognized 
frameworks and calculations, such as those defined in the GHGP and PCAF. Many organizations will need to undertake a large initial investment to complete this effort and understand how their 
current data can be leveraged and/or the gaps they need to bridge when looking to report on climate change. 

f. Once this initial effort has been undertaken, the management-focused data (metrics and targets) should be treated like that of financial data - routinely updated and reflected upon with specific 
resources to support. Additional reasons for increased effort today include: 

1. Dynamic standards and accounting disclosure landscape 

2. Internal skill gaps across existing departments/employees 

3. Lack of internal processes and data alignment to support new considerations 

4. Gaps in existing technologies leveraged internally (need for further investment) 

4. Slide 3 describes low vs. high maturity with costs estimates based on the use of FTEs to do the needed work. A low maturity company is one that has no formal understanding of GHG emission calculations, or 
policies or programs around such issues. They have not organized or collected any data for such a calculation and most more (and cost) is required to get this information ready for calculation and disclosure. 
Slide 3 breaks these out for companies that are focused on Scopes 1 and 2, as well as on Scopes 1, 2 and 3. The difference between a high mature and low mature company in the slides is mostly determined 
by data availability and whether the company collected this type of information before. In addition, the level of data precision/quality also varies for what is relevant and appropriate for disclosure/reporting. 
Some emission categories are more material than others (e.g. business travel is a significant contributor to the carbon footprint of a bank but would not be relatively material to a dairy manufacturing 
company). 

5. A company's market cap (size) and its complexity certainly factors into the overall cost of data collection, calculation and the disclosure/reporting of such information. Some companies can be very focused in 
their business offerings, such as a software, financial or professional services company. Their footprints are mostly made up of building operations, personnel travel, etc. More complex manufacturing
oriented organizations have a wide range of carbon emitting activities, may own, and operate, a range of facilities in and outside of where they are domiciled and have a range of additional operating and up 
and downstream activities that influence the cost of carbon disclosure. That said, although scope and size play key roles in the costs, as indicated in #4, data availability is almost always the determining 
factor. The costs of measuring a Scope 1&2 carbon footprint of a larger organization that is just starting their climate change journey and has never collected GHG, energy, or transportation data often is more 
costly than a Scope 1, 2 &3 assessment of a similar sized organization that has calculated their carbon footprint for years and has clear and structured data. 

Our points further down in this email chain (Nov. 29, 2021) still remain accurate based on our most recent experiences with our clients and with the advancement of our software. The cost of carbon accounting and 
disclosure will inevitably go down as software solutions simplify the process and reduce the burden on companies. 
Please do not hesitate to respond to this email with more questions or let us know if you'd like to discuss the contents and these updates on another call. 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 
+1 737.900.3222 .l..in.lse.®l Iwiller Newsletter 

c;f-_S'#f P/to~ 

~ 
WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Morse, Mika!(b)(S) laJSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 2021 5:55 PM 
To: Tim Mohin <ti.mffepersefoni com>: Wyatt, Kristina~>; Girardi, Giulio~>; Pyo, Minyoung ~>; Zhao, Mengxin~> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <lsenlfilQ..@oersefoni com>; Mik~~aUace@oersefonj.com>: Yogin Kothari <y.Qejn@boyndarvstone.com>: Christine Turner <christine@boundarvstone com> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email is from an e•ternal sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is sale. 

Tim, 



As the Persefoni team works on the information to share with us, we were wondering if it might be possible to address how firm complexity or market cap might impact the range of costs. Would it be possible to reflect those 
attributes in the estimated ranges? 
Thanks, 
Mika 

(b)(5) 

From: Tim Mahin <!im@11ersefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:47 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika rb)( 6) FSEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Mlnyoung ~>; Zhao, Mengxin 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@11ersefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@11ersefoni.co~·Kothari <y.Qg!n@boundarystone.com>; Christine Turner <,echwrccis....,""'"' 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika (and team); First, we hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving and enjoyed a relaxing and long weekend! 

SEC.GOV> 

Thanks again for the latest in a great series of conversations with you and your team. We appreciate the complexities around these issues and do hope we have been helpful through the various conversations and demonstrations 
we have given you and the team. 
We're re-attaching an email and attachments we sent last Sept. that provided the ·cost of carbon disclosure' at that time. This was based on our own experiences with corporations as they enter the carbon disclosure and as they do 
this sort of effort in-house and with FTEs. The ROI calculator is a useful way to model some different options. In slide 3 the costs estimates range from $25,000 to $125,000. Again, this is the 'traditional approach· using internal 
teams and spreadsheets. 
Since we shared the attached, we've onboarded over 25 new clients, both enterprise clients and financial services clients. Some of our asset management clients are analyzing over 1,000 companies in their portfolios. We are 
currently seeing as the ·cost of carbon disclosure· when implementing Persefoni's CMAP, a range in costs from $10,000 to $250,000. This is dependent on the complexity of the organizations we're experiencing, their readiness 
(maturity in GHG emissions tracking and reporting), and their ability to access the data sources on their own, or with our help. 
We also announced our plans to release a free version of Persefoni's Carbon Management and Accounting Platform (CMAP). We expect the cost of carbon reporting to drop at least another 50% with further software innovations 
over the coming 18-24 months. 
If you and the team would like to have another discussion in more detail about the costs, we·d be happy to get on a call at your convenience. 
All the best and do let us know how we can be off assistance going forward. 
Tim 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 

+1 737.900.3222 .l..ioMd.ln Iwi11er Newsletter 

WAfCH OUR PITCH/ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Mike Wallace 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 202111:11 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~>; Morse, Mika fbl(6) fi>SEC GOV>; Girardi, Giulio tb)(6) 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~persefonj com>; Tim Mohm <nrn@persefoni.com> 
fSEC GOV>: Pyo, Minyoung~>; Zhao, Mengxin~> 

Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we·re preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1. The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also 
provides market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PSOO companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2. We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 



3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. we·ve also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PS00 companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+ 1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH DUR PITCH/ 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom ll1e email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If 
you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy 
of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all lights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
--Original Appointment--
From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem'6er"r:r,"io21 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on finks, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Do not delete or change any or the followrng text -

When it's time, Join your Webex meeting here. 

Join 
meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

Join by meetl ng 

number 

Meeting 

number 

(access code): 
l(b)(6) 



Meeting 

password: 

(b)(6) 

b)(6) 
._ ____ . 

phones and 

rom 

video systems) 

attendees onl 
USAToll2 
US Toll 

...,.-==-==,,....,,,,,e"'v"'1c"'e"'s""rn"'a"'y.,....,,.as"'K,,...,,a"'ue"'n"'a"'e""e"'s"'1"'0""e""n~e·r a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

l(b)(6) JUSA Toll 2 

G1ooal ca11-m nu ~!:011 

Joi~~em or application 
Dia~cgov.webex.com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

If you are a host, ~ to view host information. 

Need help? Go to https:1/helQ.webex.com 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Wyatt, Kristinaj<b>C6> @SEC.GOV] 
Gerding, Erik 
Fri 11/26/2021 2:44:07 PM 
RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Fri 11/26/2021 2:44:07 PM 

Hi Kristina: 
(b)(5) 

Enk 
From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 9:51 AM 
To: Gerding, Erik 1b>C6> ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Hi Erik, 
Happy Thanksgiving! 
(b)(5) 

Take care, 
Kristina 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 202111:44 AM 

fb)(6) L 
To: 'Curtis Ravene1r>c6> r; Morse, Mika <J .... __ __,!P~se~c~.g~o_v>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Hi Curtis, 
Happy Thanksgiving! Thank you very much for reaching out. 
We would very much like to catch up with you next week. Mika and I will coordinate on scheduling. Given the holiday, it 
might not be until early next week when we are able to get back with you, if that's alright. 
Thanks very much. Very much look forward to speaking with you. 
Best, 
Kristina 
From: Curtis Ravenel <fb>C6> ~ 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 20218:16 AM 
To: Morse, Mika tb>C6> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina fb>C6> 

Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

~SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress <mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could 
catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GFANZ and want to make sure 
that what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. 
Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Morse, Mika 
Location: Webex below 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
Start Date/Time: Fri 9/24/2021 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Fri 9/24/2021 3:45:00 PM 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Wyatt, KristinaQCb>C6> ~SEC.GOV] 
Mike Wallace 
Thur9/2/20211:51:31 PM 
Re-Connecting 

Thur 9/2/2021 1 :52:13 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all is well with you and the team! 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into 
the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and ability and 
cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the 
"Quickbooks" for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any user to easily have their 
carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I'd be happy to arrange a call with our CSO (Tim Mohin -Tim and I both worked at GRI at different times); 
our CEO (Kentaro Kawamori) who started his 'carbon counting' while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of Solutions, Grant 
Berry. 
Full transparency- Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board - https://persefoni.com/about 
Let me know if I can arrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 
PS- We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as 
well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 
+ 1 (917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

'?>1-s'M Pirc-'>' 

" 
WArCH OUR PITCH/ 
NOTICE 

This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom 
the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are not an intended 
recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or 
Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to 
confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent on: Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:27:55 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina 1Cb)(6) ©SEC.GOV> 
Snbject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas! rd be happy to set up a 1-hour 'brown bag' meeting like we did before. We could break it down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 

• Q&A 
I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you. No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you like. Do you want/need more information via email? 
What is the FCA and how do we get involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 

+l (917) S20-S527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Septerffiiei'T,"202111:12 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Very interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what you've got. I'm thinking our FinHub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the 

Office of Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped in with them? 
Thanks, Mike! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:S2 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Subject: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all is well with you and the team! 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and 
ability and cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the "Quickbooks"' for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any 



user to easily have their carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I'd be happy to arrange a call with our CSO (Tim Moh in - Tim and I both worked at GRI at different times); our CEO {Kentaro Kawamori) who started his ·carbon counting' while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of 

Solutions, Grant Berry. 
Full transparency- Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board - hll~persefonj com/about 
Let me know if I can arrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 
PS - We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 

Mike Wallace {He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // ~ / / llii.ru:r // Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR E/KJ:11. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are Intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Wyatt, Kristina[f°><5> @SEC.GOV] 
Curtis Ravenel 
Mon 9/20/2021 10:47:07 AM 
Fwd: SEC Question 

Mon 9/20/2021 10:47:56 AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI from UK Treasury 

---------- Forwarded message---------
From: deMontfort, Sean - COP26 <Sean.deMontfort@cop26finance.org.uk> 
Date: Thu, Aug 19, 2021 at 9:28 AM 
Subject: SEC Question 
To: Curtis Ravenel "'"cb""'>c5.,....> --------- ..... , Ravenel, Curtis - COP26 <Curtis.Ravenel@cop26finance.org.uk> 
Cc: Andrews, Bethany - hmtreasu .0 ov.uk>, O'Donovan, Christopher -HMT 
<~b)(6) ~hmtreasury.gov.uk> 

Hi Curtis, 

We spoke to David Pitt-Watson earlier who was calling for the SEC to issue a Staff Accounting Bulletin to clarify that 
material climate risks do need to be taken into account when preparing financial statements. He was suggesting this is a 
high-impact, low effort step for the SEC to take. 

From your broader conversations do you know if this is something that they are considering? 

Thanks, 
Sean 

This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual(s) to whom they are addressed. If you are not the 
Intended recipient and have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email. This footnote also confirms that our 
email communications may be monitored to ensure the secure and effective operation of our systems and for other lawful purposes, and that 
this email has been swept for malware and viruses. 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Girardi, Giulio {bl( 6) !@SEC.GOV> on behalf of Girardi, Giulio 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:06:46 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>: Zhao, Mengxin~SEC.GOV> 

CC: Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connectmg 

Ok (b)(5) 

b)(5) 

Giulio 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem~021 2:29 PM 
To: Girardi, Giulio (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Pyo, Minyoun (b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Thanks. 

From: Girardi, Giulio~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septe~0212:ITTM 
To: Zhao, Mengxin@X6Cj@SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Pyo, Minyoung ~>; Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Subject: Re: Re-Connecting 
Kristina 

(b)(5) 

l>IUIIO 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 14, 2021, at 1:57 PM, Zhao, Mengxin ~~gQl!> wrote: 

From: Pyo, Minyoung ~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Se F-'-'=....;;.., :35 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristin V> 
Cc: Girardi, Giulio,__ __ ,~ >; Zhao, Mengxin ~~> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 
Hi Kristina, 

(b)(5) 

Thanks, 
Min 

From: Wyatt, Kristina !Cb){6J f SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, September 13, 20211:41 PM 
To: IIDERA climate i(b )(6) psEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Re-Connecting 
Hi DERA team, 



(b )(5) 
If any of you would llke me to set up a follow up call to discuss, rm happy to. 
Thanks very much. 
Kristina 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202111:57 AM 

To: SzczeFnik, Valerie~(b:!:)(,::6!..) __ J"-1!~~==~ ~g~V>; Cra~, Angela ~SEC GOV>· Wong Jeannette~~>; Bloom, Luna~>; Chan, Anita 
fbl( 6) jg)SEC GOV>; #OERA climate ~~~-_j~~ill'L>;'lili.rn,3hehzad (b)(6) !.SK.GOV>; Klemmer, Corey l(b)(G) i;;.&&,g~; Staffin, Elliott~~ 
Subject: FW: Re-Connecting 

Hi evervooe 
~b)(5) IPersefoni is a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 

I'll set up a call with them for a demonstration and will invite this group. I know everyone Is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you·d like to. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <m1ke.wallace@.P.ersefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC GOY> 
Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I 
will coordinate with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time - morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different ·use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally I 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917} 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 
<image00 l .jpg> 
WATCH OUR eJEJJJ. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing 
emails. If you believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete 
or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina f~( 6) 
2 
r SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, Septem er . 021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@P.ersefon1.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAlJTlON: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you re<ognize the sender and know the message ls safe. 



From: Girardi, Giulio fblC 6l !@SEC.GOV> on behalf of Girardi, Giulio 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:23:06 PM 

To: Zhao. Mengxin Cb)(SJ SEC.GOV> 

CC: "'SEC.GOV>: Wyatt, Kristina r)(S) ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Re: Re-Connecti 

Attachments: imageO0l.jpg (6.08 KB) 

Kristina, 

(b)(5) 

Giulio 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 14, 2021, at I :57 PM, Zhao, Mengxin ~sec.gov> wrote: 

engxIn 

From: Pyo, Mlnyounfb)(6) !SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14,0211:35 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Girardi, Giulio (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Monday, September 13, 20211:41 PM 
To: #DERA climate <#DERAclimate@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Re-Connecting 
Hi DERA team, 

l(b)(S) 
It any of you would like me to set up a follow up call to discuss, I'm happy to. 
Thanks very much. 
Kristina 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202111:57 AM 
To: Szczepanik, Valeri~(b)(6) pisEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika sec.gm(>; Crane, Angela (b)(6) SEC.GOV>· Won 
~>; #bERA ch mate ~(b~)~(6~)~ _ _j~~~'l.>;mru,~hehzad ~~>; Klemmer, Corey (b)(6) 
~w~~~~ ----
Hi everyone, 

(b )(5) Persefoni is a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 
I'll set up a cal with t em or a emonstration an will invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you'd lik.e to. 



Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <m1ke.wallace@11ersefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Cc: Anna Maldona~~o@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. rd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I 

will coordinate with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time - morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different ·use cases' for Persefoni"s carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 

Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 

Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 
<image00 l .jpg> 

WATCHOU/feJIQll 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email 
and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@persefom com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAlfTION: Thi, email i, from an external ,ender. Plea,e do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the me,sage is safe. 



From: Zhao, Mengxin ~(b)(6> !SEC.GOV> 011 behalf of Zhao, Mengxin 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 14, 202 l 1 :57:3 l PM 
To: Pyo. Minyoung ~@SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Ki·istina ~SEC.GOV> 

CC: Girardi, Giulio <~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

engxin 

From: Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 20211:35 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Girardi, Giulio b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 
Hi Kristina, 
b)(S) 

Thanks, 
Min 

from: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, Septem'6ernj'o21 1:41 PM 
To: #DERA climate 1b)(6) f.SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Re-Connecting 
Hi DERA team, 

(b)(5) 
anyo you wou 

Thanh very much. 
Kristina 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202111:57 AM 
To: Szczepanik, yaterje jrb}f6} l@SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika (b)(B) 
#OERA climate tb)(6) P~>; Niazi, Shehzad [.(b..:.:)(~6)_Jf-"""""'"'-" 
Subject: FW: Re-Connecting 
Hi everyone, 

fb)(5) !Persefoni 1s a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 
I'll set up a call with them for a demonstration and will invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you'd like to. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefonl.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 

Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could alm for something the week of the 13th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time - morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally I 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Markel Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked lo Tul1!.w: Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 



W14TCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mjke,wallace@persefonj.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe, 



From: Pyo, Min young fb)(6) lfySEC.GOV> on behalf of Pyo, Minyoung 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 1 :34:48 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina j<b)(S) ~SEC.GOV> 

CC: Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>: Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Hi Kristina, 
b)(5) 

Thanks, 
Min 

From: wyatt., Kristina ~EC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, Septem'oer-rr,zd21 1:41 PM 
To: IIDERA climate <f'b)(6) fSEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Re-Connecting 
Hi DERA team, 

b)(5) 
If any of you would like me to set up a follow up call to discuss, I'm happy to. 
Thanks very much. 
Kristina 

From: Wyatt., Kristina 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202111:57 AM 
To: Szczepanik, Valerie b 6 SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika (b)(6) 
IIDERA climate (b )(6) S C.GOV>; Niazi, Shehzadt:.b~)(~6l_J=-""'-"'-"-"'-'-
Subject: FW: Re-Connecting 
HI everyone, 

!(b)(5) !Persefoni is a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 
I'll set up a call with them for a demonstration and will invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you'd like to. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Friday, Septerber 3 2~2110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(S) SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefonl com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ. and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13 th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time- morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally I 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+ 1 (917) 520-5527 Linked Jo ~ Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

,:,1$'#4 Ptrc,s, 

~ 
WATCH OUR EfilJil 



NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAllTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 



From: Mike Wallace 
Location: Webex below 
Importance: Normal 
Subject Accepted: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
Start Date/Time: Fri 9/24/2021 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Fri 9/24/2021 3:45:00 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 14. 2021 2:32:57 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
CC: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

!CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Most certainly. 
How soon would they like a call? 
Kentaro and I are in Pacific Time and Anna can help us find a time. 
If you have some slots you can share, we can try and land on a slot. 
30 or 60 minutes? 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // Li.rlwLl.cl //~//Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 202111:31 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
Thank you again for the call yesterday. 
Our economists would be interested In meeting with Persefoni if It's possible. 

Do you think we can find a time for a follow up call? 
I really appreciate it. 
Best, 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

!(b)(6) I 



From: Anna Maldonado 
Location: Webex below 
Importance: Normal 
Subject Accepted: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
Start Date/Time: Fri 9/24/2021 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Fri 9/24/2021 3:45:00 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Wyatt, KristinafblC5l !@SEC.GOV] 
Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 
Mon 9/20/2021 11 :07:51 AM 

Subject 
Received: 

RE: quick conversation 
Mon 9/20/2021 11 :08:21 AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

he sender and know the content is safe. 

So sorry - just seeing these emails as was in a meeting. Apologies for not getting back to you sooner! 
Thanks so much for sending the invite. 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg LP. 

From: blC5l SEC.GOV At: 09/20/21 11 :05:25 UTC-4:00 
TO(b)(6) 

Cc: a e e ONDON 
Subject: RE: quick conversation 

Sure. That sounds good. Thank you. Will just be super short. 

From: Curtis Ravenel ~l'b-)(
6_> ---------~r 

Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 10:59 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ,CbX6l @SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Re: quick conversation 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless ou recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I'm free after 4pm if we can make that work? 

On Mon, Sep 20, 2021 at 10:57 AM Wyatt, Kristina 1(blC5l ~sec.gov> wrote: 

Hi Katie, 

I wonder if Curtis might have five minutes for a quick conversation today or later this week? 

Thanks. 

Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E. 

Washington, DC 20549 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 



Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent 
Subject: 

Wyatt, Kristinal._Cb>_c6> _ _,@SEC.GOV] 
Morse, Mika 
Fri 9/24/2021 3:01 :35 PM 
Persefoni 

Received: Fri 9/24/2021 3:01 :36 PM 

Kristina,fbl(
5
l ~o I'm going to skip the Persefoni call but thank you for inviting me. 

Mika ...._ __________ ___. 

Mika Morse 
Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 

fb>C6> r;>sec.gov 



To: 
Cc: 
From: 
Sent 
Subject 
Received: 

Wyatt, Kristina Cb>C5> SEC.GOV] 
Katie Abbey[ka ey loomberg.net] 
Curtis Ravenel 
Mon 9/20/2021 10:58:59 AM 
Re: quick conversation 

Mon 9/20/2021 10:59:24 AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

I'm free after 4pm if we can make that work? 

On Mon, Sep 20, 2021 at 10:57 AM Wyatt, Kristina 1~Cb>_c6>_~~sec.gov> wrote: 

Hi Katie, 

I wonder if Curtis might have five minutes for a quick conversation today or later this week? 

Thanks. 

Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N .E. 

Washington, DC 20549 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Niazi, Shehzad 
Location: Webex below 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Tentative: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
Start Date/Time: Fri 9/24/2021 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Fri 9/24/2021 3:45:00 PM 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Wyatt, Kristin~Cb>C5> @SEC.GOV] 
Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 
Mon 9/20/2021 12:09:49 PM 
RE: quick conversation 

Mon 9/20/2021 12:10:04 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

he sender and know the content is safe. 

Thank you Kristina:) Yes all good here, hope all is well over there!! 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L.P. 

From: fbX6> @SEC.GOV At: 09/20/21 11 :09:07 UTC-4:00 
To: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 
Subject: RE: quick conversation 

Absolutely no worries at all!! Hope you're well. 

From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 11:08 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 4cb)(6> @SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: quick conversation 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

So sorry - just seeing these emails as was in a meeting. Apologies for not getting back to you sooner! Thanks so much for 
sending the invite. 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L.P. 

From:ICblC6> Ji}SEC.GOV At: 09/20/21 11 :05:25 UTC-4:00 

To:fb>C6> 7 
Cc: Kafle Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 
Subject: RE: quick conversation 

Sure. That sounds good. Thank you. Will just be super short. 

From: Curtis Ravenel -f:._b_><6_> _________ .... I> 
Sent: Monday, September 20, 2021 10:59 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~(b)(

5> @SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Re: quick conversation 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

I'm free after 4pm if we can make that work? 

On Mon, Sep 20, 2021 at 10:57 AM Wyatt, Kristina JCb>C5> 

Hi Katie, 

~sec.gov> wrote: 



I wonder if Curtis might have five minutes for a quick conversation today or later this week? 

Thanks. 

Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E. 

Washington, DC 20549 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Chan, Anita 
Location: Webex below 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Tentative: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
Start Date/Time: Fri 9/24/2021 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Fri 9/24/2021 3:45:00 PM 

Thanks Kristina !~bJC5J 

Cheers, 

AC 



From: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Sent on: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:01: IO PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
CC: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

!CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
Kentaro can best accommodate next Friday, 9/24 at 3:00pm EST. Would you like to initiate the calendar invites to include all of your folk? Otherwise I'm happy to send from Kentaro's calendar. 

Kind regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner//~ 
520.981.4736 // ~ 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email and all attachments ore confidentio~ may be legally privileged, and ore intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you ore not 

an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and assens all 
rights to conftdentfality, including o/1 prlvlleges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem~02111:45 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not replv, click on links, or open attachments, unless vou recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks so much. That would be great. 
Some times that appear to work for us (ET): 
Wed 9/15: 2:30 - 3:00 
Thurs 9/16: 11:30-12:30; 4:30-5:30 

Fri 9/17: 1:30-2:00; 2:30-3:30 
Mon 9/20: 1:00-2:30 
Wed 9/22: 10:00-12:00; 2:00-4:00 
Thurs 9/23: 2:00-3:00; 4:00-5:00 
Fri 9/24: 3:00-45:00 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:33 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawam~oersefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna,maldonado@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUJION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Most certainly. 
How soon would they like a call? 
Kentaro and I are in Pacific Time and Anna can help us find a time. 
If you have some slots you can share, we can try and land on a slot. 
30 or 60 minutes? 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // l.i.rl.wUn // 'J:J:fil!&J. // Newsletter 



Portland, Oregon (GMT-7) 

WMCHOURf!JIQi.J. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, Including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina t){si
4 

f@SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem er , 2021 11:31 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mjke wal!ace@oersefonj com> 
Subject: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
Thank you again for the call yesterday. 
Our economists would be interested in meeting with Persefoni if it's possible. 

Do you think we can find a time for a follow up call? 
I really appreciate it. 
Best, 
Kristina 
Kristina s. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

tb)(5) I 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 21. 2021 9:52: 17 A.Iv! 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Snbject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
We're looking forward to the call on Friday. 

It looks like these are at least the two economists I met before, but are others joining us? If so, can you let me know who? 
Also, we·re pulling together some materials to show you on Friday related to the cost of carbon disclosure. We're also pulling in some other materials/ research that we think you and the team will really appreciate. We"II at least be 

able to talk you through and show you some things on Friday and then share some documents/tools with you by the following week. 
Can you give me a sentence or two, or some bullets as to how you"d like to use the 45 minutes? 

• Brief intros 
• Purpose 
• Questions from SEC 
• Reactions from Persefoni 
• Next steps 

• AOB? 
Th,mks again for inviting us to discuss such important issues with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 

+1 (917) 520-5527 /I ~/!~II Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 20212:17 PM 
To: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the mes.sage is safe. 

Many thanks, Anna. That would be wonderful. I will send a calendar invitation. 
Many thanks. 

From: Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefon; com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristin~(b)(S) ~SEC.GOV>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefonj.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

I CAUTION. This e(llail originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sehder and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 



Kentaro can best accommodate next Friday, 9/24 at 3:00pm EST. Would you like to initiate the calendar invites to include all of your folk? Otherwise I'm happy to send from Ken taro's calendar. 

Kind regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner// Persefoni 
520.981.4736 // J.iJlwiln 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and ore intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. if you believe that you are not 

on intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender ond/ar Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts oil 
rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristinafb~(5) 
14 

rcSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem er , 02111:45 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@persefonj com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@oersefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@Jlersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email Is from an extemal sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attadiments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Thanks so much. That would be great. 
Some times that appear to work for us (ET): 
Wed 9/1S: 2:30 • 3:00 

Thurs 9/16: 11:30-12:30; 4:30-5:30 
Fri 9/17: 1:30-2:00; 2:30-3:30 
Mon 9/20: 1:00-2:30 
Wed 9/22: 10:00-12:00; 2:00-4:00 
Thurs 9/23: 2:00-3:00; 4:00-5:00 
Fri 9/24: 3:00-45:00 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waHace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:33 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina fb)(5) p>SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kenJ.aco.@oersefonj com>; Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefoni com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAlJTION This email originated from outslde of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Most certainly. 
How soon would they like a call? 
Kentaro and I are in Pacific Time and Anna can help us find a time. 
If you have some slots you can share, we can try and land on a slot. 
30 or 60 minutes? 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 
+l (917) S20-S527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the ema,1 is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 



not an Intended recipient, please stop reading Immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefonl Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and Its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 202111:31 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Subject: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 

Thank you again for the call yesterday. 

Our economists would be interested in meeting with Persefoni if ifs possible. 

Do you think we can find a time for a follow up call? 

I really appreciate it. 

Best, 

Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E. 

Washington pc 20549 
l(b){S) I 



From: Szczepanik, Valerie ~(b)(6) !@SEC.GOV> on behalf of Szczepanik, Valerie 

Sent on: Friday. September 3, 2021 11:57:21 AM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina p><6> ~SEC.GOV> 
Snbject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Thank you! 

From: wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202111:57 AM 
To: Szczepanik, Valerie (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika b)(6) 

#DERA climate (b )(6) SEC.GOV>; Niazl, Shehzad b)(6 

Subject: FW: Re- onnecting 
Hi everyone, 

SEC.GOV>; Bloom, Lun~ .. (b_)(_6>_ ........ ~SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anita ... lCb-)(6_> _ _,rsEC.GOV>; 
OV> 

fb\/5\ jPersefoni is a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 
I'll set up a call with them for a demonstration and will invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you'd like to. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 2021 10:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Cc: Anna Maldona~maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

I CAUTION; This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ. and we will discuss some options for who Is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th , or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time - morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland. Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Thursday, Septe~OmAGPM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike w~llace@>persefoni com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Monday, September 6, 2021 4:38:46 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 

CC: Grant Berry <grant@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Data 

!CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
l"ve included the EVP of our Solutions Group. I sit in this team and report to Grant. He's the most well versed in the data sets we use and why. This, in and of itself, can be a lengthy conversation due to the numerous sets of data in and 

emerging in the market. 
rve also explained to Grant that we had some previous emails about data sets in our earlier communications. You asked about the EPA's Emissions Factors Hub and the GHG Protocol's GHG Calculation tools. In addition to your recent 

questions below, we'll get back to you by email with some additional information. Depending on what we can cover by email, we might either want to set a separate call with you, or add some time to the other call we're planning. 

DRAFT AGENDA: 
• Intros 
• Background on the calls 
• About Persefoni - Use cases - corporate carbon accounting/ investor portfolio carbon accounting 

• Data sets - National and global 

• Q&A 
We'll be in touch, but do let Anna and I know about the Zoom option. 

Thanks 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 

+1 {917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH/ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, Septem~21 11:54 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: Data 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recogni2e the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
There is so much data available on government sites and elsewhere, such as these couple of sites that I only recently discovered: GlobalChangg_,gQY. and Climate• Data.gQY. 
I wonder if you ingest these data into your platform or, if not, what data feeds into it. 
Look forward to speaking with you. 
Hope you had a good weekend. 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 



100 F Street N.E. 
Washin on DC 20549 
b)(6) 



From: Wachter. Jessica <i(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> on behalf of Wachter. Jessica 
Sent on: Monday, September 6, 2021 2 :22:40 PM 

To: Wyatt. Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Snbject: Re: Re-Connecting 

Thanks~(b)(5) 11 be happy to receive an invitation. 

From: "Wyatt, Kristina" ~SEC.GOV> 
Date: Friday, September 3, 2021 at 11:56 AM 
To: "Szczepanik, Valerie" fCb)(6) ff!)SEC.GOV>, "Morse 
"Chan, Anita" ~SEC.GOV>, ttbERA climate< b)(6) 
Subject: FW: Re-Connecting ~---~ 

SEC.GOV>, "Bloom, Luna" (b)(6) 

>, "Staffin, Elliott" b)(6) 

Hi everyone, 
l(b)(5) !Persefoni is a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 

rll set up a call with them for a demonstration and will invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you·d like to. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
5ent: Friday, Septer ber 3, 2~2110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

tAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 
Hi Kristina; 

SEC.GOV>, 

I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. rd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time- morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different ·use cases· for Persefoni"s carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH/ 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Thursday, Septe~021 7:46 PM 
To; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 21. 2021 10:32:00 AM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Snbject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thank you - great guidance, Kristina! 

Thanks for this. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 
+ 1 (917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading Immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and Its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 7:04 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you re,ognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks very much, Mike. 
The folks on the line on our side are economists in DERA, in our Office of Chief Accountant, the Chair's office, and Corp Fin. 

Mika Morse is the Chair's climate counsel. 

Giulio Girardi, Min Pyong, and Mengzm Zhao are all economists. 
Anita Chan and Shaz Niazi are in our Office of Chief Accountant. 
Your agenda looks good. 
Our DERA team will, I think, be most interested in learning how much it might cost issuers to report their GHG emissions. Obviously, it will depend on industry, size, and maturity, but getting a range/ order of magnitude would be very 
helpful. Because your tool can really facilitate that reporting, I think the discussion will be very useful. 
Our OCA team will, I believe, be interested in the creation of an audit trail via the Persefoni tool. 
Does that help? 
Many thanks, Mike. 

from: Mike Wallace <mjke.waUace@oersefoni com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 21, 2021 9:52 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina j<b)(6) !@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

I !=AUTIO!'. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
We're looking forward to the call on Friday. 

It looks like these are at least the two economists I met before, but are others joining us? If so, can you let me know who? 
Also, we're pulling together some materials to show you on Friday related to the cost of carbon disclosure. we·re also pulling in some other materials/ research that we think you and the team will really appreciate. We'll at least be 

able to talk you through and show you some things on Friday and then share some documents/tools with you by the following week. 



Can you give me a sentence or two, or some bullets as to how you'd like to use the 45 minutes? 

• Brief intros 
• Purpose 
• Questions from SEC 
• Reactions from Persefoni 
• Next steps 
• AOB? 

Thanks again for inviting us to discuss such important issues with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President· Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR flIQJJ. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem5ef'llr,1021 2:17 PM 

To: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@oersefoni.com>: Mike Wallace <mike.waUace@oersefoni.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@11ersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Many thanks, Anna. That would be wonderful. I will send a calendar invitation. 
Many thanks. 

From: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@Qersefoni.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 4:01 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~~>; Mike Wallace <mjke wallace@persefonj.com> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawam~~ro@11ersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
Kentaro can best accommodate next Friday, 9/24 at 3:00pm EST. Would you like to initiate the calendar invites to include all of your folk? Otherwise I'm happy to send from Kentaro·s calendar. 
Kind regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner// Persefoni 
520.981.4736 // Linkedln 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are not 

an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all 

rights to confidentiality, including al! privileges that moy apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem~ AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 



Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attadiments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks so much. That would be great. 
Some times that appear to work for us (ET): 
Wed 9/15: 2:30 - 3:00 
Thurs 9/16: 11:30-12:30; 4:30-5:30 

Fri 9/17: 1:30-2:00; 2:30-3:30 
Mon 9/20: 1:00-2:30 
Wed 9/22: 10:00-12:00; 2:00-4:00 
Thurs 9/23: 2:00-3:00; 4:00-5:00 
Fri 9/24: 3:00-45:00 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Mike Wallace <mjke.waUace@oersefoni.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:33 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~.iEC&QI!> 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kenliJ:2.@persefonj com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maidonado@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Most certainly. 
How soon would they like a call? 
Kentaro and I are in Pacific Time and Anna can help us find a time. 
If you have some slots you can share, we can try and land on a slot. 
30 or 60 minutes? 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 

+1 (917) 520-5527 JI .Lin.keJiln/1~/I Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient. please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~.iEC&QI!> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem~02111:31 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is sale. 

Hi Mike, 
Thank you again for the call yesterday. 
Our economists would be Interested in meeting with Persefoni if it's possible. 

Do you think we can find a time for a follow up call? 



I really appreciate it. 

Best, 

Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E. 

Washington. DC 20549 
fb)(6) I 



From: Staffin, Elliott ~SEC.GOV> on behalf ofStaffin, Elliott 
Sent on: Friday, December , • I 2: 14: 14 PM 

To: Wyatt. Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Snbject: RE: climate consulting fees 

(b)(5) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, Oecemben7;7021 2:05 PM 
To: Staffin, Elliott ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: climaleconsiirl:ing fees 
Hi Elliot, 
Thank you for asking. 

b)(5) 

I'm attaching my notes from the ERM call earlier today. (b)(5) 
Thank you, Elliot. '-----------------------------------------------------------' 

Meeting Date: 12/17/2021 8:45 AM 
Location: Webex below 
Link to Outlook Item: click here 
Invitation Message 
Participants 

tJ ~att, Kristina (Meeting Organizer) 

tJ Morse...Mil@_(Accepted in Outlook) 

tJ Gerding, Erik (Tentative in Outlook) 

tJ Beth Wyg_(Accepted ,n Outlook) 

tJ filrardj,.filu.li.Q 

tJ £.Y.2,..MinY.QWJg 
02.h.Q.Q,..M..wgrui 

Notes 
(b)(5) 



(b)(4); (b)(5) 



b)(4); (b)(5) 



b)(5) 

From: Staffin, Elliott~~> 
Sent: Friday, December 17, 202111:30 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Subject: climate co~ees 

(b)(5) 

Than s, 
Elliot 



From: Willis. Mike <fb>C6> ~SEC.GOV> on behalf of Willis, Mike 
Sent on: Friday. September 3, 2021 12:20: 12 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina fb>C6> !@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Yes. thank you. 
l(b)(S) 

Thankyou 

from: Wyatt, Kristina <~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, September 03, 202111:57 AM 
To: Szczepanik, Valerie b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Morse, M"'ik..,.a~.._ _ _,.. SEC.GOV>; Crane, Angela (bX6) 

#DERA climate < b )(6) OV>; Niazi, Shehzad (bX6) SEC.GOV>; Klemmer, Corey (bX6) 

Subject: FW: Re-Connecting ~--~ 

Hi everyone, 
(b)(S) Persefoni Is a new platform designed to facilitate GHG measurement and reporting, mapping to the GHG Protocol and PCAF. 

set up a ca wit t em or a emonstratlon an wI I invite this group. I know everyone is very busy but want to send you the invitation to attend if you'd like to. 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 

cc: Anna Ma1donadci<ari1i;l.mafdonado@oersefonj.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 
with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13 th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time- morning/lunch/afternoon? 
In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally I 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In lliiller Newsfetter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR em;Jil 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged. and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient. please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email ls from an extemal sender. Please do not reply, tllck on links, or open attachments, unless you re<ognlte the sender and know the message Is safe. 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent on: Monday, Septembe[ 27, 2021 2: 10:43 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 1Cb)(SJ @SEC.GOV>; Morse. Mika <fbXS) @SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Git1lio jCb)(SJ ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~ySEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
CC: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Tim Mohin <tim@persefoni.com> 

Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Attachments: Cost of Carbon Disclosure-Persefoni Sept. 2021.pdf (3.81 MB), S&P500 Cl.imate Action Table-Persefoni Sept. 2021 .xlsx (1.4 MB), ROI Calculator High-Low-Persefoni Sept. 2021.xlsx (75.02 KB) 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 

Attachments: 
l. The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also provides 

market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PSOO companies, as well as global trends In carbon emission disclosures. 
2. We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 

3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PSOO Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. we·ve also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PSOO companies that are active 

suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 
Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Hirn.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
---Original Appointment---
from: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septeml.5errir,zb21 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 20213:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is sale. 

- Do not delete or change any of the following text. -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 



More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

(b)(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code) (b)(6) 

Meeting password (b)(6) rom phones and video systems) 

Ta to ·oin from a mobile de\•ice allendees only 
b)(6) USA Toll 2 

USToU 
"'s'"o-n-,e-m-o'"h"'il-e""'d-ev,-·'"c-e,-· _m_a_y_a;_s'""k_a_tt_en-d'"e_e_s_to-e,-n"'er a numeric meeting password. 

Join b)' phone 

l(b)(6) IUSA Toll 2 
. US Toll 
"'0"'1'"o""b_a.,.1 c--a""l""l--in_n_u.,mbers 

Join rgm • l'idr0 w~m or application 
Dial (b)(6) secgov.webex.com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Dial(b)(6) bgov@lync.webex.com 

If you are a host, click here to view host information. 

Need help? Go to bll~o webex com 



From: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Sent on: Monday, September 6, 2021 3:35:29 PM 

To: Wyatt. Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
CC: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

!CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
I am happy to coordinate calendars on behalf of the Persefoni, please see availability and let me know your preference. 

• Monday, 9/13: 12:30-2:00pm EST 
• Tuesday, 9/14: 1:00-2:00pm EST 

Thank you, I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincere regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner // ~ 
520.981.4736 / / Unkedln 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email ond o/1 attachments are confidential, moy be legally privileged, ond are intended solely for the individual or entity co whom the email Is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes hoppen in addressing emails. If you believe Chae you ore not 
an intended recipient, pleose stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or reloy on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy ony copy of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all 

rights to confidentiolity, Including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, September , 1 7:44 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Thanks, Mike. 
We are all on ET. Coordinating schedules is always really hard so we'll schedule something that seems to work for a decent group here and we can share the slides with the rest of the group. 

Thanks. 

From: Mike Walla • Uace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Friday, Sept 2110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina SEC.GO > 

Cc: Anna Maldona o <anna maldonado@persefoni com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ. and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 

with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time - morning/lunch/afternoon? 

In the meantime, here are two different 'use cases· for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 

Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 

+l (917) 520-5527 // J.iMfiliJJJ. / / J:tiill.fil. // Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 



W14TCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Sent: Thursday, Septen'uier"i;iml:46PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognite the sender and know the message ls safe. 

Thanks, Mike. That sounds good to me. Let me check around and see if folks have time. we·re all pretty busy these days. That said, this looks to be very interesting. 

The FCA Is the UK"s Financial Conduct Authority. I haven't been part of a TechSprint so really don't know how it might go or how useful it would be but thought I'd mention it. 

Are there particular dates and times that would work for you? 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefonl.com> 
Sent: Thursday, Se !ember 2, 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) ~===-> 
Subject: RE: Re-Conne ng 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas! I'd be happy to set up a 1-hour ·brown bag" meeting like we did before. We could break it down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 

• Q&A 
I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you. No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you like. Do you want/need more information via email? 
What ls the FCA and how do we get Involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WI\TCHOUl/fJigJ}_ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Septerffoei'"T,102111:12 AM 



To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Very interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what you've got. I'm thinking our FinHub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the 

Office of Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped in with them? 
Thanks, Mike! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent: Thursday, Sep~, 20211:52 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Subject: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all is well with you and the team! 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and 
ability and cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the "Quickbooks'' for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any 

user to easily have their carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I'd be happy to arrange a call with our CSO (Tim Moh in - Tim and I both worked at GRI at different times); our CEO (Kentaro Kawamorj) who started his ·carbon counting' while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of 

Solutions, Grant Bert:V, 
Full transparency- Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board - hlt~oersefonj com/about 
Let me know if I can arrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 

PS- We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 

Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 {917) 520-5527 // b!nWLl!.1//~// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WII.TCHOUReJIQf.J. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward. or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confident1allty, Including all privileges that may apply. 



From: Tim Mohin <tim@persefoni.com> 
Sent on: Monday, November 29, 2021 11:46:52 AM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse. Mika <fb>C6> ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Git1lio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
CC: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com>; ~~ri <yogin@boundarystone.com>; Christine Turner <christine@boundarystone.com> 

Subject: (WARNING: UNSCANNABlE EXTRACTION FAILED]Persefoni Follow-Up 
Attachments: Cost of Carbon Disclosure-Persefoni Sept. 2021.pdf (3.81 MB), S&P500 Cl.imate Action Table-Persefoni Sept. 2021 .xlsx (1.4 MB), ROI Calculator High-Low-Persefoni Sept. 2021.xlsx (75.02 KB) 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika (and team); First, we hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving and enjoyed a relaxing and long weekend I 
Thanks again for the latest in a great series of conversations with you and your team. We appreciate the complexities around these issues and do hope we have been helpful through the various conversations and demonstrations we 
have given you and the team. 
We're re-attaching an email and attachments we sent last Sept. that provided the ·cost of carbon disclosure' at that time. This was based on our own experiences with corporations as they enter the carbon disclosure and as they do 

this sort of effort in-house and with FTEs. The ROI calculator is a useful way to model some different options. In slide 3 the costs estimates range from $25,000 to $125,000. Again, this is the 'traditional approach' using internal teams 

and spreadsheets. 
Since we shared the attached, we've onboarded over 25 new clients, both enterprise clients and financial services clients. Some of our asset management clients are analyzing over 1,000 companies in their portfolios. We are currently 
seeing as the 'cost of carbon disclosure· when implementing Persefoni's CMAP, a range in costs from $10,000 to $250,000. This is dependent on the complexity of the organizations we're experiencing, their readiness (maturity in GHG 

emissions tracking and reporting), and their ability to access the data sources on their own, or with our help. 
We also announced our plans to release a free version of Persefoni's Carbon Management and Accounting elalli!rm...(CMAfi We expect the cost of carbon reporting to drop at least another 50% with further software innovations over 

the coming 18-24 months. 
If you and the team would like to have another discussion in more detail about the costs, we'd be happy to get on a call at your convenience. 

All the best and do let us know how we can be off assistance going forward. 
Tim 

Tim Mohin {He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 
+1 737.900.3222 Linkedln Twitter Newsletter 

WATCHOURl!1I!Jil 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Mike Wallace 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 202111:11 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina !Cb)(6) k§>SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika j<b)(6) fSEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio jCb)(

6

) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung 1b)(6) fSEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin i(b)(

6

) fSEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@oersefoni.com>; Tim Moh,n <ttm@gersefoni.com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we·ve been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we·re preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1. The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios {Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PSOO companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2. We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 



3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PSOO companies that are active 

suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 
Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 

Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 'Linked In Twitter,, Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
---Original Appointment---
From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem~21 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 20213:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

- Do not delete or change any of the following text. --

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

More ways to join: 

Join from the mee~n, link 

b)(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code) (b)(6) 

Meeting passwor b)(6) 

Tap to join from a mobile devlce (attendees only) 

rem phones and video systems) 

~b)(6) I. USA Toll 2 

I l US Toll 
'---------------....J 
Some mobile devices may ask attendees to enter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

l~(b_)(6_) ___ ~rsA Toll 2 



!Cb){6) I us Toll 

Global call-in numbers 

Join from a video 
Dial b)(6) 

em or application 

secgov.webex.com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

!ecgov@lync.webex.com 

If you are a host, ~ to view host information. 

Need help? Go to lll!lliJLh.e.lp webex com 



From: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Sent on: Monday, September 6, 2021 4:41 :09 PM 
To: Wyatt. Kristina {bl(6) !iJSEC.GOV> 
CC: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

!CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thank you, Kristina. I will initiate the calendar invite from Kentaro's calendar, feel free to send to your team. 

We look forward to connecting! 
Best regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner//~ 
520.981.4736 // Unkedln 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email and all attachments ore confidential, may be legally privileged, and ore intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes hoppen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are not 
an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and ics attachments. Sender reserves and assens all 

rights to confidentiality, including all privileges chat may apply. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 202112:53 PM 
To: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognite the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks very much, Anna. 
It looks as though the best time for most on our team is Monday, 9/13 from 12:30-1:00, 
Shall I send an invitation and copy Mike and you and you can forward to others? Or, alternatively, please feel free to send me an Invitation and I will forward to others here. 
Many thanks, 
Kristina 

From: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@Rersefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 3:35 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina tb)(6) t@SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recogni~e the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
I am happy to coordinate calendars on behalf of the Persefoni, please see availability and let me know your preference. 

• Monday, 9/13: 12:30-2:00pm EST 
• Tuesday, 9/14: 1:00-2:00pm EST 

Thank you, I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincere regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner// Persefoni 
520.981.4736 // Linkedln 

PERSEFONI 
NOTICE: This email and all attachments ore confidential may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are not 

an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents In any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefonl Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all 
rights to confidenrfolity, including all privileges chat may apply. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Sent: Friday, Septemb~l 7:44 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna ma1donado@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks, Mike. 
We are all on ET. Coordinating schedules is always really hard so we'll schedule something that seems to work for a decent group here and we can share the slides with the rest of the group. 

Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefoni.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3 202110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Cc: Anna Maldona~~aldonado@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in A2 and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. rd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 

with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time - morning/lunch/afternoon? 

In the meantime, here are two different ·use cases· for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally I 

Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 

Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR fJEi11 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina i~(6) 

2 2
!SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, Septem er , 21 7:46 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mjke wallace@persefoni com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you re<:ognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks, Mike. That sounds good to me. Let me check around and see if folks have time. We're all pretty busy these days. That said, this looks to be very interesting. 
The FCA is the UK's Financial Conduct Authority. I haven't been part of a TechSprint so really don·t know how it might go or how useful it would be but thought rd mention It. 

Are there particular dates and times that would work for you? 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, Se~tember 2, 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Subject: RE: Re-Co~-



l=AUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas! I'd be happy to set up a 1-hour ·brown bag· meeting like we did before. We could break it down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 

• Q&A 
I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you. No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you like. Do you want/need more information via email? 
What Is the FCA and how do we get involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCHOURfJ.IQJ.J. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. II you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 202111:12 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Very interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what you've got. I'm thinking our Fin Hub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the 

Office of Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped in with them? 
Thanks, Mikel 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.waUace@oersefoni com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:52 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Subject: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all is well with you and the team! 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and 
ability and cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the ··Quickbooks'" for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any 

user to easily have their carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you·re up for it, I'd be happy to arrange a call with our CSO (Jjm Moh in· Tim and I both worked at GRI at different times); our CEO {Kentaro Kawamoril who started his ·carbon counting· while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of 
Solutions, Grant Berry. 
Full transparency· Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board • http2 ;L.faersefoni.com/about 

Let me know if I can arrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 

PS· We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President· Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 



+1 {917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 

Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH/ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



To: 
From: 

Morse, MikaQ<b><6l )SEC.GOV]; Wyatt, Kristin~._b>_<6> _ _,@SEC.GOV] 
Katie Abbey (BlOOM~ERG/ LONDON) 

Sent: Tue 9/28/2021 4:02:37 PM 
Subject 
Received: 

RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 
Tue 9/28/2021 4:02:42 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina! 
I hope this email finds you well. 

See below some options that work for Mary and Curtis for this call. Could any of these work on your side? 
Let me know! Thank you! 

Tomorrow: 230p-3p ET 
Thursday 9/30: 1Oa-1030a, 12p-2p ET 
Friday 10/01 : 1230p-1 p ET 

Best, 
Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L.P. 

From: WyattK@SEC.GOV At: 09/28/21 15:45:54 UTC-4:00 
To: Mary Schapiro (BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO) . Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) fb><6> 

l(b)(6) ll}SEC.GOV ~-------~ 

Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

Congratulations. That's great news! Thank you for the update. 

I do think a call would be useful. Shall we coordinate a time with Katie? 

Many thanks, 

Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel <f .... b>_<6_> --------~ 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 3:25 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina {b><5> @SEC.GOV>; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO 

<mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you reco nize the sender and know the content is safe. 

And Mary did a fantastic job walking through it with them this morning. Let us know if it is helpful to get on a call again to walk 
through any specifics. Thanks - Curtis 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Tim Mohin 
Location: Webex below 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Accepted: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
Start Date/Time: Fri 9/24/2021 3:00:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Fri 9/24/2021 3:45:00 PM 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organiz.ation. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe. 



From: Tim Mohin <tim@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Monday, November 29, 2021 11:46:52 AM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina !Cb)(S) IDSEC.GOV>; Morse. Mika 4fb)(S) @SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Git1lio <fCb)(6> &SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 

CC: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com>; Yogin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com>; Christine Turner <christine@boundarystone.com> 

Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Attachments: Cost of Carbon Disclosure-Persefoni Sept. 2021.pdf (3.81 MB), S&P500 Cl.imate Action Table-Persefoni Sept. 2021 .xlsx (1.4 MB), ROI Calculator High-Low-Persefoni Sept. 2021.xlsx (75.02 KB) 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika (and team); First, we hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving and enjoyed a relaxing and long weekend I 
Thanks again for the latest in a great series of conversations with you and your team. We appreciate the complexities around these issues and do hope we have been helpful through the various conversations and demonstrations we 
have given you and the team. 
We're re-attaching an email and attachments we sent last Sept. that provided the ·cost of carbon disclosure' at that time. This was based on our own experiences with corporations as they enter the carbon disclosure and as they do 

this sort of effort in-house and with FTEs. The ROI calculator is a useful way to model some different options. In slide 3 the costs estimates range from $25,000 to $125,000. Again, this is the 'traditional approach' using internal teams 

and spreadsheets. 
Since we shared the attached, we've onboarded over 25 new clients, both enterprise clients and financial services clients. Some of our asset management clients are analyzing over 1,000 companies in their portfolios. We are currently 
seeing as the 'cost of carbon disclosure· when implementing Persefoni's CMAP, a range in costs from $10,000 to $250,000. This is dependent on the complexity of the organizations we're experiencing, their readiness (maturity in GHG 

emissions tracking and reporting), and their ability to access the data sources on their own, or with our help. 
We also announced our plans to release a free version of Persefoni's Carbon Management and Accounting elalli!rm...(CMAfi We expect the cost of carbon reporting to drop at least another 50% with further software innovations over 

the coming 18-24 months. 
If you and the team would like to have another discussion in more detail about the costs, we'd be happy to get on a call at your convenience. 

All the best and do let us know how we can be off assistance going forward. 
Tim 

Tim Mohin {He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President· Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 
+1 737.900.3222 Linkedln Twitter Newsletter 

WATCHOURl!1I!Jil 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Mike Wallace 
Sent: Monday, September 27. 202111:11 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina fb}(6) WSEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika b)(S) SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio fb)(S) 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@oersefoni.com>; Tim o ,n <fun@gersefoni.com> 
~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung <fb)(6) FSEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin fb>C6) fSEC.GOV> 

Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we·ve been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we·re preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1. The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios {Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PSOO companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2. We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 



3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PSOO companies that are active 

suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 
Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 

Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 'Linked In Twitter,, Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
---Original Appointment---
From: Wyatt, Kristina 00)7vsEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem'lier"r.r,io21 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 20213:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

- Do not delete or change any of the following text. --

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

More ways to join: 

Join from the mee~n, link 

b)(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code) (b)(6) 

Meeting password: (b)(6) from phones and video systems) ._ _______ __, 

Tap to join from a mobile devlce (attendees only) 

l(b)(6) ~ USA Toll 2 

~ US Toll 
"'s_o_m_e_m_o...,b...,il-e '""de_v.,.ic_e_s_m_a_y_a'""sk_a_tt_e_n.,.de_e_s_to-en .. ter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

.._!(b_)(_6) ___ __,!USA Toll 2 



Join from a video system or application 

Dialfbl(6) jgisecgov.webex.com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

lsecgov@lync.webex.com 

If you are a host, ~ to view host information. 

Need help? Go to lll!lliJLh.e.lp webex com 



To: 
From: 

Morse, Mika~<b><5>~SEC.GOV]; Wyatt, Kristinafb><5> @SEC.GOV] 
Katie Abbey (BLOOM ERG/ LONDON) 

Sent: Tue 9/28/2021 4:07:27 PM 
Subject 
Received: 

RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 
Tue 9/28/2021 4:07:56 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Great, thank you! Let me know if there's anything I can do to help. 
Best, 
Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L.P. 

From:~SEC.GOV At: 09/28/2116:06:07 UTC-4:00 
To: Ka~ (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) , ~><5> ~SEC.GOV 
Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitte our documents to the FSB 

Thanks so much, Katie! Thursday 10:00-10:30 looks good for us! 

I'll send around a dial-in number. 

Many thanks! 

From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:03 PM 
To: Morse, Mika 4<b><

5
> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documenls'fc>the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina! 

I hope this email finds you well. 

See below some options that work for Mary and Curtis for this call. Could any of these work on your side? Let me know! Thank 
you! 

Tomorrow: 230p-3p ET 

Thursday 9/30: 1Oa-1030a, 12p-2p ET 

Friday 10/01: 1230p-1 p ET 

Best, 

Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L.P. 

From: l<b><5> IDSEC.GOV At: 09/28/21 15:45:54 UTC-4:00 

To: Ma~ Scbaoiro (BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO) , Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) ,i<b><5> 
r)( 6) bsEc.Gov .__ ________ ___. 



Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

Congratulations. That's great news! Thank you for the update. 

I do think a call would be useful. Shall we coordinate a time with Katie? 

Many thanks, 

Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel "1 .... ~b_J<6_l _________ __. 

Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 3:25 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 4cbJ(5l t@SEC.GOV>; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO 

<mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless ou reco nize the sender and know the content is safe. 

And Mary did a fantastic job walking through it with them this morning. Let us know if it is helpful to get on a call again to 
walk through any specifics. Thanks - Curtis 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Monday, September 6, 2021 4:29:39 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina fb)(6) !@SEC.GOV> 

CC: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

!CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the emails on data sets and scheduling. I'll respond on the data sets questions in another email. 

Couple of quick questions: 
Can you and your colleagues use Zoom? There is a web browser version, so you don·t have to download anything. 

Do you think 30-minutes will be enough? We can certainly present some of the basics in 30-minutes, but if we dig into the details, we could be limiting ourselves. This is obviously your call, but just wanted to check as we nail things 
down. 
Look for my other email on data. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // ~//~//Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATt"H OUR l?.!IQll 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email Is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen In addressing emails. If you bell eve that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 202112:53 PM 
To: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Mike Wallace <mike.w.ill.ice@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recogni,e the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks very much, Anna. 
It looks as though the best time for most on our team is Monday, 9/13 from 12:30-1:00. 
Shall I send an invitation and copy Mike and you and you can forward to others? Or, alternatively, please feel free to send me an invitation and I will forward to others here. 
Many thanks. 
Kristina 

From: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@oersefonj com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 3:35 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~@SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Mike Wallace <mjke waUace@persefonj.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello Kristina, 
I am happy to coordinate calendars on behalf of the Persefoni, please see availability and let me know your preference. 

• Monday, 9/13: 12:30-2:00pm EST 



• Tuesday, 9/14: 1:00-2:00pm EST 
Thank you, I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincere regards, 
Anna 
Anna Maldonado 
Executive Business Partner//~ 
520.981.4736 // Linked In 

PERSEFONI 
NOT/Cf: This email and all attachments ore confidential, may be legally privileged, and ore intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you ore nor 

an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all 
rights to confidentiality, including oil privileges that may apply. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina ~..sf.C.fil2ll> 
Sent: Friday, SeptembeIT,7011 7:44 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace~gersefoni.com> 

Cc: Anna Maldonado <anna maldonado@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAlJTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks, Mike. 
We are all on ET. Coordinating schedules is always really hard so we'll schedule something that seems to work for a decent group here ,md we can share the slides with the rest of the group. 

Thanks. 

from: Mike Wallace <mjke.wallace@oersefoni com> 
Sent: Friday, September 3, 202110:29 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Anna Maldona~maldonado@.persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. I'd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 

with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time· morning/lunch/afternoon? 

In the meantime, here are two different ·use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. I'll do some digging on that. 

Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// f.e.rsi:foni 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // J.ill!se.dJn / / h1ll.er. // Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon {GMT -7) 

WATCH OU/t PITCH/ 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email Is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen In addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient. please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mike wal!aceca>persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 



CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks. Mike. That sounds good to me. Let me check around and see if folks have time. We're all pretty busy these days. That said, this looks to be very interesting. 
The FCA Is the UK's Financial Conduct Authority. I haven·t been part of a TechSprint so really don·t know how it might go or how useful it would be but thought I'd mention It. 

Are there particular dates and times that would work for you? 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@.gersefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, SeJ)tember 2, 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Subject: RE: Re-Co~ 

CAUTION· This-email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas! I'd be happy to set up a 1-hour 'brown bag' meeting like we did before. We could break it down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 

• Q&A 

I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you. No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you like. Do you want/need more information via email? 
What is the FCA and how do we get involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 

+l (917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WJU'CHOURPITCHI 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an Intended recipient, please stop reading Immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and Its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Sent: Thursday, Septe~21 l 1:12 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an eKtemal sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Very interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what you·ve got. rm thinking our FinHub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the 

Office of Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped In with them? 
Thanks, Mike! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@.gersefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:52 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Subject: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all is well with you and the team! 



I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and 
ability and cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the .. Quickbooks" for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any 

user to easily have their carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I"d be happy to arrange a call with our CSO (Tim Moh in - Tim and I both worked at GRI at different times); our CEO I Kentaro Kawamorjl who started his 'carbon counting' while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of 

Solutions, Grant Berrv. 
Full transparency- Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board - http_i;.LLP-ersefoni.com/about 

Let me know if I can arrange a meeting. rm happy to do it. 

PS - We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 

Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 

+l (917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUII PITCH/ 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an Intended recipient, please stop reading Immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefonl Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and Its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, Including all privileges that may apply. 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Monday, September 6, 2021 5:22:36 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~i)SEC.GOV> 

CC: Grant Berry <grant@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Data 

!CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Here's some additional information for you, but as you and the team are realizing, this can all be a bit confusing due to the rapidly evolving field and standard setting bodies. 

Overview 
Calculating and disclosing carbon emissions is certainly a complex topic due to how accounting standards (GHG Protocol, PCAF), regional and global emission factors (EPA, IEA, DEFRA, IPCC, etc.), and disclosure frameworks 
(TCFD, VRF, GRI, CDP, etc) are both disjointed, and work together. Persefoni is solving for this by aligning to known standards, maintaining the latest emissions factors based upon different scopes and categories and locations as 
to where they are occurring, and by being completely transparent so that records can be audited and placed in sustainability and other external reports. 
Accounting Standards: GHGP + PCAF 
Persefoni is aligned to the international gold standard for carbon accounting, which is the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHGP). The GHGP defines the scopes and categories that organizations can account for, and which 
calculation methods are applicable based on the data that is available. For investments and lending, with pending guidance for insurance, the Partnecthio for Carbon Accounting Fjnancials (P~.E), is built in accordance with and 
fully endorsed by the GHGP, and also available in the Persefoni platform. Because Persefonrs platform follows known standards, it is fully transparent and auditable which means organizations can use the calculated results in 
their sustainability reporting. 
Organizational Data+ Emissions Factors 
Persefoni works with both corporate entities (issuers) and financial institutions to understand which scopes and categories should be accounted for based on their activities. As Persefoni helps organizations understand what 
data is needed (operational, financial, and supply chain data), the organization has multiple ways to get that data into Persefoni's platform. Based upon the type of data, and the location as to where the activity occurred, a 

regional or global emissions factor is needed to complete the calculation. These emissions factors come from trusted sources like the EPA, IEA, DEFRA, IPCC, Exiobase, VitalMetrics, and others. Persefoni maintains all of the 
most up to date factors. The platform·s business logic adds the appropriate emissions factor for each calculation and shows the organization which factor was used. An example would be that the organization is accounting for 

its carbon footprint from its Scope 2, electricity in its San Diego office. The company would need to provide the amount of energy used (likely kWh), and then Persefoni"s platform would complete the calculation by following 
GHGP Scope 2 location based calculation and use an emissions factor from the EPA eGrld for that region. 
Sustainability Reporting & Disclosure Frameworks 
Most organizations that calculate their carbon footprint would choose one or multiple frameworks to create an annual report. More prevalent frameworks include Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD, 
Curtis Ravenel is a current Secretariat of TCFD and is on Persefoni·s Systajnabjljtv ~~. Value Reporting Foundation (VRF, Formerly SASB, Bob Eccles is the founding Chairman of SASB and is on our Sustainability 
Advisory Board), and Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). mm Moh in is Persefoni's Chief Sustainability Officer and former CEO of GRI). Because Persefoni follows the GHGP and PCAF, and records can be audited to receive 

assurance on, the results can then be put in any major sustainability reporting framework. We are able to provide guidance and recommendations on frameworks given our team·s deep experience in this space. 

Summary 
Organizations that want or need to understand and disclose their carbon footprint would traditionally have to understand carbon accounting standards, manually source internal data and up to date emissions factors, and 
understand reporting frameworks. Persefoni has simplified this process by creating its platform to solve for the complex business logic required for accounting standards and emissions factors and has carbon accounting and 
disclosure resources to work with organizations to create the most efficient processes to understand and disclose their footprint. 

This 3-minute video explains the why and how of the platform, as told by our CEO- jittps·//yjmeo com/540344408 
We look forward to the meeting with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // J.!n.!le.d..lll// hillw: // Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR ffil111 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are conftdential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient. please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 20211:45 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Grant Berry <grant@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@per.,efoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks so much, Mike and Grant! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 4:39 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Grant Berry <gran .Qersefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@gersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

I CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I've included the EVP of our Solutions Group. I sit in this team and report to Grant. He's the most well ver.;ed in the data sets we use and why. This, in and of itself, can be a lengthy conver.;ation due to the numerous sets of data in and 

emerging in the market. 
I've also explained to Grant that we had some previous emails about data sets in our earlier communications. You asked about the EPA's Emissions Factor.; Hub and the GHG Protocol's GHG Calculation tools. In addition to your recent 

questions below, we'll get back to you by email with some additional information. Depending on what we can cover by email, we might either want to set a separate call with you, or add some time to the other call we're planning. 
DRAFT AGENDA: 

• Intros 
• Background on the calls 
• About Persefoni - Use cases - corporate carbon accounting/ investor portfolio carbon accounting 

• Data sets - National and global 

• Q&A 
We'll be in touch, but do let Anna and I know about the Zoom option. 

Thanks 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Per.,efoni 

+1 (917) 520·5527 // Li.akwn// 'I::tiJlliil II Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OU/f PITCH/ 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina q(b)(6) ~~> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 202111:54 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: Data 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
There is so much data available on government sites and elsewhere, such as these couple of sites that I only recently discovered: G!oba!ChangE:,gQll and Cjjmate - Data gQJI. 
I wonder if you ingest these data into your platform or, if not, what data feeds into it. 
Look forward to speaking with you. 



Hope you had a good weekend. 

Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E. 
Washin on DC 20549 

(b)(6) 



To: Wyatt, Kristina~SEC.GOV] 
Cc: MARY SCHAP~OMBERG/ WASHINGTO[mlschapiro@bloomberg.net]; Katie Abbey[kabbey@bloomberg.net]; 
Morse, Mik~blC5> ~SEC.GOV] 
From: urt1s Ravenel 
Sent: Tue 9/28/2021 3:54:57 PM 
Subject: Re: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 
Received: Tue 9/28/2021 3:55:13 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Yes, that would be great. 

On Tue, Sep 28, 2021 at 3 :45 PM Wyatt, Kristina {b>C
5
> !@sec.gov>wrote: 

Congratulations. That's great news! Thank you for the update. 

I do think a call would be useful. Shall we coordinate a time with Katie? 

Many thanks, 

Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel 1(b)(6) r 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 20213:25 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 1blC

5
> ~SEC.GOV>; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Katie 

Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

And Mary did a fantastic job walking through it with them this morning. Let us know if it is helpful to get on a call 
again to walk through any specifics. Thanks - Curtis 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BY/ Persefoni Ai 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BY/ Persefoni Ai 



To: Girardi GiulioCbl<6l SEC.GOV]; Pyo, Minyoun~SEC.GOV]; Zhao, Mengxin~fbl_<5_l ~@SEC.GOV]; Miller, 
Maxwe11jCblC5l ra)SECi..,,. """""-,,,-,; ~e·-rnstein, Asafll<b>C6> @SEC.GOV) 
Cc: Wyatt, Kristina b><6> SEC.GOV] 
From: Morse, Mika 
Sent: Wed 12/29/2021 12:50:49 PM 
Subject: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 
Received: Wed 12/29/2021 12:50:49 PM 
Cost of Carbon Disclosure-Persefoni Dec. 2021.pdf 
Persefoni email 12-17-21.pdf 
Persefoni meeting memo 11-23-21.docx 

Hi DERA team, 
(b)(5) 

Thanks, 
Mika 

Mika Morse 

Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 

fb><5> ~sec.gov 



From: anna.maldonado:persefoni.com 
Location: fbl(6) ~ 
lmportance'-:-------.NT'"o-rm=-a.----------------------------------' 

Subject Persefoni <> SEC 
Start Date/Time: Mon 9/13/2021 12:30:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Mon 9/13/2021 1 :00:00 PM 
SEC Tracking July 2021 .docx 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Join Zoom Meeting 

Meeting ID: fb>C5> I 
,.....!:==--------' 

Passcode:Fb>C6> One tap mobile 

r
t>JC6l ~ US (Tacoma) 

~-_________ __.~ US (Houston) 

Dial by your location 
(b)(6> US (Tacoma) 

US (Houston) 
US (San Jose) 
US (San Jose) 
US (New York) 
US (Washington DC) 
us (Chicae.o) 

Meeting ID:ICbJCs> I 
Find your local number: l(b)(6) I 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~Cb>Cs> ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 
Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas! I'd be happy to set up a 1-hour 'brown bag' meeting like we 
did before. We could break it down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 
• Q&A 

I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you. No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you 
like. Do you want/need more information via email? 
What is the FCA and how do we get involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President- Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 // Linked In //Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 



To: 
From: 

Wyatt, Kristinafb>C6> ~SEC.GOV] 
Morse, Mika 

Sent: Wed 9/29/2021 5:04:20 PM 
Subject 
Received: 

RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 
Wed 9/29/2021 5:04:20 PM 

So sorry, Kristina-I now have a conflict. I would like to join this call. Do you think we could try to find another window 
sometime between tomorrow and Monday/Tuesday? 
From: Wyatt, Kristina <1(b)C5> !§'SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 4:06 PM 
To: Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net>; Morse, Mika 4cb>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

Thanks so much, Katie! Thursday 10:00-10:30 looks good for us! 
I'll send around a dial-in number. 
Many thanks! 

From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 20214:03 PM 
To: Morse, Mika fb)(B) ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ~(b)(S) l§?SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina! 
I hope this email finds you well. 
See below some options that work for Mary and Curtis for this call. Could any of these work on your side? 
Let me know! Thank you! 
Tomorrow: 230p-3p ET 
Thursday 9/30: 10a-1030a, 12p-2p ET 
Friday 10/01: 1230p-1p ET 
Best, 
Katie 
Kindest Regards, 

Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L.P. 

From: l(b)(B) msEC.GOV At: 09/28/21 15:45:54 UTC-4:00 

To: Mary Schapiro (BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO) , Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) , 
b)(6) l(b)(B) l@SEC. GOV 

Subject: RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 
Congratulations. That's great news! Thank you for the update. 
I do think a call would be useful. Shall we coordinate a time with Katie? 
Many thanks, 
Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel fb>CB> t 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 20213:25 PNI 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 4Cb>C5> ~SEC.GOV>; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; 

Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless 
ou recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

And Mary did a fantastic job walking through it with them this morning. Let us know if it is 
helpful to get on a call again to walk through any specifics. Thanks - Curtis 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 



Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

(b}(5) 

Wyatt, Kristin~~bl_<6l_~@SEC.GOV] 
Morse, Mika 
Tue 9/28/2021 4:31 :46 PM 
RE: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

Tue 9/28/2021 4:31 :46 PM 

From: Wyatt, Kristina {bl<5l !§}SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 20214:02 PM 
To: Morse, Mika plc5l ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

(b}(5) 

Thanks. 

From: Curtis Ravenel iblC6l 
Sent: Tuesday, Septemb-e-r""'2""'8"""', 2=0=2""'1--.3""":=ss,...,,,,P .... M,-----

Thanks. 

To: Wyatt, Kristina 1(b)(6} ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net>; 

Morse, Mika <MorseMi@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Yes, that would be great. 
On Tue, Sep 28, 2021 at 3:45 PM Wyatt, Kristina <jCbX5l @,sec.gov>wrote: 
Congratulations. That's great news! Thank you for the update. 

I do think a call would be useful. Shall we coordinate a time with Katie? 
Many thanks, 
Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel ~~rb_l<5_l ________ _ 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 20213:25 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 4<blC5l ~SEC.GOV>; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO <mlschapiro@bloomberg.net>; Katie 

Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

And Mary did a fantastic job walking through it with them this morning. Let us know if it is helpful to get on a call 
again to walk through any specifics. Thanks - Curtis 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



att Kristina b)C6> SEC.GOV]; Elwood, Holly[Elwood.Holly@epa.gov]; Ela, Jed .... S_. ------. 
~~----~ ..... ceq.eop.gov]; Jennifer Hawes - M1V1CA[jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov];1Cb>C6> ICIV OSD OUSD A-S 

,-1.l,l..>J.C.l.lll.:=-----...JJ,j=w·J..W.w· ~- .i..w""°"'2-.uw.ll.L..LL.u..::.i..&:...lLLu.u,odd.lacks@nasa.gov]; Porter Glock 

From: Khanna, Satyam 
Sent Sat 10/2/2021 12:18:19 PM 
Subject RE: cost of reporting 
Received: Sat 10/2/2021 12:18:31 PM 

AUTrON: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Kristina. We at the EPA are actually meeting with Persefoni on Wednesday at 1 pm if anyone is interested in joining. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina <{b>C6> ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 9:55 PM 
To: Elwood Holl <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

b)(5) ceq.eop.gov>; Jennifer Hawes - MlVlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>;1Cb>C6> jCIV OSD OUSD A-S 

(USA <(b)(6) mail.mil>; Lacks, Todd (HQ-LP0ll) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; Porter Glock 
b)(6) 

Subject: RE: cost of reporting 

Hi all, 
It was good to speak with you yesterday. 

(b)(5) 

Hope you have a good weekend. 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

l(b)(6) I 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent on: Wednesday, October 20. 2021 8:03:25 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina fbl( 6l p)SEC.GOV> 

CC: Niazi, Shehzad ~SEC.GOV>: Staffin, Elliott <~SEC.GOV>; Chan. Anita ~@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Question about GHG emissions 
Attachments: Persefoni-One-Pager 2021.pdf ( I 00.41 KB), Persefoni General Overview 202 J .pdf (2.33 MB) 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Not at all, Kristina. 
We cover them all, but it depends depending on the situation/ calculation as to whether it is captured in the accounting process. 

• Carbon dioxide (CO2) 
• Methane (CH4) 
• Nitrous oxide (N2O) 
• Industrial gases: 

o Hydro0uorocarbons (HFCs) 
o Per0uorocarbons (PFCs) 
o Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) 
o Nitrogen trifluoride {NF3) 

You might recall from the demonstration we gave you, all the source data for calculations is maintained in a CO2 Activity Ledger. This is a screen shot of a portion of that ledger where you can see the GHGs we're tracking. 

If you and the team would like another demo, please let me know. 
We recently spoke with Mika, too. Thanks for connecting us with her again! 
Do let me know if your team would like another demo of the calculation tool. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 

+1 {917) s20-ss21 // Unwi.!n//lllillm// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 



WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Wednesday, Oct~2021 3:11 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Niazi, Shehzad ~SEC.GOV>; Staffin, Elliott ~SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anita ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Question about GHG emissions 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is •afe. 

Hi Mike, 
Hope we aren't overstaying our welcome but wonder if we could ask a quick question of one of your GHG folks related to the gasses you track? 

Thanks so much, Mike. Really appreciate your help. 
Best, 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

i<b)(6) I 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Monday, September l 3, 202 l JI :42:00 AM 
To: Wyatt. Kristina 1Cb)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 

Snbject: RE: Data 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina - I wanted to check in and make sure we·re all good for today's call. It's on our calendars, but we only see you have accepted. Just wanted to make sure we're all good. 

If so, we'll get right into it with the following: 

• Kristina - set the stage/ history/ reason for the meeting 

• Mike - quick introduction to Persefoni and our CEO 
• Kentaro - Background on how Persefoni came to be and what we're doing 

PS- I don't know if you've been noticing, but there has been a ton of news about climate related disclosures over the past few weeks. From a flood of new corporate commitments, to activity at the government and standards level. I 

track this and generally post it on my Linked In feed, so you·11 see a lot of it there. 

PPS- For distribution to your team, this interview on Bloomberg with our CEO is a useful and short explanation of what we're doing - hl;tin;f/oersefonj.com/newsroomroH/o™ Ifs from Aug. 19, so very recent. 
Speak soon! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // ~//~//Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR l!lKJ:J.J. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are conftdential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, Septenh5~n,,zth1 3:58 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Cc: Grant Berry <grant@persefonl.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION: This email ls from an extemal sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Thank you so much, Mike. This is super helpful! Really appreciate it. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waUace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Monday, Sept mber 6, 2021 5:23 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(S) SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Grant Berry <gCfil!111ilpersefoni com>: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefon; com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Here's some additional information for you, but as you and the team are realizing, this can all be a bit confusing due to the rapidly evolving field and standard setting bodies. 

Overview 
Calculating and disclosing carbon emissions is certainly a complex topic due to how accounting standards (GHG Protocol, PCAF}, regional and global emission factors (EPA, IEA, DEFRA, IPCC, etc.}, and disclosure frameworks 
(TCFD, VRF, GRI, CDP, etc) are both disjointed, and work together. Persefoni is solving for this by aligning to known standards, maintaining the latest emissions factors based upon different scopes and categories and locations as 
to where they are occurring, and by being completely transparent so that records can be audited and placed in sustainability and other external reports. 



Accounting Standards: GHGP + PCAF 
Persefoni is aligned to the international gold standard for carbon accounting, which is the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHGP). The GHGP defines the scopes and categories that organizations can account for, and which 
calculation methods are applicable based on the data that is available. For investments and lending, with pending guidance for insurance, the Partnershio for Carbon Accoyntjne Financials I~). is built in accordance with and 
fully endorsed by the GHGP, and also available in the Persefoni platform. Because Persefoni's platform follows known standards, it is fully transparent and auditable which means organizations can use the calculated results in 

their sustainability reporting. 
Organizational Data + Emissions factors 
Persefonl works with both corporate entities (issuers) and financial Institutions to understand which scopes and categories should be accounted for based on their activities. As Persefoni helps organizations understand what 
data is needed (operational, financial, and supply chain data), the organization has multiple ways to get that data into Persefoni's platform. Based upon the type of data, and the location as to where the activity occurred, a 

regional or global emissions factor is needed to complete the calculation. These emissions factors come from trusted sources like the EPA, IEA, DEFRA, IPCC, Exiobase, Vital Metrics, and others. Persefoni maintains all of the 
most up to date factors. The platform's business logic adds the appropriate emissions factor for each calculation and shows the organization which factor was used. An example would be that the organization is accounting for 
its carbon footprint from its Scope 2, electricity in its San Diego office. The company would need to provide the amount of energy used (likely kWh), and then Persefoni's platform would complete the calculation by following 

GHGP Scope 2 location based calculation and use an emissions factor from the EPA eGrid for that region. 
Sustainability Reporting & Disclosure Frameworks 
Most organizations that calculate their carbon footprint would choose one or multiple frameworks to create an annual report. More prevalent frameworks include Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD, 
Curtis Ravenel is a current Secretariat of TCFD and is on Persefoni's Sustainability Advisory Board), Value Reporting Foundation (VRF, Formerly SASB, Bob Eccles is the founding Chairman of SASB and is on our Sustainability 

Advisory Board), and Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), [Tim Moh in is Persefoni's Chief Sustainability Officer and former CEO of GRI). Because Persefoni follows the GHGP and PCAF, and records can be audited to receive 

assurance on, the results can then be put in any major sustainability reporting framework. We are able to provide guidance and recommendations on frameworks given our team's deep experience in this space. 

Summary 
Organizations that want or need to understand and disclose their carbon footprint would traditionally have to understand carbon accounting standards, manually source internal data and up to date emissions factors, and 
understand reporting frameworks. Persefoni has simplified this process by creating its platform to solve for the complex business logic required for accounting standards and emissions factors and has carbon accounting and 
disclosure resources to work with organizations to create the most efficient processes to understand and disclose their footprint. 

This 3-minute video explains the why and how of the platform, as told by our CEO• !J.ttps://vlmeo.com/540344408 
We look forward to the meeting with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// feumoni 
+ 1 (917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

~i!P.,. Ptrc,s, 

" sxsw 

WATCH OUR l?JIQ!J. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, Septe~21 1:45 PM 

To: Mike Wallace <mjke.wallace@persefonj.com> 
Cc: Grant Berry <grant@persefoni.com>; Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@11ersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAlJTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attac.hments, unless you re<:ognlze the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Thanks so much, Mike and Grant! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@.11ersefonl.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 6, 2021 4:39 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Cc: Grant Berry <gCfil!t(a)oersefoni.com>: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@oersefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Data 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 



I've included the EVP of our Solutions Group. I sit in this team and report to Grant. He's the most well versed in the data sets we use and why. This, in and of itself, can be a lengthy conversation due to the numerous sets of data in and 

emerging in the market. 
I've also explained to Grant that we had some previous emails about data sets in our earlier communications. You asked about the EPA's Emissions Factors Hub and the GHG Protocol's GHG Calculation tools. In addition to your recent 

questions below, we'll get back to you by email with some additional information. Depending on what we can cover by email, we might either want to set a separate call with you, or add some time to the other call we·re planning. 
DRAFT AGENDA: 

• Intros 
• Background on the calls 
• About Persefoni - Use cases - corporate carbon accounting/ investor portfolio carbon accounting 

• Data sets - National and global 

• Q&A 
We'll be in touch, but do let Anna and I know about the Zoom option. 
Thanks 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+l (917) 520-5527 // LinWJn // hdtw: // Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR erIQil 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, Septe~21 11:54 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mjke wa!lace@persefonj com> 
Subject: Data 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
There is so much data available on government sites and elsewhere, such as these couple of sites that I only recently discovered: Globa!Cham!E:,goy and CU mate - Data eoy. 
I wonder if you ingest these data into your platform or, if not, what data feeds into it. 
Look forward to speaking with you. 
Hope you had a good weekend. 
Kristina s. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. r K~~jngton DJ 20549 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

(b)(5) 

Wyatt, Kristinal<b><6> ~SEC.GOV] 
Morse, Mika 
Thur 9/30/2021 1 :21 :44 PM 
Re: FAR Reporting Rules 

Thur 9/30/2021 1 :21 :44 PM 

On Sep 30, 2021, at 12:18 PM, Wyatt, Kristina <~fb>_<
6>_~~sec.gov> wrote: 

(b)(5) 



From: Morse, Mika 4(b)C5> @SEC.GOV> ou behalf of Morse, Mika 

Sent on: Friday. September 24. 2021 4:57:53 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~Cb>C5> ~SEC.GOV>; Bloom. Luna fbl( 6> ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

(b)(5) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, September 24, 2021 4:16 PM 
To: Morse, Mika J(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Bloom, Luna ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Setting up another call with our economists 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, September 24, 2021 4:07 PM 

To: Pyo, Minyoun ..- ..... ...,[:;: > 
Cc: Girardi, Giulio ~~-•~>; Zhao, Mengxin~~> 

Thanks very much. 

From: Pyo, Minyoung ~~> 
Sent: Friday, Septemb~T<r,:fo21 4:02 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) ~> 
Cc: Girardi. Giulio b){6) >; Zhao, Mengxin ~~> 
Subject: RE: Setting up a not er call with our economists 
Hi Kristina, 
Thank you for arranging the call with Persefoni. (b)(S) 

!(b)(S) I ~---------------------------------------------~ 

Have a good weekend, 
Min 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Septe~ 202110:02 PM 
To: Morse, Mika !(b)(6) @SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio P,l( 6) fSEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV>; Niazi, Shehzad fb)( 5) f@SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anita ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Setting up another call with our economis~""%~---' 
FYI for our call with Persefoni tomorrow. 

From: Mike Wallace <mjke.waHace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 20219:05 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina i(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there -Just so you are aware, the Bain & Co partner (Tors ten) mentioned in this piece is the one that will be with us tomorrow. 

htl.~oersefonj.com/newsroom/bajn-and-com™y·-ioins-forces-with-persefoni-to-accelerate--decarbonization 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland. Oregon (GMT -7) 



W14TCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

from: Wyatt, Kristina t)(6~l tSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem er , 021 8:54 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mjke,wallace@persefonj.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 



To: Wyatt, Kristin~SEC.GOV]; MARY SCHAPIRO, BLOOMBERG/ WASHINGTO[mlschapiro@bloomberg.net]; Katie 
Abbey[kabbey@bloombe~ 
From: Curtis Ravenel 
Sent Tue 9/28/2021 3:25:27 PM 
Subject Hi Kristina - so we have submitted our documents to the FSB 
Received: Tue 9/28/2021 3:25:43 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

And Mary did a fantastic job walking through it with them this morning. Let us know if it is helpful to get on a caU 
again to walk through any specifics. Thanks - Curtis 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Birkenheier, John E. <fb)(6) [ySEC.GOV> on behalf of Birkenheier. John E. 

Sent on: Wednesday, September 29, 2021 6:03:30 PM 

To: Wyatt. Kristina fbl(6) ~SEC.GOV> 

Snbject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

No problem. T just wanted you to know. Take care. 
John E. Birkenheier 
Supervisory Trial Counsel 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
175 W. Jackson Blvd., Suite 1450 
Chica o IL 60604 
T: b)(6) 

F: ~-----~ 
From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 29, 2021 5:02 PM 
To: Birkenheier, John E.!(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Perseloni Follow-Up 
Sorry John. That was misdirected. My apologies. 

From: Birkenheier, John E . .fbl( 6) !@SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 6:13 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina J(b)(6) fvsEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Hi. Was J supposed to receive this email? 
John E. Birkenheier 
Supervisory Trial Counsel 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
175 W. Jackson Blvd., Suite 1450 
Chicago, IL 60604 

;r)(
6

) I 
From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septemlier"is,i'o21 5:10 PM 
To: Pyo, Minyoun b)(6) ~>; Birkenheier, John E. ~!(b_X_6> __ ~1@ . ..s.EC.GOY>; Zhao, Mengxin ~..s.EC.GOY> 
Cc: Morse, Mika b)(6) ~> 
Subject: FW: Perseloni Follow-Up 
Hi DERA friends, 
b)(5) 

han s. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@oersefonl.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 27. 2021 2:11 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC GOV>: Morse, Mika 1(b)(6) ~..s.El:.GOY>; Girardi, Giulio fb)( 6) ,~>; Pyo, Minyoung ~..s.El:.GOY>; Zhao, Mengxin~..s.EC.GOY> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <~oersefoni.com>; Tim Mohin <lim.@oersefoni.com> ~--~ 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 



1) The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PS00 companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2) We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 
3) To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PS00 companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached Information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Hirn.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 1 Linked In 'Tuliller Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

t;'fS.'tl Pf1'c,s, 

" sxsw 

WATCH OUII eJIQU 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
--Original Appointment--
From: Wyatt, Kristina ib)(6) FSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, KriStina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email Is from an extemal sender. Pleaso do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you rocognlze tho sender and know the message Is safe. 

- Do not delete or change any of the lollowmg text -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

b)(6) 

Join by meeting n um bet" 

Meeting number (access code): b)(6) 

Meeting password (b)C5> rom phones and video systems) 
'------------' 

Tap to Join from a mobile device (attendees only} 

fb)(6) I USA Toll 2 



~'(b_)(6_) ____________ ~1 US Toll 
Some mobile devices may ask attendees to enter a numenc meeting password. 

Join by phone 

r)(6) ~SA Toll 2 
S Toll 

Global call-in numbers 

Join from a video s stem or application 
Dial bl<6> ~cgov.webex.com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

~..e.cg9ll@JY.ac webex com 

If you are a host. ~ to view host Information. 

Need help? Go to httQs://helQ.webex.com 



To: Pyo, Minyoung blC6> SEC.GOV] 
Cc: Girardi, Giulio[ CblC6l SEC.GO~- Zbaa ~engxin~SEC.GOV]; Miller, Maxwe11p>c6> ~SEC.GOV]; Bernstein, 
AsafQ<b>C6> ~SEC.GOV]; Wyatt, Kristinae>c6> ~SEC.Gbvr" .__ __ _, 
From: Morse, Mika 
Sent: Fri 1/7/2022 9:29:58 AM 
Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 
Received: Fri 1/7/2022 9:29:58 AM 
Persefoni meeting memo 11-23-21 FINAL.docx 
Copy of SP500 Climate Action Table-Persefoni Sept. 2021.xlsx 
Cost of Carbon Disclosure-Persefoni Dec. 2021.pdf 

(b)(5) 

From: Morse, Mika ~(blC6> ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Monday, Januar 3 2022 10:21 PM 
To: Pyo, Minyoung Cb>C6> 

Cc: Girardi, Giulio ..,.,bX~6,....> _.....__LSEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin fb>C6> ~EC.GOV>; Miller, Maxwell ~~cb_>c5_> --~~SEC.GOV>; 
Bernstein, Asaf CblC6> SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristin~a..,,jl6"'R6.,....l~JSEC.GOV> 

Subject: Re: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 
,b)(5) 

On Jan 3, 2022, at 9:38 PM, Pyo, Minyoung fb><6> ~sec.gov> wrote: 

(b)(5) 

From: Morse, Mika <fb>C6> @SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, December 30, 202110:46 AM 

To: Pyo, Minyoun blC5> SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio Lb>--=-c5"'?.> -.....Jl::::::::::==~..a..V.>; Zhao, Mengxin ICblC6> 
Maxwell Cb><6> SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf Cb>C5> SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Wyatt, Kristina Cb>C6> SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 

r)(5) 

From: Pyo, Minyoung 1Cb)C6> @SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 29, 2021 5:04 PM 
To: Morse, Mika b)(G) SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio b)(G) SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~(b)(G) 

Miller, Maxwell bJC5> SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf Cb>C5> SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Wyatt, Kristina b)(G) SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 

Hi Mika, 
(b)(5) 

Thanks, 

Min 
b)(5) 

!@SEC.GOV>; Miller, 

~SEC.GOV>; 



b)(5) 

From: Morse, Mika <jCblC5l l:i>SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 29, 202112:51 PM 
To: Girardi, Giulio b)(

5
) SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung (b)(

6
) SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin fb)(

5
) 

Maxwell CbX6l SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf <Lb_lc
5
_l __ _Jp--=S::..::E,.,,C:.:..G=-O~V> 

Cc: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(
5

) SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 

Hi DERA team, 

(b)(5) 

b)(5) 

Thanks, 
Mika 

Mika Morse 
Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 

~sec.gov 

~SEC.GOV>; Miller, 



To: Morse, Mika bJC5> SEC.GOV]; Wyatt, Kristina~fb_>c5_> --@SEC.GOV]; Mara Childress(mchildress8@bloomberg.net]; Katie 
Abbey[kabbey@bloomberg.net 
From: Curtis Ravenel 
Sent Thur 11/25/2021 8:15:43 AM 
Subject Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 
Received: Thur 11/25/2021 8:16:00 AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could 
catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GFANZ and want to make sure that 
what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. rve cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. Thanks all! 

C1trtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BY/ Persefoni Ai 



To: Khanna, Satyam[Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov) 
Cc: Elwood Holl Elwood.Holly@e a. ov • att Kristina[b>C5> @SEC.GOV);......,.........,..""'-"""'-----~ 
EOP/CEQ[ (b)(6) ceq.eop.gov] Cb>C5> IV OSD OUSD A-S USA mail.mil]; Lacks, Todd 
(HQ-LP011 o . ac s nasa.gov]; Porter Glock b)C6> 
From: Jennifer Hawes - M1V1CA --------------------~ 
Sent Tue 10/5/2021 8:59:28 AM 
Subject Re: cost of reporting 
Received: Tue 10/5/2021 8:59:38 AM 

AUTrON: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks very much for the invitation. I would also like to attend. 
V /r Jen Hawes 
W: 202-969-7386 
C: l(b)(6) I 

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 5:46 PM Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov> wrote: 

Of course. 

From: Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov> 
Sent: Monday, October 4, 2021 5:00 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina 4<b><5> ®SEC.GOV>; Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

ib)(5) @ceq.eop.gov>; Jennifer Hawes-MlVlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>; (bxs> CIV 
OSD OUSD A-S (USA) b)(6l mail.mil>; Lacks, Todd (HQ-LP0l 1) <tod . ac s nasa. ov>; 
Porter Glock Cb>C5> 

'--~--~---------------------' Subject: RE: cost of reporting 

Hello all, 

Yes I'd like to join the call with Persefoni if I'm open. Satyam can you please forward the invite to me? It sounds like 
they may have some data related to reduced burden that could be useful for the FAR Case Team write up. Jed and I 
know Mike Wallace who just joined Persefoni, and Jed is familiar with this new GHG reporting tool. 

Best, 

Holly Elwood 

Senior Advisor 

Sustainable Marketplace I Recommendations of Specifications, Standards, and Ecolabels 

Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Program - Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics 

United States Eovi1·oumenta.J Protection Agency 

Office: j<bl<
5
> ~obile:~fb_><

5
_> ---~ 

@epa.gov 

Pronouns she, her, hers 

From: Wyatt, Kristina {b>cs> @SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:20 PM 
To: Khanna, Satyam <Kbanna.Sa.tyam@epa.gov>; Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 



.... <b-)(G=)---~~c~e~.e~o¥.·~o.::.:v>:_·2....:J!.!:e:!!n!!m!.!.· t~er~H~aw~es - Ml VI CA <j ennifer. hawes@gsa.gov>t>c 6> ~IV 
OSD OUSD A-S (USA) b)(5l mail.mil>; Lacks, Todd (HQ-LP0l l) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; 
Porter Glock (b>C5> 

'-------------------------' Subject: RE: cost of reporting 

That's great. Glad to hear it. 

I think there are a lot of emerging technologies that outline the direction of travel and they are a good example. 

Thanks, Satyam. 

From: Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov> 
Sent: Saturday, October 2, 2021 12:18 PM 
To: W att Kristina 1<b>C5> ®SEC.GOV>; Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

b)(5l c. ce .eo . ov>; Jennifer Hawes - Ml VlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>;ICb>C5> ICIV 
OSD OUSD A-S (USA) b)(6l mail.mil>; Lacks, Todd (HQ-LP0l 1) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; 
Porter Glock 'bJC5> 

'------:----,----------------------' 
Subject: RE: cost of reporting 

'A· "TIO:\: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
reco nize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Kristina. We at the EPA are actually meeting with Persefoni on Wednesday at 1 pm if anyone is interested in 
JOtnlllg. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 1CblC5> EySEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 9:55 PM 
To: Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

<j(b)(G)~ceq.eop.gov>; Jennifer Hawes - Ml VlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>Jb>C5> ICIV 
OSD OUSD A-S (USA) b)(6) mail.mil>; Lacks, Todd (HQ-LP0l 1) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; 
Porter Glock Cb>C5> 

'-----..---~--------------------' Subject: RE: cost o reportmg 

Hi all, 

It was good to speak with you yesterday. 

b)(5) 

Hope you have a good weekend. 

Kristina 

Kristina S. Wyatt 



Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E. 

Washington, DC 20549 



From: Morse, Mika 1(bl(5l @SEC.GOV> ou behalf of Morse, Mika 

Sent on: Friday, December lO, 2021 I :42: 13 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Snbject: RE: Example ofa meeting memo? 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 202111:23 AM 
To: Morse, Mika 1b)(6) psEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 
TL. -1, .•• 1-nr .. L:- __ .J . -- , ,r -'-11-. 11 ,... --, ,,.;t [b)(5) 

(b)(5) 

Thanks, Mika. 

From: Morse, Mika {bl(6l !;SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, Decem er 10, 20 l 11:06 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Subject: RE: Exam~~eting memo? 
Thanks, b)(5) 

SEC.GOV> 
110:19AM 

Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 
b)(5) 

I • ..., ... , .. ,,,.,,..,.,.. 

from: Morse, Mika {b)(6) ~~> 
Sent: Friday, Dece~021 9:44 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 

from: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 2021 12:33 AM 

I 



To: Morse, Mika j(b)(6) !§!SEC.GOV> 

Subject: FW: Example of a meeting memo? 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 202112:32 AM 
To: Girardi, Giulio!CbX6) !@SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoungfb)(B) luSEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 
~b)(5) I 
From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 202112:10 AM 
To: Girardi, Giulio fb)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 

l(b)(5) I 
From: Wyatt, Knstma 
Sent: Thursday, December 9, 202111:39 PM 

To: Girardi, Giulio ~>SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Examp~eting memo? 
Hi Giulio, 
b)(5) 

(b)(5) 

, nan<s very mucn. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 2021 4:54 PM 
To: Girardi, Giulio~~>; Pyo, Mlnyoung~~> 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 

(b)(5) 

From: Girardi, Giulio 1(b)(6) lilSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 2021 4:39 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~>; Pyo, Minyoung ~~ 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 
Kristina, 
Thanks for reaching outJ(b)(5) 

G,uioo 
b)(5) 



b)(5) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~.SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, December 2, 20214:07 PM 
To: Girardi, Giulio Fb){6) f~>; Pyo, Minyoung~~> 
Subject: FW: Example of a meeting memo? 
Dear Giulio and Min, 

(b){5) 

Thanks guys! 



From: Morse, Mika fbl(6) l§l~> 
Sent: Thursday, Dec~ 2021 3:49 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina< b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Example o a meeting memo? 
b)(5) hanks, Kristina. 

~> 
Sent: Thursday, Decenm;,,rr,·,n21 1:56 PM 
To: Morse, Mika <!(b)(6) !@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Example of a meeting memo? 

Thanks. 

From: Morse, Mika ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Dece~02110:39 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina<~> 
Subject: Examole of a meeting memo? 
Kristinaj(b)(S) 
Thanks,~-----------------------------------------------------------' 
Mika 
Mika Morse 
Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 

~~gill£ 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Khanna, Satyam[Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov]; Wyatt, Kristina._fb>_<5> _ _.IDSEC.GOV] 
Jennifer Hawes - M1V1CA 
Tue 10/5/2021 12:59:47 PM 
Re: FW: EPA/ Persefoni 

Tue 10/5/2021 1 :00:16 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

he sender and know the content is safe. 

+ Kristina. 
V/r Jen Hawes 
W: 202-969-73 86 
C:l(b)(6) I 

On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 12:58 PM Jennifer Hawes - Ml VlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov> wrote: 

Would you mind ifl also invite a member of the GSA Sustainability Group responsible for doing our market 
survey? 
V/r Jen Hawes 
W: 202-969-7386 
C: tb)(6) I 

On Tue, Oct 5, 2021 at 9:29 AM Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov> wrote: 

-----Original Appointment----
From: Khanna, Satyam 
Sent: Tuesday, September 28, 2021 8:53 AM 
To: Khanna, Satyam; Elman, Barry; Harbour, Shana; Mike Wallace; Grant Berry 
Cc: Elwood, Holly 
Subject: EPA/ Persefoni 
When: Wednesday, October 6, 2021 1 :00 PM-1 :30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Microsoft Teams Meeting 

Microsoft Teams meeting 

Join on your comJ>uter or mobile ap1> 

Click here to join the meeting 

Or call in (audio only) 

1~)(6) 

Find a local number I Reset PIN 

By participating in EPA hosted virtual meetings and events, you are consenting to abide by the agency's terms of use. In addition, you 
acknowledge that content you post may be collected and used in support of FOIA and eDiscovery activities. 

Learn More I Meeting options 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Wyatt, Kristina[l<b>C5> @SEC.GOV] 
Morse, Mika 
Thur 11/25/2021 1 :20:37 PM 
RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Thur 11/25/2021 1 :20:37 PM 

Hi Kristina! I'm actually working-J(b)(B) please do follow up with 
Curtis-I do want to join. My schedule should be up to date. Thank you so much! Hope you are having a relaxing day. 
Best, 
Mika 
from: Wyatt, Kristina iCb>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 202111:42 AM 
To: Morse, Mika <(b>C6> t@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Hi Mika, 
Happy Thanksgiving! 

b)(5) 

Have a wonderful break. 
(b)(S) 

(b)(5) 

this can obviously wait fb)(B) 
(b)(6) 

From: Curtis Ravenel 4cbX6> 
I---=-:----:-:=-,-=--=-=-..,..,...,,------' 

I And sorrv to talk shoo on Thankseivine -

I 

Sent: Thursday, November 25, 20218:16 AM 
To: Morse, Mika fb>C6> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina fbX5> ~SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress <mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; 

Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could 
catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GF ANZ and want to make sure 
that what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. 
Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 

I 



To: 
From: 

Morse, Mik{blC5l ~SEC.GOV]; Wyatt, Kristina._l<b_>c6_l ___.@SEC.GOV] 
Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 

Sent: Sun 11/28/2021 7:04:33 AM 
Subject 
Received: 

RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 
Sun 11/28/2021 7:04:46 AM 

AUTI0N: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Kristina, 
I hope this email finds you well. I've provided the slots when Curtis and Mara will be able to make work next 
week, if any of these work on your side? 

Mon 11 /29: 430p-530p ET 
Fri 12/03: 1130a-12p, 1230p-2p ET 

Thank you, 
Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg LP. 

From:!CblC6l ~SEC.GOV At 11 /25/21 20:22:56 UTC-5:00 
• Childress BLP EMP/ CHILDRESS , Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) i<b)(6l 

L,-,-,---,1~S:"'E=:C~.~G~O~V ..... --------~ 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Dear Curtis, 

Thank you again for reaching out. We would love to speak with you next week. 

I wonder if any of the following times might work for you (ET): 

Monday: 3:00-4:30 

Wednesday: 3:30-4:30 

Thursday: 9:00-10:00 

Friday: 12:00-12:30 

If none of these works, I'll see if I can find another time that's mutually convenient. 

I hope you had a relaxing Thanksgiving. 

Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel i<b><5l I 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8: 16 AM 
To: Morse, Mika b)C5> SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress oomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could catch-up 



briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GFANZ and want to make sure that what we are 
proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor. Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Pyo, Min young ~SEC.GOV> on behalf of Pyo, Minyoung 
Sent on: Friday. September 24. 2021 4:02:04 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (blC5> SEC.GOV> 

CC: Girardi, Giulio CblC5> =SEC.GOV>: Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

Hi Kristina, 
Thank you for arranging the call with Persefonl. b)(S) Kb)(5) I .__ _____________________________________________ _, 
Have a good weekend, 
Min 

From: wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 202110:02 PM 
To: Morse, Mika!(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio~>(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV>; Niazi, Shehzad ~SEC.GOV>; Chan, Anital(b)(S) FSEC.GOV> 
Subject: FW: Setting up another call with our economis'i=s-----' '------' 
FYI for our call with Persefoni tomorrow. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2021 9:05 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina~> 
Subject: RE: Setting~her call with our economists 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi there - Just so you are aware, the Bain & Co partner (Torsten) mentioned in this piece is the one that will be with us tomorrow. 

bll~oersefooi com/newsroom/bajn-and-coroRa.Ov.-ioios-forces-with-per:;efonj-to-acceierate-decarbonization 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His} 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefonj 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked In Twitter Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WJITOf OUR e!IQ!J. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Septem~AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Setting up another call with our economists 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognite the sender and know the message Is safe. 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Thursday, November 4, 2021 2:20: 13 PM 

To: Wyatt. Kristinal(b)(S) @SEC.GOV> 

Snbject: RE: One more dimension in Persefoni developments 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Tha11ks! 
1 meant 10 send this: h!Jps://www pmewsw1re com/news-releases/djmate-Jech-saas-s1artup-perscfonj-announced-l OJ m-jn-scnes-b-and-launch-of-free-carbon-accountjgg-product-3014 I 058 l hJml 
TEMPE, Ariz., Oct.28.2021 /PR.Newswire/•· Persefoni, the leading Climate Management & Accounting Platform (CMAP) for enterprises and fmancial institutions, today announced it has raised $IOI million in its 
Series B financing round. Prelude Ventures and The Rise Fund led the round with first-time participation from Clearvision Ventures. Parkway Ventures. Bain & Co .. EDF Group through its corporate venture arm EDF 
Pulse Holding, Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation (SMBC), The Ferrante Group, Alumni Ventures Group, and New Valley Ventures. Existing investors including NGP Energy Technology Partners, Sallyport 
Investments. and strategic angels also returned to participate. The round is the largest in Climate Tech history for a SaaS company. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 
+ l (9 I 7) 520-5527 // Linked In// 1\vitter // Newsleller 
Portland, Oregon (GMT-7) 
Set a 30-Minutc Meeting- h&ri; 

h ITC/f Ol ll PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential. may be legally privileged, and nre intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. lfyou believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy. forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify tl1e sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or dest,oy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves 
and assens all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyan, Kristina •~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Novem~I 7:04 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: One more dimension in Persefoni developme11ts 

CAUTION: This emall is fron, an e:<ternal sender. Please do not reply. click on links, or open allaclunenls, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Super exciting, Mike. Thank you for leuing me know. 
Nope, nobody from here is going but hope you have a good time! 
Talk soon and congratulations on the great progress. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike wallace@persefoni com> 
Sent: Thursday, No';<J-1',ll.ll'-'-"t 2021 9:52 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(S) '!'SEC GOV> 
Sub"ect: Re: One more ments 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Are you over in Scotland? rm heading there on Saturday. If you are there. maybe we can connect in person? Or if you have colleagues there that we should meet, let me know. 
Last week we made some big announcemenis all around of Series B fund raising close. The announcements included a mention of a ·free' version of the software that will be launched in early 2022. This is aimed to 
help small medium enterprises get unde1way with carbon accounting. 
Do have a look through this for some of the names supporting our efforts, the new partnership with Bain & Co. and the free version. 
It would be great to catch up 'post-COP' and provide you an update on our take always from COP and our view of 2022. 
The consolidation of reporting standards will make for a very interesting 2022. 
Hope you are well and do let me know ifyou·re heading over! 
Mike Wallace 



SVP, Strategic Market Engagement 

From: Wyatt, Kristina t~~) 
202

~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Oclob , l 10:40:32 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike wal1ace@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: One more dimension in Persefoni developments 

CAUTION: This cmaH is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, o.- open attachments, un..lcss you recognize t"be sender nod know the message is safe. 

Absolutely great. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike waUace/!ilpersefoni com> 
Sent: Thursday, October 21. 20211:31 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: One more 'a'rmensr/,n in Persefoni developments 

I t.AUTJON This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Paul Dickinson, Founder Chair of CDP, Joins Persefoni's Sustainability Advisory 
Board 
IJtt~.ornewswjre.com/news-releases/oayl-dickinson-founder-chair-of-cd0:-iQ!llS;;Per:sefonjs-sustainabjljty..:.ad!l.i.S2f.v.-board-30140S955 html 
Mike Wallace (He.Hirn.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefonl 

+1 (917) 520-S527 / / J.in.!scl!n // Iltfilter //Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon {GMT -7) 

WATCtf OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



To: att Kristina Cb>C6> SEC.GOV]; Khanna, Satyam[Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov]; Ela_, ..... J_e_d_S_. __ ~ 
EOP/CEQ (b)(6) ceq.eop.gov]; Jennifer Hawes - M1V1CA[jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov];fb>C6> ICIV OSD OUSD A-S 
USA (b)(6) mail.mil ; Lacks, Todd HQ-LP011 todd.lacks@nasa.gov]; Porter Glock 

RE: cost of reporting 
Mon 10/4/2021 5:00:14 PM 

AUTrON: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hello all, 
Yes I'd like to join the call with Persefoni if I'm open. Satyam can you please forward the invite to me? It sounds like they may 
have some data related to reduced burden that could be useful for the FAR Case Team write up. Jed and I know Mike Wallace 
who just joined Persefoni, and Jed is familiar with this new GHG reporting tool. 
Best, 
Holly Elwood 
Senior Advisor 
Sustainable Marketplace I Recommendations of Specifications, Standards, and Ecolabels 
Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Program - Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics 
United States Environmental Protection A ency 
Office: b)(5) Mobile: (b)(5) ,__ ____ _. 

(b)(6) 

Pronouns: she, her, hers 
From: Wyatt, Kristina {-b>-c6-> -~@SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Saturday, October 2, 202112:20 PM 
To: Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov>; Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

b)(6) ceq.eop.gov>; Jennifer Hawes - MlVlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>~Cb>C6> ICIV OSD OUSD A-S 
USA mail.mil>· Lacks Todd HQ-LP0ll <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; Porter Glock 

Subject: RE: cost of reporting 
That's great. Glad to hear it. 
I think there are a lot of emerging technologies that outline the direction of travel and they are a good example. 
Thanks, Satyam. 
From: Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov> 

Sent: Saturday, October 2, 202112:18 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~CbX6> t@SEC.GOV>; Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

<fb)(6) @ceg.eop.gov>; Jennifer Hawes - MlVlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>Jb>C6> !CIV OSD OUSD A-S 
(USA) (b)(6) mail.mil>; Lacks, Todd (HQ-LP0ll) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; Porter Glock 

: cos o repor mg 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Kristina. We at the EPA are actually meeting with Persefoni on Wednesday at 1 pm if anyone is interested in joining. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina r>c6> rsSEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 9: 5 PM 
To: Elwood Holl <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

b)(6) ov>; Jennifer Hawes - MlVlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>;!CbX6> !CIV OSD OUSD A-S 
(USA) b)(6) mail.mil>; Lacks, Todd (HQ-LP0ll) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; Porter Glock 
(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: cost of reporting 

Hi all, 
It was good to speak with you yesterday. 



b)(S) 

Hope you have a good weekend. 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 

Washin ton, DC 20549 
(b)(6) 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Wyatt, Kristin~<b>C6> ~SEC.GOV] 
Katie Abbey lLUUIVlbERG/ LONDON) 
Mon 11/29/202111:12:33 AM 
RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Mon 11/29/202111:13:20 AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

he sender and know the content is safe. 

Thank you!! 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L.P. 

From:!Cb>C6> @SEC.GOV At: 11 /29/21 11 :02:38 UTC-5:00 
To: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Thank you, Katie. That's great. I will send the invitation. 

Many thanks! 

From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Sent: Monday, Novc9, 2021 8:13AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina b)(

6
> SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Catch-up on CFO/ GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina, 

OK - let's confirm Monday, 6th Dec@ 3:30 - 4:30 pm ET. Let me know if you'd rather I send an invite with Zoom (happy to do 
whatever easier!) 

Thank you, 

Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L.P. 

F fb)(6) rom: @SEC.GOV At: 11 /28/21 12:42:33 UTC-5:00 

To: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Wonderful, Katie. Many thanks. 

Perhaps Monday 12/6? Any of those times works so whatever is best for Curtis is fine for 
US. 

Is he on US ET? I want to be sure to accommodate his schedule as best we can without it 
being too early or too late. 

Thank you. I'm happy to send an invitation once we settle on the time. 



From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Sent: Sunday, November 28, 2021 7:07 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina <fb><5> §2SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina! 

Sorry just seeing this - I sent you over a couple of options for next week, but appreciate there weren't many that 
coincided with the times you sent, so please see below the options that work for Curtis and Mara for the 
week after: 

Monday, 12/6: 3:30-4:30 

Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1 :00; 2:00-3:00 

Wednesday 12/8: 11 :00-12:00, 1 :30-3:00, 3:30-4:00 

Thursday, 12/9: 11 :30-1 :00 

Thank you, 

Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg LP. 

From:fb)(6) ~SEC.GOV At: 11 /26/21 14:55:25 UTC-5:00 

To: Mara Childress (BLP EMP/ CHILDRESS,), Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) r5> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ .__ _______ __. 

Hi Katie, 

I realize I didn't send very many slots from this coming week as our calendars 
are pretty full. In case it's helpful, I'm including some times the following week 
that would work as well. 

Many thanks! 

Monday, 12/6: 12:00-1 :30; 3:30-4:30 

Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1:00; 2:00-4:00 

Wednesday 12/8: 10:00-12:00, 1 :30-3:00, 3:30-4:30 

Thursday, 12/9: 11 :30-1 :00 

Best, 

Kristina 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8:22 PM 
To: 'Curtis Ravenel'!tl t; Morse, Mika 4CbX

5
> @sec.gov>;Mara 

hildress <mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey 
<kabbey@bloomberq.net> 

Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 



Dear Curtis, 

Thank you again for reaching out. We would love to speak with you next week. 

I wonder if any of the following times might work for you (ET): 

Monday: 3:00-4:30 

Wednesday: 3:30-4:30 

Thursday: 9:00-10:00 

Friday: 12:00-12:30 

If none of these works, I'll see if I can find another time that's mutually convenient. 

I hope you had a relaxing Thanksgiving. 

Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel <b><5> 

Sent: Thursday, ~~)lie~,,"2W-f"B:1'6'"Afvi1-~ 
To: Morse, Mika Cb><

5
> s'Ec.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina <fb><5> @SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress 
<me I ress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 

Subject: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could 
catch-up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GFANZ 
and want to make sure that what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d 
Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

Wyatt, Kristina._fb)_C
6

) _ _.@SEC.GOV] 
Mike Wallace 
Thur 10/21/2021 1 :30:52 PM 
One more dimension in Persefoni developments 

Thur 1 0/21 /2021 1 :31 :08 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

he sender and know the content is safe. 

Paul Dickinson, Founder Chair of CDP, 
Joins Persefoni's Sustainability Advisory 
Board 
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/paul-dickinson-founder-chair-of-cdp-joins-persefonis-sustainability-advisory
board-301405955.html 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 
+ 1 (917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 

This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom 
the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are not an intended 
recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or 
Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to 
confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



To: Wyatt, Kristinafb>C5> @SEC.GOV] 
From: 
Sent: 

Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 
Mon 11/29/2021 8:12:35AM 

Subject 
Received: 

RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 
Mon 11/29/2021 8:12:49 AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina, 
OK- let's confirm Monday, 6th Dec@ 3:30 - 4:30 pm ET. Let me know if you'd rather I send an invite with 
Zoom (happy to do whatever easier!) 

Thank you, 
Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L.P. 

From:l<bX6l ~SEC.GOV At: 11 /28/21 12:42:33 UTC-5:00 
To: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Wonderful, Katie. Many thanks. 

Perhaps Monday 12/6? Any of those times works so whatever is best for Curtis is fine for us. 

Is he on US ET? I want to be sure to accommodate his schedule as best we can without it being too 
early or too late. 

Thank you. I'm happy to send an invitation once we settle on the time. 

From: Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Sent: Sunday, November 28, 2021 7:07 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina {b><5> @SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD I GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina! 

Sorry just seeing this - I sent you over a couple of options for next week, but appreciate there weren't many that coincided with 
the times you sent, so please see below the options that work for Curtis and Mara for the week after: 

Monday, 12/6: 3:30-4:30 

Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1 :00; 2:00-3:00 

Wednesday 12/8: 11 :00-12:00, 1 :30-3:00, 3:30-4:00 

Thursday, 12/9: 11 :30-1 :00 

Thank you, 

Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 



Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg LP. 

From: ICb><
5
> ijlSEC.GOV At: 11 /26/21 14:55:25 UTC-5:00 

To: Mara Childress (BLP EMP/ CHILDRESS,), Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) ·ICb>C5> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ -· --------~ 

Hi Katie, 

I realize I didn't send very many slots from this coming week as our calendars are pretty 
full. In case it's helpful, I'm including some times the following week that would work as 
well. 

Many thanks! 

Monday, 12/6: 12:00-1:30; 3:30-4:30 

Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1:00; 2:00-4:00 

Wednesday 12/8: 10:00-12:00, 1 :30-3:00, 3:30-4:30 

Thursday, 12/9: 11 :30-1 :00 

Best, 

Kristina 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8:22 PM 
To: 'Curtis Ravenel' ~cb>C5> ~; Morse, Mika ov>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <::..:.ka=b=b::....:e::...L>.==.c..:..:..::=.:..;:;,.:.:_;=-=t> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Dear Curtis, 

Thank you again for reaching out. We would love to speak with you next week. 

I wonder if any of the following times might work for you (ET): 

Monday: 3:00-4:30 

Wednesday: 3:30-4:30 

Thursday: 9:00-10:00 

Friday: 12:00-12:30 

If none of these works, I'll see if I can find another time that's mutually convenient. 

I hope you had a relaxing Thanksgiving. 

Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel i<b><6> r 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8:16 AM 
To: Morse, Mika icb><5> !@SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina 4<b><

5
> @SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Catch-up on TCFD I GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless ou reco nize the sender and know the content is safe. 



Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could catch
up briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GFANZ and want to make 
sure that what we are proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us 
find a slot. Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Morse, Mika 4(b)(6) @SEC.GOV> ou behalf of Morse, Mika 
Sent on: Thursday, December 2, 2021 8:54:43 PM 
To: Tim Moh in <tim@persefoni.com>; Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio <fb)(S) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
CC: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com>; Yogin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com>; Christine Turner <christine@b~~one.com> 

Subject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Tim, 
As the Persefoni team works on the information to share with us, we were wondering if it might be possible to address how firm complexity or market cap might impact the range of costs. Would it be possible to reflect those 
attributes in the estimated ranges? 
Thanks, 
Mika 

From: Tim Mohin <tim@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 202111:47 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika ~(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio !(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin (b)(S) SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com>; Yogin Kothari <yogin@boundarystone.com>; Christine Turner <chris ne oundarystone.com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

1:AUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika (and team); First, we hope you all had a nice Thanksgiving and enjoyed a relaxing and long weekend! 
Thanks again for the latest in a great series of conversations with you and your team. We appreciate the complexities around these issues and do hope we have been helpful through the various conversations and demonstrations we 
have given you and the team. 
We're re-attaching an email and attachments we sent last Sept. that provided the ·cost of carbon disclosure· at that time. This was based on our own experiences with corporations as they enter the carbon disclosure and as they do 

this sort of effort in-house and with FTEs. The ROI calculator is a useful way to model some different options. In slide 3 the costs estimates range from $25,000 to $125,000. Again, this is the ·traditional approach' using internal teams 

and spreadsheets. 
Since we shared the attached, we've onboarded over 25 new clients, both enterprise clients and financial services clients. Some of our asset management clients are analyzing over 1,000 companies in their portfolios. We are currently 

seeing as the ·cost of carbon disclosure' when implementing Persefoni's CMAP, a range in costs from $10,000 to $250,000. This is dependent on the complexity of the organizations we're experiencing, their readiness (maturity in GHG 

emissions tracking and reporting), and their ability to access the data sources on their own, or with our help. 
We also announced our plans to release a free version of Persefoni's Carbon Manaeement and Accoyntjn2 fl.e!foan..(!;.MAf). We expect the cost of carbon reporting to drop at least another SO% with further software innovations over 
the coming 18•24 months. 
If you and the team would like to have another discussion in more detail about the costs, we'd be happy to get on a call at your convenience. 

All the best and do let us know how we can be off assistance going forward. 
Tim 

Tim Mohin (He.Him.His) 
Executive Vice President - Chief Sustainability Officer Persefoni 

+1 737.900.3222 ~ Iw.i.!lfil Newsletter 

WATCH OUR eJ1Q11 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges tl1at may apply. 

From: Mike Wallace 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 202111:11 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika fb)(6) )SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung EJ@sEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Kentaro Kawamon < @persefonj com>; Tim Mohm <nro.@persefoni com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 
Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 



Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and ch mate risks. 
As mentioned, we·ve been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we·re preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1. The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PS00 companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2. We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 

3. To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PS00 companies that are 

active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 

Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 

+1 (917) 520-5527 Unked lo llii!wr Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR eJE1i1. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
---Original Appointment---
from: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:4S PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

- Do not delete or change any of the following text. -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

b)/6) 

Join by meeting number 



Meeting number (access code): b){6) 

Meeting password: ._b_X_6_> ________ Jrom phones and video systems) 

Tap to Join from a mobile device (attendees only} 

l(bX6) l USA Toll 2 

"::·,--------,--,,----,--,-------,-,-----,------,---~US Toll 
Some mobile devices may ask attendees to enter a numenc mee~ng password 

Joi~ tmm a yjdftQ svsem or application 
Dia fb)(6) secgov.webex.com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Dia!(b)(6) ~cgQY@Jync.webex.com 

If you are a host. ~ to view host Information. 

Need help? Go to ll!tRSJLl:lelp webex com 



From: Birkenheier, John E.1b)(6) ,!}SEC.GOV> on behalf of Birkenheier, John E. 

Sent on: Tuesday, September 2 , 2021 6: 13: 5 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 

Snbject: RE: Persefoni Follow-Up 

Hi. Was T supposed to receive this email? 
John E. Birkenheier 
Supervisory Trial Counsel 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
175 W. Jackson Blvd., Suite 1450 
Chica o, IL 60604 

(b)(6) 

F ,_ ______ _, 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Tuesday, Sept m r 28, 2021 5:10 PM 
To: Pyo, Minyoung (b)(S) SEC.GOV>; Birkenheier, John E. fb)(S) ~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Morse, Mika (b)(6) SEC.GOV> ,.._ ___ _. 

Subject: FW: Perse om 
HI D1:RA friends 

(b)(5) 

nan . 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 20212:11 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina fb)(6) tsEC.GOV>; Morse, Mika ~SEC GOV>; Girardi, Giulio fb)(6) ~SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoun~SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Kentaro Kawamori <kentaro@persefoni.com>; Tim ~~eersefoni.com> 
Subject: Persefoni Follow-Up 

I CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Kristina, Minyong & Giulio; 
Thank you for the great discussion last Friday and the chance to continue these conversations over the past several weeks. Do know that we are honored to help you and the team think through these issues and more than happy to 
arrange future calls with our internal and external experts, as well as companies and clients that are actively measuring, managing, and reporting their carbon emissions and climate risks. 
As mentioned, we've been conducting some of our own analysis on these very issues. Attached you will find some materials we're preparing for our stakeholders that will also be helpful for you and the team. 
Attachments: 

1) The attached PDF is a presentation we developed to help any audience understand the Cost of Carbon Disclosure. It provides our own estimates across four different corporate scenarios (Page 3). The presentation also provides 
market information about the uptake of various carbon/climate initiatives (CDP, TCFD, SBTi, etc.) across the S&PS00 companies, as well as global trends in carbon emission disclosures. 

2) We've also developed an ROI Calculator, which is mentioned on Page 4 and attached as a functioning spreadsheet to help companies understand and estimate the costs associated with carbon disclosure. 
3) To support the market information presented in the deck, we also developed the S&PS00 Climate Action Table. This enables the user to quickly analyze the climate related actions being taken by the largest companies in the 

United States. See the 3rd tab for the sortable table. We've also added references and links so the user has full transparency back to the source data. This table also includes information on the S&PS00 companies that are 
active suppliers to the US government and whether they are disclosing carbon emissions information. 

Please let us know if you'd like to have a follow-up discussion about any of the materials that are attached, or the things we discussed on our last call. We would be more than happy to have a follow-up conversation. 
Also, please feel free to share this email and the attached information with your colleagues at the SEC, or with other agencies and departments 
Thanks again for the meetings! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement Persefoni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 Linked lo Toil1er Newsletter 
Portland, Ore on GMT -7) 



WATCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you 
believe that you are not an intended recipient. please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward. or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this 
email and its attachments. Sender reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 
---Original Appointment---
From: Wyatt, Kristina~~> 
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2021 2:19 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina; Morse, Mika; Girardi, Giulio; Pyo, Minyoung; Zhao, Mengxin; Kentaro Kawamori; Mike Wallace 
Subject: Discussion of Persefoni and data to inform the cost of preparation of GHG reports 
When: Friday, September 24, 2021 3:00 PM-3:45 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Webex below 

CAUTION: This emall ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

-- Do not delete or change any of the following text -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

(b)(6) 

Join by me ell ng number 

Meeting number (access code): (b)(6) 

Meeting password Cb)(6) from phones and video systems) 

Ta to ·oin from a mobile device attendees onl 

~~ UMM2 
..._ _____________ __. US Toll 

Some mobile devices may ask attendees to enter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

c::~aj can-10 nul:r;~~II 

2 

Join from a video system or application 

Dial l<b)(6J !§l~cgoy webex com 

Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

~ov.@Jy,nc webex com 

If you are a host, ~ to view host information. 



Need help? Go to ~elp webex com 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Wyatt, Kristinal<b><5> @SEC.GOV] 
Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) 
Sun 11/28/2021 7:07:19AM 

Subject 
Received: 

RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 
Sun 11/28/2021 7:07:30 AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina! 
Sorry just seeing this - I sent you over a couple of options for next week, but appreciate there weren't many 
that coincided with the times you sent, so please see below the options that work for Curtis and Mara for the 
week after: 

Monday, 12/6: 3:30-4:30 
Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1:00; 2:00-3:00 
Wednesday 12/8: 11:00-12:00, 1:30-3:00, 3:30-4:00 
Thursday, 12/9: 11:30-1:00 

Thank you, 
Katie 

Kindest Regards, 
Katie Abbey 
Global Public Policy 
Bloomberg L.P. 

From:~SEC.GOV At 11 /26/21 14:55:25 UTC-5:00 
To: M~ess (BLP EMP/ CHILDRESS,) , Katie Abbey (BLOOMBERG/ LONDON) i<b><6> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ ,__ ________ _. 

Hi Katie, 

I realize I didn't send very many slots from this coming week as our calendars are pretty full. In case it's 
helpful, I'm including some times the following week that would work as well. 

Many thanks! 

Monday, 12/6: 12:00-1 :30; 3:30-4:30 
Tuesday 12/7: 12:00-1 :00; 2:00-4:00 
Wednesday 12/8: 10:00-12:00, 1 :30-3:00, 3:30-4:30 

Thursday, 12/9: 11 :30-1 :00 

Best, 

Kristina 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8:22 PM 
To: 'Curtis Ravenel' fb><5> I; Morse, Mika t>c5> ~sec.gov>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: RE: Catch-up on TCFD / GFANZ 

Dear Curtis, 

Thank you again for reaching out. We would love to speak with you next week. 



I wonder if any of the following times might work for you (ET): 

Monday: 3:00-4:30 

Wednesday: 3:30-4:30 

Thursday: 9:00-10:00 

Friday: 12:00-12:30 

If none of these works, I'll see if I can find another time that's mutually convenient. 

I hope you had a relaxing Thanksgiving. 

Kristina 

From: Curtis Ravenel i(b)( 6> I 
Sent: Thursday, November 25, 2021 8: 16 AM 
To: Morse, Mika {bl<6

> @SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ~<b><
6
> @SEC.GOV>; Mara Childress 

<mchildress8@bloomberg.net>; Katie Abbey <kabbey@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Catch-up on TCFD I GFANZ 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika/ Kristina - hope you all are surviving and enjoying a small break this Thanksgiving. I was hoping we could catch-up 
briefly next week? We are finalizing our 2022 work plans for TCFD and GFANZ and want to make sure that what we are 
proposing is supportive of your agenda. I've cc;d Mara to join and Katie to help us find a slot. Thanks all! 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, ClimateWorks Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 
Subject 
Received: 

b)(5) 

Wyatt, Kristina~SEC.GOV]; Haghshenas, Parisa~b>C6> ~SEC.GOV] 
Szczepanik, V~ ~---~ 
Thur 10/21/202110:58:18 AM 
RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 

Thur 10/21/2021 10:58:18 AM 

From: Wyatt, Kristina i(b)(6) ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:48 AM 

To: Szczepanik, Valerie fb>C6> @)SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa .f .... ·b_>c6_> ___ _.@SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 
b)(5) 

From: Szczepanik, Valerie ~Cb>C6> @SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:37 AM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~CblC6> @SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa iCblC6> ~SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 
b)(S) 

From: Wyatt, Kristina 1'b><6> ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:36 AM 
To: Szczepanik, Valerie {b>C6> @SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa <fLb_X6_> ___ Jl@_S_EC_._G_O_V> 

Subject: RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 
b)(5) 

From: Szczepanik, Valerie 4cb>C6> ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, October 21, 2021 9:34 AM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina p>c6> ~SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa {b>C6> !@SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 
fb)(S) I 

From: Wyatt, Kristina <}b>C6> !¼>SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Thursday, OctobeF, 21 2021 9·34 AM 

To: Szczepanik, Valerie rx
6
> @SEC.GOV>; Haghshenas, Parisa ._l'b_>c

6
_> ___ ....,.l@~S~EC~-~G~O_V> 

Subject: Availability of slides, follow up and next steps from Tech Sprint? 

Val, 
b)(5) 



To: Jennifer Hawes - M1V1CAUennifer.hawes@gsa.gov] 
Cc: Elwood Holl Elwood.Holly@e a. ov; att, Kristina~SEC.GOV]; L.,&.Cc.....,J~..,_ ___ ~ 
EOP/CEQ (b)(6) ceq.eop.gov]; (b)(S) CIV bso-odso A-S (USA) b)(6) mail.mil]; Lacks, Todd 
(HQ-LP01 o . ac s nasa.gov]; Porter Glock b)C6> 
From: Khanna, Satyam 
Sent Tue 10/5/2021 9:31 :01 AM 
Subject RE: cost of reporting 
Received: Tue 10/5/2021 9:31 :12 AM 

AUTrON: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Sure - just sent. 
From: Jennifer Hawes - MlVlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov> 

Sent: Tuesday, October 5, 2021 8:59 AM 
To: Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov> 
Cc: Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Wyatt, Kristina ~Cb>C5> ~sec.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

.q(b)(6) l@ceq.eop.gov>; CbX6> CIV OSD OUSD A-S USA b)(6) mail.mil>· Lacks, Todd (HQ-
LPOll) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; Porter Glock ._ ______________________ _. 

Subject: Re: cost of reporting 
Thanks very much for the invitation. I would also like to attend. 

V /r Jen Hawes 
W: 202-969-7386 
C:fb)(6) I 
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 5:46 PM Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov> wrote: 
Of course. 
From: Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov> 

Sent: Monday, October 4, 20215:00 PM 
To: W att Kristina {b><5> ~SEC.GOV>; Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

b)(5) ov>; Jennifer Hawes - MlVlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>;ICb><5> ICIV OSD OUSD A-S 
(USA) b)(6) mail.mil>; Lacks, Todd (HQ-LPOll) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; Porter Glock 
b)(6) 

Subject: RE: cost of reporting 
Hello all, 
Yes I'd like to join the call with Persefoni if I'm open. Satyam can you please forward the invite to me? It sounds like they 
may have some data related to reduced burden that could be useful for the FAR Case Team write up. Jed and I know Mike 
Wallace who just joined Persefoni, and Jed is familiar with this new GHG reporting tool. 
Best, 
Holly Elwood 
Senior Advisor 
Sustainable Marketplace I Recommendations of Specifications, Standards, and Ecolabels 
Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Program - Office of Pollution Prevention and Toxics 
United States Environmental Protection Agency 
Office: fb)(5) !Mobile: rb)(6) I 

l(b)(6) ~epa.gov 
Pronouns: she, her, hers 
From: Wyatt, Kristina ~,-(b)-(S-) -~pSEC.GOV> 

Sent: Saturday, October 2, 202112:20 PM 
To: Khanna, Sat am <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov>; Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

(b)(6) ov>; Jennifer Hawes - MlVlCA <jennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>;fb><5> ICIV OSD OUSD A-5 
(USA) b)(6l mail.mil>; Lacks, Todd (HQ-LPOll) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; Porter Glock 
(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: cost of reporting 
That's great. Glad to hear it. 
I think there are a lot of emerging technologies that outline the direction of travel and they are a good example. 
Thanks, Satyam. 



From: Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov> 
Sent: Saturday, October 2, 202112:18 PM 
To: W att, Kristina {b>C5> @SEC.GOV>; Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

bl(6l ov>; Jennifer Hawes - M1V1CA <iennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>;fb>C6> ICIV OSD OUSD A-S 
(USA) bl(6l mail.mil>; Lacks, Todd (HQ-LP011) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; Porter Glock 
(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: cost of reporting 

AU ... ION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Thanks Kristina. We at the EPA are actually meeting with Persefoni on Wednesday at 1 pm if anyone is interested in joining. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina JCbX6> kg)SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, October 1, 2021 9:55 PM 
To: Elwood, Holly <Elwood.Holly@epa.gov>; Khanna, Satyam <Khanna.Satyam@epa.gov>; Ela, Jed S. EOP/CEQ 

(b)(6) ce .eo . ov>; Jennifer Hawes - MlVlCA <iennifer.hawes@gsa.gov>;fb>C6> pv OSD OUSD A-S 
(USA)< b)(6) mail.mil>; Lacks, Todd (HQ-LP011) <todd.lacks@nasa.gov>; Porter Glock 

r)(6) 

Su Ject: RE: cost of reporting 

Hi all, 
(b)(5) 

Hope you have a good weekend. 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

rb)(6) i 

r 



To: Wyatt, Kristina Cb>C5> SEC.GOV] 
From: Environmental ocIa Governance - Bloomberg Law 
Sent: Tue 11/9/2021 7:09:42 AM 
Subject 
Received: 

Parrying shareholder proposals will need more ESG disclosure 
Tue 11/9/2021 7:10:13AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 

he sender and know the content is safe. 

View Online I Print/Download All Articles 

Environmental, Social & Governance 
(ESG) 

Tuesday, November 9, 2021 

Inside: ~ In the Courts~ Environmental [>(I Social (gJ Governance~ Insights (gJ Companies & Law Finns 

Parrying Shareholder Proposals Will Require More ESG 
Disclosure 

Heading into next year's proxy season, companies will need fresh ways to fend off activist shareholders on 

issues like climate change and social justice after the SEC made it more difficult to exclude ballot proposals 

from annual corporate meetings. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission altered its policy last week, making it harder for companies to 

rely on their prior arguments and past SEC decisions to win the agency's support to squash shareholder 

proposals on environmental, social and governance issues. The agency said that it will give less credence 

to corporate arguments that climate or workforce diversity proposals are inappropriately intrusive and would 

interfere with a company's "ordinary business" operations. 

Those hoping to head off proxy votes will need to be more proactive and specific about what they're already 

doing to tackle ESG issues, said Patrick Gadson, a partner at Vinson & Elkins LLP in New York who co

leads the firm's shareholder activism practice. That includes more detailed ESG disclosures on company 

websites and SEC filings, he said. "You're going to have to lay out a case that you really are doing this in a 



very specific, granular way and hope that the [SEC] staff respects that," he said. 

Read More 

Leading the News 

Ford Breaks Green Bond Record With $2.5 Billion Debut Sale 

Ford Motor Co. sold $2.5 billion of bonds whose proceeds are aimed at benefiting the environment, the 

automaker's first as it transitions to making electric vehicles and the largest ever such offering from a U.S. 

corporation. Read More 

Citigroup Raises Record $40 Billion for ESG Financing in Asia 

Citigroup Inc. raised a record $40 billion for Asia-Pacific clients to finance sustainability projects this year, a 

sixfold increase from 2020 as the U.S. lender strives to meet its global targets and help firms lower 

emissions. Read More 

Bonds Linked to Good Deeds Lure Yield Chasers Indifferent to ESG 

More sustainability-linked bonds priced in Europe last week than in the whole of 2020, as investor hunger 

for yield overrode questions about the ambition of the issuers' environmental targets -- or even their 

relevance. Read More 

In the Courts 

Diller's IAC Duped Tinder Founders on Phony Growth, Lawyer Says 

The founders of the popular dating app Tinder LLC were duped by Barry Diller's IAC/InterActiveCorp. and 

Match Group Inc. into thinking Tinder was far less valuable than it really was, depriving them of $2 billion, an 

attorney told a New York jury. Read More 

JPMorgan Sued Over Metals, Treasuries, $920 Million Settlement 



-.,■ w.,..,_ I H~••~te ·z ,.,.VM, a s: • ...,~mtt 
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~ltJIBOB18#!:616id~ff1M"mlgement LLC. Read More 

There are a lot of reasons why companies are thinking about their ESG disclosures right now. Gary 

Gensler, chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission, has made it clear that improving corporate 

ESG disclosure is an SEC priority. The 2021 United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP26) has 

focused world leaders' attention on committing to ambitious emissions reduction targets, and attorneys are 

watching how these commitments will inevitably affect their corporate clients. And there is continued 

attention from activist investors on ESG-related topics. 

But what is the primary driver for companies to prepare ESG disclosures? Reputation. 

Read More 

Environmental 

Net-Zero Alliance Plans to Reject Gas, Nuclear as Green Assets 

The European Union will likely face investor backlash if it includes natural gas and nuclear energy in its 

green rulebook, known as the EU taxonomy. Read More 

U.S. Banks Must Disclose Climate Threats by Next Year, OCC Says 

Wall Street banks should be ready to answer key questions about their exposure to climate change by next 

year, said Michael Hsu, the acting chief of the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. Read More 



StanChart Returns to U.K. Retail Banking With Climate Product 

Standard Chartered Pie will have a British retail banking offering for the first time this century after announcing the 

launc~ digital platform for U.K. savers. Read More 

Starbucks Asks Labor Board to Halt Mailing of Union Vote Ballots 

Starbucks Corp. asked the U.S. labor board to ditch plans to mail out ballots on Wednesday in unionization 

elections that could create a first-ever labor foothold among its thousands of corporate-run stores in the U.S. 

Read More 

Facebook Whistle-Blower Haugen Applauded in European Parliament 

The ex-Facebook employee and whistle-blower Frances Haugen gave fresh testimony Monday in the 

European Parliament, where legislators are drafting strict new rules to rein in technology platforms and their 

influence in the region. Read More 

Governance 

Tree House Foods to Explore Sale Amid Pressure From Jana (1) 

TreeHouse Foods Inc. will explore a possible sale after activist investor Jana Partners pressured the maker 

of private-label grocery items to consider strategic alternatives. Read More 

Musk Twitter Poll Sidesteps Legal Risks of 'Funding Secured' (1) 

It was classic Elon Musk: Take advantage of the weekend --when markets are closed -- and create an 

attention-grabbing Twitter poll about whether the CEO should sell 10% of his formidable stake in Tesla Inc. 

Read More 

Carbon Accounting Startup Persefoni Names New Legal Chief 

Carbon accounting startup Persefoni Al has named former AECOM lawyer Peter Bartolino as its new 

general counsel. Read More 



lsights 
Perspectives from Legal Practitioners, Law Professors and Other Thought Leaders 

Mone Launderin Whistleblowers Can Maximize Their Bounties 

By Ezra Bronstein of Mehri & Skalet PLLC 

The SEC's whistleblower program allows for potentially more significant bounties than the Treasury 

program's flawed award structure, explains Ezra Bronstein, an attorney at Mehri & Skalet and the former 

director of the Federal Housing Finance Agency Office of Inspector General's whistleblower operations. He 

examines how a recent SEC anti-money laundering enforcement action has implications for broker-dealer 

whistleblowers. Read More 

Social Media Endorsements Can't Esca e FTC's Watch 

By Mary Kohler of Kohler Health Law PC 

The FTC recently sent 700 retailers and advertisers a letter alerting them to potential problems with social 

media endorsements. Attorney Mary Kohler offers tips for companies to manage social media influencers 

and avoid facing civil penalties for deceptive advertising. Read More 
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From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Thursday, November 4, 2021 9:52:21 AM 
To: Wyatt. Kristina fb)(6) !@SEC.GOV> 

Snbject: Re: One more dimension in Persefoni developments 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 

Are you over in Scotland? I'm heading there on Saturday. Tfyou are there, maybe we can connect in person? Or if you have colleagues there that we should meet, let me know. 

Last week we made some big announcements all around of Series B fund raising close. The announcements included a mention of a 'free· version of the software that will be launched in early 2022. This is aimed to 
help small medium enterprises get underway with carbon accounting. 

Do have a look through this for some of the names supporting our efforts, the new partnership with Bain & Co. and the free version. 

It would be great to catch up ·post-COP' and provide you an update on our take always from COP and our view of 2022. 
The consolidatio11 of repo11ing standards will make for a very interesting 2022. 

Hope you are well and do let me know ifyou·re heading over! 

Mike Wallace 
SVP, Strategic Market Engagement 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, Octob~l 10:40:32 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: One more dimension in Persefoni developments 

CAUTION: This emalf Is from an extemal sender. Pleau do not reply, click on links, Of open attachment&, unlH$ you recognli.e the tender and know the mes.sage It :safe. 

Absolutely great. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, 0-~~......,.,20211:31 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV> 

Subject: One more 1mension in Persefoni developments 

I ~AUTfbN· This email originated from outside of the organiiation. Do not dick links or open attachments unless you recogniie the sender and know the content is safe. 

Paul Dickinson, Founder Chair of CDP, Joins Persefoni's Sustainability Advisory 
Board 
bl.:t~.prnewswjre com/news-releases/oaul-djckjnson-founder-chajr-of-cdrcj.oi.fil.:persefonjs-sustajnabjljty~v.-board-301405955 html 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 

+l (917) 520-5527 // .Ll.ok.e.dJ.D.// Iwiller // Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 



W14TCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



To: Pyo, Minyoung bl<5> EC.GOV]; Girardi Giulio SEC.GOV]; Zhao, Mengxirf~b_><5_> ~!@SEC.GOV]; Miller, 
Maxwell~b><5> @SEC.~___,_,___,ernstein, Asa {blC5> 
Cc: Wyatt, Kristina b)C5> SEC.GOV] ~---~ 
From: Morse, Mika 
Sent: Thur 12/30/2021 10:45:46 AM 
Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 
Received: Thur 12/30/2021 10:45:46 AM 

(b)(5) 

From: Pyo, Minyoung ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Wednesday Decem6er29, 20215:04 PM 
To: Morse, Mika bl<

5
> SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giu_li_o_,_ __ __, SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin 1cb><5> ~SEC.GOV>; Miller, 

Maxwell Cb><5> SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf b)C5> SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Wyatt, ns ma .....,__......, SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 

Hi Mika, 

Thanks, 

Min 
(b)(5) 

From: Morse, Mika i(b)(5> ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 29, 202112:51 PM 
. j(b)(6) 

SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyo~u_n..:::g--'-Cb)(_6_> __.,.~S_E_C_.G_O_V_>; Zhao, Mengxtn 1 
Maxwell b)(G) SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf <Cb>C5> SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Wyatt, Kristina Cb>C5> SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 

Hi DERA team, 
b)(5) 

Thanks, 

Mika 

Mika Morse 
Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 
!CbJC5> !@sec.gov 

~SEC.GOV>; Miller, 



(b)(S) 



To: Morse Mika[ bJC5> SEC.GOV]; Girardi Giuli SEC.GOV]; Zhao, Mengxin~lcb_X5_> _,_,@SEC.GOV]; Miller, 
Maxwe11jCb>C5> l@SE:;.i,--,.. =-,,,-,-rernstein, Asar,;;Cb:;1;>c5~> '-='-'--=a=t-S~E=-c-::--:_G~O'?.V) 
Cc: Wyatt, Kristina Cb>C5> SEC.GOV] 
From: Pyo, Minyoung 
Sent: Wed 12/29/2021 5:03:35 PM 
Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 
Received: Wed 12/29/2021 5:03:38 PM 

r~: Mika, 

Thanks, 
Min 

b)(5) 

From: Morse, Mika ~Cb>C6> e)SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 29, 202112:51 PM 
To: Girardi, Giulio (b)C5> SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyo.,.;u;;;,,n;.,,,...,-__ r- SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin 1b>C5> ~SEC.GOV>; Miller, 

Maxwell bJC5> SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf bX5> @SEC.GOV> ,__ _ _. 
Cc: Wyatt, Kristina b){6) @SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 

Hi DERA team, 
b)(5) 

Thanks, 
Mika 
Mika Morse 
Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 

fb!C5> ~sec.gov 

b)(5) 



To: Qik~Cb>C 5> @SEC.GOV]; Girardi, Giuliot>c5> ~SEC.GOV]; Zhao, Mengxin~@SEC.GOV]; Miller, 
Maxwell (b){G) SEC.~~rnstein, Asafb>C6> I SEC.G V] 
Cc: att, ristina~SEC.GOV] 
From: Pyo, Minyoung 
Sent: Mon 1/3/2022 9:37:48 PM 
Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 
Received: Mon 1/3/2022 9:38:02 PM 

From: Morse, Mika< Cb><6> SEC.GOV> 
-- ...... -.1 Sent: Thursday, Decem , 02110:46 AM 

To: Pyo, • =~,-SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giu,_li_o ........ b>_c5_> __ 
1
_ SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin <~SEC.GOV>; Miller, 

Maxwell C.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf Cb){5> SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Wyatt, ns ina Cb)C6> SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 
(b)(S) 

From: Pyo, Minyoung <fb)(6) pSEC.GOV> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 29, 20215:04 PM 

To: Morse, Mika< Cb><5> SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giu;.:.li.:.o....bj<=b><=5>==~l@_S=E=C=.G==O--'--V>; Zhao, Mengxin i<b>C5> !@SEC.GOV>; Miller, 
Maxwell b><5> SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf <l<b><6> ~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Wyatt, Kristina b)(G) SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 

Thanks, 

Min 
(b)(S) 

From: Morse, Mika Cb>C6> SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Wednesday, Decem 

To: Girardi, Giulio Cb>C5> SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyo~u::.:n,:::g~Cb_){_6>_...r-'S~E~C=.G==O~V>; Zhao, Mengxin ~Cb>C
5
> ~SEC.GOV>; Miller, 

Maxwell Cb><5> SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf b)C5> SEC.GOV> ~-~ 

Cc: Wyatt, nstina Cb>C6> SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Persefoni mee mg memo and attachments 

Hi DERA team, 
(b)(S) 

rnanks, 

Mika 
Mika Morse 



Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 

fb>C5> ~sec.gov 

b)(5) 



To: Pyo, Minyoung blC6> SEC.GOV] 
Cc: Girardi, Giulio1f.Lb>""c6,....l _.c:::;~sEC.GO~~engxin~SEC.GOV]; Miller, Maxwell~blC6> ~SEC.GOV]; Bernstein, 
Asa~b){6l )@SEC. ; att, Kristin~SEC.G~ .__ __ _. 
From-:--M-o-rs~e, Mika 
Sent: Mon 1/3/202210:21:15 PM 
Subject: 
Received: 

b)(5) 

Re: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 
Mon 1/3/2022 10:21 :16 PM 

On Jan 3, 2022, at 9:38 PM, Pyo, Minyoungr:=J@sec.gov> wrote: 

(b)(S) 

(b)(S) 

From: Morse, Mika Cb>C6> SEC.GOV> 

Thank you. 

Sent: Thursday, December 30, 202110:46 AM 
To: Pyo, Minyou SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio ~cb_){6_> ~-~S_E_C~.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin ICb>C6> ~SEC.GOV>; Miller, 

Maxwell L..r.:-=:----,_J SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf @SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) SEC.GOV> 

Subject: RE: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 
b){S) 

From: Pyo, Minyoung fb><6> @SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Wednesday December 29, 2021 5:04 PM 
To: Morse, Mika b)C6> SEC.GOV>; Girardi, Giulio 

Miller, Maxwell b)C6> SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, 

Cc: Wyatt, Kristina b>C5> i-==-==-"--> 
Subject: RE: Persefoni mee mg memo and attachments 

Hi Mika, 
(b)(5) 

Thanks, 
Min 
b)(5) 

From: Morse, Mika 4unu, !@SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 29, 202112:51 PM 

SEC.GOV>; Zhao, Mengxin {b>C6> !@SEC.GOV>; 

SEC.GOV> 

To: Girardi, Giuli SEC.GOV>; Pyo, Minyoung l,-b-)(6_> --'""""""""'~~V>; Zhao, Mengxin l(b)(6) r SEC.GOV>; Miller, 
Maxwell SEC.GOV>; Bernstein, Asaf blC6> SEC.GOV> ,....._ _ ___, 

SEC.GOV> 



Subject: Persefoni meeting memo and attachments 

an s, 
Mika 
Mika Morse 
Policy Counsel, Office of the Chair 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E., Washington D.C. 20549 

ICb>C
5
> ~sec.gov 

b)(5) 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Friday, December 3 l, 2021 2:21 :38 PM 

To: Wyatt. Kristinafb)(6) !@SEC.GOV> 

Snbject: Re: Happy New Year 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina 

Thank you for the kind note and thoughts. [t's been a pleasure and honor to work with you and your colleagues over the past months. These are challenging times and issues and we're all learning rapidly as the world 
wakes up to these risks, opportunities and costs. 
We look forward to supporting you even more in 2022 when and where most relevant, so don't hesitate to ask. 
Happy New Year! 

Mike Wallace 
SVP, Strategic Market Engagement 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Friday, December3"I;"ZU21 10:33:29 AM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: Happy New Year 

CAUTlON: This email is ffom •n external sender. Ple-ilse do oot reply, cfo:.k on links, 0< open attachments, unle.u you recogniie the sender and know the message is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
I wanted to reach out to say thank you for all your help this year as we've worked through some of the many issues we're addressing. 
Have a very happy new year. Look forward to connecting In the new year. 
Best, 
Kristina 
Kristina s. Wyatt 
Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

fb)(6) I 



To: 
From: 
Sent: 

Wyatt, Kristin~,,_b>_<6>_~@SEC.GOV] 
Curtis Ravenel 
Thur 12/23/2021 4:34:57 PM 
Fwd: [EXTERNAL] For comments - note to auditors 

Thur 12/23/2021 4:37:08 PM 
Subject 
Received: 
image002.png 
HMT considerations for NZFSPA audit firrns.docx 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

FYI .... per our discussion (see attached note) 

---------- Forwarded message---------
From: Andrews, Bethany- HMT ~"'"(b"""')c5,.,...l ____ _,@hmtreasury.gov.uk> 
Date: Tue, Dec 21, 2021 at 11 :32 AM 
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL For comments - note to auditors 
To: Wang, Eileen - HMT (b)(5) hmtreas .0 ov.uk>, O'Donovan, Christopher - HMT 
<j(b)(5) @hmtreaswy.gov.uk>, Jess Williams <jesswilliams@climatechampions.team>, 
rhodge@gfanzero.com <rhodge@gfanzero.com>, amichie@gfanzero.com <amichie@gfanzero.com>, Patricia Hudson 
<patriciahudson@climatechampions.team>, Curtis Ravenel i<b><5> F, Ned Shell 
<nshell@bloomberg.org> 

Hi all, 

With thanks to Chris for his edits, please see updated version of the note for auditors we circulated last week. 

Grateful in particular for thoughts on how we can best frame these suggestions so that they land as effectively as 
possible with the auditors, and how to approach some of the points which sit within wider conversations for Race to 
Zero members (i.e. are not auditor specific). 

Kind Regards, 

Beth 

• HM Treasury 

Beth Andrews (she/her) I COP26 Private Finance Hub 

HM Treasury I Climate Energy and Environment I Enterprise and Growth Unit 

1 Horse Guards Road, London, SWlA 2HQ 

T: 0207 270 1793 I M: .... l(b-)(
5
_> ___ _. 

www.gov.uk/hm-treasury I Twitter: @Juntreasu.ry 

From: Andrews, Bethany -HMT 
Sent: 17 December 2021 15:27 
To: Wang, Eileen -HMT <f.,,...b,...,,)(5,.,...l __ __,@hmtreasury.gov.uk>; Michie, Alex - COP26 
<Alex.Michie c. co 26finance.or0 .uk>; O'Donovan, Christopher - HMT 
< (b)(6) c. bmtreasu . ov.uk>; Jess Williams <jesswilliams@climatechampions.team> 
Cc: Patricia Hudson <patriciahudson@climatechampions.team>; Curtis Ravenel <l<b><5> l Ned 
Shel 1 <nshell@bloomberg.org>; ZZBoE _ Ronan,Hodge <fbl(5) @bankof en~g-la_n_d __ c-o-. u-k->-----~ 
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Auditors 



Hello, 

Attaching current draft as a copy so those not on HMT network can review. Do let me know if you have any feedback 
- I will send to David for input early next week, though am happy to continue receive comments concurrently! And of 
course, happy to discuss via Teams call if helpful. 

Hope you have a good weekend, 

Beth 

• HM Treasury 

Beth Andrews (she/her) I COP26 Private Finance Hub 

H1v1 Treasury I Climate Energy and Environment I Enterprise and Growth Unit 

1 Horse Guards Road, London, SW IA 2HQ 

T: 0207 270 1793 [ Mf .... b)-(S) ___ _. 

www.gov.uk/hm-treasury I 1\vitter: @luntreasury 

From: Wang, Eileen - HMT <fbl(5l ~hmtreasury.gov.uk> 
Sent: 16 December 2021 16:27 
To: Michie, Alex - COP26 <Alex.Michie@cop26finance.org.uk>; O'Donovan, Christopher - HMT 
4<bl(6l @hmtreasury.gov.uk>; Jess Williams <jesswilliams@climatechampions.team> 
Cc: Patricia Hudson <patriciahudson@climatechampions.team>; Curtis Ravenel fb)(S) r; Ned 
Shell <nshell bloomber .or >; ZZBoE_Ronan,Hodge <fbl(6l ®bankofengland.co.uk>; Andrews, Bethany -
HMT {b){6l hmtreasu . ov.uk> 
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Auditors 

Yes we did it on Tuesday! I thought it was v helpful and Beth has done a draft note for it here~ HMT considerations 
for NZFSPA audit firms.docx which Chris and I are looking at. We agreed David should input on it before then 
sending a version to David J Barnes at Deloitte/Gilly at PWC (as they are most sensible/helpful). 

Thanks, 
Eileen 

Eileen Wang I she/her 

Senior Policy Adviser I COP26 Private Finance Hub 

HM Treasury 13 Yellow, I Horse Guards Road, SWlA 2HQ I 

www.hm-treasury.gov.uk 

From: Michie, Alex - COP26 <Alex.Michie@cop26finance.org.uk> 
Sent: 15 December 2021 21:22 
.,._,,,_.L....>.<---""<-l.,_,_,_,,~n, Christopher - HMT </bl(5l @hmtreasury.gov.uk>; Wang, Eileen -HMT 
b)(5l c. hmtreasu . ov.uk>; Jess Williams <jesswilliams@climatechampions.team> 

Cc: Patricia Hudson <patriciahudson@climatechampions.team>; Curtis Ravenel tbxsJ I; Ned 
Shell <nshell@bloomberg.org>; ZZBoE _ Ronan,Hodge 4<b)(6) ~bankofen'-g-ran-a~.c-o-.u~k-> _____ _, 
Subject: FW: [EXTERNAL] Auditors 

Hi team. Did this or something like it get set up? 

Cheers 



Alex 

From: David Pitt-Watson <david@pitt-watson.com> 
Sent: 10 December 2021 13: 54 
To: Williams, Jess <Jess.Williams@columbiathreadneedle.com>; Hema Patel <Hema@pitt-watson.com> 
Cc: Michie, Alex - COP26 <Alex.Michie@cop26finance.org.uk>; Andrews, Bethany - HMT 

(b)(6) hmtreasu . ov.uk> Hodae Ronan - COP26 <Ronan.Hodge@cop26finance.org.uk>; 
O'Donovan, Christopher - HMT b)(

5
) hmtreasu . ov.uk>; Jess Williams 

<j esswilliams@clirnatechampions. team> 
Subject: Re: (EXTERNAL] Auditors 

Hi Jess and Alex, 

I wondered whether it might be a good idea to fix a time to discuss what to do next with the Audit GF ANZ promises. 
Might it be an idea to fix a Zoom next week if you are around? If so, I will ask Hema to fix a time which works with 
our diaries. 

All best wishes 

David 

On 7 Dec 2021, at 11 :29, David Pitt-Watson <david@pitt-watson.com> wrote: 

Dear Jess, 

Thanks for the call last week. As promised here are some edits on the documents you sent through. I 
hope they are helpful. There was only one area where I think the original might have been wrong, was 
on the issue of materiality. But in these edits we have tried to make the documents more clear about 
what is required now, and what needed in the future to make audits compatible with net zero. 

In the edits we have focused on the audit, but we did note a few cases where there are links to other 
service providers, such was Voting Agencies. This is discussed a bit more below. 

Broader Suggestions 

We di.d have a couple of other thoughts. 

The first was whether there might be value if we were to produce a single document which was clear 
about the specific promises which auditors/accountants were signing up to. It might be helpful to be sure 
that the promises being made were clear, using wording which reflected what standard setters, 
professional bodies, investors and others had already said, so that there was no ambiguity about what 
was required. It would also be an opportunity to distinguish clearly what was required today from 
expectations for the future. 

The second was whether there might be value in linking the audit promises to those of other service 
providers and indeed to the commitments of asset owners and managers. As mentioned above we have 
made a couple of suggestions along these lines in the attached documents, but felt there might be 
something more streamlined which could be done for all service providers .. 

Both these suggestions would most likely involve further discussion and the involvement of others 
involved. But if you thought them worthwhile, I would be happy to help take things forward, 
particularly as regards audit. 

In the meantime, I hope the comments in the attached documents are useful. 

With all best wishes 



David 

<Service providers - commitment text (003).docx> 

<GUIDANCE QA Net Zero Service Providers Alliance_ 29 Oct_ Clean DPWPT (002).docx> 

On 21 Nov 2021, at 18:12, Williams, Jess <Jess.Williams@columbiathreadneedle.com> 
wrote: 

Hi David, 

Sure please find attached. These were published on the NZFSPA website just before COP 
so nothing too confidential here. 

Would Wednesday 24th Nov at 4pm suit you for a call? Alex & team -would be helpful if 
you're able to join too. 

Alternative dates: 

Friday 26th 15 :00-17 00 

Monday 29th 12:00 

Tuesday 30th 16:00 

All the best, 

Jess 

From: David Pitt-Watson <david@pitt-watson.com> 
Date: Sat, 20 Nov 2021 at 12:20 
Subject: Re: Auditors 
To: Jess Williams <jesswilliams@clim ions.team> 
Cc: Michie, Alex - COP26 <Al mance.oro.uk>, Andrews, Bethany - HMT 

< b)(
6l .uk>, Hodge, Ronan - COP26 

<Ronan.Hod O'Donovan, Christopher -HMT 
b)(6) ov.uk> 

Jess, 

How very good to be introduced to you. Thanks Alex. 

If you were able to send me a copy of the latest commitment text and guidance, that would be great. And 
perhaps we could set up a time for a Zoom to talk through some of the issues? 

All best wishes 

David 

On 18 Nov 2021, at 11 :59, Jess Williams 
<jesswilliams@climatechampions.team> wrote: 

Thanks Alex & hi David, nice to meet you. Look forward to working with you. 

On Thu, 18 Nov 2021 at 11: 13, Michie, Alex - COP26 
<Al ex. Mi chi e@cop26finance.org.uk> wrote: 



Jess, 

I don't know if you've met David Pitt Watson, who drives a lot of the work in 
making audit Paris-aligned. He is going to be a key stakeholder/advisor for us 
as we nudge the audit part of the NZ financial service providers alliance. 
David - Jess is the lead at the High Level Champions (aka Race to Zero) on 
service providers. 

I talked him through some of the issues and objectives we have with setting a 
target setting framework/ net zero alignment for auditors, where we have 
successfully redefined 'scope 3' as their actual audit business. Could we send 
him the latest commitment text and guidance. 

David - the guidance document is draft and not public, so please do not 
forward or share. But it would be fantastic to get your thoughts and advice on 
anything missing we should seek to include, or how we might push them to 
develop an impactful target setting framework. 

Thanks a lot 

Alex 

Alex Michie I Head of Glasgow Financial Alliance for Net Zero (GF ANZ) I 
COP26 Private Finance Hub 

M: .... l(b-)(6_> _____ __. 

Building a private finance system for net zero 

www. gfanzero.corn 

This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for tli.e use of the individuaJ(s) to whom they are 
addressed. If you are not the intended recipient and have received this email in error, please notify the sender and 
delete the email. TI1is footnote also confinns that our email conununicarions may be monitored to ensure the secure 
and effective operation of our systems and for other lawful purposes, and that this email has been swept for malware 
and vimses. 

Calls may be recorded. 

CONFIDENTIALITY: 1l1e infonnation in this e-mail and any attachment is confidential. 
It is intended only for tl1e named recipient(s). If you are not a named recipient, please notify the sender immediately and do not read, use, 

copy or disseminate this inf01mation. 

DISCLAIMER: The internet is not secure. Although reasonable care has been taken to minimise some risks from the internet tl1ere is no 
guarantee U1at this email and any atta.chment is or remains free from viruses or any other defects. Unless ofuerwise 
ex.'Pressly authorised and stated to be the view of any legal entity, any views expressed in this message are U1ose of the 
individual sender. Any and all liability is excluded to the maximtm1 extent pennitted by law. 

CONDITIONS: Any offer contained within this communication is subject to contract and fonnal approval by the legal entity giving the 
offer. 

111fead.needle Asset Management Lintited (Entered o.n the FCA Register - FCA Nmnber 122194 ), 111feadneedle Investment Services Lintited 
(FCA Number 190437), 1lrreadneedle Portfolio Services Limited (FCA Number 119174),Threadneedle International 
Limited (FCA. Number 1430 I 4),111fea<lneedle Navigator ISA Manager Lintited (FCA Number 188889). Autl1orised and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Aufuority - www.fca.org.uk/. Thread.needle Pensions Limited (authorisation number 
110337) Tlu·eadneedle Pensions Limited is aufuorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by fue 
Financial Conduct Authority and Prndential Regulation Authority. http://www.ba1umfengland.eo.uk/PRA/ Registered 
Address: Cannon Place, 78 Cannon Street, London EC4N 6AG 

<GUIDANCE QA Net Zero Service Providers Alliance_29 Oct_Clean.docx><Service providers -
commitment text.docx> 



This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual(s) to whom they are addressed. If you are not 
the intended recipient and have received this email in error, please notify the sender and delete the email. This footnote also confirms that 
our email communications may be monitored to ensure the secure and effective operation of our systems and for other lawful purposes, 
and that this email has been swept for malware and viruses. 

Curtis D. Ravenel 
Senior Advisor, COP26 Private Finance 
Secretariat, FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 
Distinguished Fellow, Climate Works Foundation 
Strategic Advisor, Context Labs BV / Persefoni Ai 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Friday, September 3, 2021 I 0:28:55 AM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
CC: Anna Maldonado <anna.maldonado@persefoni.com> 

Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

Attachments: Persefoni_Financial Services_Brief Overview _2021.pdf (4.34 MB), Persefoni General Overview 2021.pdf (2.33 MB) 

CAUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I will be with the team next week in AZ and we will discuss some options for who is available, when. rd want you to meet the people mentioned below, but maybe have one or two others on the call with us. Anna and I will coordinate 

with the CEO and team schedules. 

We could aim for something the week of the 13th, or later. When we do offer some times and dates, what time window would be preferrable for your colleagues? Eastern Time - morning/lunch/afternoon? 

In the meantime, here are two different ·use cases' for Persefoni's carbon tool. They both relate to the work you are doing and these might help as you invite others on your team. Feel free to share internally! 
Thanks for the added information on FCA. rll do some digging on that. 

Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// £l:ru:fQni 
+1 (917) 520-5527 II~ II~ II Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCHOUReJiiJ:J.J. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email Is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. II you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 7:46 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks, Mike. That sounds good to me. Let me check around and see if folks have time. we·re all pretty busy these days. That said, this looks to be very interesting. 

The FCA is the UK's Financial Conduct Authority. I haven't been part of a TechSprint so really don·t know how it might go or how useful it would be but thought I'd mention it. 
Are there particular dates and times that would work for you? 
Thanks. 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 2:28 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~~> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
Thanks for the quick and positive response and the other ideas! I'd be happy to set up a 1-hour ·brown bag' meeting like we did before. We could break it down like we did before: 

• Intros 
• Background on Persefoni 
• Use case examples - issuers and investors using this tool 



• Q&A 
I have not spoken to anyone else at the SEC other than you. No other departments or offices, so please invite whomever you like. Do you want/need more information via email? 
What is the FCA and how do we get involved there? 
Thanks again for the opportunity to share the latest developments with you and your team. 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+1 {917) 520-5527 // Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 

WATCH OUR fJEJ:J1. 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachment.s are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina <tbJ(6) ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Thursday, September 2, 2021 11:12 AM 

To: Mike Wallace <mjke wal!ace@persefonj com> 
Subject: RE: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognite the sender and know the message is safe. 

Very interesting, Mike. Thanks for reaching out. 
Would love to learn more but also think it would be useful to have others on the line who are more tech savvy to see what you·ve got. I'm thinking our FinHub, DERA, and CF Office of Risk and Strategy. Treasury also has a group, the 

Office of Financial Research, that looks at technology tools. Have you spoken with them? 
Finally, the FCA is planning a TechSprint on climate tools. Are you looped in with them? 
Thanks, Mikel 

From: Mike Wallace <mjke waUace@persefoni com> 
sent: Thursday, September 2, 20211:52 PM 

To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re-Connecting 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organiz.ation. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina; 
I hope all ls well with you and the team I 
I wanted to reach out and give you my new information and offer a call to discuss my move and Persefoni. It fits nicely into the discussions we were having and will actually give you and the team a better understanding of the ease and 
ability and cost of carbon emissions measurement, management and reporting. The Saas experts behind Persefoni have built the "Quickbooks" for carbon accounting, and it is built in a manner that is ultra-transparent, allowing any 

user to easily have their carbon calculations verified by a 3rd party. 
If you're up for it, I'd be happy to arrange a call with our CSO (Tjm Moh in - Tim and I both worked at GRI at different times); our CEO (Kentaro Kawamorjl who started his ·carbon counting· while at Chesapeake Energy and our head of 

Solutions, Grant Berrv. 
Full transparency- Bob Eccles and Curtis Ravenel (and a few others) are on our Advisory Board • httwi;ersefoni.com/about 

Let me know if I can arrange a meeting. I'm happy to do it. 

PS - We're in the midst of a couple of research projects that will shed more light on the risk exposure of carbon emissions, as well as the costs and benefits to companies if they get a handle on their true footprint. 

Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement//~ 

+ 1 (917) 520-S527 //Linked In// Twitter// Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 



W14TCH OUR PITCH! 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Wednesday, January 19, 2022 4:42:36 PM 

To: Wyatt. Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Snbject: RE: Thank you 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Kristina - Always a pleasure and happy to have aills whenever you like. 

rm going to send you a separate note re: a question on our Cost of Carbon Disclosure project. 

Thanks again! 

Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President - Strategic Market Engagement// Persefoni 

+1 (917) 520-5527 // Linlswn // Iw.ll.w: // Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon (GMT -7) 
Set a 45-Minute Meeting -~ 

NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading Immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and Its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 

Sent: Monday, January 17, 2022 4:35 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Subject: Thank you 

CAUTION: This email ls from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on finks, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Hi Mike, 

Thank you so much for taking the time to speak with me earlier. It was great to catch up and Persefoni is clearly very exciting and you are doing such important work. 

If we do end up working together, I am sure we will have great fun and work to make the world a better place for all those generations to come. 
Have a great afternoon, 

Kristina 

Kristina S. Wyatt 

Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 
To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 

100 F Street N.E. 
Washington, DC 20549 

fb)(6) I 



From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 

Sent on: Wednesday, Janu~~22 11 :41 :24 PM 

To: Wyatt. Kristina ~{!)SEC.GOV> 
Snbject: Re: Thank you 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

We are (I am!) too!!! 

Mike Wallace 
SVP, Strategic Markel Engagement 

From: Wyatt, Kristina (b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 022 5:06:07 PM 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: RE: Thank you 

CAllTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, dick on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message is safe. 

Thanks so much, Mike. 
I'm thrilled to be joining you! 

From: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, Januar 19, 2022 4:43 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina b)(6) SEC.GOV> 
Subject: RE: Thank you 

1:AUTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Kristina - Always a pleasure and happy to have calls whenever you like. 

I'm going to send you a separate note re: a question on our Cost of Carbon Disclosure project. 

Thanks again! 
Mike Wallace (He.Him.His) 
Senior Vice President- Strategic Market Engagement// Persefonl 

+1 (917) 520-5527 / / l.i.im.Q.Jo //~//Newsletter 
Portland, Oregon {GMT -7) 
Set a 45-Minute Meeting - here 
NOTICE 
This email and all attachments are confidential, may be legally privileged, and are intended solely for the individual or entity to whom the email is addressed. However, mistakes sometimes happen in addressing emails. If you believe that you are 
not an intended recipient, please stop reading immediately. Do not copy, forward, or relay on the contents in any way. Notify the sender and/or Persefoni Al Inc. and then delete or destroy any copy of this email and its attachments. Sender 
reserves and asserts all rights to confidentiality, including all privileges that may apply. 

From; Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Sent: Monday, January~ 
To: Mike Wallace <mike.wallace@persefoni.com> 
Subject: Thank you 

CAUTION: This email is from an external sender. Please do not reply, click on links, or open attachments, unless you recognize the sender and know the message Is safe. 

Hi Mike, 
Thank you so much for taking the time to speak with me earlier. It was great to catch up and Persefoni is clearly very exciting and you are doing such important work. 
If we do end up working together, I am sure we will have great fun and work to make the world a better place for all those generations to come. 
Have a great afternoon, 
Kristina 
Kristina S. Wyatt 



Sr. Counsel, Climate and ESG 

To the Director, Division of Corporation Finance 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
100 F Street N.E. 

Washin on DC 20549 
(b)(6) 



To: 
Cc: 
From: 

Morse, Mika .b)C6> SEC.GOV] 
Chair[chair@sec.gov ; Wyatt, Kristinafb><5> ~SEC.GOV]; Isabel Munilla[imunilla@ceres.org] 
Jim Coburn ,...._ _ _. 

Sent 
Subject 
Received: 

Fri 10/8/2021 4:51 :41 PM 
Re: Request for a call 

Fri 10/8/2021 4:52:07 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Mika, Thank you so much. Here's a couple of time ranges that work for us, Rob and Sam. Would you mind letting me know if either of these work? 

Tuesday, Oct. 19 -- 2-3 ET 
Wed., Oct. 20 -- 1-2 ET 

Thanks very much, 

Jim 

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 9: 15 AM Morse, Mika f bX
5
> @sec.gov>wrote: 

Jim, 

Thanks for reaching out. I'm happy to set up a time to talk. Could you send over some options that work for your group and 
we can see which works for us? 

Thanks, 

Mika 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Sunday, October 3, 20216:34 PM 
To: Chair <chair@sec.gov>; Morse, Mika fb><5> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina 4L<b_><5_> _ _r~_S_E_C_.G_O_V> 
Cc: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org>; Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Subject: Request for a call 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika and Kristina, 

I hope you're both doing well. I'm writing to check on your availability for a call with Isabel Munilla, myself, Rob 
Schuwerk of Carbon Tracker, and Sam Ross of Assurancemark. Isabel and I have been speaking to Rob recently 
regarding his amazing work on oil and gas reserves reporting in SEC filings. We were really impressed and are sure 
you'd find his insights helpful. He can expand and provide updates on important points in Carbon Tracker's June 
14th letter to the SEC, as well as Carbon Tracker's September 27th letter, which includes a new report on climate 
risks in financial reporting. 

If you're able to let me know about any availability you have for a call, I can confirm times with Rob and Sam? 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Coburn 

Jim Coburn 



Senior Manager, Disclosure 

Ceres 

99 Chauncy Street, 6th Fl. 

Boston, MA 02111 

Tel: 617-247-0700 ext. 119 
cobu rn@ce res. orq 

www.ceres.org 

Follow us on Facebook, Linkedln and Twitter. 



To: 
Cc: 
From: 
Sent 
Subject 
Received: 

Chair[chair@sec.gov]; Morse, Mika,_,b~>c5_>~.......r-SEC.GOV]; Wyatt, Kristinaf .... b>_c6_> ___.@SEC.GOV] 
Isabel Munilla[imunilla@ceres.org]; o urn(coburn@ceres.org] 
Jim Coburn 
Sun 10/3/2021 6:33:43 PM 
Request for a call 

Sun 10/3/2021 6:34:01 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika and Kristina, 

I hope you're both doing well. I'm writing to check on your availability for a call with Isabel Munilla, myself, Rob Schuwerk of Carbon Tracker, and 
Sam Ross of Assurancemark. Isabel and I have been speaking to Rob recently regarding his amazing work on oil and gas reserves reporting in SEC 
filings. We were really impressed and are sure you'd find his insights helpful. He can expand and provide updates on important points in Carbon 
Tracker's June 14th letter to the SEC, as well as Carbon Tracker's September 27th letter, which includes a new report on climate risks in financial 
reporting. 

If you're able to let me know about any availability you have for a call, I can confom times with Rob and Sam? 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Coburn 

Jim Coburn 
Senior Manager, Disclosure 
Ceres 
99 Chauncy Street, 6th Fl. 
Boston, MA 02111 
Tel: 617-247-0700 ext. 119 
coburn@ceres.org 
www.ceres.org 

Follow us on Facebook, Linkedln and Twitter. 



To: 
Cc: 

Wyatt, Kristi ~--~SEC.GOV] 
ika SEC.GOV]; Chair[chair@sec.gov); Isabel Munilla[imunilla@ceres.org); Klemmer, 

SE Corey Cb>C5> 

From:.__~=,m--.-.Joburn 
Sent: Sun 10/10/2021 7:44:32 PM 
Subject: Re: Request for a call 
Received: Sun 10/10/2021 7:44:51 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina, 

That's great. Would you mind setting up the call, please, or just providing us webex infonnation to call in? We've found the SEC's system for calls to 
be more reliable at times than the system we're currently using. 

Thank you very much. We look forward to speaking. 

Best regards, 

Jim 

On Fri, Oct 8, 2021 at 5: 10 PM Wyatt, Kristina 1 .... b>_c
6
> _ ____,~sec.gov> wrote: 

Hi Jim, 

Thank you for sending over these times. 

October 191h from 2:30-3:00 would work for us. 

Would you like us to set up the call or would you prefer to? 

I'm also copying Corey Klemmer as well from our team. 

Best, 

Kristina 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Friday, October 8, 20214:52 PM 
To: Morse, Mika ~Cb>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Chair <chair@sec.gov>; Wyatt, Kristina 4cb>C5> !@SEC.GOV>; Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org> 
Subject: Re: Request for a call 

AUTION This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Mika, Thank you so much. Here's a couple oftime ranges that work for us, Rob and Sam. Would you mind letting me 
know if either of these work? 

Tuesday, Oct. 19 -- 2-3 ET 
Wed., Oct. 20 -- 1-2 ET 

Thanks very much, 

Jim 

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 9: 15 AM Morse, Mika f .... bX-
5> __ __,~sec.gov> wrote: 



Jim, 

Thanks for reaching out. I'm happy to set up a time to talk. Could you send over some options that work for your group and 
we can see which works for us? 

Thanks, 

Mika 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Sunday, October 3, 20216:34 PM 
To: Chair <chair@sec.gov>; Morse, Mika 1Cb)(Gl @SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina 4L~l_c5_l _....1-~~S~EC~-~G~O~V> 
Cc: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org>; Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Subject: Request for a call 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika and Kristina, 

I hope you're both doing well. I'm writing to check on your availability for a call with Isabel Munilla, myself, Rob 
Schuwerk of Carbon Tracker, and Sam Ross of Assurancemark. Isabel and I have been speaking to Rob recently 
regarding his amazing work on oil and gas reserves reporting in SEC filings. We were really impressed and are 
sure you'd find his insights helpful. He can expand and provide updates on important points in Carbon Tracker's 
June 14th letter to the SEC, as well as Carbon Tracker's September 27th letter, which includes a new report on 
climate risks in financial reporting. 

If you're able to let me know about any availability you have for a call, I can confirm times with Rob and Sam? 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Coburn 

Jim Coburn 

Senior Manager, Disclosure 

Ceres 

99 Chauncy Street, 6th Fl. 

Boston, MA 02111 

Tel: 617-247-0700 ext. 119 
coburn@ceres.org 

www.ceres.org 

Follow us on Facebook, Linkedln and Twitter. 



From: coburn@ceres.org 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Invitation: Methane disclosure@ Fri Oct 29, 2021 10am - 10:30am(EDT)~@sec.gov) 
Start Date/Time: Fri 10/29/2021 10:00:00 AM 
End Date/Tine: Fri 10/29/2021 10:30:00 AM 
invite.ics 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

You have been invited to the following event. 

Methane disclosure 
When Fri Oct 29, 2021 1 0am - 10:30am Eastern Time - New York 

Joining info Join with Google Meet 

meet.google .com/ygm-tedk-cjm 

Join by phone 

(US) ~fb){_6_) ---~l(PIN· f~b)(-6)--~ 

More phone numbers 

Calendar fb>C5> !@sec.gov 

Who • coburn@ceres.org -organizer 

• imunilla@ceres.org 

• Andrew Logan 

• fb>C5> fysec.gov 

• l(blC5l IDsec.gov 

more details » 

GoinglCblCG> @sec.gov)? Yes - Maybe - Nomore options » 

Invitation from Google Calendar 

You are receiving this email at the accountrb)(
5
) !@sec.gov because you are subscribed for invitations on calendarfb)( 5) ~sec.gov 

To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar 

Forwarding this invitation could allow any rec1p1ent to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or 1nv1te others regardless of their own 
invitalton status. or to modify your RSVP Learn More 



Methane disclosure 

20211029T140000Z 
CONFIRMED 

PRODID 
-//Google Incl/Google Calendar 70.9054//EN 

Version 
2.0 

CALSCALE 
GREGORIAN 

METHOD 
REQUEST 

Start Date/Time 
20211029T140000Z 

End Date/Time 
20211029T143000Z 

DTSTAMP 
20211028T122506Z 

ORGANIZER ( CN=coburn@ceres.org ) 
mailto:coburn@ceres.org 

UID 
7 qhgm68vgunr81c0frgfntgh2r@google.com 

Attendee 

Attendee 

Attendee 

Attendee 

Attendee 

mailto:imunilla@ceres.org 
Role REQ-PARTICIPANT 

RSVP TRUE 

mailto:logan@ceres.org 
Role REQ-PARTICIPANT 

RSVP TRUE 

mailto:cobum@ceres.org 
Role REQ-PARTICIPANT 

RSVP TRUE 

mailt$b)C6> ~sec.gov 
Role REQ-AR 

RSVP TRUE 

mailtoj<b><5> @sec.gov 
Role REQ-PARTICIPANT 

RSVP TRUE 

X-MICROSOFT-CDO-OWNERAPPTID 
664027604 

CREATED 
20211028T122355Z 

Description 

Do not edit this section of the description. 

This event has a video call. 
Join: t(b)(6) 
(US) ~b)(6) !PIN: ._l(b)_(6) __ _., 



View more phone numbers: https://tel.meet/yqm-tedk-cjm?pin=f .... b_>c6_> ____ .....,~hs=7 

View your event at 
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=VIEW&eid=N3FoZ202OHZndW5yOGxjMGZyZ2ZudGdoMnlgd3IhdHRrQHNIYy5nb3 
Y&tok=MTYjY29idXJuQGNlcmVzLm9yZzgxYzAwYzgxNjlmYjlmZWM2MGYzZmViOGNjYTAzZWvhMzUzM2IxMjA&ctz=America%2FNe 
w_ York&hl=en&es=1. 

Last Modified 
20211028T122505Z 

Location 

Sequence Number 
0 

CONFIRMED 

Summary 
Methane disclosure 

Time Transparency 
OPAQUE 



From: coburn@ceres.org 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Updated invitation with note: Methane disclosure @ Fri Oct 29, 2021 1 pm - 1 :30pm (EDT) ~b)C5) @sec.gov) 
Start Date/Time: Fri 10/29/2021 1 :00:00 PM .__ _ __, 
End Date/Tine: Fri 10/29/2021 1 :30:00 PM 
invite.ics 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

This event has been changed with this note: 
"Changing meeting time to 1 pm. Friday. Thank you!" 

Methane disclosure 
Wien Changed:Fri Oct 29, 2021 1 pm - 1 :30pm Eastern Time - New York 

Joining info Join with Google Meet 

Join by phone 

(US> ..... r)_(6) ____ ..... 1P,N:f ..... b)-(6) __ ..... 1) 

More phone numbers 

Calendar ~fb_><
6_> -~®sec.gov 

Wio • coburn@ceres.org -organizer 

• imunilla@ceres.org 

• Andrew Logan 

• 1CbK6> ~sec.gov 

• fb)C6> @sec.gov 

more details » 
Going l(b)(6) ~sec.gov)? Yes - Maybe - Nomore options » 

lnv1tat1on from Google Calendar 

You are receiving this courtesy email at the account rb)(6) ~sec.gov because you are an attendee of this event 

To stop receiving future updates for this event, decline this event. Alternatively you can sign up for a Google account at https://calendar.google.com/calendar/ 
and control your notification settings for your entire calendar 

Forwarding this invitation could allow any rec1p1ent to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or invite others regardless of their own 
invitation status, or to modify your RSVP. Learn More 



Methane disclosure 

20211029T170000Z 
CONFIRMED 

PRODID 
-//Google Incl/Google Calendar 70.9054//EN 

Version 
2.0 

CALSCALE 
GREGORIAN 

METHOD 
REQUEST 

Start Date/Time 
20211029T170000Z 

End Date/Time 
20211029T173000Z 

DTSTAMP 
20211028T123031Z 

ORGANIZER ( CN=coburn@ceres.org ) 
mailto:coburn@ceres.org 

UID 
7 qhgm68vgunr81c0frgfntgh2r@google.com 

Attendee 

Attendee 

Attendee 

Attendee 

Attendee 

mailto:imunilla@ceres.org 
Role REQ-PARTICIPANT 

RSVP TRUE 

mailto:logan@ceres.org 
Role REQ-PARTICIPANT 

RSVP TRUE 

mailto:cobum@ceres.org 
Role REQ-PARTICIPANT 

RSVP TRUE 

mailtoj<b><5> ~sec.gov 
Role REQ-1-'AR I ICIPA 

RSVP TRUE 

mailtotb><6> ~sec.gov 
Role REQ-F1ARTICI 

RSVP TRUE 

X-MICROSOFT-CDO-OWNERAPPTID 
-1401144709 

CREATED 
20211028T122355Z 

Description 

Do not edit this section of the description. 

This event has a video call. 
Join: https ://meet.google .corn/yqm-tedk-cjm 
(US)rb)(6) !PIN: l(b)(6) , 



View more phone numbers: https://tel.meet/yqm-tedk-cjm?pin=i~(b-l(5_> ---~~hs=7 

View your event at 
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?action=VIEW&eid=N3FoZ202OHZndW5yOGxjMGZyZ2ZudGdoMnlgbW9yc2VtaUBzZWMu 
Z292&tok=MTYjY29idXJuQGNlcmVzLm9yZ2Q2M2U0MG FjM mFh YjhlNzQ 1 NmM 1 YWFkMjlhOTlhZWM0YjhiNTM 1 ZWU&ctz=America%2 
FNew_ York&hl=en&es=0. 

Last Modified 
20211028T123030Z 

Location 

Sequence Number 
1 

CONFIRMED 

Summary 
Methane disclosure 

Time Transparency 
OPAQUE 



To: 
Cc: 
From: 

Morse, MikafCb><5> @SEC.GOV] 
Chair[chair@sec.gov]; Wyatt, Kristin~Cb)C5> ~SEC.GOV]; Isabel Munilla[imunilla@ceres.org] 
Jim Coburn ,..__ _ __, 

Sent 
Subject 
Received: 

Mon 10/4/2021 9:20:30 AM 
Re: Request for a call 

Mon 10/4/2021 9:20:55 AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Mika, Thank you so much, that's great. I'll check in with Rob and Sam and then suggest some dates/times. Best, Jim 

On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 9:15 AM Morse, Mika 4cbX5
> ®sec.gov> wrote: 

Jim, 

Thanks for reaching out. I'm happy to set up a time to talk. Could you send over some options that work for your group and 
we can see which works for us? 

Thanks, 

Mika 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Sunday, October 3, 2021 6:34 PM 

To: Chair <chair@sec.gov>; Morse, Mika 4Cb><
5
> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ~L...~>_c

6
_> _ _p@_S~E~C~.G=O~V> 

Cc: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org>; Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Subject: Request for a call 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika and Kristina, 

I hope you're both doing well. I'm writing to check on your availability for a call with Isabel Munilla, myself, Rob 
Schuwerk of Carbon Tracker, and Sam Ross of Assurancemark. Isabel and I have been speaking to Rob recently 
regarding his amazing work on oil and gas reserves reporting in SEC filings. We were really impressed and are sure 
you'd find his insights helpful. He can expand and provide updates on important points in Carbon Tracker's June 
14th letter to the SEC, as well as Carbon Tracker's September 27th letter, which includes a new report on climate 
risks in financial reporting. 

If you're able to let me know about any availability you have for a call, I can confirm times with Rob and Sam? 

Thank you very much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Coburn 

Jim Coburn 

Senior Manager, Disclosure 

Ceres 

99 Chauncy Street, 6th Fl. 



Boston, MA 02111 

Tel: 617-247-0700 ext. 119 
cobu rn@ce res. orq 

www .ceres.orq 

Follow us on Facebook, Linkedln and Twitter. 



To: Morse, Mika b>C5> SEC.GOV] 
Cc: Isabel Munilla Imuni a@ceres.org]; Andrew Logan[logan@ceres.org]; Wyatt, Kristin~b>C5> @SEC.GOV]; Vladimir 
Proano[vproano@ceres.org] ...._ _ ___. 
From: Jim Coburn 
Sent: Wed 11/3/2021 2:08:03 PM 
Subject: Re: Ceres follow ups - SEC 
Received: Wed 11/3/2021 2:08:26 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Mika, That's really great to hear--thank you so much. We're working on something similar for GHG emissions, with the aim of getting it to you by 
Friday close of business. Will that work? 

Best, 

Jim 

On Tue, Nov 2, 2021 at 4:55 PM Morse, Mika <r~_>c5
_> -~~sec.gov> wrote: 

Jim, this is so useful. If you have anything similar for GHG emissions, that would be amazing. This has a lot of the type of 
information we're looking for to substantiate and explain investor interest in certain metrics. 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 2, 2021 2:34 PM 
To: Morse, Mika fb>C5> @SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org>; Andrew Logan <logan@ceres.org>; Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org>; Wyatt, Kristina 

fb)(G) l@SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Re: Ceres follow ups - SEC 

AUTION • This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika, I'm writing with the methane notes with public resources (attached) that Isabel mentioned in her email 
below. It's an 8-page document that covers: 

-- investor concerns about methane: shareholder proposals; letters or statements; transparency about their 
approaches to methane; and methane resources for investors 

-- issuers that consider methane a material issue: cancelled contracts; and industry initiatives and company 
commitments 

We hope this is useful to you, and please let us know if we can supplement or clarify any of it. Thank you very 
much for your work and the opportunity to provide information. 

Best, 

Jim 

On Mon, Nov 1, 2021 at 5:20 PM Morse, Mika 4Cb>C
5
> 

Thank you so much! 

From: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org> 
Sent: Monday, November 1, 20215:01 PM 
To: Morse, Mika {b>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 

~sec.gov> wrote: 

Cc: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org>; Andrew Logan <logan@ceres.org> 
Subject: Ceres follow ups - SEC 



AUTION; This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika - Great talking to you on Friday. Quick update on follow ups: 

• Methane: We are preparing some methane notes with public resources for you and will come back 
tomorrow on that. 
• Attached PPT on investor sentiments on the rules & what's in the record 
• GHG Protocol: 

o I'll introduce you to the GHGP team so they can meet with you. I'll flag your question on financed 
emissions and the land use change standard as well. 
o I'll also flag for them that a training/presentation for broader SEC staff would be useful. 

• Water/forests: We'll follow up with info on water and forests as best we can. 
• In case it's useful, pls check out our new Investor Guide to Cotporate Greenhouse Gas Commitments, that 
explains the different types of commitments, and compares their level of ambition. 

Many thanks for your continued work! Don't hesitate to reach out if you need anything else. 

Isabel 

Isabel Munilla (she/her) 

Director, US Financial Regulation 

617.247.0700 ext. 206 

imunilla@ceres.org 

www.ceres.org 

Twitter: @isabelmunilla 



To: Morse, Mika bJC5> SEC.GOV] 
Cc: Isabel Munilla Imuni a@ceres.org]; Wyatt, KristinafblC5> !@SEC.GOV]; Andrew Logan[logan@ceres.org]; Jim 
Coburn[coburn@ceres.org] 
From: Jim Coburn 
Sent: Thur 10/28/2021 8:31 :04 AM 
Subject: Re: Methane emissions 
Received: Thur 10/28/2021 8:31 :24 AM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Thank you, Mika, we really appreciate that. I've invited you and Kristina to a call with Andrew and Isabel tomorrow at I p.m. We will connect you to 
EDF. Here's call-in info for tomorrow. 

Join with Goo le Mee 

~b)(6) 

Join by phone 

Best, 

Jim 

On Wed, Oct 27, 2021 at 5:04 PM Morse, Mika 4~(b>_c
5
_> -~®sec.gov> wrote: 

Thanks, Jim, I'm free Friday at 10 am, 1 pm, and 4 pm. 

I would also love to be connected with EDF. 

Thanks! 

Mika 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 27, 2021 3:09 PM 
To: Morse, Mika 1(b){5

> @SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org>; Wyatt, Kristina {b){5> 

<coburn@ceres.org> 
Subject: Re: Methane emissions 

~SEC.GOV>; Andrew Logan <logan@ceres.org>; Jim Coburn 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika, 

We've been working on this--thank you very much for reaching out. Are you free Friday at any of these times for a 
call with Andrew Logan, who heads our oil and gas team, and Isabel? 

-- 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 

-- 2:30 to 4 p.m. 

Also, we'd like to introduce you to the EDF team that works on methane, if that's OK? We just spoke to them this 
morning, and we think you'd find their insights really helpful. 

Thank you again. 



Best, 

Jim 

On Mon, Oct 25, 2021 at 1 :36 PM Morse, Mika : , <fb)(6) 

Hi Steven, Jim, and Isabel, 

@sec.gov>wrote: 

We're trying to better understand the current state of methane emissions. I think that's something Ceres has been 
tracking, is that right? If so, could we hop on the phone to discuss? 

Best, 
Mika 



To: Morse, Mika(!Cb>C5> @SEC.GOV] 
Cc: Isabel Munilla[imunilla@ceres.org]; Wyatt, KristinJ~b>_c5>_~@SEC.GOV]; Andrew Logan[logan@ceres.org]; Jim 
Coburn[coburn@ceres.org] 
From: Jim Coburn 
Sent: Wed 10/27/2021 3:09:16 PM 
Subject: Re: Methane emissions 
Received: Wed 10/27/2021 3:12:01 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika, 

We've been working on this--thank you very much for reaching out. Are you free Friday at any of these times for a call with Andrew Logan, who 
heads our oil and gas team, and Isabel? 
-- 11 a.m. to l p.m. 
-- 2:30 to 4 p.m. 

Also, we'd like to introduce you to the EDF team that works on methane, if that's OK? We just spoke to them this morning, and we think you'd find 
their insights really helpful. 

Thank you again. 

Best, 

Jim 

On Mon, Oct 25, 2021 at 1 :36 PM Morse, Mika 1bX 5
> 

Hi Steven, Jim, and Isabel, 

t@sec.gov> wrote: 

We're trying to better understand the current state of methane emissions. I think that's something Ceres has been 
tracking, is that right? If so, could we hop on the phone to discuss? 

Best, 
Mika 



To: 
Cc: 

Morse Mika bJC5> SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt,' Kristin ... a-r,C~bl(~5>---"P SEC.GOV] 

From: Jim Coburn 
Mon 11/8/2021 4:01 :56 PM Sent 

Subject 
Received: 

Re: Document on investor and issuer action on water risks 
Mon 11/8/2021 4:02:57 PM 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Happy to help! 

. _.l(b)(6) b 
On Mon, Nov 8, 2021 at 3:20 PM Morse, Mika 7 ___ -~wsec.gov> wrote: 

Many thanks, Jim! 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 2:34 PM 
To: Morse, Mika {b>C5> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina <!(blC5> @SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org>; Vladimir Proano <vproano@ceres.org>; Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Subject: Document on investor and issuer action on water risks 

AUTION • This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika, 

Members of Ceres' water team have created a memo for you (attached) documenting water/climate change 
connections (page 1), investor actions and research on water (pp. 2-8), and evidence that issuers consider water a 
material risk/industry and company initiatives (pp. 9-13). 

We hope this is useful to you. If additional information or a call would be helpful, please don't hesitate to let us know. 
Thank you very much for your work. 

Sincerely, 

Jim 

On Fri, Nov 5, 2021 at 7: 14 PM Jim Coburn <cobum@ceres.org> wrote: 

Mika, We pulled together a similar document (attached) on GHG emissions, with a real team effort here. I hope it's 
useful to you, and please let us know if there are gaps we can fill next week. 

Thank you so much for the opportunity to weigh in. 

Best, Jim 

. 4(b)(6) 
On Tue, Nov 2, 2021 at 4:55 PM Morse, Mika @sec.gov>wrote: 

Jim, this is so useful. If you have anything similar for GHG emissions, that would be amazing. This has a lot of the type of 
information we're looking for to substantiate and explain investor interest in certain metrics. 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 2, 2021 2:34 PM 
To: Morse, Mika {b>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org>; Andrew Logan <logan@ceres.org>; Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org>; Wyatt, Kristina 

4(b)(6
) ~SEC.GOV> 



Subject: Re: Ceres follow ups - SEC 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika, I'm writing with the methane notes with public resources (attached) that Isabel mentioned in her email 
below. It's an 8-page document that covers: 

-- investor concerns about methane: shareholder proposals; letters or statements; transparency about their 
approaches to methane; and methane resources for investors 

-- issuers that consider methane a material issue: cancelled contracts; and industry initiatives and company 
commitments 

We hope this is useful to you, and please let us know ifwe can supplement or clarify any of it. Thank you very 
much for your work and the opportunity to provide information. 

Best, 

Jim 

On Mon, Nov 1, 2021 at 5:20 PM Morse, Mika ~Cb><
5
> 

Thank you so much! 

@sec.gov>wrote: 

From: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org> 
Sent: Monday, November 1, 2021 5:01 PM 
To: Morse, Mika ~Cb>C

5
> !@SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org>; Andrew Logan <logan@ceres.org> 
Subject: Ceres follow ups - SEC 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika - Great talking to you on Friday. Quick update on foJlow ups: 

• Methane: We are preparing some methane notes with public resources for you and will come back 
tomorrow on that. 
• Attached PPT on investor sentiments on the rules & what's in the record 
• GHG Protocol: 

o I'll introduce you to the GHGP team so they can meet with you. I'll flag your question on financed 
emissions and the land use change standard as well. 
o I'll also flag for them that a training/presentation for broader SEC staff would be useful. 

• Water/forests: We'll follow up with info on water and forests as best we can. 
• In case it's useful, pis check out our new Investor Guide to Cmporate Greenhouse Gas Commitments, 
that explains the different types of commitments, and compares their level of ambition. 

Many thanks for your continued work! Don't hesitate to reach out if you need anything else. 

Isabel 



Isabel Munilla (she/her) 

Director, US Financial Regulation 

Ceres 

617.247.0700 ext. 206 

imunilla@ceres.org 

www.ceres.org 

Twitter: @i.sabelmunilla 



From: coburn@ceres.org 
Importance: Normal 
Subject: Updated invitation with note: Methane disclosure @ Fri Oct 29, 2021 1 pm - 1 :30pm (EDT) fb>C6> ~sec.gov) 
Start Date/Time: Fri 10/29/2021 1 :00:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Fri 10/29/2021 1 :30:00 PM 
invite.ics 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

This event has been changed with this note: 
"Changing meeting time to 1 pm. Friday. Thank you!" 

Methane disclosure 
Wien Changed:Fri Oct 29, 2021 1 pm - 1 :30pm Eastern Time - New York 

Joining info Join with Google Meet 

fb)(6) 

Join by phone 

(US)L..fb-)(6-) ____ _.!(PIN: L..fb-)(6-) ----' 

More phone numbers 

Calendar .... lcb_>c5_>_ ..... @sec.gov 

Wio . coburn@ceres.org -organizer 

• imunilla@ceres.org 

• Andrew Logan 

• ~sec.gov 

!@sec.gov 

more details » 
GoingjcbJ(BJ j~sec.gov)? Yes - Maybe - Nomore options » 

Invitation from Google Calendar 

You are receiving this email at the accoun1~sec.gov because you are subscribed for updated 1nv1tat1ons on calendarl(b)(6) ,~sec.gov 

To stop receiving these emails, please log in to https:1/calendar.qooqle.com/calendar/ and change your notification settings for this calendar 

Foiwardlng this Invitation could allow any recipient to send a response to the organizer and be added to the guest list, or 1nv1te others regardless of their own 
invitation status. or to modify your RSVP Learn More 
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To: Morse, Mika(b><
5
> l@sEC.GOV] 

Cc: Isabel Munilla[imunilla@ceres.org]; Andrew Logan[logan@ceres.org]; Jim Coburn[coburn@ceres.org]; Wyatt, 
Kristinal<b><6> ~SEC.GOV] 
From: J1m oburn 
Sent: Tue 11/2/2021 2:34:06 PM 
Subject: Re: Ceres follow ups - SEC 
Received: Tue 11/2/2021 3:05:51 PM 
Investors and Methane SEC.pdf 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika, I'm writing with the methane notes with public resources (attached) that Isabel mentioned in her email below. It's an 8-page document that 
covers: 

-- investor concerns about methane: shareholder proposals; letters or statements; transparency about their approaches to methane; and 
methane resources for investors 

-- issuers that consider methane a material issue: cancelled contracts; and industry initiatives and company commitments 

We hope th.is is useful to you, and please let us know if we can supplement or clarify any of it. Thank you very much for your work and the 
opportunity to provide information. 

Best, 

Jirn 

On Mon, Nov 1, 2021 at 5:20 PM Morse, Mika <fb><
5
> @sec.gov>wrote: 

Thank you so much! 

From: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org> 
Sent: Monday, November 1, 2021 5:01 PM 
To: Morse, Mika {b><5> ~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org>; Andrew Logan <logan@ceres.org> 
Subject: Ceres follow ups - SEC 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika - Great talking to you on Friday. Quick update on follow ups: 

• Methane: We are preparing some methane notes with public resources for you and will come back 
tomorrow on that. 
• Attached PPT on investor sentiments on the rules & what's in the record 
• GHG Protocol: 

o I'll introduce you to the GHGP team so they can meet with you. rll flag your question on financed 
emissions and the land use change standard as well. 
o I'll also flag for them that a training/presentation for broader SEC staff would be useful. 

• Water/forests: We'JI follow up with info on water and forests as best we can. 
• In case it's useful, pis check out our new Investor Guide to Corporate Greenhouse Gas Commitments, that 
explains the different types of commitments, and compares their level of ambition. 



Many thanks for your continued work! Don't hesitate to reach out if you need anything else. 

Isabel 

Isabel Munilla (she/her) 

Director, US Financial Regulation 

Ceres 

617.247.0700 ext. 206 

imunilla@ceres.org 

www.ceres.org 

Twitter: @isabelmunilla 



To: Morse, Mika bJC5> SEC.GOV]; Wyatt, Kristina~SEC.GOV] 
Cc: Isabel Munilla Imuni a@ceres.org]; Vladimir ProanbrvPnrarlo@ceres.org]; Jim Coburn[coburn@ceres.org] 
From: Jim Coburn 
Sent Mon 11/8/2021 2:33:59 PM 
Subject Document on investor and issuer action on water risks 
Received: Mon 11/8/2021 2:35:56 PM 
Investors and Water SEC - 11-8-21.pdf 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika, 

Members of Ceres' water team have created a memo for you (attached) documenting water/climate change connections (page 1 ), investor actions and 
research on water (pp. 2-8), and evidence that issuers consider water a material risk/industry and company initiatives (pp. 9-13). 

We hope this is useful to you. lf additional infonnation or a call would be helpful, please don't hesitate to let us know. Thank you very much for your 
work. 

Sincerely, 

Jim 

On Fri, Nov 5, 2021 at 7:14 PM Jim Coburn <cobum@ceres.org> wrote: 

Mika, We pulled together a similar document (attached) on GHG emissions, with a real team effort here. I hope it's useful to you, and please let us 
know if there are gaps we can fill next week. 

Thank you so much for the opportunity to weigh in. 

Best, Jim 

On Tue, Nov 2, 2021 at 4:55 PM Morse, Mika 4Cb>C
5
> @sec.gov>wrote: 

Jim, this is so useful. If you have anything similar for GHG emissions, that would be amazing. This has a lot of the type of 
information we're looking for to substantiate and explain investor interest in certain metrics. 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 2, 2021 2:34 PM 
To: Morse, Mika 4Cb>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org>; Andrew Logan <logan@ceres.org>; Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org>; Wyatt, Kristina 

l(b)(5) ~SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: Ceres follow ups • SEC 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika, I'm writing with the methane notes with public resources (attached) that Isabel mentioned in her email 
below. It's an 8-page document that covers: 

-- investor concerns about methane: shareholder proposals; letters or statements; transparency about their 
approaches to methane; and methane resources for investors 

-- issuers that consider methane a material issue: cancelled contracts; and industry initiatives and company 
commitments 

We hope this is useful to you, and please let us know if we can supplement or clarify any of it. Thank you very 
much for your work and the opportunity to provide information. 

Best, 



Jim 

On Mon, Nov 1, 2021 at 5: 20 PM Morse, Mika fb>cs> 

Thank you so much! 

From: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org> 
Sent: Monday, November 1, 20215:01 PM 
To: Morse, Mika <fb>C5> ~SEC.GOV> 

@sec.gov> wrote: 

Cc: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org>; Andrew Logan <logan@ceres.org> 
Subject: Ceres follow ups - SEC 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika- Great talking to you on Friday. Quick update on follow ups: 

• Methane: We are preparing some methane notes with public resources for you and will come back 
tomorrow on that. 
• Attached PPT on investor sentiments on the rules & what's in the record 
• GHG Protocol: 

o I'll introduce you to the GHGP team so they can meet with you. I'll flag your question on financed 
emissions and the land use change standard as well. 
o I'll also flag for them that a training/presentation for broader SEC staff would be useful. 

• Water/forests: We'll follow up with info on water and forests as best we can. 
• In case it's useful, pls check out our new Investor Guide to Cmporate Greenhouse Gas Commitments, that 
explains the different types of commitments, and compares their level of ambition. 

Many thanks for your continued work! Don't hesitate to reach out if you need anything else. 

Isabel 

Isabel Munilla (she/her) 

Director, US Financial Regulation 

617.247.0700 ext. 206 

imunilla@ceres.org 

www.ceres.org 

Twitter: @isabelmunilla 



To: Morse, Mikafb>C5> la2SEC.GOV]; Wyatt, Kristinafb>C5> @SEC.GOV] 
Cc: Isabel Munilla[imunilla@ceres.org]; Andrew Logan[logan@ceres.org]; Vladimir Proano[vproano@ceres.org]; Jim 
Coburn[coburn@ceres.org] 
From: Jim Coburn 
Sent: Fri 11/5/2021 7:14:55 PM 
Subject: Re: Ceres follow ups - SEC 
Received: Fri 11/5/2021 7:16:53 PM 
Investors Issuers GHG Emissions 11-5-21.pdf 

AUTrON: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Mika, We pulled together a similar document (attached) on GHG emissions, with a real team effort here. I hope it's useful to you, and please let us 
know if there are gaps we can fill next week. 

Thank you so much for the opportunity to weigh in. 

Best, Jim 

On Tue, Nov 2, 2021 at 4:55 PM Morse, Mika <fb>C5> !@sec.gov>wrote: 

Jim, this is so useful. If you have anything similar for GHG emissions, that would be amazing. This has a lot of the type of 
information we're looking for to substantiate and explain investor interest in certain metrics. 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 2, 2021 2:34 PM 
To: Morse, Mika <j:b>C6> @SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org>; Andrew Logan <logan@ceres.org>; Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org>; Wyatt, Kristina 
1(b)(6) §?SEC.GOV> 

Subject: Re: Ceres follow ups - SEC 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika, I'm writing with the methane notes with public resources (attached) that Isabel mentioned in her email 
below. It's an 8-page document that covers: 

-- investor concerns about methane: shareholder proposals; letters or statements; transparency about their 
approaches to methane; and methane resources for investors 

-- issuers that consider methane a material issue: cancelled contracts; and industry initiatives and company 
commitments 

We hope this is useful to you, and please let us know if we can supplement or clarify any of it. Thank you very 
much for your work and the opportunity to provide information. 

Best, 

Jim 

On Mon, Nov 1, 2021 at 5:20 PM Morse, Mika <JCb>C5> 

Thank you so much! 

From: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org> 
Sent: Monday, November 1, 2021 5:01 PM 

@sec.gov>wrote: 

To: Morse, Mika 1Cb>C6> ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org>; Andrew Logan <logan@ceres.org> 



Subject: Ceres follow ups - SEC 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
the sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Mika - Great talking to you on Friday. Quick update on follow ups: 

• Methane: We are preparing some methane notes with public resources for you and will come back 
tomorrow on that. 
• Attached PPT on investor sentiments on the rules & what's in the record 
• GHG Protocol: 

o I'll introduce you to the GHGP team so they can meet with you. I'll flag your question on financed 
emissions and the land use change standard as well. 
o I'll also flag for them that a training/presentation for broader SEC staff would be useful. 

• Water/forests: We'll follow up with info on water and forests as best we can. 
• In case it's useful, pis check out our new Investor Guide to Corporate Greenhouse Gas Commitments, that 
explains the different types of commitments, and compares their level of ambition. 

Many thanks for your continued work! Don't hesitate to reach out if you need anything else. 

Isabel 

Isabel Munilla (she/her) 

Director, US Financial Regulation 

Ceres 

617.247.0700 ext. 206 

imunilla@ceres.org 

www.ceres.org 

Twitter: @isabelmunilla 



To: Jim Coburn[coburn ceres.org] 
Cc: Q.Mika b)C

5
> SEC.GOV]; Chair[chair@sec.gov); Isabel Munilla[imunilla@ceres.org]; Klemmer, 

Corey blC5> SEC. 
From: att, Kristina 
Sent: Sun 10/10/2021 8:31:09 PM 
Subject: RE: Request for a call 
Received: Sun 10/10/2021 8:31 :09 PM 

Hi Jim, 
I'm happy to set up the call. 
Thank you. 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Sunday, October 10, 2021 7:45 PM 
To: Wyatt, Kristina ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Morse, Mika <fb>C6> ~SEC.GOV>; Chair <chair@sec.gov>; Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org>; Klemmer, Corey 

tb)(
5

) !@SEC.GOV> 
Subject: Re: Request for a call 

UTION· This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Hi Kristina, 
That's great. Would you mind setting up the call, please, or just providing us webex information to call in? We've 
found the SEC's system for calls to be more reliable at times than the system we're currently using. 
Thank you very much. We look forward to speaking. 
Best regards, 
Jim 
On Fri, Oct 8, 2021 at 5:10 PM Wyatt, Kristina rc

6
> l@sec.gov> wrote: 

Hi Jim, 
Thank you for sending over these times. 
October 19th from 2:30-3:00 would work for us. 
Would you like us to set up the call or would you prefer to? 
I'm also copying Corey Klemmer as well from our team. 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Friday, October 8, 20214:52 PM 
To: Morse, Mika t><6

> ~SEC.GOV> 
Cc: Chair <chair@sec.gov>; Wyatt, Kristina ~Cb>C5> 

Subject: Re: Request for a call 
@SEC.GOV>; Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org> 

CAUTION. This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Mika, Thank you so much. Here's a couple oftime ranges that work for us, Rob and Sam. Would you mind letting 
me know if either of these work? 
Tuesday, Oct. 19 -- 2-3 ET 

Wed., Oct. 20 -- 1-2 ET 
Thanks very much, 
Jim 
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 9:15 AM Morse, Mika <fb>C

5
> !@sec.gov>wrote: 

Jim, 
Thanks for reaching out. I'm happy to set up a time to talk. Could you send over some options that work for your group and 
we can see which works for us? 
Thanks, 
Mika 
From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 

Sent: Sunday, October 3, 2021 6:34 PM 
To: Chair <chair@sec.gov>; Morse, Mika {b>C

5
> ~SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina ~Lcb_>c

5
_> _ _JF--=S=-EC=·-=G-=0-'-V> 

Cc: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org>; Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Subject: Request for a call 



AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
ecognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika and Kristina, 
I hope you're both doing well. I'm writing to check on your availability for a caJl with Isabel Munilla, myself, Rob 
Schuwerk of Carbon Tracker, and Sam Ross of Assurancemark. Isabel and I have been speaking to Rob recently 
regarding his amazing work on oil and gas reserves reporting in SEC filings. We were really impressed and are 
sure you'd find his insights helpful. He can expand and provide updates on important points in Carbon Tracker's 
June 14th letter to the SEC, as well as Carbon Tracker's September 27th letter, which includes a new report on 
climate risks in financial reporting. 
If you're able to let me know about any availability you have for a call, I can confirm times with Rob and Sam? 
Thank you very much for your consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Jim Coburn 

Jim Coburn 
Senior Manager, Disclosure 
Ceres 
99 Chauncy Street, 6th Fl. 
Boston, MA 02111 
Tel: 617-247-0700 ext. 119 

coburn@ceres.org 
www.ceres.org 
Follow us on Facebook, Linkedln and Twitter. 



To: 
Cc: 
From: 

Jim Coburn[coburn@ceres.org]; Morse, Mika bX5> SEC.GOV] 
Chair[chair@sec.gov]; Isabel Munilla(imunilla ceres.org]; Klemmer, Corey._lcb_>c5_> _ __.!@SEC.GOV] 
Wyatt, Kristina 

Sent 
Subject 
Received: 

Hi Jim, 

Fri 10/8/2021 5:10:16 PM 
RE: Request for a call 

Fri 10/8/2021 5:10:16 PM 

Thank you for sending over these times. 
October 19th from 2:30-3:00 would work for us. 
Would you like us to set up the call or would you prefer to? 
I'm also copying Corey Klemmer as well from our team. 
Best, 
Kristina 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Friday, October 8, 20214:52 PM 
To: Morse, Mika ~Cb>C5

> ~SEC.GOV> 

Cc: Chair <chair@sec.gov>; Wyatt, Kristina 1._cb_x
6
_> _ .... ~SEC.GOV>; Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org> 

Subject: Re: Request for a call 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize 
he sender and know the content is safe. 

Mika, Thank you so much. Here's a couple oftime ranges that work for us, Rob and Sam. Would you mind letting 
me know if either of these work? 
Tuesday, Oct. 19 -- 2-3 ET 

Wed., Oct. 20 -- 1-2 ET 
Thanks very much, 
Jim 
On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 9: 15 AM Morse, Mika 4Cb>C5> @sec.gov>wrote: 
Jim, 
Thanks for reaching out. I'm happy to set up a time to talk. Could you send over some options that work for your group and 
we can see which works for us? 
Thanks, 
Mika 

From: Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> 
Sent: Sunday, October 3, 2021 6:34 PM 

Jb)(6) I 
To: Chair <chair@sec.gov>; Morse, Mika iCb>C5

> !@SEC.GOV>; Wyatt, Kristina 1 @sEC.GOV> 
Cc: Isabel Munilla <imunilla@ceres.org>; Jim Coburn <coburn@ceres.org> .__ _ _.... 

Subject: Request for a call 

AUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you 
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. 

Dear Mika and Kristina, 
I hope you're both doing well. I'm writing to check on your availability for a call with Isabel Munilla, myself, Rob 
Schuwerk of Carbon Tracker, and Sam Ross of Assurancemark. Isabel and I have been speaking to Rob recently 
regarding his amazing work on oil and gas reserves reporting in SEC filings. We were really impressed and are sure 
you'd find his insights helpful. He can expand and provide updates on important points in Carbon Tracker's June 
14th letter to the SEC, as well as Carbon Tracker's September 27th letter, which includes a new report on climate 
risks in financial repo11ing. 
If you're able to let me know about any availability you have for a call, I can confirm times with Rob and Sam? 
Thank you very much for your consideration. 
Sincerely, 
Jim Coburn 

Jim Coburn 
Senior Manager, Disclosure 
Ceres 
99 Chauncy Street, 6th Fl. 
Boston, MA 02111 



Tel: 617-247-0700 ext. 119 
coburn@ceres.org 

www.ceres.org 
Follow us on Facebook, Linkedln and Twitter. 



From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Importance: Normal 
Subject Accepted: Updated invitation with note: Methane disclosure@ Fri Oct 29, 2021 1pm - 1 :30pm (EDT) fb>C6> @sec.gov) 
Start Date/Time: Fri 10/29/2021 1 :00:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Fri 10/29/2021 1 :30:00 PM 



From: Wyatt, Kristina 
Required Attendees: Morse, Mika; Isabel Munilla; Klemmer, Corey; Jim Coburn; Niazi, Shehzad; Chan, Anita; Harraf, Omid 
Location: Webex below 
Importance: Normal 
Subject SEC and Ceres Follow Up 
Start Date/Time: Tue 10/19/2021 2:30:00 PM 
End Date/Tine: Tue 10/19/2021 3:00:00 PM 
Re: Request for a call 

-- Do not delete or change any of the following text. -

When it's time, join your Webex meeting here. 

Join meeting 

More ways to join: 

Join from the meeting link 

(b)(6) 

Join by meeting number 

Meeting number (access code):[._b>-<
5
_> ____ _. 

Meeting password: ._r_><
5
_> _______ __.lfrom phones and video systems) 

Tap to join from a mobile device (attendees only) 

l(bX
5
> ~ USA Toll 2 

US Toll 
Some mobile devices may ask attendees to enter a numeric meeting password. 

Join by phone 

r
b)C6> IUSA Toll 2 
_ _us Toll 
'=G-lo_b_a_l _c-al-1--in_n_u_m ..... bers 

Join from a video system or application 

Dial fbX5> l@secgov.webex.com 



Join using Microsoft Lyne or Microsoft Skype for Business 

Dial~fb>_cs_> ---~~ecgov@lync.webex.com 

If you are a host, click here to view host information. 

Need help? Go to https://help.webex.com 




